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Wout Saelens (University of Antwerp) Enlightened Comfort: The Material Culture of Heating and 

Lighting in Eighteenth-Century Ghent 

Panel / Session 454, ‘Enlightenment Spaces’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.07, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Elisabeth Fritz (Friedrich Schiller University, Jena) 

As enlightened inventors like Benjamin Franklin and Count Rumford were thinking about how to improve domestic 

comfort through more efficient stove and lamp types, the increasing importance of warmth and light in material 

culture is considered to have been one of the key features of the eighteenth-century ‘invention of comfort’. Daniel 

Roche (1997) has already described how the struggle against cold and darkness shaped the organisation of the early 

modern domestic interior. Yet, the material culture of heating and lighting remains largely unexplored, since in the 

classic historiography on early modern consumption and material culture it has mostly been overshadowed by a 

luxury world of goods craving for novelty, fashion and pleasure. However, according to John E. Crowley (2001), the 

consumer revolution in early modern Britain especially concerned a greater sensibility within the material culture of 

heating and illumination. Physical comfort became an important cultural category in the home, and as such the 

interest of philosophes in its improvement gained in importance as well. In this paper, I wish to investigate the rise of 

this ‘enlightened comfort’ through the spread of new fuels, fuel appliances and ways of distributing artificial heating 

and illumination in eighteenth-century Ghent, a cultural and economic centre on the Continent at the time. By 

drawing upon the evidence recorded in probate inventories as the main source material, I will collect and analyse the 

types of energy sources used (firewood, charcoal, peat, coal, vegetable and animal oils), the types of heating and 

lighting appliances employed (hearths, stoves, braziers, candles, lamps, mirrors, etc.), as well as their relative number, 

spatial distribution, and relation to other aspects of household life. While most historians have tried to explain 

changes within the domestic interior through the cultural values that appear in the discourses on comfort in the Age 

of Enlightenment, probate inventories allow for a better insight into the way these values were (or were not) actually 

popularised within the material practices of daily life. 

 

Mahbouba Sai Tlili (Université de Tunis) La femme orientale face à l’altérité dans l’Essai de Voltaire 

Panel / Session 304, ‘Lumières, femmes et identités en Orient’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. M1, 

Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Halima Ouanada (Université de Tunis El Manar) 
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Dans l’Essai sur les mœurs et l’esprit des nations, Voltaire s’intéresse au statut de la femme arabe dans l’islam. Il 

soulève des questions relatives à sa place dans la famille et la société, par rapport au divorce, à la polygamie, etc. 

Cependant, l’approche historiographique et anthropologique de l’Essai – présenté comme « Histoire universelle », ne 

trahit pas moins, nous semble-t-il, la démarche polémique du philosophe : en montrant à l’Europe un autre exemple 

de civilisation, Voltaire pointe du doigt l’intolérance de l’Église chrétienne et l’absolutisme de l’Ancien Régime. L’Essai 

gagnerait serait ainsi à être interprété comme appel à une réforme chrétienne. Dans cette intervention, nous 

entendons analyser les prises de positions de Voltaire par rapport à des traits spécifique de la société orientale en 

démontrant, paradoxalement, leur ancrage dans l’actualité européenne et chrétienne. 

 

Sho Saito (University of Tokyo) ‘How to Write Good Dialogues’: Johann Christoph Gottsched as 

Translator of Fontenelle 

Panel / Session 364, ‘Enlightenment Style: Strategic Use of Fiction for Persuasion and Entertainment’. 

Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. G.04, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Masaaki Takeda (University 

of Tokyo) 

The dialogue as literary genre flourished in the Age of Enlightenment. This popularity is related to classical examples 

such as Plato, Cicero and Lucian. In this respect, the use of dialogue form in the eighteenth century can be seen in 

connection with its tradition reaching back to antiquity. It is not surprising then if theoretical reflections on the genre 

often took up some of the issues of the “Querelle des Anciens et des Modernes”. 

 In this paper, I will focus on Johann Christoph Gottsched as the translator of Bernard Le Bovier de Fontenelle 

and especially on his “Discourse on Dialogues in General”, written as the introduction to his translations (1727/1760). 

Fontenelle, who himself was a prominent figure in the Querelle, not only resuscitated the Lucianic subgenre of 

“Dialogues of the Dead”, but also introduced an innovation with his “Entretiens sur la pluralité des mondes”, inspiring 

many scientific dialogues in the eighteenth century. 

 While Gottsched diagnoses his own time, in contrast to the classical period, as rather unfavorable for 

dialogues as such, he regards the genre as a promising vehicle for popularizing modern scientific knowledge. In answer 

to the question: “How to write good dialogues”, he develops his project of prescriptive poetics of dialogue, proposing 

four essential “rules” to follow. I will examine in detail these rules and their supposedly universal validity. 

 

Takashi Sakamoto (Rikkyo University) The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter and the Orphic-Pythagorean 

Panel / Session 355, ‘Asian Identities in the Global Enlightenment 3 (co-chaired with Atsuko Tamada, Chubu 

University)’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. 2.14, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Shinichi Nagao 

(Nagoya University) 

In the Tale of the Bamboo Cutter, the oldest Japanese prose narrative dated to 10th Century, a princess Kaguya goes 

back to the Moon, from where she was sent to the earth for the compensation of her sin on the Moon. Here is 

observed the typical Folklore- system which can be classified into the Swan maiden together with the older Chinese 

cosmological folklorish topos of Moon palace. If this topos of Moon palace would have been described in a tale on the 

side of the western world, it would have required some cosmological background which is commonly held only by the 

Atomist and the Orphic-Pythagorean. Based on their own cosmology, they imagined a habitable another world also on 

the surface of the Moon. Why could be present the topos of Moon Palace in the Japanese narrative based deeply on 

the Folklore which seems to have no coherence to the ionic and atomic view of the world? Or is it possible to find 

some traces of the Orphic-Pythagorean doctrine in The Tale of the Bamboo Curtter, in which the return to the Moon 

could be interpreted as the Orphic Metempsycosis into the Moon? Here will be pursued a cosmological paradigm of 

the Orphic-Pythagorism which can be applied also to the oldest Japanese narration. 

 

Simona Sala (Université de Lausanne) The Necessity of Religion for Founding the Republic: 

Germaine de Staël’s Des circonstances actuelles 
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Panel / Session 243, ‘Quêtes d’identité : pensée, histoire et projections du religieux au tournant des 

Lumières (1780–1815)’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.07, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : 

François Rosset (Université de Lausanne) 

Intégrée à un travail plus vaste qui est en cours sur la religion dans la pensée et l’œuvre de Germaine de Staël, l’étude 

proposée aborde le cas particulier de “Des circonstances actuelles qui peuvent terminer la révolution et des principes 

qui doivent fonder la république en France”. Cet ouvrage écrit en 1798 et resté non publié jusqu’en 1906 comporte un 

chapitre intitulé “Des religions” qui fera l’objet d’un examen détaillé dans le contexte de la réflexion politique menée 

par G. de Staël, avec Benjamin Constant, sur la question brûlante des principes à respecter pour la nécessaire 

refondation de la république en France au temps où il s’agit de “terminer la révolution”. 

 

Fernão Salles (Federal University of São Carlos) The Decline of Enlightened Nations and Language: 

Condillac’s Remarks on Poetry 

Panel / Session 168, ‘Equation and Equivalence’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. 2.04, Appleton Tower. Chair 

/ Président.e : David Clemis (Mount Royal University, Calgary) 

What we intend to do in this paper is to reconstruct the thread connecting Condillac’s observations about poetry to 

his diagnosis concerning the decline of enlightened nations. Somewhat marginal, at first glance, such observations 

acquire importance when examined more closely; it is in them that the philosopher introduces the theme of the use 

of figures of speech, paving the way to show that this use is a possibility inscribed in the very nature of signs. As the 

philosopher says: “in its origin language is always figurative.” That is,  because for Condillac there is no connection of 

essence between sign and meaning, the act of naming objects will always be, in some sense, a figuration, and names 

can always be shifted from its original meaning  to refer to something that has not yet been designated. This is not 

necessarily bad: it represents a considerable extension of our capacity for expression. 

 However, if that displacement enlarges the possibilities of language, it also opens the door to abuses that 

make the signs empty, the speech frivolous, and the thinking obscure. Conceived according to the model provided by 

the generation of animals, the history of the rise and progress of language, written by Condillac in his Essay,  implies 

that “the same movement which was a principle of life becomes a principle of destruction”, as it happens when it 

comes to the development of living beings. This decline in languages in general then seems almost inevitable. And 

since it is from the progress of language, among other factors, that depends the state of arts and sciences, this will 

directly affect the philosopher’s view of civil history and the progress of enlightened nations, as we shall try to show in 

our exposition. 

 

Anna Maria Salvadè (University of Milan) An Episode of the Italian Enlightenment: Alessandro 

Verri Discovers London (1766–1767) 

Panel / Session 232, ‘London’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.14, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Joanne Myers (Gettysburg College) 

In October 1766, Alessandro Verri and Cesare Beccaria were welcomed with full honours in Paris by the philosophes, 

as exponents of the Lombard Enlightenment reformist group who, with the treaty “Dei delitti e delle pene” and the 

journal “Il Caffè”, had just known a European enshrinement. But at the moment of the highest glory the break takes 

place: Beccaria, affected by anxiety and strong nostalgia for his family, returns precipitously to Milan, while 

Alessandro continues his journey to London; his own return to Italy will happen later, to sanction the end of that 

shared experience, not in Milan, capital of the Enlightenment, but in the Rome of archaeological and antique 

splendor. In England, between December 1766 and February 1767, Alessandro, now free from the bonds of friendship 

and collaboration that had often influenced him, wrote about twenty letters to his brother Pietro, which, in a lively 

and easy prose, compose a detailed picture of that nation’s society and customs. Fascinated by the mercantile world 

and by the ease in building public relations (here he meets, among others, the young Charles James Fox, destined to 

important political tasks, and visits Laurence Sterne, who was then completing the edition of the Tristram Shandy), 

Verri discovers a reality not devoid of contradictions, between freedom and progress, while developing a passion for 

antiquity that, even when he will permanently reside in Rome, will keep him constantly in contact with England. 
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Samara Samara Cahill (Nanyang Technological University) Peru, Systems Thinking, and the 

Imperial Eye 

Panel / Session 151, ‘Sciences et Mouvement des Lumières dans les campagnes/Science and Enlightenment 

Movement in the Countryside’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. 2.06, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Laurent Châtel (Université de Lille) 

Mary Louise Pratt, in her canonical Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (1992), argued that one aspect 

of the colonial gaze was the erasure of indigenous peoples in favor of a georgic vision of cultivating landscape for 

greater productivity. When examining the children’s literature classic The History of Sandford and Merton (1783-89), it 

is clear that—in addition to being a cross-class critique of frictionless consumption combined with a censure of 

slavery—the novel essentially endorses a georgic imaginary of Peru in the service of colonial endeavor. This paper, 

building on David Fairer’s defense of the “eco-georgic,” explores the extent to which the ecologically useful mode of 

the georgic nevertheless lends itself to a potentially colonial vision of ecological holism. 

 

Javier San Julián (University of Barcelona) Adam Smith in the Chairs on Political Economy and 

Trade in Spain, 1780–1823 

Panel / Session 287, ‘Adam Smith´s Wealth of Nations in Spain, 1780–1830 2’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 

11.30. G.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Jesús Astigarraga (University of Zaragoza) 

The penetration of Adam Smith’s ideas in the Iberian Peninsula did not take a long time to be effective. One key 

source for the diffusion of Smithian ideas was the actual use of the Wealth of Nations as a textbook in the courses 

supplied by some chairs on political economy and trade scattered all along Spain. Sponsored by Enlightened societies, 

or by local boards of trade, these chairs gained momentum and respect in the last decades of the 18th century and 

the beginning of the 19th century, they becoming a way for the spread of foreign economists’ ideas, particularly 

French and Italian. It is in this framework that Smith’s ideas made their appearance, directly through translations or 

adaptation of the Wealth of Nations, or indirectly through other texts of Smithian inspiration. Slightly later Universities 

ensued, creating chairs on economics, in which, among some others books, Smith’s was used, even if Say’s Traité 

quickly replaced it as the main textbook. 

This contribution to this IESC Congress analyses the diffusion of Adam Smith through the chairs of political economy 

held by this group of institutions. There are some works available that have already addressed the issue of economic 

teaching in Spain in this period, from a general perspective and local. It is our purpose to complement this literature 

by revisiting the whole process of penetration of Adam Smith in particular in the teaching institutions of this period, 

shedding more light on the adoption of the Wealth of Nations as a text for teaching, and its eventual replacement 

with Say’s Traité. In spite of a relatively ephemeral presence of Smith as a central source in the training of Spanish 

economists at the beginning of the 19th century, he remained nevertheless as a highly appreciated economic 

authority, present and quoted in virtually every text on political economy written in Spain all along the century. 

 

Alain Sandrier (Université de Caen) L’instrument numérique et la main de l’homme : dynamique 

scientifique et travail collaboratif 

Panel / Session 48, ‘L’ENCCRE et les recherches sur l’Encyclopédie à l’ère du numérique : résultats et 

perspectives 2’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. Sydney Smith Lecture Theatre, Old Medical School. Chair 

/ Président.e : Christine Le Sueur (CNRS, Institut Camille Jordan) 

Loin de tout traitement purement automatisé, une entreprise numérique comme celle de l’ENCCRE vise à inscrire au 

cœur même de sa démarche la place et l’apport d’une activité de recherche, tant en cours que cumulée, mettant en 

jeu des scientifiques d’horizons variés, à la mesure de l’ouverture encyclopédique elle-même. Cela constitue autant un 

défi qu’une ambition invitant à ne pas succomber aux sirènes d’une informatisation précipitée qui manquerait la 

spécificité de l’objet auquel elle s’applique. D’un côté, il s’agit d’intégrer les connaissances sur l’Encyclopédie dans un 

cadre unifié respectant cependant la multiplicité des angles d’attaques, pour mieux cerner un objet qui ne se donne 
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nullement d’emblée dans son identité véritable mais qui se découvre au contraire dans sa richesse par l’exploration 

active et humaine. D’un autre côté, il s’agit de convertir et d’éduquer ceux qui rejoignent cette démarche aux 

bénéfices d’une gestion numérisée du travail d’édition. Le séminaire de l’ENCCRE, né en 2013, tente d’articuler ce 

double travail à travers des dispositifs originaux, ouvrant sur de nouvelles formes d’appropriation du fonctionnement 

des interfaces. C’est à l’exploration de ces nouvelles formes (ateliers personnalisés ou d’initiation, etc.) et au retour 

critique sur la vie d’un séminaire à visée numérique que nous nous attacherons, en mettant en valeur la dimension 

collaborative appelée par le développement de l’ENCCRE, et les enjeux, notamment numériques, qu’elle révèle. 

 

Susannah Sanford (Texas Christian University) Breaking Vows Outside the Nunnery: Isabella’s 

Sexuality and City Limits in Aphra Behn’s The History of the Nun 

Panel / Session 3, ‘Aphra Behn’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. G.07 Meadows Lecture Theatre, Old Medical 

School. Chair / Président.e : Hilde Neus (IMWO/AdeKUS University of Suriname) 

In Aphra Behn’s The History of the Nun, or, The Fair Vow-Breaker, Isabella is the most virtuous form of womanhood a 

reader could imagine.  She is virginal, a nun, later a dutiful wife, a faithful widow, and again a compliant wife to a 

second husband. For Isabella, sexual power is tied to her location, and she must wield that power through the 

flaunting of her virtuous character and the approval of nuns. Isabella is first characterized as virtuous and perfect, 

then her sexuality augments as she agrees to change locations between town and countryside multiple times 

throughout the novella. For example, Isabella’s first sexual encounter must not occur in the same city as the nunnery, 

but her (celibate) widowhood does. Isabella’s second marriage flourishes at the country estate of her second husband, 

rather than in a distant town as in the first marriage.  

Aleksondra Hultquist has argued that Isabella’s extreme responses, such as the surprise double homicide, are to the 

patriarchal structures that attempt to control her sexuality.  Isabella’s father requires her to make her choice—

nunnery and virtuous peace or a fortune and life in a city—at the age of thirteen. Her future encounters with men, 

sexual or otherwise, hang on this decision.  Further examining the nature of Isabella’s sexuality, this time in the 

context of her physical movements, I plan to investigate the implications of setting in the novella, focusing on 

Isabella’s travel between cities and homes, and its effects on her sexuality and her presumed virtue of character.  I 

argue Isabella’s sexuality must remain outside the town in which she is courted until she has been married and 

absolved of her crime of breaking her sacred vows and fleeing.  She returns to Iper and renews her bodily purity, and 

finds peace and financial stability in her virtuousness.  

 

Matthew Sangster (University of Glasgow) Collaborative Versions of the British Metropolis 

Panel / Session 476, ‘Visual and Literary Topography’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.14, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Cynthia Roman (The Lewis Walpole Library, Yale University) 

As London grew into a city of over a hundred thousand buildings and a million people over the course of the 

eighteenth century, it presented new kinds of representational challenges that often proved insurmountable for single 

observers.  While a few bold attempts were made by individuals to encompass the metropolis – one of the most 

notable being Richard Horwood’s decade-long struggle to produce his immense Plan (1792-9) – literary writers often 

turned away in horror from the city, seeing it, like William Wordsworth, as a ‘monstrous ant-hill on the plain/ Of a too 

busy world’.  However, this was also a period during which topographical forms less invested than poetry in the value 

of individualism proliferated through embracing intertextuality and cooperation.  Drawing on my digital mapping 

project, Romantic London (http://www/romanticlondon.org), I will explore how publisher and patron-led 

collaborations including John Thomas Smith’s Antiquities of London (1791-1800) and Rudolph Ackermann’s 

Microcosm (1808-10) brought together recognizably disparate talents and discourses in attempting to account for the 

metropolis.  I will also examine the ways in which published works established themselves as fora for reconfiguration 

and personalization, considering how later editions and extra-illustration projects both modest and elaborate 

transformed Thomas Pennant’s Of London in dialogue with topographical traditions and the burgeoning print market. 
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Aaron Santesso (Georgia Institute of Technology) Enlightenment Liberalism and the Rhetoric of 

Radicalism 

Panel / Session 406, ‘Popular Politics and Radicalism’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. Lecture Theatre 1, 

Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Harry Dickinson (University of Edinburgh) 

John Wilkes and Charles Churchill were close allies and friends, and worked together on the radical newspaper The 

North Briton. Both produced famously aggressive, often virulent work. But whereas Wilkes, no matter how slanderous 

or harsh his attacks, always remained an advocate of democratic rights and individual liberty, Churchill, in his satires 

especially, sometimes moved into darker territory, arguing against both toleration and individual rights. Indeed, in 

works like “The Times,” Churchill is willing to recommend the use of organized “terror” against those who pursue 

what he regards as immoral or shameful behavior. Wilkes is generally unwilling to cross that line. What inspires this 

difference? Why would two political partners operate in such different rhetorical and philosophical modes? 

This paper would investigate what might move one author away fom radicalism, into something closer to proto-

fascism. What is the transformative moment that divides the work of these two friends? Is genre the crucial element 

(that is, is there something about working in poetic satire that shifts Churchill’s worldview)? Or does the divide lie 

rather in the way each understands and engages with the concepts underlying the radical wing of Enlightenment 

liberalism? Ultimately, Churchill’s work allows us to explore what happens when liberalism gives voice to those who 

hold anti-liberal positions, and enfranchises the opponents of toleration and democracy – a paradox and a problem 

we are very much facing again today. 

 

Zaigham Sarfraz (Government College University Faisalabad) How Enlightenment Thinkers 

Influenced the Colonial India: Understanding Adam Smith and Wealth of Nations in Indian 

Context 

Panel / Session 395, ‘Indian Identities’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. G.14, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Tina Janssen (University of Warwick) 

Enlightenment thinkers influenced and modernised the world and brought paradigm shift in state and society 

relations . In this context ,Understanding economy particularly Colinal Indian market is very important. This aspect has 

never been widely addressed or discussed . This paper aims to examine why nations failed generally in socio-economic 

terms, contextulising Adam Smith and his magnum opus Wealth of Nations purely in agaraian Socities as that of India. 

This paper also inquires why the post colonial states such as India and Pakistan failed to address it’s core economic 

and development challenges in the twenty first century owing to sheer neglect of enlightenment thinkers policies and 

research studies. Consequently, witnessing reverting pattern of regression In socio-economic terms and for the 

welfare of the people. Lastly, It will highlight the importance of the Enlightenment thinkers and how they should be 

taught in universities around the world, particularly third world countries  and most importantly enhancing in 

contemporary Pakistan and India. 

 

Dhrubajyoti Sarkar (University of Kalyani) Polite Merchants: The Crisis of Politeness and the British 

East India Company 

Panel / Session 89, ‘Politeness and Civility’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Hadi Baghaei-Abchooyeh (Swansea University) 

As the doldrums of boom and bust cycles settled over the affairs of the British East India Company, the 1693 Charter 

and 1709 union of the Old and the New companies ushered in a period of spectacular prosperity for the Company. 

However, at home, this is also the period of cultural transition from the Restoration Courtly culture to the Augustan 

culture of Politeness. It is now a matter of common parlance that Shaftesbury’s proposition of the attitude of the 

bourgeois sociability called ‘politeness’ manifested itself in diverse fields of literature and culture (e.g. Addison, Steele 

and Behn). Thus, it may be expected that the United Company of Merchants that started its reinvigorated operations 

in the East Indies in 1709, would have also manifested its participation in the constructionist project of politeness. 
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However, the idea of politeness is not often applied to the texts of historical domain. This paper attempts to study the 

communications of the East India Company during this period to trace the adoption of vocabulary of politeness by 

East India merchants. In particular, this paper proposes that the limits of the idea of politeness manifest itself in the 

crisis of the emerging normativity. Robert Clive onward the East India men – the ‘Nabobs’- were the subject of 

sustained criticism, particularly as rich upstarts lacking taste. (Holzman; Smylitopoulos) 

In conclusion, this paper proposes that social antagonism and disgust at ‘Nabob’s may be seen as a veritable 

reaffirmation of politeness itself and its concomitant standards of taste (Hume 1757) through ‘othering’. Finally, in 

historical terms, the actual manifestation of this crisis of the idea of politeness and taste can be seen in the vilification 

of the ‘nabobs’ that culminate in the resignation (1784) and subsequent Impeachment (1788-1795) of Warren 

Hastings.  

Holzman, James H. The Nabobs in England. 1926. 

Letters Received by the East India Company from its Servants in the East (1602-’17), 6 vols. ed. F.C.Danvers (Vol I) and 

W. Forster (Vols II-VI), London, 1896-1902. 

Smylitopoulos, Christina. “Rewritten and Reused: Imagining the Nabob through “Upstart Iconography””. 2008. 

 

Sora Sato (Toyo University) Truth, Order and Religion: Burke, Hume and Anglican theology in 

Eighteenth-century English Historiography 

Panel / Session 125, ‘The Enlightenment Politics of Time and History 1’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. 

Seminar Room 6, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Iain McDaniel (University of Sussex) 

Recent major scholarship on Burke has revealed the extent to which Burke owed his views on history and politics to 

one of his eminent contemporaries, David Hume. Yet the systematic analysis of the intellectual relationship between 

them is still left to be conducted. Although Burke frequently took Hume’s political and historical arguments critically, 

some of his political and historical ideas, including those on monarchy in modern Europe, seem closer to those of this 

Scot than his explicit comments in texts suggest. Their other ideas, not confined to those on religion, seem to still 

remain irreconcilable. The achievements of Richard Bourke’s Empire and Revolution are the starting point for this 

paper, and its analysis is expanded to the less-known textual evidence. 

 

Francesca Savoia (University of Pittsburgh) Giuseppe Baretti and the Royal Academy of Art 

Panel / Session 457, ‘Giuseppe Baretti (1719–1789) Turns 300’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. Seminar 

Room 4, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Fabio Forner (University of Verona) 

In 1768, few months after the foundation of the Royal Academy of Art and the unanimous election of Sir Joshua 

Reynolds as its first president, Samuel Johnson, Oliver Goldsmith and Giuseppe Baretti were appointed, respectively, 

Professor of Ancient Literature, Professor of Ancient History and Secretary of Foreign Correspondence of that 

institution. The positions were entirely honorary and did not carried salaries or responsibilities; however, they allowed 

the three authors to attend the meetings of the Academy, as well as its annual dinners. Considering that England’s 

laws did not favor foreigners and individuals of different religion, Baretti was justified in feeling particularly honored 

by this appointment. 

Although he did not actually conduct foreign correspondence for the Academy, he translated and published into 

Italian seven of the discourses delivered by Reynolds to its members (Delle Arti del Disegno discorsi: discorsi del Cav. 

Giosuè Reynolds, presidente della Reale Accademia di Londra … trasportati dall’Inglese nel Toscano idioma. Firenze: n. 

p., 1778) and wrote A Guide through the Royal Academy (London: T. Cadell, 1781). Baretti had known Reynolds,as well 

as the architect William Chambers since the mid 1750s, and two of his most intimate and long-term friends were the 

sculptor Joseph Wilton and the Florentine born painter Giambattista Cipriani, both members of the Academy. Baretti 

knew also Angelica Kauffman and praised her work, and was of help to young artists such as Maria Cosway and 

Francesco Bartolozzi. My paper would like to illustrate how Baretti’s knowledge of figurative arts was far from 

superficial, and the function he played in the London artistic community he frequented was not as perfunctory as it is 

usually believed. 
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Panu Savolainen (University of Turku) Shopping in Eighteenth-Century Swedish Towns: A History 

of Architectural Semiotics 

Panel / Session 123, ‘Shopping Practices and Experiences in Eighteenth-Century Scandinavia’. Tuesday 

/Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. G.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : My Hellsing (Uppsala University) 

This paper examines the history of experiences of shopping through the lens of architectural semiotics in Swedish 

towns during the long eighteenth century. Shop windows, product disposal and textual or pictorial signs, as well as the 

overall architecture of shops and retailing, offers an interesting semiotic scope to examine how shopping was visually 

and spatially exposed and perceived in urban contexts. 

The paper tackles the experiences of shopping by asking how shops evolved as architectural concepts and spatial 

typologies. Furthermore, it explores visual signs and symbols that were applied to demarcate and to highlight the 

places of shopping in the urban space. The architectural concept means here a specific building type, intended for the 

purposes of retailing with direct access from street and customised design of the shop interiors for different 

specialised repertoire of products. Architectural drawings from the long eighteenth-century make visible the evolution 

of this spatial typology, and the origins of indoor commercial spaces of Scandinavia. 

The enquiry stems from a variety of sources, including diaries and letters, architectural drawings, tax registers and 

other administrative documents, newspapers, artefacts from museum collections and other evidence of material 

culture as the physical remains of built fabric. 

 

Kirsten Saxton (Mills College) The Afterlives of Eighteenth-Century Murderess Mary Blandy 

Panel / Session 138, ‘Making Stars: Biography and Celebrity in Eighteenth-Century Britain’. Tuesday /Mardi 

10.00 – 11.45. G.05, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Nora Nachumi (Yeshiva University) 

Mary Blandy was hung on April 6, 1752, for poisoning her father. Her case was a spectacular media event; she was a 

young(ish) woman of means, of a “good” family; the trial was the first to feature forensic evidence and the first in 

which evidence was marshalled by lawyers into the narrative structure of a story organized by circumstantial 

evidence, then considered the highest of evidentiary standards. The trial centered on the question of intent: whether 

or not Mary Blandy knew the “potion” she mixed with her father’s daily oatmeal was, in fact, arsenic. Even after the 

verdict, public opinion remained sharply divided: Was she a lovesick and pathetically naive young woman, a conniving 

and ruthless minx, or something in between? In her own era, she was the subject of countless articles, treatises, 

ballads, visual interpretations letters, speeches, broadsides and more.  During the 19th-century she remained a 

popular subject for adaptive remix and editorializing. She is the subject of romantic pulp 1950s fiction, a 1980 BBC TV 

show true crime show, a shadow puppet show on YouTube, and a recent Norwegian rock ballad. The Malmaison 

Hotel, the refitted Oxford Castle prison where she was incarcerated, stages her story for edutainment, and students of 

the paranormal and ghost tour operators hunt for her spirit.  Working within a frame of literary interpretation, cultural 

studies, and museum studies, the paper considers Blandy’s extensive transmedia adaptive history and examines how 

the ghost tour (“non-official” curation) and the Oxford Prison (“official” curation) create fictional constructions of 

women. The paper explores how Blandy is staged through literary adaptations and curatorial tourism.  The paper 

explores how Blandy is staged through literary adaptations and curatorial tourism and examines the cultural work 

done by adaptations of her case. In particular it thinks about how Blandy’s restaging as a celebrity murderess positions 

“insider/outsider” and interprets vulnerability, guilt, gender and crime. 

 

Belinda Scerri (University of Melbourne) The Unbearable Lightness of Seeing: Mirrors and ‘la Vie 

Privée’ in Early Eighteenth-Century Paris 

Panel / Session 454, ‘Enlightenment Spaces’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.07, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Elisabeth Fritz (Friedrich Schiller University, Jena) 

During the final years of the reign of Louis XIV (1638-1715) Paris began to metamorphose. In the area around the 

Place Vendôme wealthy Parisians were building town residences. These were the first to accommodate a new way of 
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living that had privacy and pleasure as its central tenet. In 1690,  the  term ‘vie privée’, defined as “the opposite of 

public life”, first appeared. For the nobles and haute bourgeoisie, identity could be constructed not merely through 

activity in the public sphere. It could be manifest in a concrete way, through the construction of private spaces.  

Art critic La Font de Saint-Yenne wrote derisively of the privileged place afforded mirrors and ornamentation in these 

early eighteenth-century Parisian interiors. In 1747 La Font bemoaned: “the science of the brush has been forced to 

cede its place to the brilliance of the looking glass. The mechanical facility of [the mirror’s] perfection, & its 

abundance, has exiled the most beautiful of the Arts from homes”. The establishment, in 1655, of the Royal Glass 

Manufactory, overcame the need to import Venetian glass – a costly and fraught endeavour.  In 1688 another 

important technical innovation occurred with the invention of poured plate glass enabling greater use of glass in 

private interiors.     

Ornemaniste sculptor Nicolas Pineau (1684-1754) was one of France’s leading decorative artists and, through 

engravings, his designs for mirror frames, chimney pieces and related furniture were disseminated throughout 

Europe. An examination of Pineau’s innovative designs for mirrors, and the patrons who commissioned them, 

provides insight into the integrated and innovative decorative arts in early French Rococo interior schematics. The 

installation of mirrors as ornamental elements was not a mere transposition of one decorative element for another – 

reflective glass for paintings. The abundance of mirrored surfaces reflected not only private spaces but also private 

lives. Though invariably these were not purely private. The decorative interiors were often expressions of a very public 

desire for recognition and status, whether that be as an arbiter of taste, a connoisseur, or a social aspirant. 

 

Marie-Cécile Schang (Université Bretagne-Sud) De la bergère poudrée à la victime cloîtrée : valeur 

politique des larmes dans l’opéra-comique de la période révolutionnaire 

Panel / Session 20, ‘Opéra-Comique and Identity During the French Revolution’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 

12.30. 2.11, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Valerie Mainz (Independent Scholar) 

L’opéra-comique de la période révolutionnaire rejette les larmes qui symbolisent la sensibilité de la société d’Ancien 

Régime, mais valorise la représentation de victimes oppressées par l’usage arbitraire du pouvoir dans cette même 

société. Quand les larmes coulent à flot, leur dimension est tantôt sérieuse, tantôt parodique. Comment interpréter 

une telle variété dans le recours aux larmes ? La question esthétique est indissociable d’une analyse de la valeur 

politique des larmes, et corrélativement du rire, dans l’opéra-comique révolutionnaire.  

 

Elizabeth Schlappa (Newcastle University) ‘I cou’d not pass by setting a Stigma upon such 

Creatures’: Unchaste and Unstable Femininities in Early Eighteenth-Century Anti-Masturbation 

Discourse 

Panel / Session 414, ‘Women and Sexual Agency in the Eighteenth Century’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. 

G.15, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Karen Harvey (University of Birmingham) 

In the early days of the anti-masturbation movement, female masturbation was treated by commentators not only as 

a new problem, but as a distinctive one. Credit for popularising the idea of onanism as a deadly vice is given to the 

infamous Onania; or, the heinous sin of self-pollution, and all its frightful consequences, in both sexes. Published 

anonymously around 1716, this hybrid medical/religious tract proved hugely successful over its many editions. This 

paper explores the gender-inflected anxieties about female masturbation in the Onania and its critics, and argues that 

rather than launching an equal-opportunities vice, these texts demonstrated a gendered specificity in line with the 

sexual politics of the time. 

Despite the superficially egalitarian approach suggested by its title, Onania’s portrayal of female masturbation 

betrayed sex-specific concerns. Later editions, particularly, evidenced a shift towards overtly sexualised portrayals of 

women in comparison with male subjects. While its threatening qualities were most dramatically exemplified in the 

figures of the hermaphrodite and the tribade, female onanism in the Onania was also disruptive to virginity, 

motherhood, marriage, and to female sexuality as a governable force.   

For all its influence, Onania’s treatment of women was not uncontroversial, and sparked particularly robust 

condemnation in the critical pamphlet Onania Examined, and Detected. Alongside accusations of quackery, indecency 
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and misuse of scripture, this rebuttal accused the Onania of unjustly defaming the fairer sex. Yet despite his staunch 

objections, even such a committed detractor was unable to resist using female masturbation as a synecdoche for 

every possible social transgression that a woman might commit. This paper proposes that whether her sex was 

physically inscribed or socially located, the discursive beginnings of female onanism were fraught with worry about 

what a self-pleasuring woman, in particular, meant for her society. 

 

Philippe Bernhard Schmid (University of St Andrews) ‘L’illustre nom que vous portez’: Memory and 

Civility in the Beausobre Family 

Panel / Session 89, ‘Politeness and Civility’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Hadi Baghaei-Abchooyeh (Swansea University) 

When in 1752 Louis de Beausobre was received at court in Potsdam, adopted by the King, and sent to Paris for further 

studies, Paul Ernst Jablonski, his former professor in Frankfurt an der Oder, congratulated him, saying that it is 

consoling to see that ‘un grand Monarque scait si bien reconnoitre les merites des grands hommes, et qu’il est 

genereusement porté à les recompenser, meme dans leurs fils et descendants’. This turn of events, as indicated by 

Jablonski, was largely owed to the memory of Louis’ father Isaac de Beausobre, ‘la meilleure plume de Berlin’, as the 

King Frederic II. used to say. Changing attitudes to death and dying in the eighteenth century lead to more elaborate 

forms of memorialisation in scholarly communities, such as the development of a canon of scholars. But what role did 

civility play in remembering the deceased within scholarly circles? This paper presents a microstudy of the Beausobre 

family, its friends, and enemies, over the course of three generations, using unprinted sources. The dramatis personae 

includes Isaac, first generation Huguenot refugee, minister and scholar, his wife Charlotte Henriette, née Schwarz, his 

energetic son Charles-Louis, a minister such as his father, Frederic II. King of Prussia, young Louis, son to Charlotte, 

Jean Henri Samuel Formey, minister and mediator of the Berlin refuge, and many others. While Charles-Louis was 

preoccupied preserving the legacy of his father by editing and publishing his manuscripts, Louis profited a great deal 

from his fame, being invited by Titon du Tillet to join the figures of his ‘Essais sur les honneurs et sur les monumens 

accordés aux illustres savants’ for the ‘illustre nom que vous portez’. As this paper argues, social customs such as 

civility, familial duty, and friendship, as well as their limits, are significant for understanding memory culture. What 

could be expected from the living, and what could be asked from the dead, has always been a matter of debate. 

 

Susanne Schmid (Freie Universität Berlin) Nagging and Cantankerous: Ill-Humoured Women 

Panel / Session 450, ‘DIGIT.EN.S: Unruly Sociability? Gender and Constructions of Identity’. Friday /Vendredi 

14.00 – 15.45. G.16, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Emrys Jones (King’s College London) 

Amanda Vickery has argued that eighteenth-century women actively participated in the public sphere but that their 

access to could differed from that enjoyed by men. Furthermore, women certainly cultivated and actively shaped the 

social or sociable sphere, the sphere of mutual visiting and intercourse. To women, this participation occurred within 

the family, but also within wider social and geographical contexts. Since sociability is an experience of immediacy, the 

spoken word is essential to it, as a large number of essays on speech as well as conduct books prove. 

My paper aims to look at female sociable speech that is deviant as regards values often associated with eighteenth-

century culture: politeness, sensibility, decorum, Christianity. My examples are (1) a satirical tract on conduct books as 

well as (b) a female literary character, Tabitha Bramble, in Tobias Smollett’s Humphry Clinker (1771) as well as 

reactions to her in the decades following the publication of this epistolary novel. 

Jane Collier’s 1757 Essay on the Art of Ingeniously Tormenting is a satirical reaction to advice literature: she advises on 

the art of nagging (stereotypically considered to be a female activity). Collier deals with questions of how to verbally 

handle or rather abuse servants, friends, and family, how to torture one’s poor companions, thus satirically pointing at 

issues in the social hierarchy, human interaction and particularly at prescribed images of femininity. 

Old spinsters like Tabitha are often outside the dominant literary marriage plot (although the ill-humoured Tabitha 

eventually marries a very odd character). Novels often focus on younger heroines finding suitable matches. The 

predominance of such, in the words of Susan Lanser, “heteronormative plots” leaves a difficult position for older 

unmarried or widowed women, who are frequently cast as bizarre, sex-starved, or comic and whose speech is 

notoriously inappropriate.  
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Freek Schmidt (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) Criticism and the Question of Originality in 

Eighteenth-Century Architecture 

Panel / Session 120, ‘Planning and Architecture’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. Seminar Room 4, Chrystal 

McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Amalia Papaioannou (Hellenic Open University / Democritus 

University of Thrace) 

The eighteenh-century witnessed an increase in ‘architecture in print’ in both quality and quantity. Recent 

investigations have demonstrated how architecture, the most public of the arts, attracted a wide audience of 

practicians, ranging from craftsmen, builders, to architects, engineers and architects, but a growing readership among 

amateurs, dilettanti, cognoscenti and virtuosi, all accross Europe. Writers on architecture came from various 

backgrounds and often had very specific aims in mind. Up until now, the emergence of architectural criticism as a 

special genre has been hard to uncover. Rather than look for architectural criticism in periodicals and the popular 

press, this paper will concentrate on some architectural surveys and books that contain descriptions of important 

buildings and monuments from different times, including, but not limited to Vitruvius Brittanicus, Architecture 

Françoise, and Entwurff einer Historischen Architektur. On closer inspection works such as these, with their 

intermingling of historical description, spatial analysis and detailed engravings, can be seen as important instruments 

in the formation of professional judgment in architecture and were thus highly relevant for the development of 

contemporary architecture.  

 

Christophe Schmit (CNRS, Observatoire de Paris) La philosophie naturelle de Nicolas Malebranche 

au XVIIIe siècle 

Panel / Session 238, ‘Philosophie et apparences’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.06, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Sophie Audidière (Université de Bourgogne) 

Cette communication examine la philosophie naturelle de Nicolas Malebranche et son devenir au cours du XVIIIe 

siècle. Nous montrons que de nombreux savants énoncent ou discutent des principes, des lois et des méthodes 

explicatives dont l’origine est à chercher dans De la recherche de la vérité (1712 pour la dernière édition), et 

cherchons à établir des critères permettant de définir l’identité d’un groupe se réclamant du mécanisme 

malebranchien. Nous soulignons alors que la présence de Malebranche au siècle des Lumières se manifeste par un 

occasionalisme physique et par une critique de la force des corps au repos de Descartes, ce qui conduit à une 

conception nomologique de la causalité et à un rejet de la force d’inertie, et par une interprétation des phénomènes 

physico-chimiques à l’aide de la théorie des petits tourbillons jusque dans les années 1770. Malebranche est ainsi à 

l’origine d’une des formes prise par la philosophie mécanique dont nous nous proposons de donner les 

caractéristiques essentielles.   

 

Jens Ole Schneider (Universität Jena) The All-Seeing Eye: Transformation of a Religious Image in 

the Age of Enlightenment 

Panel / Session 314, ‘The Contribution of Images to the Enlightenment Agenda / L’apport des images au 

programme des Lumières 2’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. Seminar Room 4, Chrystal McMillan 

Building. Chair / Président.e : Elisabeth Décultot (Universität Halle) 

The Enlightenment takes up the image of the all-seeing eye especially when it comes to an adaptation of the idea of 

God in the sense of the highest secular moral claims. Thus the image of an ‘all-seeing eye’ can be found above the 

Déclaration des Droits de l’Homme et du Citoyen of 1789 and apparently stands there for a supreme authority that 

checks the observance of human and civil rights and has both the ability to survey and review. Quite different groups 

and institutions make use of the image of the all-seeing eye. For example, various Masonic lodges in the 18th century 

also used the image as a central symbol. Especially in the use of the ‘eye image’ by the secret societies the 

ambivalence of an Age of Enlightenment diagnosed by Kondylis or Koselleck becomes clear, which programmatically 

differs from theological-church as well as from early modern-state traditions, but at the same time falls back on their 

semantics of absoluteness. 
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Melissa Schoenberger (College of the Holy Cross) The Muncher’s and Guzler’s Diary: John 

Armstrong’s Pseudonymous Almanac 

Panel / Session 466, ‘Orientalisation’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.04, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Tina Janssen (University of Warwick) 

The poet-physician John Armstrong is best known for having written The Art of Preserving Health (1744), a didactic 

medical georgic. In this paper, I seek to build on recent critical interest in the Art—indicated by Adam Budd’s edition, 

and David Fairer’s regular treatment of Armstrong in essays on the georgic form—by looking to the broader range of 

genres in which Armstrong experimented. Although his works vary in scope and quality, most share an interest in 

teaching others: how to care for themselves, how to think well, and how to detect quackery. Yet at times, Armstrong 

taught by not teaching: in my paper, I discuss his mock-almanac, The Muncher’s and Guzler’s Diary (1749), which 

revels in its own inaccuracies and digressions. Perhaps most strikingly, the Diary is narrated by a voluble figure named 

Noureddin Alraschin. To date, there is no account of this or Armstrong’s other pseudonyms, which at times are 

similarly orientalizing. Although at first glance the Diary may appear simply to be trafficking in xenophobic stereotypes 

about credulous easterners, we might understand this construction with more nuance if we consider the fact that the 

Scottish Armstrong, whose medical degree from the University of Edinburgh was deemed “foreign” by authorities in 

London, also wrote passionately in his Sketches about the senselessness of nationalist prejudice. Although it may be 

impossible to ever fully to reconcile the almanac with modern artistic, critical, and socio-political values, the Diary, 

which inverts the project of Art, must be accounted for in any serious investigation of Armstrong’s participation in the 

creative milieu of his age.  

 

Adam Schoene (Cornell University) Graffigny’s Quiet Temple 

Panel / Session 286, ‘Trauma and Response’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. M1, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Kristin Eichhorn (Universitaet Paderborn) 

Raised in the silence of the Temple of the Sun in Peru, Incan princess Zilia of Françoise de Graffigny’s Lettres d’une 

Péruvienne is abducted during the Spanish conquest, a trauma that nevertheless introduces her to the world beyond 

her temple, offering an empowering silence in nature’s more expansive temple, which evokes a sense of wonder in 

Zilia that she seeks to capture in writing. “J’ai goûté pendant ce voyage,” she writes to her lover Aza, “des plaisirs qui 

m’étaient inconnus. Renférmée dans le temple dès ma plus tendre enfance, je ne connaissais pas les beautés de 

l’univers.” While Graffigny’s work pays clear homage to Montesquieu, she inscribes her own voice in the epistolary 

form, mobilizing it to create a different representation of female identity and emancipation. This paper traces how 

Zilia’s encounter with the landscape and language of France inspires a newfound autonomy and empowerment driven 

by her curiosity and fascination for nature, the world around her, and the act of writing. Instead of succumbing to 

despair or isolation in a foreign landscape, Zilia embraces its silence, channeling it to fuel literary creation, and a way 

of life that offers a model of female liberation. 

 

Martina Scholger (University of Graz) The Spectators Press: A Digital Edition of a Trans-National 

Phenomenon 

Panel / Session 310, ‘Real and Fictitious Identities in Relation to Political, Social, and Cultural Spaces in the 

European ‘Spectators’ 2’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. Seminar Room 5, Chrystal McMillan Building. 

Chair / Président.e : Yvonne Völkl (University of Graz) 

The enlightened Spectator press of the 18th century constitutes an important cultural heritage of the world with a 

highly identity-forming character. “The Spectators in the international context” is an ongoing digital edition project, 

which has been running since 2008. The objective of this project is not only to build a central repository for all 

periodicals from Europe and even beyond, but also to give insight into the formation of trans-European ideas, literary 

techniques and cultural practices. Currently, the text corpus encompasses more than 4000 discourses in six languages: 

French, Italian, Spanish, English, German and Portuguese. 
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The contribution will present the theoretical basis and practical implementation of the digital edition of the Spectators 

and will discuss the benefits and potentials of a digital and sustainable representation of the texts. The data model 

using the standard of the Text Initiative (TEI), a workflow for data acquisition, the long-term preservation of the 

discourses in the Humanities’ Asset Management System GAMS and the dissemination of the data will be introduced. 

The text corpus builds the basis for the application of quantitative methods to enhance and improve the studies on 

micro-narration and the transnational-transfer of this literary genre: a report gives insight into the current research on 

the Spectators in this respect. 

 

Theresa Schön (Universität Halle-Wittenberg) Appropriating Sacred Space: Fashionable Immorality 

in Addison and Steele's Periodicals 

Panel / Session 152, ‘Shaping Sacred Space in the Enlightenment 1’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. G.10, 

Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Laura M. Stevens (University of Tulsa) 

Famously, Joseph Addison and Richard Steele devote their collaborative periodical writings to the reformation of 

contemporary (London) manners, proposing a more secularised approach to contemporary morality. In this 

endeavour, they use religious space in several ways to expose fashionable misconduct. In my paper, I analyse selected 

texts from The Tatler, The Spectator, and The Guardian, focusing on how a number of (allegedly) immoral types, 

notably, the Coquette and the Beau, appropriate and exploit sacred space as a setting – a stage – for their prototypical 

and decidedly non-religious activities (i.e. flirting). Even more so, the Idol and the Dévotée, two subtypes of the 

Coquette that are specific to The Spectator, take the devotion they demand of (and receive from) their adorers, to an 

extreme by setting themselves up as objects of quasi-religious worship, essentially presenting their body as a (pseudo-

)sacred space. Through these instances I shall discuss the tension between sacred and secular space in Addison and 

Steele’s texts as well as the impact of this relationship on the mental and mnemonic space(s) that character sketches 

(traditionally) establish and negotiate. 

 

Winfried Schroeder (Marburg Universität) Lost ‘atheistic’ texts of the Renaissance and their 

clandestine ‘remakes’ 

Panel / Session 135, ‘Identité(s) clandestines : le paradoxe des manuscrits philosophiques clandestins’. 

Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. G.09, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Maria Susana Seguin 

(Univ. Paul-Valéry Montpellier III - IHRIM UMR 5317 ENS de Lyon - IUF) 

Abstract not supplied 

 

Helga Schwalm (Humboldt University Berlin) Embedded Biographies in Interaction: Brief Lives in 

Dictionaries and Encyclopedias 

Panel / Session 452, ‘Embeddings, Neighbourings, Webs of Lives: Transformations and Migrations of Brief 

Biographies’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. G.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Lisa O’Connell 

(The University of Queensland, Brisbane) 

Eighteenth-century collective biography has long been studied in view of processes of canonisation and nation 

building, as a project of collective identity articulated, above all, in the national “monument” of the Biographia 

Britannica. Little attention, however, has been given to the intertextual and paratextual interactions of such brief lives 

embedded in larger volumes. This paper sets out to investigate the dynamics of such interactions in the context of an 

Enlightenment poetics of biographical knowledge: What are the operations of selection, reduction and compression of 

biographical data in biographical dictionaries, or in more versatile works undertaking the popular dissemination of 

knowledge? How do such brief lives cope with the demands of brevity given that the Enlightenment poetics of 

biography favoured a certain amount of circumstantial detail to allow for a sympathetic reading? Addressing these 

questions, the dynamics between condensation and explosive paratextual footnotes will be explored in particular, as 

will the intertextual dimension of embedded brief lives as they occur in the medial neighbourhood of others.  
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Sabine Schwarze (Universität Augsburg) L’ordre naturel et son importance pour l’écriture 

scientifique. L’apport de la traduction du français à la formation de la prose scientifique 

italienne 

Panel / Session 433, ‘L’identité italienne en jeu face à l’hégémonie du français : la traduction et la question 

de la langue 2 (Textes philosophiques et scientifiques)’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. Seminar Room 

6, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Silvia Tatti (Sapienza Università di Roma) 

Au cours du 18e siècle, la vocation de la langue française à « l’universalité », telle qu’elle est proclamée 

pompeusement par Rivarol en 1784 dans sa célèbre dissertation De l’universalité de la langue française, couronnée 

par l’Académie de Berlin, est due surtout au prestige des grands œuvres philosophiques et scientifiques, souvent 

attribué non seulement au contenu mais aussi à une particulière clarté et précision du style. Par conséquence, la 

polémique qui se déclenche sur la qualité des langues française et italienne dès le début du 18e siècle se focalise 

souvent sur « l’ordre naturel » perçu comme qualité intrinsèque de la langue française et son importance pour « 

suivre fidèlement l’arrangement des pensées ». 

La capacité et le mode de transmission de la langue source à la langue cible sans pertes d’ordre conceptuel ainsi que la 

possibilité de contribuer moyennant la traduction à l’évolution de la langue cible, en apportant des changements 

surtout conceptuels (c’est-à-dire dans le domaine de la signification des signes linguistiques) devient un des sujets 

principaux de la réflexion des traducteurs de textes philosophiques et scientifiques du français à l’italien dans la 

seconde moitié du 18e siècle.  Notre communication illustrera par l’analyse du métadiscours qui se crée à propos dans 

les paratextes aux traductions ou encore dans les traités théoriques, l’évolution d’une conscience linguistique plus 

approfondie parmi les savants italiens souvent liée à la réflexion sur la nécessité de recourir justement à « l’autentica 

costruzione » afin de « presentar le idee tali, quali l’intendimento può concepirle ne’ loro rapporti necessarj di 

connessione » (Giovanni Carmignani, Dissertazione critica sulle traduzioni, 1808, p. 42). 

 

Ruggero Sciuto (Hertford College, Oxford / Voltaire Foundation) Diplomatic Correspondences at 

the Crossroads of Local and Supranational Enlightenment 

Panel / Session 449, ‘Correspondances et représentations des identités nationales au XVIIIe siècle – La 

lettre entre les nations 2 / Correspondences and Representations of National Identity in the Eighteenth 

Century – Letters between Nations 2’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. Lecture Theatre 5, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Nicholas Cronk (Voltaire Foundation, University of Oxford) 

Traditionally, the Enlightenment has been either studied as a unitary, global phenomenon or parcelled into a variety 

of national movements. Charles Withers has shown that, taken singly, neither of these approaches is in fact sufficient. 

The Enlightenment, as he puts it, ‘was national and local and international’. If the key to understanding the 

Enlightenment resides in an approach that is simultaneously local/national and transnational, analysing the 

correspondences of eighteenth-century diplomats can help researchers to get a better sense of how the 

Enlightenment originated and what it actually was. 

Besides being in epistolary contact with other French diplomats across the Italian Peninsula and beyond, Luigi Lorenzi, 

French resident minister to Florence from 1735 to 1765, was at the very centre of an extensive network of cultural 

contacts that included Voltaire, Condillac, La Condamine, Trublet, and the circle of the Encyclopédistes, as well as a 

large cluster of academics and savants from Tuscany and Italy more broadly. In my paper I shall look at Lorenzi’s 

passive correspondence to reconstruct the picture(s) that the French, notably Parisian, philosophes had of the 

Lorraine Enlightenment in Tuscany and vice versa. Notwithstanding the Tuscans’ desire to emulate and attract the 

attention of the French philosophes, their notion of who the philosophes were and what their agenda was often 

remained quite vague. Meanwhile, the French tended to view the Italians as particularly skilled antiquarians and 

scholars with close ties to academic and university milieus. I shall argue that Lorenzi’s diplomatic status put him in a 

perfect position to mediate between these two different cultures of Enlightenment, and that he therefore played no 

minor role in the creation of a supranational Enlightenment. 
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Ruth Scobie (University of Oxford) Henry Bate Dudley, Fiction, and the Celebrity Gossip Industry 

Panel / Session 465, ‘Media and the Mediation of the Individual’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. G.14, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Anna Senkiw (Mansfield College, Oxford) 

Famous as “A Canonical Buck, Vociferous Bully/ A Duellist, Boxer, Gambler & Cully”, Sir Henry Bate Dudley was also 

the public face of the late eighteenth-century British gossip industry. As editor and sometime proprietor of the London 

Morning Post and then the Morning Herald, he was widely regarded as having established a new kind of print trade, 

one based on anonymously authored newspaper paragraphs, the publication of stolen or forged letters, and a 

underground market in reputations. In his papers, the illusion of knowledge of individuals became not simply 

potentially publicly available, but was efficiently commodified as content for an anonymous mass readership. Whether 

or not this industry was entirely new, it was perceived by many contemporaries as a cataclysmic shift in the workings 

of the public sphere. Under the cover of an older discourse of (masculine) satire as moral discipline, editors like Bate 

Dudley wielded genuine power over the reputations and lives of their subjects, yet paradoxically tended to disavow 

any serious guarantee of the authenticity or origins of the texts they circulated.  

This paper will consider fictions thematizing women’s experience of being mediated by this emerging gossip industry, 

from Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s The School for Scandal (1777) to Maria Edgeworth’s Helen (1834). While some 

characters fear and some celebrate becoming the subject of celebrity, each of these fictions recognises that the 

aggressively commercialized model of textual production championed by Bate Dudley created a distinctive 

epistemological vacuum, and required a specialized mode of reading. I will end by suggesting that an awareness of this 

gendered, commercialized, and conspicuously unreliable model of textual mediation might inform the development of 

better interpretative strategies for scholars reading and citing eighteenth-century newspapers today.  

 

Ruth Scobie (University of Oxford) On New Perceptions of Celebrity Culture in Eighteenth-Century 

Britain 

Panel / Session 341, ‘Newness in the Eighteenth Century: Launching the BSECS/Boydell and Brewer ‘Studies 

in the Eighteenth Century’ Book Series’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. Lecture Theatre 3, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Matthew Grenby (Newcastle University) 

Many eighteenth-century Britons perceived themselves as living through a revolution in the nature of fame, a change 

so disorienting it could only be grasped by comparison to the exotic people and places newly encountered in Oceania. 

This paper will focus on a series of reader-generated ‘Otaheitean Letters’ published in the London Chronicle between 

1778 and 1780. In their authorship, circulation and content, these letters explored the novel possibilities of celebrity 

culture, adding as they did to a new and powerful metropolitan myth of Oceania. 

 

Denis Sdvizhkov (German Historical Institute in Moscow) Enlightened Christianity as a Form of 

Identity in Eighteenth-Century Russia 

Panel / Session 467, ‘Orthodoxy and Dissent’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Roger D. Lund (Le Moyne College) 

The emergence of an enlightened empire in Russia in the late 17th-early 18th centuries was accompanied by sweeping 

changes not only in the socio-political status of the Orthodox Church, but also in broader religious culture. The 

concept of multiple “enlightenments” and religious influences on Russia’s Enlightenment experience have become 

well established in the field. But there is a dearth of analysis into several important questions about what exactly this 

new religiosity meant. How did it fashion the self-identity of men and women who considered themselves both 

religious believers and enlightened subjects in 18th-century Russia? Of what was this “symphonic,” rather than hybrid, 

identity composed? And when did it become obsolete? 

This paper proposes to explore these questions by exploring “spiritual autobiographies”—diaries, letters, memoirs, 

and other personal documents of both clergy and lay members of society written during Russia’s “long 18th century.” 

The paper will explore what narratives, metaphors, and behavior proved crucial in forming the modern religious 

personality in Russia. Which relied on tradition and which emerged as novelties? To what extent did state policies and 
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borrowing from the West influence the innovations? The documents under consideration demonstrate, for example, 

that initially Jesuit and Scholastic, and later revivalist (Jansenist, Pietist, Puritan etc.), influences affected Russia. The 

broader question concerns the impact of this Christian enlightened identity on the history of the modern Self in 

Russia. 

 

Silvia Sebastiani (EHESS) and Bruce Buchan (Griffith University) From Humankind to Human Races: 

Adam Ferguson’s Lectures on Moral Philosophy 

Panel / Session 285, ‘The Humanity of Enlightenment: from Humankind to Human Kindness’. Thursday 

/Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. M3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Thomas Ahnert (University of Edinburgh) 

Recent scholarship on the Scottish Enlightenment has emphasised the increasing importance of the concept of race as 

a means to interpret and classify human variety in the last decades of the eighteenth century. Yet race was a 

conceptual, moral and taxonomic puzzle for Scots intellectuals who mixed both physical and moral criteria as indexes 

of racial classification. Race, like language or institutions of government, or methods of warfare, was an ethnographic 

criterion like any other, subject to the vagaries of nature, such as climate and geography, but simultaneously to mores 

and morals, laws and literature. For this reason, race and humanity was traced through a diverse range of sources 

ranging from standard medical and natural historical texts, to Biblical and philosophical sources, colonial 

correspondence, travel literature and, very prominently, other historical and moral philosophical authorities at the 

heart of the Scotland’s Enlightenment, among them Adam Ferguson (1723-1814). Ferguson held the chair of Moral 

Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh from 1769-1785, and the influence of his published works – especially his 

Essay on the History of Civil Society (1767), has received wide scholarly attention. Curiously, the content of his 

teaching has yet to receive the attention it deserves, despite the fact that we have privileged access to his curricula in 

his own surviving lecture notes between the years 1775 and 1784/5. These notes indicate that race occupied an 

important part of the teaching of what he called: ‘Pneumatics… or the physical science of mind’, the ‘foundation of 

moral philosophy’. Race and physical anthropology constituted the opening section of the course – roughly 10% of the 

total number of lectures in the course. The evidence we can glean from these notes is suggestive rather than 

conclusive, but they offer us a unique window into the development of thought on humanity and human diversity, at 

the disciplinary intersections of moral philosophy, natural history and medicine, and the cross roads of Edinburgh’s 

curricula and British colonisation. 

 

Gerold Sedlmayr (University of Dortmund) ‘Man and not moveables is the object of just 

legislation’: John Thelwall, the Law, and Political Economy 

Panel / Session 173, ‘John Thelwall 1: The Rule of Law’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. Lecture Theatre 2, 

Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Christoph Houswitschka (Otto-Friedrich-Universität Bamberg) 

One of the leading spokesmen of the radical republican movement in the mid-1790s, John Thelwall found himself 

accused of High Treason, along with Thomas Hardy and John Horne Tooke. In the published version of his defence 

during the so-called Treason Trials of 1794, The Natural and Constitutional Right of Britons (1795), he counters the 

accusations against him by asserting that his actions had always been in accord with the legal and constitutional basis 

upon which British society rests, which in turn allows him to expound on his ideas regarding the very nature of this 

foundational framework. With the threat of the death sentence hanging over him, he claims that he has found himself 

in a paradoxical position because the crime he is accused of is a constructed and hence ultimately fictive crime: 

“instead of it being lawful for the people to do whatever the law has not forbidden […], [the judge] is to be at liberty 

to punish every thing, and in every manner which the law has not positively declared shall not so be punished.” 

Conspicuously, many of Thelwall’s observations regarding the constitutional and legal structure of Britain intersect, 

both metaphorically and factually, with remarks that pertain to the sphere of economics: “it is property, we are told, 

that ought to be represented, because by property government is supported.” When he re-interprets such arguments 

in his favour by saying that “Property is nothing but human labour” and that “The most estimable of all property is the 

sweat of the poor man’s brow,” he apparently avails himself of certain key claims by 18th-century liberal economists 

in a decisively republican spirit, for example Adam Smith’s notion that “the division of labour […], in a well-governed 

society, [will extend] universal opulence […] to the lowest ranks of the people.” By investigating how Thelwall, in this 

and other texts, connects political, legal, and economic discourses in order to promote his own democratic agenda, 
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this paper will shed light on the manner in which the intersection of these discourses was formative for the ideological 

climate of the 1790s. 

 

Maria Susana Seguin (IRHIM-ENS de Lyon) L’ethos du savant selon Fontenelle : étude 

textométrique des Éloges 

Panel / Session 338, ‘Les éloges académiques de Fontenelle’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. G.16, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Jean Trouchaud (Société des amis de Jean-Pierre Claris de Florian) 

Au-delà du portrait des individus que propose Fontenelle dans les éloges qu’il dresse de ses confrères et des 

correspondants de l’Académie des sciences, il est aussi possible de découvrir le portrait d’une nouvelle figure 

héroïque, celle du « savant » des Lumières. Cette étude propose d’analyser ces textes grâce à l’analyse textométrique 

rendue possible par l’édition numérique des Éloges de Fontenelle.  

 

Saki Sekiguchi (Waseda University) Historiography and Fanaticism as the Problem of the Civil 

Society: On the Dialogue between Rousseau and Voltaire 

Panel / Session 156, ‘The Enlightenment Politics of Time and History 2’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. 

Seminar Room 6, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Hiroki Ueno (Hitotsubashi University) 

The aim of the paper is to reconstruct the debate or the dialogue on fanaticism as a problem of the civil society in 

eighteenth-century France. On the one hand, in the age of the Enlightenment, it was considered to be an enemy of 

the political society which was being separated from the religious sphere. As we can see one of the examples in the 

article « Fanatisme » contributed by Alexandre Deleyre in the Encyclopédie, it was accused on the basis of the 

historiography from the ancient Rome to the age of the European wars of religion. In addition to that, this paper 

examines the debate between Voltaire and Rousseau and shows that an attack on fanaticism was accelerated from a 

new point of view, according to which it was a menace to the civil society and the domain of political economy. On the 

other hand, as Deleyre suggested in his article, there was a kind of fanaticism which would be supported. It was « 

Fanatisme du patriote ». This paper pays attention to the usage of the historiography and makes clear that it also 

contributed to praising the heroic actions for defending the fatherland. In short, this investigation clarifies that the « 

fanatique » label was applied to a threat to the political society and it was employed for indicating the distinction 

between citizens and enemies in a community. Thus, this paper would contribute to shedding light on the political 

aspect of historiography in the age of the Enlightenment. 

 

Anna Louise Senkiw (University of Oxford) What’s so Funny About Female Dramatists? 

Panel / Session 21, ‘Professional and Amateur Identities in Women’s Writing’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. 

G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Ros Ballaster (University of Oxford) 

The character of the female dramatist on stage is laughable, pitiable, deluded, and silly. She is certainly not a 

professional. Indeed the very fact that she is a ‘female’ dramatist marks her out as part of a theatrical sub-culture – 

the ‘not-a-man’ sub-culture. That is not to say that male writers are not occasionally figures of fun too, but it is their 

profession, not their sex, that is funny. Moreover the representation of female playwrights as ludicrous is at odds with 

the fact that, from Aphra Behn to Joanna Baillie, we find many women working as theatre writers throughout the long 

eighteenth century. 

Using Catherine Clive’s The Rehearsal; or Bayes in Petticoats, George Colman’s The Female Dramatist, and Frances 

Brooke’s novel The Excursion as my starting point, I will investigate the idea of professionalism and the ‘female 

dramatist’ both on stage and off, and consider the idea of ‘amateurism’ as a defence as well as a slur. I will suggest 

that ‘professional’ is an unhelpful measure and instead consider the multivalent ways in which women writers came 

to negotiate the vexed ‘professional’ space of the theatre. I will conclude by thinking about the implications for other 

roles within theatrical culture – as managers and as critics, for example – in which women were marginal, but not 

wholly absent. 
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This paper, sadly, remains timely: I will conclude with some brief remarks on the long-term implications of the 

laughable, the lesser, the ludicrous ‘female dramatist’. Near the close of the second decade of the twenty-first 

century, female playwrights remain under-represented on major UK stages – now that’s a joke.  

 

Artem Serebrennikov (St. Tikhon’s Orthodox University) A Knight Wounded in the Loins: Shandean 

Echo in Daniil Kharms 

Panel / Session 85, ‘Literary Precedents and Antecedents’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.05, 50 George 

Square. Chair / Président.e : Conrad Brunstrom (The National University of Ireland, Maynooth) 

The paper analyses traces of Sterne’s influences in the short story Rytsar’ (A Knight) by Russian avant-garde writer 

Danill Kharms (real name Daniil Yuvatchov; 1905 – 1942). A part of the short story collection Sluchai (Incidences), 

written between 1933 and 1939 but first published in 1974, the novella manifests Kharms’ trademark mastery of dark 

humour and grotesque social satire while bearing marks of Sternean influence (Kharms, a good friend of Viktor 

Shklovsky, was profoundly interested in Sterne’s work). 

The protagonist of the novella, Aleksey Alekseevich Alekseev, is what the narrator calls a “veritable knight” . His 

intensely chivalrous attitude to women and tendency to rescue those who he perceives to be damsels in distress leads 

to constant misadventures and injuries. A fervent patriot, his love for all things military is so great that he is unable to 

utter the words “banner”, “fanfare”, and “epaulettes” without shedding a tear. During the Great War, in characteristic 

Uncle Toby fashion, Alekseev is wounded “in the loins” and discharged from the army. After the October Revolution, 

he makes a living by begging alms “for a man who suffered with his loins for the revolutionary cause” and singing a 

rousing song exhorting self-maiming and dying for the Revolution. Unwittingly embroiled in what is heavily implied to 

be an anti-Soviet plot, Alekseev is first exiled for 10 years to “the northerly regions of this country”, then, after his 

return, mysteriously disappears after being arrested by secret police. 

With his groin-wounds, military past, and quaint chivalry, Alekseev greatly resembles a Captain Toby transplanted into 

a grim Soviet reality. In addition, the constant bodily harm suffered by the character is contrasted with his quaint 

idealism and lack of common sense, making him something of a latter-day knight-errant in the vein of Don Quixote. 

 

Catriona Seth (University of Oxford) ‘No small vexation’: Katherine Read’s Brilliant Career and 

Absence from the Canon 

Panel / Session 389, ‘Beyond the Amateur: Reintegrating Women Artists into Eighteenth-Century (Art) 

History 1 (Co-chaired with Paris Spies-Gans, Harvard University)’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. 2.12, 

Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Melissa Hyde (University of Florida) 

Katherine Read (1723-1778) was born near Dundee into a wealthy family with Jacobite connections; she trained as a 

painter in Paris and Rome; she practised her art in London and India and was a well-respected artist in her lifetime. 

She clearly developed a professional strategy which paid off when she became one of the most celebrated portraitists 

in Britain, commanding high prices for her art. Aspects of her career reflect her consciousness of what her position in 

life entitled her to do, and whilst she showed regrets at many of the limitations imposed on her as a woman, she was 

also capable of using her sex to her advantage when seeking certain commissions. I will reflect on how being a woman 

artist might help us understand some of Read’s choices and how these, in turn, help to explain her—regrettable—

absence from the canon. 

Catriona Seth is the Marshal Foch Professor of French Literature at the University of Oxford and a Fellow of All Souls 

 

Divya Sethi (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi) Contemporary Contexts: Tracing the 

Trajectory of Crime, Gender, and Community in Eighteenth-Century Marwar 

Panel / Session 432, ‘India and the Enlightenment’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. G.10, Old Medical 

School. Chair / Président.e : Mona Narain (Texas Christian University) 
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Maintenance of law and order constituted the organising principles of the social order in eighteenth century Marwar. 

This paper explores the relationship between crime and gender, focusing on what were possibly the central premises 

upon which law rested in early-modern north-western Rajasthan, and through the medium of which cases of disputes 

and conflicts were adjudicated. The petition records lying in the attics of state archives are a reflection of the various 

processes that shaped men, women, social institutions and the notions therein in contemporary times. They help 

towards an understanding that is not confined to the limited set of questions conditioning the status of women but to 

look instead at the structural framework of gender relations across different aspects of their day-to-day lives. The 

notion of purity of women held a centrality in societal patriarchy and was closely related to the caste hierarchy 

therein. Crimes of the same nature were considered reprehensible contingent upon being perpetuated by individuals 

belonging to different communities and gender. This widespread phenomenon throws up the close interconnection 

between the aspects of crime, gender and community. Thus, the paper shall attempt arriving at an understanding of 

the relationship between crime and gender by utilising the Bikaner archival repository. And to what extent did the 

aspect of community play a role in this relationship, i.e. the nexus between the status of an individual vis-à-vis his/her 

community and the realm of crime and justice in eighteenth century Rajasthan. 

 

Namita Sethi (Janki Devi Memorial College, University of Delhi) Me, but Better Than Me: Self-

Representation in Delarivier Manley’s The Adventures of Rivella (1714) 

Panel / Session 419, ‘Autobiographical Narratives’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. G.13, Old Medical 

School. Chair / Président.e : Mary Peace (Sheffield Hallam University) 

Eighteenth- century British art and literature reflected  a growing concern with the value of individual experience in 

arriving at ideas of truth; partly owing to the influence of John Locke. The practice of virtue in public and private life 

was another common theme of Enlightenment reflection in satires, secret histories, autobiographies and appeal 

memoirs written by women in the long eighteenth century. 

This paper examines strategies of self-representation in Delarivier Manley’s The Adventures of Rivella , a fictional 

autobiography  of a political writer of partisan secret histories such as the New Atalantis. The work attempts to 

vindicate Manley’s struggle as a woman writer in a hostile literary marketplace in a playful manner that establishes 

her desire to “serve her country” as well as her superiority as an author who “treats well of love”. Rivella takes pride in 

rooting her identity in being British, Tory and Protestant (defining Britishness in opposition to the “bigotry’ of France) 

often giving a very heroic account of her career. Simultaneously keeping one eye on her readers, she tries to seduce 

by marketing a certain image of the desirability of the author herself: her body and writing skills. 

Rivella also includes detailed descriptions of certain law suits whose representation in the text locates her in a peculiar 

space, at the margins of the legal and political public spheres yet an effective mediator between the parties involved 

in these cases. Rivella seems to manage the arenas of law, politics and writing as dexterously as the author Manley 

negotiates public and private selfhoods.   

 

Anne Seul (Washington University in St Louis) The Woman as a Fetischized Object in Le Pied de 

Fanchette 

Panel / Session 332, ‘Female Subjects, Female Objects’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. Seminar Room 6, 

Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Ingrid Haberl-Scherk (University of Graz) 

Réstif de la Bretonne’s 1769 novel Le Pied de Fanchette presents the eponymous protagonist as a young woman 

whose identity is transmuted by the text’s male characters. From the start of the novel, Fanchette is defined as an 

object that her father has the power to give away upon his death. This treatment of women is not irregular in French 

novels of the eighteenth century, but Réstif de la Bretonne characteristically pushes this idea to the limit– Fanchette is 

not only “objectified” in the figurative sense, she is reduced to the point that an actual object becomes representative 

of her person, all due to the extraordinary beauty of her foot. Despite its literary and cultural significance, the scant 

amount of attention devoted to Le Pied de Fanchette has centered on its role as the first documented foot fetish in 

literature. This fetish is even more significant when it is considered under the auspices of critical writing about 

fetishism and the exchange of objects by thinkers Luce Irigaray and Bill Brown. 
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 In this paper I will argue that de la Bretonne utilizes Fanchette’s inferior social position that is perceived to be 

inherent for her sex, and the appropriately-named concept of ‘retifism,’ to diminish her value. She begins as an object 

that is circulated among men, yet they come to think of her metonymically as a foot or even as a shoe. Fanchette loses 

her human identity and is instead reduced to an object that comes to be representative of her entire person. She 

becomes an object that belongs to men, and the beauty of her foot inspires the male protagonists to reduce her even 

further to a fetishized object– her shoe becomes her apparent identity.  

 

Alexandra Sfoini (Institut de recherches historiques / Fondation nationale de la recherche 

scientifique) Un homme des Lumières néohelléniques : l’identité complexe de l’Athénien 

Panayotis Codrica (1762–1827) 

Panel / Session 15, ‘Identités complexes’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. G.15, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Jacques Wagner (Université Clermont Auvergne) 

Panayotis Codrica naquit à Athènes en 1762 ; il avait le privilège d’appartenir à une ancienne famille noble de la ville, 

laquelle jouissait d’un ascendant politique héréditaire et qui, quoique barbarisée par la conquête ottomane, 

conservait quelques traces du prestige du passé. Cet Athénien prometteur quitta le foyer paternel à un âge encore 

tendre afin d’entamer une carrière à Constantinople comme employé (secrétaire) du Patriarcat de Jérusalem, du 

drogman de la flotte et du souverain de Valachie puis de Moldavie  dans les Principautés danubiennes. Dans 

l’entourage du prince, il s’imprégna de l’éducation des Lumières et s’impliqua activement dans le mouvement des 

Lumières néohelléniques en traduisant l’ouvrage de Fontenelle De la pluralité des mondes, qui fut condamné par 

l’Église. Dans cette traduction, il aborde pour la première fois la question controversée de la corruption de la langue 

par rapport à son modèle antique, et il prend position en faveur de la langue des « nobles », soutenue par le système 

de la hiérarchie ecclésiastique et politique de la Nation.  À cette époque, Codrica est séduit par le climat des 

Principautés danubiennes et par l’aisance « des gens du monde et de l’esprit » qu’il fréquente, tourné vers l’Europe 

des Lumières, et il devient un expert des questions de politique européenne et de diplomatie. Cela lui sera 

particulièrement utile dans sa future carrière en France, pays où il se trouvera à partir de 1797 en tant que membre de 

la délégation turque, et où il demeurera jusqu’à sa mort en 1827.  À Paris, en même temps qu’il s’applique à ses 

devoirs professionnels de traducteur au Ministère des Affaires étrangères et à sa vie familiale et sociale (il fréquente 

les salons de madame de Staël et de madame de Genlis), il suit la vie politique et intellectuelle et intervient lorsqu’il le 

juge nécessaire en rédigeant des brochures anonymes sur le combat des Grecs pour l’indépendance, dans lesquelles il 

associe l’amour de la patrie à ses ambitions politiques, toujours actives. Codrica réunissait tous les attributs qui lui 

permettaient de s’intégrer aux élites administratives de l’Empire ottoman (et non seulement) : le talent, le mérite, 

l’éduc 

 

Julie Shaffer (University of Wisconsin Oshkosh) The New Britannia: Defining and Uniting the 

Nation in Mary Charlton’s Andronica 

Panel / Session 291, ‘Bardic Identities’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. G.04, 50 George Square. Chair / 

Président.e : Rosamund Paice (University of Portsmouth) 

In her 1797 historical novel Andronica, Mary Charlton produces an alternate myth for the civilizing and 

Christianization of England through the story of its eponymous female protagonist. Andronica, fictional daughter of 

Constantine IV, ends up a refugee in Northumbria and forges alliances between kings and princes of competing 

kingdoms in the septarchy. 

Once there, Andronica, whom everyone believes should be able to serve as queen in her own right, leads everyone 

with any good qualities to convert to Christianity after they meet her out of admiration for her and all for which she 

stands. Representing not only Christianity but also the golden age of antiquity, Andronica thus brings to England not 

only a means out of religious paganism but a way out of social/cultural barbarism as well. The path is not completely 

smooth, however, as kings and princes fight over her; father fighting son in some cases, sisters slaughtering sisters. 

The virtuous finally succeed, and their triumph, driven by love and trust of Andronica, represents the triumph of right 

over tyranny and immoral might – the beginning of a consensual alliance, based in chivalry and Christian love, that 

constitutes one myth of England’s origins as a unified and civilized country. 
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Particularly interesting is that Charlton comes up with this “feminization” of England’s history when she does. The 

Hanoverian male reign was well ensconced: George III, after all, had a number of sons. It took the disastrous 

relationship of George IV and Caroline and their inability to divorce for Britain to recognize once more that a queen – 

Victoria – might reign. Furthermore, when Andronica was published, British culture was arguably better defined by 

John Bull than Britannia, masculine in opposition to the supposed effeminacy of France. As this paper will 

demonstrate, Charlton replaces the myth and figure of John Bull with a myth of Britannia, and with her, Boadicea and 

Athena, as England’s formative and defining figure.  

 

Feroz Mehmood Shah (Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences) Kant on Conscience 

Panel / Session 376, ‘Moral Self-Constitution: The Conscience in the Philosophy of the Eighteenth Century’. 

Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. 2.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Frank Grunert (Martin-Luther-

University Halle-Wittenberg) 

In Kant’s ethical theory, conscience judges us according to the demands reason itself puts on the process of moral 

reasoning and how it leads to acting. But what is the form of judgement that deals with such an object as our inner life 

of thought? In this paper, I argue that conscience is reason’s self-reflection that is best seen as resulting in reflective 

judgements. This view builds on recent attempts to present a Judgement View of Conscience that does in fact take it 

to be an evaluative cognitive function (Shah 2017; Kazim 2017; Vujošević 2014; Moyar 2008), rather than taking it to 

be an instinct or a form of feeling. The most important discussions in the literature has so far been about whether 

conscience is redundant or important for Kant’s overall account of ethics, and whether it is best understood as 

something like a felt clue or an instinct, or if it is better understood as a sort of cognition. I argue that conscience plays 

a crucial part in how human rational beings can live up to the demands of morality, and that it does so by self-oriented 

reflective judgements about our moral deliberation and character. 

 

Julia Shapchenko (Russian State Library, Moscow) Voyaging from St Petersburg to Moscow in the 

Age of Catherine II: Imperial Palaces en route on the ‘Monarchic’ Road 

Panel / Session 192, ‘Women, Identities, and Travel in Eighteenth-Century Europe’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 

16.00. Seminar Room 2, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Sutapa Dutta (Indian Institute 

of Advanced Study, Shimla / Gargi College, University of Delhi) 

The construction of palaces outside the Russian capital and the big cities was originally connected with the Russian 

monarchs’ trips around the country. They used such palaces en-route for short stops on long journeys. The golden age 

of such palaces was in the second half of the eighteenth century, especially during the reign of Empress Catherine II. In 

total about 20 en-route palaces have been preserved since that time. After the imperial court’s departure, these 

palaces served either as post offices, state offices or as hotels. Sometimes they were even rented by governors or 

bishops. 

Catherine II was an epic traveller across the huge Russian Empire. Since her voyages sometimes lasted for several 

months, there was an urgent need to accommodate her imperial escort, which could number some 2000 people, 

including foreign ambassadors. 

This paper looks at the imperial palaces, built at state expense, on the so-called “Monarchic road” (the highway 

between St. Petersburg and Moscow). They were built in dominant sites, with good views. Key locations included the 

towns of Klin, Solnechnogorsk, Tver, Torzhok, Vyshny Volochok and Valdai, where the imperial palaces played an 

important role in urban architecture and planning. Above all, these en-route palaces were designed not only to 

accommodate the imperial court but also to enhance the standing of an enlightened monarchy. Catherine II portrayed 

herself as a caring monarch who constantly had the good of Russian subjects’ lives at heart. Interestingly, under her 

successors, the custom of widespread imperial travelling and of en-route palace building came to an end. Thus 

Catherine II’s visits across the country illuminate key issues of power, Russian imperial identity, and also gender. 

 

Teodora Shek Brnardić (Croatian Institute of History, Zagreb) Private Letters, Public Interest: The 

Roles of the Published Correspondence in Central and Southeastern Europe 
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Panel / Session 52, ‘Letter Writing in (East-)Central Europe Between Textuality and Materiality 1’. Monday 

/Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.12, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Veronika Capska (Charles University 

in Prague / Trinity Hall, Cambridge) 

The practitioners of the eighteenth-century natural sciences created a powerful international communicative network 

and a community corresponding beyond the social boundaries. On the other hand, the pursuit of the regional natural 

sciences could inspire patriotic feelings because it was focused on the particular as opposed to the universal. 

“Regional science” was grounded on compiling information about local and regional environment, on collecting 

samples of natural products, on describing useful inventions, and finally on making an “inventory of useful knowledge” 

which would serve for the improvement of regional industry and agriculture. 

The correspondents in naturalist networks were supposed to present mineralogical, geological and meteorological 

observations, as well as descriptions of geographical features, mineral waters, as well as lists of useful and harmful 

plants and animals. Their travel accounts included not only naturalist remarks; this genre also aimed to depict the 

social, economic and cultural conditions of the surveyed land and. Sometimes the language of politics (public utility) 

was used in order to negotiate with potential patrons embodied in the enlightened monarch and nobility. 

In my paper I will analyse the editors’ choices in selecting and translating letters, censoring actions, the narrative 

dimensions and the roles of the published correspondence between the Italian naturalist Alberto Fortis and Count 

Tomo Bassegli from the Republic of Dubrovnik (Lettere geografico-fisiche sopra la Calabria, e la Puglia, 1783) and 

between the scientist Ignaz von Born and Count Francis Joseph Kinsky from the Kingdom of Bohemia (various 

mineralogical letters from the period 1775-6 and 1783-4). All the correspondents were mutually linked either through 

friendship, Masonic or family ties and shared an interest in volcanoes. The original letters are lost, so that the 

published editions assumed the roles of “epistolary archives”. 

 

April Shelford (American University) Experience and Authority: A Colonial Naturalist at Work in 

Eighteenth-Century Jamaica 

Panel / Session 324, ‘Botanical Identities 1’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. Seminar Room 1, Chrystal 

McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Giulia Pacini (College of William and Mary) 

The papers and drawings of Anthony Robinson (1719?-1768) provide a rare opportunity to glimpse how a colonial 

naturalist worked. A surgeon-apothecary by training and an early convert to Linnaean taxonomy, Robinson emigrated 

from England to Jamaica in the 1740s and spent the next two decades crisscrossing the island to study its flora and 

fauna. This paper focuses on his botanical work. It shows how he continuously tacked back and forth between what he 

himself observed, what he learned from specimens and information provided by other European colonists and slaves, 

and what he read in published authorities. All these “inputs” made his project simultaneously deeply experiential and 

bookish, and it required him to develop strategies to reconcile inconsistencies and contradictions. Published texts 

“disciplined” the “what” of observing and provided models for recording his findings in descriptions and drawings. 

With respect to plants, for example, Linnaeus specified what mattered, how to encode an observation to make it 

intelligible to naturalists beyond its immediate context, and how to slot what Robinson learned into an emerging and 

(hopefully, eventually) complete vision of the natural world. Also important were the published works of naturalists 

who visited the island before him, especially Hans Sloane’s A Voyage to the Islands (1707; 1725) and Patrick Browne’s 

A Civil and Natural History of Jamaica (1756). Travel accounts and popular horticultural publications also provided 

other points of comparison. Thus, Robinson was in constant dialogue, sometimes debate, with his “authorities,” 

combining an attitude of respect with intellectual independence. 

 

Richard B. Sher (New Jersey Institute of Technology) Boswell’s Move from Edinburgh to London, 

1784–86: New Evidence and New Perspectives 

Panel / Session 421, ‘Boswell between Scotland and England’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. Lecture 

Theatre 1, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Deidre Dawson (Independent Scholar) 

In his mid-40s, James Boswell decided to give up a reasonably successful legal practice as an Edinburgh advocate and 

move to London with his wife and five children. Since becoming the Laird of Auchinleck after his father’s death in 
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August 1782, Boswell had pursued a pattern of living in the family’s large, comfortable, centrally located, moderately 

priced rented home in Edinburgh while the Scottish Court of Session was open for business, staying at his Auchinleck 

estate in Ayrshire for portions of the late summer and early autumn, and making a jaunt to London for a month or two 

each spring to visit Samuel Johnson and other friends in the metropolis. He could have continued that tripartite 

pattern after Johnson’s death in December 1784, possibly someday following in his father’s footsteps as a judge in 

Scotland. Instead, he undertook a risky, ultimately unsuccessful “experiment” (though it would turn out to be 

permanent) at the London bar as he wrote his magnum opus. He subsequently struggled to get by in expensive 

London, while his consumptive wife suffered from the foul London air and eventually returned to Auchinleck to die. 

Drawing upon new information (including a previously unknown letter to Johnson from Boswell’s close friend and 

financial advisor Sir William Forbes) and fresh interpretations of existing materials, this paper will investigate the 

complexity and ambiguity associated with Boswell’s decision to abandon his native city and remake himself as a 

Londoner. 

 

Juliet Shields (University of Washington) Elizabeth Keir of Corstorphine, ‘Authoress’ 

Panel / Session 127, ‘Women Writers and the Scottish Enlightenement’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. 

Sydney Smith Lecture Theatre, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Martha McGill (University of 

Warwick) 

My paper will discuss women’s authorial identities in Enlightenment Scotland, taking as a case study, Elizabeth Keir 

(1747-1834), who spent most of her life in Corstorphine, at that time a rural area well outside the city of Edinburgh.  

Keir published two sentimental novels, perhaps in an effort to earn some money following her husband’s death. 

Interesting Memoirs (1785) declared itself to be “by a lady,” and The History of Miss Greville (1787) by “the author of 

Interesting Memoirs.”  While these novels are as blandly generic as their titles suggest, Keir also filled almost 900 

manuscript pages (now held at the National Library of Scotland) with lively and original unpublished poetry that 

reveals a thorough acquaintance with the literature of her time. 

Keir at her best easily stands comparison with contemporaries such as Joanna Baillie, Anna Seward and Charlotte 

Smith.  Why, then, didn’t she seek to publish her poetry? Recent research on eighteenth-century manuscript culture 

indicates that this is perhaps the wrong question to ask.  Her poetry is deeply tied to the landscape of Corstorphine 

and Edinburgh and much of it is written to or about her friends and family members. Keir was connected by friendship 

and marriage with the Keiths of Ravelstone, through whom she met Alison Cockburn and Walter Scott, among other 

leading lights of Edinburgh’s intellectual elite. 

 Keir seems to have perceived the novel as an impersonal and convention-bound genre in contrast to the intimacies of 

poetry. In a letter prefacing the first of her two volumes of manuscript poetry, Keir asserts her right “to please myself 

in retirement with this harmless amusement, and to become Authoress, without danger of becoming ridiculous.” For 

Keir, becoming an “Authoress” evidently did not require print publication, but merely the circulation of her 

manuscript among her friends and relations. 

 

Akiko Shimbo (Shibaura Institute of Technology) Dissemination of the Ideas of Physical Beauty: 

Mind, Movement, and Space in Enlightenment Identities 

Panel / Session 66, ‘Bodies of Virtue’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. 2.11, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Susanna Caviglia (Duke University) 

While it is known that physical beauty was thought to reflect inner virtue, especially for women, it is also worth 

considering how movement of the body became important to express feelings and experience in the age of 

Enlightenment. The age of Enlightenment brought new ideas of beauty to Europe. ‘Beauty’ in aesthetics during the era 

put emphasis on human nature and science instead of a theological point of view. Therefore, as opposed to the 

concept of beauty based on the classical proportion that had been dominant until then, intellectuals in the age of 

Enlightenment analysed physical beauty from experience and feelings. Edmund Burke, for example, denies that 

physical proportions make for beauty but, rather, discusses experience and feelings as the real causes of beauty. 

This paper focuses on female physical beauty, looking at movement to reflect mind, and its relationship with space, 

and further explores how these ideas were disseminated to wider groups of people. The paper first gives an overview 
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of the discussions of beauty in eighteenth-century European aesthetics and outlines the way that ideas as to what 

constituted female beauty, became connected with ‘movement’. It then analyses the relationship between mind, 

movement and space to form physical beauty, referring to contemporary descriptions of furniture, architecture, and 

medical books, as well as to conduct books. Finally, it explores the dissemination of these ideas to the public, 

considering contemporary magazine articles, book reviews, letters, diaries, and a wide variety of visual evidence to 

examine whether and to what extent these ideas of physical beauty were shared in British society in the age of 

Enlightenment. 

 

Ingi Sigurðsson (University of Iceland) Belief in Progress among Icelanders in the Period 1750–

1830 

Panel / Session 352, ‘The Worldview of Icelanders in the Period 1750–1830’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. 

M1, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Kristín Bragadóttir (University of Iceland) 

Belief in progress is generally regarded as one of the hallmarks of the Enlightenment, and such belief was certainly an 

important aspect of the worldview of the proponents of the Icelandic Enlightenment. Although belief in progress was 

not exclusive to the period under review it became more evident then as can be seen in books and periodicals, some 

of which were translated or adapted from Danish and German; the Icelandic Enlightenment was an offshoot of the 

German-Danish Enlightenment. 

Progress was often used as a yardstick by which periods in history were evaluated. In a book by Magnús Stephensen 

(1762–1833), the most prominent champion of the Icelandic Enlightenment, on the history of Iceland in the 

eighteenth century, he analyzed certain important fields with regard to whether or not progress had been made. The 

application of penal law was a matter of great controversy. Magnús Stephensen, who was for a long period Chief 

Justice of the High Court of Iceland, regarded increased leniency in this field as progress, but there was strong 

opposition to his views as regards this matter. 

It seems as if belief in progress was not widespread among the common people despite efforts of the champions of 

the Enlightenment to influence and inspire people to this effect with their publications. Various setbacks, most 

notably a huge volcanic eruption with disastrous consequences, were important in this respect. 

The educational works that were published for the people of Iceland in which belief in progress is clear cover a wide 

field. Among topics that much was written about were farming, public health, the natural sciences and religion. As far 

as religion was concerned there was a controversy. There were those who advocated a new approach, laying more 

emphasis on morals than dogma. They saw this as progress in the field of religion.  

 

Geoffrey Sill (Rutgers University) Fashioning the Duke: Defoe’s authorship of the Memoirs of the 

Duke of Shrewsbury 

Panel / Session 72, ‘Daniel Defoe 1’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.07 Meadows Lecture Theatre, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Holly Kruitbosch (University of Nevada at Reno) 

Charles Talbot, first Duke of Shrewsbury, was the subject of several political biographies upon his death in 1718. One 

of them, Memoirs of Publick Transactions in the Life and Ministry of his Grace the D. of Shrewsbury, was attributed to 

Daniel Defoe by William Lee in 1869 and by several subsequent bibliographers, but was de-attributed in 1994 by 

Furbank and Owens. The paper I propose will re-attribute this early English biography to Defoe in part by focusing on 

narrative techniques through which the author fashions the identity of the Duke of Shrewsbury. 

 In the Memoirs, Shrewsbury is presented as the new model of the enlightened English gentleman who placed 

service to the nation above personal ambition. Shrewsbury’s identity was complex: he was a Roman Catholic who 

converted to Protestanism; an Englishman who lived much in Italy, and married an Italian woman; a Williamite who 

maintained friendships in the court of St.-Germain. He preferred country life, but reluctantly accepted a ministerial 

appointment that saved the Hanoverian succession. In fashioning an international yet English identity for Shrewsbury, 

Defoe drew on narrative techniques more commonly used in fiction than in biography, such as secrets, dramatic 

dialogues, interior monologues, enigmatic circumstances, and catastrophic reversals that make the narrative strange 
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and surprising. Defoe’s biography not only gave Shrewsbury an identity as an urbane politician that he had not had in 

life, but gave Defoe the means for spreading enlightenment ideas in the form of the novel. 

 

Anne Simonin (EHESS) Les séances des 31 mai et 2 juin 1793 ou comment les Archives 

parlementaires ont tenté d’expulser les Girondins de l’Histoire 

Panel / Session 303, ‘Les Archives parlementaires and Revolutionary Data’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. 

G.06, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Keith Baker (Stanford University) 

Il est généralement admis que la plus significative des opérations de réécriture dont les Archives parlementaires ont 

fait l’objet est l’oeuvre des post-thermidoriens, de la “réaction” du Directoire. Or la réécriture du procès verbal des 

séances parlementaires de la Convention, ce compte rendu présenté comme impartial et objectif, “exact” selon le mot 

des fondateurs des Archives Parlementaires, commence bien avant Thermidor an II et la chute de Robespierre. 

Depuis leur origine, les Archives parlementaires sont une source qui déploie, sous la bannière de l’impartialité, un 

narratif politique dont il pourrait être intéressant de mettre au jour et répertorier certaines modalités.  

La communication ici proposée ambitionne à partir d’un cas, la déconstruction du narratif des séances des 31 mai et 2 

juin 1793, d’appeler les historiens et les historiennes à un usage : une double lecture des Archives Parlementaires. 

Une lecture extensive permettant de repérer les noeuds du débat que la numérisation des Archives parlementaires et 

la recherche par mots clefs que cette numérisation rend possible renouvelle suivie et une lecture intensive. Plutôt que 

de multiplier les propositions abstraites concernant cette pratique de lecture, on choisit ici d’explorer et de mettre à 

jour ses modalités à travers un cas : les séances des 31 mai et 2 juin 1793. 

Comment mieux (plutôt que bien) lire les Archives parlementaires ? En opérant, de façon classique, un retour aux 

sources référencées (presse de l’époque et série C pour l’essentiel) en portant un intérêt particulier aux informations 

disponibles non utilisées. 

Faire  l’histoire de ces “journées mémorables”, selon les contemporains, à partir d’informations et de détails écartés 

permettra (peut-être) de dégager le sens immédiat que les rédacteurs de la Convention ont donné à la lutte contre les 

Girondins ; le sens rétrospectif que la version des séances parlementaires publiée aux  Archives Parlementaires a 

diffusé et validé. 

 

Natasha Simonova (University of Oxford) ‘In Revenge & Despair, I believe I shall translate all 

Petrarch’: Amateurism and Intellectual Labour in the Grey Family Circle 

Panel / Session 21, ‘Professional and Amateur Identities in Women’s Writing’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. 

G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Ros Ballaster (University of Oxford) 

Like the female playwright, the pedantic scribbling aristocrat was a stock comic figure, later folded into pejorative 

descriptions of the Bluestocking circle. By ranging beyond the more famous (and more public) members of that group, 

however, this paper uncovers a range of serious literary study and composition among women who had only a 

glancing relationship to print.  

Examining the epistolary exchanges of Jemima, Marchioness Grey and her daughter Amabel Polwarth with their close 

female friends, this papers demonstrates how these letters both record and enact a world of committed intellectual 

labour and pleasurable exchange. Without feeling the need to publish – or doing so only through the private printing 

of the Athenian Letters – the Grey coterie still saw its discussions as taking place within a wider public discourse. The 

correspondence itself was preserved and edited by Polwarth, whose own letters and the diaries she kept throughout 

her life reveal a startling number of literary projects, ranging from plays to fairy tales to translations, which remain 

invisible in her published output (consisting of several anonymous pamphlets on the French Revolution).  

These women’s writings are ‘amateur’ in all senses of the word: following the paths of interest and enjoyment and 

more concerned with process and collaboration than with a finished commercial product. They thus differ sharply 

from the more professionalised types of literary work and scholarship that gained prominence in this period, and 

which continue to dominate literary histories. In our current world of academic metrics and research targets, could 

these learned women also serve as a model for us? 
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Rebecca Simpson (University of York) Medical Women or ‘Pupils of Nature’? Midwives and 

Authors in London c. 1795–1798 

Panel / Session 277, ‘Medicine and Literature’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. G.10, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Ashleigh Blackwood (Northumbria University) 

This paper will examine the construction of professional identity in three female-authored midwifery texts published 

in Britain at the end of the eighteenth-century. Current scholarship of midwifery texts focuses largely upon the textual 

output of famous physicians and man-midwives, focusing particularly on the phenomenon known as ‘the rise of the 

man-midwife’. However, there were also a small group of women who published didactic midwifery texts in the 

eighteenth century, and those that did so were not merely engaging in a turf war with male practitioners. Three of 

these female midwives and authors, Margaret Stephen, Martha Mears and Mrs Wright, published didactic midwifery 

texts in London between 1795-1798. These women, publishing in the same period, in the same city, consist fully half 

of the female midwives who published in the long eighteenth-century. Their published works demonstrate how they 

cultivated professional identities as midwives and medical women, in order to work in both opposition to, and in 

collaboration with, male practitioners. This paper will explore the presentation of ‘the experienced midwife’ in these 

texts, through the mediation of embodied, personal experiences of pregnancy, birth and infant care – alongside 

anatomical education and medical practice. The paper will further investigate how these midwives responded to the 

political climate of 1790s London by calling for equal access to medical education for women, and the rights of 

expectant mothers to have access to competent medical care.  

 

Jonathan Singerton (Austrian Academy of Sciences) A Revolution in Ink: Mapping Benjamin 

Franklin’s Epistolary Network in the Habsburg Monarchy, 1776–1789 

Panel / Session 391, ‘Eighteenth-Century Digital Humanities in Central Europe’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 

10.30. G.16, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Thomas Wallnig (University of Vienna) 

The American revolutionary and Founding Father Benjamin Franklin had significant ties to the Habsburg Monarchy. 

Between 1776 and 1789, Franklin received 253 letters from 93 individuals who either lived in or came from the 

Habsburg lands. Franklin corresponded with 15 Habsburg inhabitants during the same period. This article presents for 

the first time an overview of this epistolary network. It discusses the nature of individuals within the network and 

their strategies for communication. By examining this network we can discern Franklin’s crucial points of contact 

within the Habsburg Monarchy as well as see how his public persona altered from scientist to revolutionary.  

 

Frances Singh (Hostos Community College of the City University of New York) Enlightening 

Identities: How Did the Biracial Girls Sent Back from India to Britain Fare? 

Panel / Session 295, ‘Eighteenth-Century Constructions of Race’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. G.13, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Adam Schoene (Cornell University) 

From passenger lists, genealogical databases, and family letters, we know  that many men in EIC employ sent their 

daughters  back.   I examine the fates of a few of these children.  Among them are the following: 

Mary Munro was sent to her grandfather’s Glasgow’s residence.   Initially, he  regarded as a devolved specimen of 

humanity.  Her sweet nature soon won the family over.  When a junior partner  in a local mill proposed to her, the 

family barraged her highly-placed and rich father in EIC employ to cough up the funds to secure the marriage. 

Amy Fraser, the daughter of William Fraser of Reelig near Inverness was placed in a local boarding school under the 

name of “Young.”  She sometimes called herself Amy Surwen, the latter being her Indian mother’s name.  Her exotic 

beauty garnered her lots of beaus, and she made a respectable marriage to a leather merchant, with whom she lived 

very comfortably and by whom she had a number of children. 
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Elizabeth Jane Raine,  heiress and sister to the more famous Eliza Raine, made an underage marriage to a cadet about 

to be shipped to India.  The marriage didn’t last.  She returned to York pregnant with another man’s child.  She was 

ostracized by local society. 

Susan Cochrane, daughter of a surgeon in EIC employ, sent his daughter to a London boarding school where she was 

educated in polite accomplishments.  He left her a fortune in his first will and then sent her back to India to fish for a 

husband.  She married a junior Army officer  there, and on the strength of the will, they returned to England.  Her 

father subsequently changed his will.  Susan and her husband spent the remainder of their lives trying to claim the 

promised monies, to no avail.    

On the basis of my sample, I offer some tentative conclusions.  First, the variety of fates indicates that nothing was 

predictable..  Second,  it was the treatment they received in Britain rather than the age at which they arrived that 

affected their emotional development.  Third, for those who were socially accepted, the degree to which they were 

accepted varied. Fourth, for many, India maintained a hold on their lives. 

 

Brijraj Singh (Hostos Community College of the City University of New York) Ziegenbalg Debates 

the Hindus 

Panel / Session 432, ‘India and the Enlightenment’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. G.10, Old Medical 

School. Chair / Président.e : Mona Narain (Texas Christian University) 

Soon after his arrival in India in 1706, Bartholomaeus Ziegenbalg (1683 ?-1719), arguably the world’s first Protestant 

missionary, realized that the Tamils among whom he had been sent were highly intelligent, virtuous and sophisticated, 

given to argumentation, and possessing a very ancient language and religion. Clearly, in order to convert them he 

would have to learn their language, understand their religious beliefs and values, and engage in frequent 

argumentation. Two such debates that he engaged in, one formal and the other informal, form the subject of my 

paper. 

 On July 27, 1708 Ziegenbalg participated in a formal debate with a Hindu rishi or saint in Nagapattinam. I shall 

discuss the seating arrangements, language of the debate and the time that it lasted, the arguments put forth by both 

sides, Ziegenalg’s tactics in warding off attacks and counter-attacking, the quality and strength of the rishi’s positions, 

audience interventions, diversions along the way, and the conclusion of the debate, which was followed by a 

reception. 

 The experience of this debate gave Ziegenbalg the confidence to criticize Hindu beliefs more vociferously. He 

also decided that his main target would be the Brahmins. This became apparent in an informal debate that he 

engaged in some years later at Anandamangalam where, coming across a group of people casting accounts, he asked 

them to cast spiritual accounts instead. This gained him the attention of the crowd, whereupon he began to talk of the 

superiority of Christianity as the only guarantor of salvation and ended with a chastisement of a Brahmin priest who 

had joined the audience. Throughout, there was frequent audience participation in the form of questions, counter-

arguments, frequent resistance and occasional assent. I shall examine Ziegenbalg’s arguments and his tactics as well 

as the resistance provided by his Hindu interlocutors.  Through this process I hope that a fuller picture of Ziegenbalg as 

a practitioner of inter-faith dialogue at the beginning of the modern era will emerge. 

 

Clare Siviter (University of Bristol) Reliving the Revolution? Rethinking French Political Identities 

through Theatrical Censorship 

Panel / Session 241, ‘Publication and Censorship’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. G.15, Old Medical 

School. Chair / Président.e : Ann van Allen-Russell (Trinty Laban, London) 

The Enlightenment is often accredited with disseminating ideas of free speech in France that were then enshrined in 

law by the French Revolution’s Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen in 1789. This act fundamentally changed 

the conception of censorship from a hurdle that was part of the composition process into a negative force that limited 

one’s rights (Bunn, 2015). However, the Revolution never extended the freedom of speech to the freedom to perform. 

Whereas much ink has been spilled about censorship of the printed form during the eighteenth century in France 

(including, amongst many others, Darnton 1982, 1991, 1995, 2010, 2014, 2018), scant attention has been paid to 
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censorship of the theatre for any of the regimes of the longer Revolutionary period, including the late Old Regime. 

Theatre is an inherently public, political and social medium, and a multivalent art form that presented a range of 

challenges to the state, but a medium that it attempted to capitalise on as a ‘school for the people’ and to propagate 

nationalism. Theatre thus offers us a privileged insight into what the state wanted to portray and how people reacted 

to the vision of the new nation. 

Focusing on the longer Revolutionary period from 1788 to 1815, this paper will firstly examine how censorship had an 

impact on individuals’ identity as they swayed from subject to citizen through three principal domains: the 

bureaucratic censorship system; theatre as a network where individuals censored their colleagues’ actions; and 

‘bottom up’ censorship where inhabitants surveyed the theatrical scene voluntarily for the state. The evidence for this 

research is built upon the consultation of seventy-five regional archives and nine ‘annexed’ departments, belonging to 

modern day Belgium, Germany and Italy. In so doing, it will additionally interrogate the identities that we as scholars 

have attributed to the five regimes of the longer revolutionary period, responding to the conference’s theme. 

 

Max Skjönsberg (University of St Andrews) Edmund Burke’s Use of History after the Reflections 

Panel / Session 252, ‘The Uses of History in Revolutionary Europe: Nation, Civilisation, and Society in British 

and French Historiography’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. G.07 Meadows Lecture Theatre, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Céline Spector (Université Paris-Sorbonne) 

The Irishman Edmund Burke (1729/30-1797) was one of the most prominent parliamentarians-cum-political 

philosophers of the eighteenth century. Although he is best known for his political writings and speeches, he made his 

name on the London scene in the 1750s as a man of letters who wrote in several genres, including history. One of his 

first writing jobs was the uncompleted Abridgement of the History of England (1757). From 1758 he wrote about 

European and British history in the Annual Register, which he edited until 1765. After the start of his parliamentary 

career in the same year, he often resorted to history in his speeches and pamphlets. Known for his rage against the 

French Revolution, Isiah Berlin listed him among the Counter-Enlightenment thinkers. However, Burke assimilated the 

‘Enlightenment’ history of his Scottish friends David Hume, Adam Smith and William Robertson into his political 

arguments. This paper will consider Burke’s usage of history in his writings about the French Revolution after the well-

known Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790). After this notorious text, Burke continued to analyse and write 

about French affairs for the remaining seven years of his life. Among his writings on France, none is more famous than 

the Reflections, but there are many which can compete in terms of historical and political insight. This paper will 

investigate the extent to which Burke’s increasing pessimism and alarmism during the course of the 1790s – which 

was of course primary tied to events – was reflected in a changing historical understanding of European civilization 

and political culture.  

 

Volodymyr Sklokin (Ukrainian Catholic University) Cossacks and Enlightenment: Between 

Orientalization and Republican Reappropriation 

Panel / Session 466, ‘Orientalisation’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.04, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Tina Janssen (University of Warwick) 

My paper focuses on how Enlightenment ideas influenced rethinking the image of Cossacks in Ukrainian thought in 

the second half of the eighteenth century. The age of enlightened absolutism in the Russian Empire marked the end of 

a century long tradition of Cossack autonomies and corporate privileges. Driven by the ideas of enlightened 

rationalization and cameralist administrative unification Catherine II  abolished  the Hetmanate (1782), Sloboda 

Ukraine (1765) and disbanded the Zaporozhian Sich in 1775. Catherine II justified her measures using the works of 

western European Enlightenment thinkers, in particular Voltaire’s “Histoire de Charles XII.” His depiction  of Ukrainian 

Cossacks as an embodiment of primitive military anarchism might be regarded as an western European 

“Enlightenment orientalization”  of the Ukrainian Cossack political system that Catherine used to justify her imperial 

unification. 

To demonstrate the impact of the political and intellectual expansion of Saint Petersburg enlightened absolutism the 

paper reviews the diaries by Vasilii Abaza (1760-1827) and by Roman Tsebrikov (1763-1817), two natives of Kharkiv, 

the capital of Sloboda Ukraine. 
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 Abaza and Tsebrikov represented two points of view shared by most of the local Ukrainian elite.  Abaza presented the 

Zaporozhian Cossacks from the western “orientalist” perspective as uncivilized, anarchist and politically unreliable 

military formation, Tsebrikov drew a more nuanced picture and presented the Ukrainian Cossack political tradition in 

the light of Enlightenment republican political thought. Relying rather on Rousseau, he described that tradition in 

terms of liberty, dignity and political participation. He also openly set Cossack republicanism against Catherine’s 

“despotism” and highlighted the hypocrisy of her supposedly enlightened reforms that promoted serfdom and 

suppressed human dignity. These two authors demonstrate that the late eighteenth century Ukrainian understanding 

of the Cossack political tradition much resembled the logic of an earlier debate in Poland, wherein Voltaire praised 

Russian enlightened absolutism, while Rousseau defended  reformed Polish noble republicanism. 

 

Mali Skotheim (The American School of Classical Studies at Athens) ‘Imitators of All Things’: Dance 

and the Intellectualism of Art in Early Eighteenth-Century Britain 

Panel / Session 437, ‘Painting Modern Life’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. G.14, Old Medical School. Chair 

/ Président.e : Deniz Eyüce Şansal (Bahçeşehir University) 

In 1712, John Weaver, a ballet choreographer in London, published a treatise on the history of dance, in which he 

argued that ballet ought to adopt ancient Roman pantomime dance as a model. He relied primarily on a text of the 

second century CE, Lucian’s On the Dance. Weaver pointed to the intellectualism of ancient pantomime, which relied 

on a compendious knowledge of history, myth, art, and philosophy, as a way to demonstrate the potential for modern 

ballet to be an intellectual as opposed to a mechanical art. In this paper, I explore the ways in which non-verbal dance 

forms of pantomime and ballet challenged the 18th century concept of reason, a concept with roots in ancient Greek 

philosophical writing about humans as uniquely possessing the power of logos. I argue that Weaver’s interpretation of 

Lucian’s On the Dance, in relation to ballet, must be situated in developments in the visual arts in early 18th century 

Britain. Weaver asserted that ballet dancers needed a deep knowledge of painting and sculpture in order to perfect 

their art. His arguments rest on the idea that dance must be considered among the British arts, informed by a liberal 

education. The tension between the intellectual and the mechanical in dance in the 18th century was further 

complicated by the increasingly prominent role of the comic pantomime in Britain, frequently maligned in British 

satirical prints as emblematic of the intellectual decline of the British theater-goer, taken in by wordless amusement 

rather than the verbal artistry of the textual drama of Shakespeare and Jonson. The non-verbal nature of dance 

created a paradox for those interested in the intellectual capacity of art. While for Weaver, the silence of ballet 

required dancers to achieve a higher level of historical, philosophical, and artistic knowledge, in order to communicate 

beyond spoken language, the same non-verbalism of the dance was turned against Harlequin, which became the 

symbol of anti-intellectualism. 

 

Ekaterina Skvortcova (Saint-Petersburg State University) Stefano Torelli’s ‘Coronation Portrait of 

Catherine II’ and Representation of the Russian Empire as Unity of ‘Tsarstva’ in Eighteenth-

Century Russian Art 

Panel / Session 266, ‘Emperor and Empire’s Lands: Visualising Territory of the Holy Roman Empire and 

Russian Empire in the Eighteenth Century’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. G.11, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Elena Smilianskaya (National Research University Higher School of Economics) 

Since the collapse of the Byzantine Empire in 1453 Russian state strived to represent itself as its inheritor. An 

extraordinary ambition of the country got reflected in its struggle for the new title of its ruler — that of the tsar, which 

was gained by Ivan the Terrible (1547). It was also him who conquered the remnats of the Golden Horde, independent 

states Kazanskoe (1552) and Astrakhanskoe khanstva (1556), and started the conquest of Siberia.  Imperial aspirations 

of Russia were further developed by Peter the Great who dressed up his claim in Western clothes and received from 

Senate and Synod the title of All Russian Emperor. In 18th-century ideology Ivan the Terrible was represented as a 

predecessor of Peter the Great and annexation of the old “tsarstva” was interpreted in Imperial discourse and was 

associated with Ivan’s obtaining the title of the tsar, though in fact he was crowned earlier in 1547. 

The paper traces how the idea of inclusion of Kazan, Astrakhan and Siberia into Russia was visualized in 18th-century 

Russian art, including such forms as imitations of crowns of the old tsarstva used in various important court 
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ceremonies and personifications of tsarstva as females. The most powerful work of art (and one of the very few which 

did survive) demonstrating  programmatic Imperial idea of the unity of several lands is “Coronation Portrait of 

Catherine the Great” (between 1763 and 1766, State Russian museum, Saint-Petersburg) by an Italian painter 

Stephano Torelli (1712 — 1780) active in Russia since 1762. It seems to be overshadowed by Vigilius Eriksen’s 

coronation portrait and, strange though it may seem, has never been examined as an epitome of the Empire, i.e. 

formation consisting of several states. The present paper analyzes the portrait from this point of view and with a 

special emphasize on its comparison with similar portraits of Maria Theresia in which she is conveyed with crowns 

symbolizing states included in the Holy Roman Empire (Hat of the Archduke of Austria, Hungarian crown of St. 

Stephan, Bohemian Crown of Saint Wenceslas, Otto I’s Imperial Crown or Rudolf II’s Crown).  

 

Ramunė Šmigelskytė-Stukienė (Lithuanian Institute of History, Vilnius) Political and Cultural 

Identities of the Enlightened Lithuanian Nobility based on Data from the Correspondence 

Collections of the Ogiński and Plater Families 

Panel / Session 52, ‘Letter Writing in (East-)Central Europe Between Textuality and Materiality 1’. Monday 

/Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.12, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Veronika Capska (Charles University 

in Prague / Trinity Hall, Cambridge) 

Correspondence collections of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (the GDL) aristocrats, kept in the Lithuanian State 

Historical Archives, provide important information for the research in political activities and sociocultural practices of 

the ruling elite of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Epistolary sources allow for deeper understanding of 

communication channels of the eighteenth century Lithuanian society, contacts of its elite with the political and 

cultural centres of both East and West, while revealing political and cultural identities of the elite and changes thereof 

in the face of the destruction of the state. Partitions of the Commonwealth, during which most of the territory of the 

GDL was incorporated into the Russian Empire, forced local aristocrats to choose between active struggle, emigration 

or collaboration. Witness to these choices are the personal letters kept in family archives, which not only reveal 

motives for different choices but also show which culture space – Eastern or Western – was the beacon of hope for 

the future. 

This paper will present analysis of political and cultural identities of the aristocrats, holding important offices among 

the ruling elite of the GDL, who also left significant cultural legacy: the last vice-chancellor, publicist and economist 

duke Kazimierz Plater (1746-1807), and the last treasurer, diplomat and composer duke Michał Ogiński (1765-1833). 

Analysis of the collections of family correspondence of the Ogińskis and the Platers helps answering the question why 

these two aristocrats, campaigning for the ideas of the Enlightenment, in 1795 chose different paths: Ogiński 

retreated to emigration in Italy where he developed close ties with the cultural elite of Florence while never 

abandoning the idea of active struggle, whereas Plater stayed in Lithuania and entered compromises with the 

occupants seeking to figure out the governing mechanism of the Russian Empire and to secure protection and support 

of the new government. 

 

Elena Smilyanskaya (Higher School of Economics, Moscow) Uneasy Roles of the British 

Ambassador’s Wife at the Court of Catherine the Great (1768–1771) 

Panel / Session 81, ‘La Russie et la culture diplomatique européenne / Russia and European Diplomatic 

Culture’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Dorit Kluge 

(Hochschule für Wirtschaft, Technik und Kultur, Berlin) 

Late 1760-s and early 1770-s were some of the happiest years in the long history of diplomatic relations between 

Russia and Great Britain. The paper will discuss how such close relations between two Empires influenced ceremonial 

practices and individual contacts of diplomatic representatives and affected the image of Russia and Russianness in 

the West. Documents and narratives of the British ambassador to St.Petersbourg Lord Charles Cathcart family 

including newly studied Lady Jane Cathcart’s notebooks (from the National Library of Scotland) open a perspective of 

the detailed reconstruction of the diversity of instruments in the ‘kitchen’ of a foreign diplomat in Catherinian Russia. 

In the diplomatic life of St.Petersbourg the ambassador’s wife for the first time played several important roles. 
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Lady Cathcart became the first ambassador’s wife officially presented for Catherine II. The reception of Lady Cathcart 

at the court was a result of long talks with count Panin, they discussed primarily the custom of kissing the hand of the 

Empress. But since this official introduction at the court the Cathcarts were in the closest circle of the Empress. 

‘For the first time’: the Empress visited a residence of a foreign minister – the Cathcarts’ residence on the Fontanka-

river. 

During his stay in Russia British ambassador became the main and the first person among all the foreign diplomats in 

the Catherinian court. On official dinners and suppers he always sat  at the right hand of the Empress (the Grand Duke 

on her left). The only exception that he had to comply with – was the visit of the Prince Henry of Prussia, but Lord 

Cathcart preferred at that dinner to leave his wife at the Empress’s table and to dine separately talking with Count 

Panin. 

Lady Cathcart left not only very picturesque descriptions of Empress’s dresses and jewelry, and I agree with Anthony 

Cross that the Cathcart couple left one of the best personal pen-portraits of Catherine the Great, a mixture of sarcasm 

and open sympathy. Being closely integrated into the upper level of the Russian society, almost locked in the capital 

without any opportunity to know the ‘real’ county – both Cathcarts and their. 

 

Adam James Smith (York St John University) ‘The Deformity of Little Wants’: Addison, Steele, and 

[Im]politeness after The Spectator 

Panel / Session 204, ‘Impolite Periodicals: Down and Out with Mr Spectator’. Tuesday /Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. 

Lecture Theatre 3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Emrys Jones (King’s College London) 

Joseph Addison and Richard Steele are typically associated with the distillation and dissemination of early eighteenth-

century notions of politeness thanks to their landmark collaboration on The Spectator (1711-1712). Brian Cowan has 

observed that The Spectator galvanised a kind of ‘“polite” Whiggery’ that characterised much of the ministry’s 

partisan output during the reign of Queen Anne.  However, as Cowan also notes, ‘we should remember that both 

Addison and Steele largely abandoned the Spectatorial strategy during George I’s reign in favour of a return to more 

blatantly partisan political argument.’ 

This paper will consider Addison and Steele’s relationship with politeness after The Spectator. Addison, in The 

Freeholder (1715-1716) clings onto the rhetorical of politeness (much to Steele’s public frustration), whilst at the 

same time engaging in the very splenetic satire he claims to abhor. Steele explicitly abandons ‘polite Whiggery’ in the 

pages of The Plebian (1719) and The Theatre (1720), leading to the tragic clash with Addison later immortalised by 

their biographers. 

In foregrounding the extent to which these periodicals reject, appropriate and adapt the ‘polite Whiggery’ of their 

earlier careers, this paper will argue that Addison and Steele continued to contemplate the applications (and 

limitations) of politeness long after The Spectator’s final number. 

 

James Smith (Royal Holloway, University of London) Bad Enlightenment: Appropriations of the 

Eighteenth Century on the Right Today 

Panel / Session 473, ‘Trajectories of the Enlightenment’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. Seminar Room 6, 

Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Gregory Brown (University of Nevada, Las Vegas / 

Voltaire Foundation, University of Oxford) 

This paper takes the prompt of Enlightenment Identities to consider how the historical Enlightenment is being invoked 

and spoken for in the attack on so-called identity politics on the Right today. Building on work in my book, *Other 

People’s Politics*, I will discuss the strange situation we find ourselves in where far/alt right provocateurs can pose as 

Voltaires of free speech, while superficially more moderate figures such as Steven Pinker and Jordan Peterson invoke 

the example of the 18th century against a putative postmodernism levelling all reason today. Many of the ground 

gained by the right-wing subcultures that have emerged around these figures has occurred on digital platforms: 

themselves the design of a Silicon Valley culture that – as Evgeny Morozov has devastatingly shown – also sees itself 

through the lens of its own appropriation of the Enlightenment. 
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Various as they are, these figures share a tendency to inscribe conservative definitions of hierarchy and identity in 

reason, science, and algorithms: an impulse that sits oddly with the usual interpretation of the ‘actual’ Enlightenment. 

As John Ganz and Steven Klein have remarked in their essay on Peterson, “the strange paradox we face today is that 

the Enlightenment is being invoked like a talismanic object to thwart the very questioning of political hierarchies and 

norms that, for Enlightenment thinkers, was necessary for humanity’s emergence from tradition and subordination”.  

 

Alison Smith (University of Toronto) Enlightened Tyranny? The Curious Case of Paul I of Russia 

Panel / Session 22, ‘Reformist and Reactionary Tsars’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. G.14, Old Medical 

School. Chair / Président.e : Matthew Romaniello (Weber State University) 

Paul I (r. 1796-1801) was by most accounts among the most autocratic, most despotic, most tyrannical of Russia’s 

tsars. Historians have described him as ‘obnoxious’, ‘capricious’, ‘neurotic’, ‘manic’, and one has even called him a 

‘crowned psychopath’. The son of Catherine the Great, he acted in many ways to counter her legacy, even to the point 

of reversing her creation of towns out of villages and redrawing provincial boundaries. Nobles in particular loathed 

him for his seemingly arbitrary measures against them. At the same time, though, he introduced a number of 

measures intended to improve or ensure the well-being of many of his subjects: conscious efforts to ward off famine 

in the countryside and to control the price of necessities in towns; limiting the amount of labour serfowners could 

demand of their serfs. In these ways, he was if anything even more ‘enlightened’ than his famously enlightened 

mother had been. His unusual rule speaks both to the Enlightened century out of which he came and of the post-

French Revolutionary world his sons would inherit. In this paper, I will explore this dual nature of Emperor Paul (as 

Nikolai Karamzin put it, ‘although inwardly disposed to goodness, he secreted gall’) by focusing on his management of 

his own estate of Gatchina. There he both acted in ways associated with his despotic nature–reveling in military drill, 

fortifying the estate from attack–and that spoke to his more benevolent side–building a mill, a church, a hospital. This 

site saw many of the larger themes of his reign play out on the ground, and shows well the ways that although his 

reforming side has faded in memory in comparison to his tyrannical side, they were ultimately much longer lasting. 

 

Kalin Smith (McMaster University) Garrick’s Hundred Nights in Bayes 

Panel / Session 1, ‘Adaptation and Emotion’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. G.06, 50 George Square. Chair / 

Président.e : Elizabeth Kowaleski Wallace (Boston College) 

George Villiers, 2nd Duke of Buckingham was exposed to the burlesque drama of Louis XIV’s favourite court comedian 

Moliére during his exile in France. His Rehearsal (1671) is an adaptation of Molière’s L’Impromtu de Versailles (1663) 

satirizing modern production practices on the Restoration stage. The topical burlesque of heroic drama remained a 

repertoire favourite amongst eighteenth-century actors, and the play was reproduced on over three-hundred 

occasions throughout the period. Season after season of London theatregoers report varying targets of burlesque in 

their accounts of these performances despite an unchanged playtext across multiple reprinted editions. After John 

Lacy’s debut performance in the role of caricatured Restoration tragedian Bayes, Richard Estcourt, the Cibbers, David 

Garrick, Catherine Clive, Samuel Foote, and Richard Suett each redressed the playwright in the garbs of their own 

thespian rivals and contemporaries. Because shifting targets of performative burlesque in successive productions of 

The Rehearsal are not captured in printings of the play however, local allusions to contemporary tragedians are 

preserved exclusively within anecdotal accounts of the drama as it was later acted. Garrick acted Bayes for the first 

time in February of 1742 at Goodman’s Fields, playing-up the declamatory acting styles of long-established tragedians 

like Dennis Delane, Roger Bridgwater, and Lacy Ryan. In Bayes, Garrick’s mimetic prowess took centre stage, and, as 

Thomas Davies later observed in his Memoirs, he “represented their voice and manner so perfectly, that the theatre 

echoed with repeated shouts of applause”. Garrick was not without detractors however, and “several of the players 

enjoyed the jest very highly till it became their own case” (1780). Whatever the response to his adaptations—

huzzahed and hissed in turns—Garrick swiftly found himself the talk of every greenroom in London. Drawing on 

printed anecdotes from Garrick’s nearly one-hundred nights in Bayes, this paper examines the repertory afterlife of 

Buckingham’s burlesque and midcentury adaptations of the drama as it was later acted at Drury Lane. 

 

Courtney Weiss Smith (Wesleyan University) Sensing Words 
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Panel / Session 126, ‘The Science of Aesthetic Experience’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. M3, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Joanna Stalnaker (Columbia University) 

How did eighteenth-century thinkers understand aesthetic experience? What exactly was thought to happen to 

bodies and to minds when people read literature? Natural philosophy explored fundamental questions about sense 

perception, and the emerging field of aesthetics investigated issues of beauty and taste. My paper, however, makes a 

case that prosody—the often-overlooked subset of poetic theory and grammar concerned with the pronunciation and 

arrangement of syllables—offered crucial resources for answering these questions. Reading more “mechanical” and 

didactic prosody manuals alongside crucial moments when Enlightenment philosophers of language turn to the 

vocabulary and insights of prosody—when they dwelled on the precise material qualities of particular letter sounds or 

meditated on how language might be “measured”—I will propose that prosody was the science of the aesthetic 

experience of literature. It was the branch of knowledge relating to the material, sensed nature of words: it knew 

something profound about relationships between and amongst signs, sounds, and meanings, or minds, eyes, lips, and 

ears. Though our intellectual histories have not taken that knowledge very seriously, I will demonstrate that 

eighteenth-century philosophy certainly did. 

 

Tatiana Smoliarova (University of Toronto) L’engrenage sentimental, Or, the Machine Metaphor in 

J.-F. Marmontel’s La Veillée (1790) 

Panel / Session 461, ‘Industry and Technology’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. G.15, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Philippe Sarrasin Robichaud (Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières / Sorbonne) 

In my talk I propose to focus on the image of an incredible machine – “a wondrous linkage of countless wheels,” 

operated by the “law of universal attraction” – a verbal vignette (similar in nature and structure to the plates of the 

Encyclopedia), introducing one of the episodes of J.-F. Marmontel’s  “La Veillée” (1790). The story, fifth in number, 

placed right in the middle of this “Revolutionary Decameron” and recounted by Ariste, the author’s alter ego (as 

Marmontel admits in his “Memoires”), is a fairly simple tale of a poor man with a dog, rescued from trouble by the 

narrator and his companions. The plot is reduced to minimum. What makes this story not an obvious tearjerker is the 

minute, almost excessive analysis of the protagonists’ slightest soul movements, emotional shifts, and facial 

expressions. What makes it even more puzzling is the detailed mechanical image, used by the author to describe the 

well-being of the society. This image, I will argue, is a key to the entire narrative sequence of “La Veillée”. Where does 

this machine metaphor come from? How does it relate to the other metaphors the last decade of the 18th century 

“lived by”? Can it be considered one of the last echoes of the “social newtonianism” (to use Anne Janowitz’ terms)? 

The talk will explore these questions with a special focus on the sixth edition of Adam Smith’ Theory of Moral 

Sentiments (1790), Edmund Burke’s Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790), and the Russian translation of La 

Veillé by Nikolai Karamzin that was started before the concluding parts of Marmontel’s story came of the press.  

 

Susan Snell (The Library and Museum of Freemasonry) Squaring the Triangle: Idealism vs Reality. 

Masonic Encounters with Anti-Slavery and Black Freemasons as Free Men and Brothers in the 

Long-Eighteenth Century 

Panel / Session 295, ‘Eighteenth-Century Constructions of Race’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. G.13, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Adam Schoene (Cornell University) 

Freemasonry developed during the Enlightenment period as a fraternal membership organisation offering members, 

‘universal brotherhood, sociability, toleration, and benevolence’, within a moral framework.  Membership required a 

belief in a supreme being, while offering religious conciliation by bringing together, ‘persons that must have remained 

at a perpetual distance’.  In addition to the Charges and Regulations set out in the Masonic rule book, the Book of 

Constitution, by the last quarter of the eighteenth-century modes of expected behaviour by members were designed 

to encourage, ‘the relatively radical concept of democratic accountability’. 

In theory the organisation welcomed members irrespective of nationality or ethnicity and regardless of religious or 

political beliefs, provided such individuals adhered to the Masonic laws. As numerous Masonic lodges travelled 

overseas within military units or were formed overseas during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 
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members originating from various parts of the British Empire arrived in Britain. Reflecting its inclusive aims, Masonic 

membership records omit details of members’ religious beliefs or ethnic origins. Such omissions prove challenging 

when attempting to provide comprehensive details of local members in lodges overseas or individuals from overseas 

joining lodges in England and Wales. 

This paper aims to reveal details about long eighteenth century individuals born in the British Empire who joined or 

who attempted to join Masonic lodges in England and Wales or in colonial outposts. Recent research in local and 

national archives has revealed details for several late eighteenth and early nineteenth century freemasons of black or 

Asian origin, many of whom undertook transatlantic journeys. In addition members supported anti-slavery campaigns 

and anti-slavery and abolitionist meetings took place at Freemasons’ Hall in London. Evidence of such encounters 

enables researchers to consider how freemasonry aspired to what Harland-Jacobs defines as its ‘ideology of 

cosmopolitan brotherhood’.   

 

Katie Snow (University of Exeter) ‘Unsex’d Females’: Eighteenth-Century Caricature and the 

Misappropriation of Masculinity 

Panel / Session 56, ‘New Directions in the Study of Caricature (Eighteenth-Century Literature and Visual 

Culture Research Network)’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. Lecture Theatre 1, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : David Taylor (University of Oxford) 

In the late eighteenth century, the public visibility of the female body in medical treatises, conduct literature and 

satire worked as a coercive space for the prescription and regulation of women’s behaviours and identities. For 

physicians, moralists, and philosophers, natural womanhood was figured as self-sacrificial, nurturing, and modest. In 

juxtaposition with this familial ideal, women who found validation in aspects of public life – such as education, 

political advocacy, or extra-marital sex – were represented as a malign inversion of acceptable femininity. 

     Bemoaning the ‘Amazonian band – the Female Quixotes’ led astray from their maternal instincts by civic interests, 

the poet Richard Polwhele described such women as ‘Unsex’d Females’ in his 1798 polemical poem of the same name. 

This paper explores the ways in which contemporary caricaturists ‘Unsex’d’ their subjects, contributing to didactic 

narratives which sought to dissuade women from public power and inspire domestic devotion. Amid heightened 

anxieties over the corruption of femininity, discourses on revolution, and national preoccupations with moral order, 

social harmony and population growth, a stream of satirical prints foregrounded images of women as Amazonian 

viragos, or as grotesque and threatening mixture of Medusa and Marianne. 

    The focus of this paper is two-fold. Firstly, it explores caricatures of women misappropriating masculine symbols of 

martial power and prowess; guns, daggers, whips and sceptres. Secondly, it examines images of women adopting 

masculine dress, noting how these betray concerns with female dominance, sexual immorality, and neglect of the 

family. In tandem, these caricatures render deviation from gendered norms – and female political participation in 

particular – as dangerous, depraved, and crucially, unfeminine. 

 

Sergey Sokolov (Ural Federal University) To Be a Civilized Nation in the Age of Enlightenment: 

Collective Identities in the Heart of Europe and on the Frontier 

Panel / Session 54, ‘National Identities’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Julia de Moraes Almeida (University of São Paulo / Getulio Vargas Foundation) 

What makes a nation civilized and what kind of traits and key features a typical civilized nation has? These questions 

had occupied some minds in Europe as early as at the dawn of Greek and Roman cultures. But it was the 

Enlightenment that lifted a civilization conception to the summit, appropriating and enhancing a discourse of 

civilization and barbarism that had persisted in European thought for centuries. The idea of barbarism / civilization 

perfectly matches to the dichotomy of ‘friend’ and ‘foe’ that has a deep connection with understanding of collective 

identities. 

This paper is aimed at studying the conception of a civilized nation in Enlightenment thought with an emphasis on 

‘difficult cases’ of peripheral nations. The idea of civilized and barbaric nations will be examined through the works of 

key western thinkers. Chronologically, the paper will be focused on the texts of the late 18th – early 19th centuries, 
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when the discourse of civilization reached its pinnacle in Enlightenment thought and became a routine justification for 

political actions. 

Civilization discourse heavily influenced discussions about borderline countries in the 18th century and a closer look 

will be taken at the Russia’s case. There were numerous treatises discussing the exact position of Russia and its people 

among (or outside) civilized nations at the end of the 18th century. Russia’s role in European politics and culture was 

hotly disputed, and the assessment of the country’s level of development was an important matter for foreign and 

domestic thinkers. All this sparked off a vast response in European media of the time that should not be omitted as it 

helped develop the self-identities of both Russia and the West. At the same time, the conception of ‘a broader 

European civilization’, which was put forward during the discussions, worked as a staging ground for formulating an 

early perspective on collective European identity. 

 

Yon Ji Sol (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities) Julia’s ‘Native Air’: Soldier-Artists, Female Critic, 

and Historical Novel in Guy Mannering 

Panel / Session 346, ‘Sir Walter Scott’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. G.05, 50 George Square. Chair / 

Président.e : Emma Macleod (University of Stirling) 

Returning to Britain from India, Guy Mannering the English colonel hopes that Scotland’s European, “native air” will 

heal his daughter’s melancholy. Julia, however, was born and raised in India, understands an (although unspecified) 

Indian language, and a “little Hindu air” is her “favorite” from her lover Henry Bertram’s repertoire. Disagreeing with 

the accusation too often directed against Sir Walter Scott nowadays that he romanticized Scottishness to serve 

exoticism, I highlight Scott as an Anglophone writer with an acute colonial consciousness rather than a native 

informant. The hybrid identity of Julia Mannering is integral to my reading. As such, she disapproves of the Colonel’s 

intervention with Lucy Bertram’s work pattern. Her displeasure over decontextualized mixing of European and Asian 

cultures reflects her objection to the other type of art her father practices—the art of war. 

My presentation examines how Scott engages the global history perspective and extends his interpretation of 

Enlightenment’s multicultural, trans-national identity into the Romantic genre of historical novel. In doing so, Scott 

revises through Julia Mannering the historical novel’s earlier, military-oriented model exemplified by his own Waverly. 

The Colonel’s daughter is skeptical of any European mediation on Indian culture, acting as a critic of the imperial 

cultural artifacts produced by the novel’s soldier-artists that forcefully integrate geographic parts with distinct 

histories onto one larger canvas of the British Empire. Whereas Georg Lukács’ classic definition of the historical novel 

essentially sees it as offspring of the war, Guy Mannering resists becoming a war narrative, as demonstrated by 

unhappy soldiers and critical Julia. Further, I suggest that Julia embodies Scott’s acknowledgement of the female 

contribution to his literary achievements—including the narrative form of the historical novel—which, as Amy 

Prendergast has recently pointed out, came through women of literary salons. 

 

Tanvi Solanki (Yonsei University) Aurality, Colonial Travel Narratives, and the Enlightenment 

Concepts of ‘Culture’ and ‘Race’ 

Panel / Session 330, ‘Enlightenment for the Ears: Negotiating Identities Through Acts of Listening in the 

Long Eighteenth Century 1’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. Seminar Room 2, Chrystal McMillan Building. 

Chair / Président.e : Mary Helen Dupree (Georgetown University) 

During the Enlightenment, thanks to the interventions of philosophers and natural scientists such as Kant, Herder, 

Blumenbach, and Voltaire, the concepts of “race” and “culture” began to emerge as concepts still current today, as 

evident in works in contemporary critical race theory by Robert Bernasconi or Anthony Appiah. What I will explore in 

this paper are the as yet under-researched 17th and 18thcentury French, British, and German travel writings about 

religious missions along with colonial and scientific expeditions that formed the bases of these concepts. They 

provided these Enlightenment philosophers new knowledge of non-European peoples, particularly those from the 

Americas. This knowledge was deployed to classify these peoples into groups, through categories such as physical 

characteristics, climate, or language. I will focus on the significance of aurality, audile techniques, and “acoustic 

transcription” (Ochoa 2014) in these writings, and the role they played in Enlightenment concepts of cultural and 

racialized difference. The archive of travel writings used by thinkers who argued for essentialized, unchangeable racial 
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differences between peoples (Kant, Voltaire, Blumenbach) was a separate one from that of figures who opposed the 

notion of something like a pre-formed race (Herder and Rousseau). The latter were concerned with linguistic and 

climactic differences that could be malleable and allowed for adaptability. Herder mined the writings of Jesuit travel 

writers such as Sebastien Rasles and Chaumonont, who make no mention of racial difference, instead focusing on the 

sounds of the language of the “savages” and the inadequacy of their own orthography to accurately transcribe their 

pronunciations. On the other hand, Kant focused on visually perceptible physical characteristics. For example, in his 

lectures on “physical geography” from the 1750s he cites historians like Thomas Salmon who, unlike the Jesuit 

missionaries, described the physical traits of non-Europeans he encountered in his travels. I will argue that aurality 

(and its absence) played a key role in Enlightenment distinctions between concepts of “race” versus those of 

“culture.”  

 

Floris Solleveld (KU Leuven) The ‘Philosophical Turn’ in Eighteenth-Century Scholarship 

Panel / Session 334, ‘Intellectual Enlightenments’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. 2.11, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : Shiru Lim (European University Institute) 

In the years around and after 1750, a ‘philosophical turn’ took place in most if not all domains of early modern 

scholarship. Most notably, a new genre of historical writing, histoire philosophique, emerged with Montesquieu’s 

Esprit des Lois (1748) and Voltaire’s Essai sur les Mœurs (1756): a question-oriented approach towards historical 

developments rather than a narrative of great figures and events. Simultaneously, the study of language was re-

oriented by debates about the origin of language; antiquarian compendia like Toustain and Tassin’s Nouveau Traité de 

Diplomatique (1750-65) and Le Roy’s Monuments de la Grèce (1758) became vessels for theory formation about 

writing and architecture. 

While the rise of the parti philosophique was a major factor in this turn – articles from the Encyclopédie, for instance, 

were re-organized into separate dictionaries of music and handbooks of literature and grammar – it extended further 

than that and beyond French borders. The modern part of the multi-author Universal History (1759-66) and its two 

German translations/continuations included new areas into world history; histoire philosophique took root on British 

soil with the works of Hume, Robertson, and Gibbon; the eminent ‘philosophical antiquarian’ was Winckelmann.  

My presentation will be concerned with positioning this turn within the history of the humanities, and of knowledge 

more broadly: how it transformed the early modern study of ‘Letters’ and shaped conceptions of historical and 

linguistic knowledge as well as scholarly identities. The leading question is why all this happened in parallel, with the 

cooperation of authors who were anything but philosophes, and in some cases, not directly influenced by them? 

There is a trend of converging general developments – vernacularization and the growth of the reading public, an 

expanding learned world – but no obvious common internal or external cause. 

 

Tess Somervell (University of Leeds) Deceitful Ground: The Agency of Soil in Eighteenth-Century 

Georgic 

Panel / Session 379, ‘Pastoral and Georgic’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. G.05, 50 George Square. Chair / 

Président.e : Conrad Brunstrom (The National University of Ireland, Maynooth) 

In eighteenth-century georgic poetry, the character of the local soil is frequently tied to regional and national identity: 

‘the cautious husbandman / Surveys the country round, sollicitous / To fix his habitation on a soil / Propitious to his 

hopes, and to his cares.’ (Dodsley, Agriculture [1753]) It is not surprising that Hillary Eklund, in Ground-Work (2017; 

the first book-length study of soil in literature), is suspicious of georgic’s tendency to privilege ‘ecological rootedness’ 

and ‘emerging conceptions of property over other forms of local habitation’. In this paper, however, I will look more 

closely at depictions of soil in some key eighteenth-century georgic poems – John Philips’ Cyder, Robert Dodsley’s 

Agriculture, and Edinburgh alumnus James Thomson’s The Seasons – and show that in these poems the material earth 

is slippery and prone to shifting. Due to its everyday or seasonal mixing with and absorption of varied material 

components, to slow processes of erosion and pollution, and to dramatic events like earthquakes, landslides, or the 

mysterious migration of Marcley Hill in Herefordshire (a spot described by Philips as ‘deceitful ground’), the soil in 

eighteenth-century georgic resists attempts to define, own, and work it. In the mobility, agency, and hybridity that it 
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attributes to the soil, eighteenth-century georgic anticipates Heather I. Sullivan’s material ecocritical ‘dirt theory’, and 

offers a less anthropocentric perspective of the land than has often been assumed. 

 

Susan Sommers (Saint Vincent College, Latrobe) The Religious Thought of James Anderson (1679–

1739) 

Panel / Session 28, ‘The Scottish Enlightenment and Freemasonry’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. 2.06, 

Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Gerry Carruthers (University of Glasgow) 

The Presbyterian James Anderson is best known as the author of the first two Books of Constitutions sanctioned by 

the new Grand Lodge in London and published in 1723 and 1738. Anderson was born in Aberdeen in 1679 and studied 

theology there. As early as 1704, Anderson went to London, where he was ordained and became the minister of a 

Scots Presbyterian congregation. He established a chapel in Swallow Street in Piccadilly, occupying the pulpit until 

1734, when he and his people had a parting of the ways. He died in 1739. In the masonic Books of Constitutions 

Anderson discussed ‘the religion in which all men agree’, which has generally been taken as a statement of 

latitudinarianism. Historians of freemasonry such as David Stevenson have also suggested that Anderson was 

considered heterodox because he consorted with infamous latitudinarians, Deists and Arians in the early Grand Lodge. 

It will be argued here that this view of Anderson’s religious views is mistaken, which has important implications for 

our understanding of the religious context of early Grand Lodge freemasonry. Anderson was a prominent supporter of 

the systematic statement of Calvinist orthodoxy, the Westminster Confession (1646), adopted by the Church of 

Scotland. The most detailed statement of personal theology produced by Anderson was his 1733 publication, Unity in 

Trinity and Trinity in Unity. Anderson modelled the structure of this book on the Westminster Confession and, 

although he mentions the beliefs of Jews and Muslims with approval, he condemns the beliefs of natural philosophers 

and mathematicians who rely on the sufficiency of natural religion. Anderson’s pride and joy was his library, and this 

also demonstrates the Presbyterian roots of his thought. Anderson’s writings suggest that the relationship between 

freemasonry and Protestantism was more complex than has previously been assumed.       

 

Nuria Soriano Muñoz (University of Valencia) The Spanish Enlightenment Historiography and the 

History of America: Some Reflections about the Idea of ‘Impartiality’ and the Emergence of 

National Consciousness 

Panel / Session 197, ‘Between Universal History and National Histories: Building the Past in the Age of the 

Enlightenment 2’. Tuesday /Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. 2.06, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Niccolò 

Guasti (University of Foggia) 

The goal of this work is to analyse the ideological uses and the political functions that the concept of “impartiality” has 

played in the language of Spanish Enlightenment historians, its relation with the writing of history and, more 

specifically, with the conquest of America. Through a variety of printed texts from the late eighteenth century –

apologies, eulogies, dictionaries and other literary texts– and using a methodology that connects the cultural history 

and conceptual history, my paper will analyse how the eighteenth-century cultural elites attributed a positive meaning 

in order to build historical discourses on what happened in 1492. In the framework of development of critical history, 

Enlightenment historians and their detractors used the concept of impartiality in order to hold discourses about 

America, in tension with the notions of “national” and “foreign.” In a context characterized by debates about the 

sources, distancing and justice of historians, my intention is to dismantle its ideological dimension. This operation 

allows us to understand “impartiality” as a tool to construct “difference”, a notion that legitimates and grants prestige 

to the Spanish nation as well as structures a complex network of identities.  

 

William Spaggiari (Università degli Studi di Milano) Da Baretti a Panizzi: le antologie della 

letteratura italiana in Inghilterra fra Sette e Ottocento 

Panel / Session 457, ‘Giuseppe Baretti (1719–1789) Turns 300’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. Seminar 

Room 4, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Fabio Forner (University of Verona) 
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My paper will discuss and illustrate the role that Giuseppe Baretti (1719-1789) played as a promoter of Italian 

Literature in England, especially with his Italian library  (1757). I shall compare this bibliographical reference book with 

those compiled, for example, by his teacher and mentor Girolamo Tagliazucchi, as well as other manuals Baretti 

published ( such as An introduction to the italian language, containing specimens both of prose and verse […], 1755). It 

is my intention to highlight the process of polularization and circulation of Italian literary texts from the publication of 

Baretti’s textbooks in mid 18th-century to the Extracts from italian prose writers for the use of students in the London 

University (1828) by Antonio Panizzi (1797-1879), principal librarian of the British Museum from 1856 to 1866. 

 

Jonathan Spangler (Manchester Metropolitan University) Neither Here Nor There: The Sword 

Nobility in Lorraine in the Eighteenth Century, Dual Identities, and Mixed Opportunities 

between Versailles and Vienna 

Panel / Session 205, ‘In the Shadow of Big Brother: Identities and Roles of Noble Cadet Sons’. Tuesday 

/Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. M3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Adam Storring (Georg-August-

Universität Göttingen) 

Younger sons of the nobility across Europe had always struggled to define their place in society, a struggle that was 

exacerbated in France by the rise of the robe nobility and a shift in perception in what the old sword nobility was for, 

and the increased preference for primogeniture in succession practices. None of this was new to the 18th century, but 

key developments altered the landscape in sometimes contrary directions: access to the royal court and to military 

careers was increasingly restricted to nobles only, yet marriage patterns were opening up to allow new blood (and 

wealth) from the judiciary and financial elites.  This paper will look at the shifting strategies adopted by one group of 

French nobles in particular, those from the border zone of the Duchy of Lorraine, not incorporated into the Kingdom 

of France fully until 1766, and thus retaining a unique fluidity of identity and opportunity of younger sons: some opted 

to move to Versailles, others remained in Nancy, while still others followed the old Ducal family to Vienna. Older 

forms of succession practice also continued to flourish in Lorraine, as a former part of the Imperial (that is, Germanic) 

system, meaning that younger sons could benefit from partible inheritance.  Yet at the same time, adherence to 

Imperial customs also meant that access to ecclesiastical benefices was more highly regulated, and the offspring of 

any mixed marriages (noble/non-noble) would be cut off from these career paths.  Choices had to be made carefully.  

This paper will analyse examples of cadets from a wide range of noble families from Lorraine, from ancient sword 

nobility to newer annoblis and financial elites. Some of the greatest names in the 18th-century French aristocracy 

were produced from this pool, such as Choiseul, Stainville or Du Châtelet. Others left the orbit of the Bourbon kings 

and developed new dynasties in Vienna, such as Mercy, Ficquelmont, or Mensdorff-Pouilly. 

 

Céline Spector (Sorbonne Université) Science de l’homme et raison des femmes : Rousseau et la 

division genrée du travail scientifique 

Panel / Session 274, ‘Le statut et l’identité des femmes dans la philosophie des Lumières’. Thursday /Jeudi 

08.00 – 09.30. 2.14, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Martin Rueff (Université de Genève) 

Le Livre V d’Émile a fait l’objet de nombreuses lectures féministes, qui ont souvent laissé dans l’ombre un texte 

majeur où Rousseau s’interroge sur la contribution des femmes à la « science de l’homme ». Cette communication 

tentera de comprendre le lien entre le rôle assigné aux femmes dans la science expérimentale et la volonté d’élaborer 

une « morale expérimentale ». La thèse de Rousseau est originale : il revient aux femmes d’observer le cœur humain 

et aux hommes de réduire ces observations « en système ». Bien plus qu’une thèse relative à l’éducation morale des 

femmes, le philosophe propose donc une thèse ambitieuse sur la nature de la morale elle-même. 

 

Elizabeth Spencer (University of York) ‘Designed as a Methodical Register of all their Transactions 

of Business’: Women and Accounting in the Eighteenth-Century Printed Pocket Book 

Panel / Session 328, ‘Economics and Commerce’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. G.15, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Felicia Gottmann (Northumbria University) 
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This paper will look at how women used printed pocket books like The Ladies Own Memorandum-Book to keep 

account in the long eighteenth century. Increasingly available from the mid-century onwards, these books provided 

printed templates for recording income and expenditure, as well as space for ‘Memorandums and Remarks’. Scholars 

have already noted that there is an inherent tension in these books between consumerism and good economy, as 

they encouraged the female consumer to record what she owned as well as what she had paid. Indeed, Jennie 

Batchelor has argued that the pocket book’s main significance lies in the fact that the printed text constructed a 

feminine ideal surrounding ‘frugality, modesty and social and economic restraint’. However, we are often faced with a 

conundrum when looking at extant examples of pocket books; though the printed elements emphasised good 

economy, use of the templates for accounting is frequently patchy in practice. Many women only occasionally used 

their pocket books to account, only recorded expenditure rather than income, didn’t use the accounting template at 

all, or, as is sometimes the case, used the pages of their pocket book for something other than its prescribed purpose.  

Shifting our focus away from the printed text, this paper takes a different approach by thinking about the pocket book 

primarily as part of a wider accounting process. Drawing on a range of examples including the pocket books of Ann 

Prest, Elizabeth Inchbald, and Jane Porter, I examine the different ways in which these women used (or did not use) 

these books to record income and expenditure. I suggest that the pocket book was one of, rather than the only space 

in which women were able to keep account, and could form part of a wider process of which account ledgers, bills, 

receipts, and rough notes and drafts were also a part. Thinking about the pocket book in this wider context can help 

us understand why many of these books were not used in the way prescribed by printed templates and text.  

 

Tessa Spencer (National Records of Scotland) Sources for Eighteenth-Century Studies in the 

National Records of Scotland 

Panel / Session 248, ‘Sources and Editing’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. G.13, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Carly Watson (University of Oxford) 

This paper will highlight the huge range of Scottish records available for 18th century studies in the National Records 

of Scotland: what are the main records, what will they tell you, and how do you start? 

In addition to the wealth of documents searchable through ScotlandsPeople, there are plenty more in Scotland’s 

national archives to help with your research: church records, civil and criminal court cases, exchequer records, 

property records, tax records and the archives of landed estates. This paper looks at this diverse material for the study 

of the state, church, law and private life in the 18th century, explaining how these records work and what use you can 

make of them for research purposes. 

 

Guy Spielmann (Georgetown University) Identity of the Unidentifiable: What is ‘Münchhausen’? 

Panel / Session 112, ‘Literature, Meaning, and the Unfathomable’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. Seminar 

Room 2, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Stephanie Insley Hershinow (Baruch College, 

CUNY) 

Most eighteenth-century novels have a clear national identity rooted in their characters, geographical setting, and 

narrative style (even when dealing with “foreign” themes); for the most part, they also have an identified author 

(credited in print or not), and an identifiable form. “The Adventures of Baron  Münchhausen” offers a rare—perhaps 

unique—example of a text that defies all attempts at identification by usual means (place, author, genre). 

While the German freiherr Hieronymus von Münchhausen (1720–1797) did exist, and while brief texts initially 

associated with him were first printed in German (anonymously in a Berlin journal in 1781 and 1783), the first full-

length, stand-alone narrative appeared in English in 1785; a German iteration followed in 1786 and, in 1792, a play in 

French. Before the eighteenth century was over, at least a dozen Münchhausens in various forms and languages were 

already circulating. Illustrations featuring the baron had become part of the text, some by celebrated artists like 

Cruikshank and Rowlandson—and some that had no relation to the text at all. 

Since then Münchhausen has grown into a textual and iconographic nebula of thousands of items with no indisputable 

author, language or “definitive” version—there was even an Edinburgh imprint (1858). I take Münchhausen as a case 

study for investigating the identity of a work of art at the apex of a gigantic effort to organize and systematize human 
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knowledge and fictional productions in the time of the Enlightenment. What criteria, what strategies can we 

implement to define the boundaries of that which we consider as a single discrete “text” (or rather, “iconotext”) in 

spite of myriad variations in virtually all of its constitutive elements? I will show how Münchhausen proceeds from 

radical experimentation at a time when the novel was barely coming of age: a work with a particularly strong identity 

that, paradoxically, does not easily yield to conventional criteria of identification. 

 

Amanda Springs (Maritime College, SUNY) The Clothes Un/Make the Woman: Eighteenth-Century 

Women’s Travel Attire in Britain and Gender Identity 

Panel / Session 99, ‘Clothes and Identity’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.12, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Sohini Chakravarty (Delhi Public School R. K. Puram) 

The increasing popularity of clothing specifically designed for women’s travel provoked a significant amount of gender 

anxiety in Britain over the course of the long eighteenth century. Riding habits, introduced from France in the waning 

years of the seventeenth century, were succeeded by carriage dresses, walking dresses, and promenade dresses, all of 

which  dominated women’s fashion magazines by the end of the era. These fashions were not universally welcomed, 

however, with travel wear for women sparking concern regarding the suitability and morality of such clothing, viewed, 

as it was by some, as either obfuscating or highlighting a woman’s gender and, thus, her sexual identity. Arguments 

largely predicated on the notion that the “clothes un/make the woman” were common in the journalism, fiction, and 

pictorial art of the time. Using a range of written and visual sources from the period, this paper traces the progression 

of responses to and associations with women’s travel attire, and considers the ways these interpretations reveal 

attitudes about the capacity for clothing to shape, make, or even change gender identities. Texts to be referenced 

include, but are not limited to: The Spectator, The Guardian, Samuel Richardson’s Letters, John Collet’s prints, The 

Tunbridge Miscellany, Baron George Granville Lansdowne’s poetry, Godfrey Kneller’s portraits, the novels of Thomas 

Smollett and Charlotte Lennox, and early ladies’ fashion magazines such as The Lady’s Magazine, La Belle Assemblée, 

and Ackermann’s Repository. 

 

Macon St. Hilaire (Austin Peay State University) Making and Meaning: The Implications of 

Attribution in a Portrait of Lady Christian Dalrymple 

Panel / Session 159, ‘Women and Children in the Arts’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. M1, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : Susanna Caviglia (Duke University) 

In the early 18th century, the transition from guilds to independent artists, academic social circles, and the 

commercialization of artist materials were all leading to a standardisation and the future Academy system. Scottish 

and English-born artists were painting in a systematic style reflecting the development of a collective British identity in 

portraiture. This study is focused on the career of John Smibert (1688-1751) born in Edinburgh and apprenticed as a 

painter and plasterer at the time of the 1707 Act of Union. His legacy is the transatlantic dissemination of artistic 

tradition and British identity in the American colonies. Following a similar career trajectory to other Scottish-born 

artists, he moved to London and received training as a portrait painter. This paper exams the mechanisations of 

production and meaning in a portrait of Lady Christian Dalrymple, Wife of Sir James Dalrymple, Bt, Daughter of 

Thomas, 6th Earl of Haddington held by the National Trust for Scotland, Newhailes.   

The Newhailes Estate is a Palladian style home situated six miles southeast of Edinburgh’s city centre. The Dalrymple 

family were prominent supporters of the Enlightenment and amassed a library that illustrates their labours. The 

Dalrymples were not only supporters of intellectual curiosity but patrons of artistic culture. The property of Newhailes 

maintains three portraits of Lady Christian from her life, in addition to the portrait attributed to Smibert, one is 

attributed to the circle of Charles Jervas and the other painted by Allan Ramsey. The three paintings give a glimpse 

into the life of Lady Christian and the way that portraiture of women identified their roles in their families and in the 

home.  

 

Jessica Stacey (Queen’s College, Oxford) Rousseau’s Toe: Towards a Queer ‘Confessions’ 
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Panel / Session 439, ‘Rousseau, émotions, sexualité’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. 2.06, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : Christophe Martin (Université Paris-Sorbonne) 

This paper proposes a solution to two problems. Firstly, I seek to reconcile the queer potential in Rousseau’s 

Confessions, full of frank excavation of “deviant” sexual desire, with the text’s overt homophobia which, crucially, 

does not seem amenable to a “suspicious reading” which would reveal it as repressed homosexuality. The second 

problem is that of the powerful antipathy which can be felt by new readers of the text towards the self crafted 

therein; an antipathy that pushes its readers to read from a position of extreme suspicion, seeking the lie, the 

obfuscation, and the ultimate failure of the project. This paper uses Kosofsky-Sedgwick’s distinction between 

reparative and suspicious, or paranoid, reading to encourage us to follow Rousseau’s own path from hostility to 

ambivalent sympathy across three queer encounters with men, and thereby to shift our position as readers, without 

simply caving to the demands of the sometimes tyrannical author. 

Touching on his first encounter in a Catholic hospice and his second with a masturbating taffetatier, I focus on the 

episode that exposes Rousseau’s vulnerable toe. Sleeping rough in Lyon, he is invited home by an abbé who hopes to 

initiate a sexual encounter. A more streetwise Rousseau is able to navigate this interaction skilfully, using feigned 

reactions and retelling his past encounters to engage the abbé – ‘a man not lacking in merit’, although ’a great 

scoundrel’ – in a play of sympathy which is in part authentic. This ambivalent sympathy develops the morning after, 

when Rousseau finds that they are both read as “that kind of person” by the abbé’s landladies, who make their 

antipathy clear, to the point of deliberately stamping on a blistered toe sticking out of the impoverished Rousseau’s 

shoe. Sign of a poverty-stricken outsider, the toe is also read as a sign of vulnerability to sin, and of another kind of 

outsider: the sodomite. In examining the shifting distribution of antipathy and sympathy throughout this episode, I 

hope to show that reading others and being read, so often in the Confessions subject to paranoid over-interpretation, 

can offer some unlikely and even queer moments of repair. 

 

Thomas Stäcker (Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Darmstadt) Do We Really Know? – What Is 

Required to Analyse the Network of Letters in the Age of Enlightment? Some Reflections on a 

Big Data Project 

Panel / Session 449, ‘Correspondances et représentations des identités nationales au XVIIIe siècle – La 

lettre entre les nations 2 / Correspondences and Representations of National Identity in the Eighteenth 

Century – Letters between Nations 2’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. Lecture Theatre 5, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Nicholas Cronk (Voltaire Foundation, University of Oxford) 

There is no reliable estimation available about how many letters are extant from the age of enlightment and up to this 

time nobody seriously raised the question if all or most of these countless letters could perhaps be made accessible to 

research in some way. It seemed out of scope and not feasible to envisage an index of perhaps more than a Million 

letters. But with the advent of the digital the situation has changed. More and more metadata about letters became 

available in general databases such as EMLO and full-fledged letter editions appeared on the web.  However, most of 

this information is still enclosed in data silos or scattered all over the web and cannot be aggregated to larger letter 

corpora allowing to help answer questions, for instance, about the overall ratio of letters written in Latin or French or 

the places in Europe where letters were most frequently sent to or who are the people that were connected by letter 

exchance. Furthermore, there were few efforts made to standardize letter metadata or design a dedicated letter 

ontology that is apt to model letters as objects of the so-called semantic web. Even though the results of TEI SIG 

correspondance and implementing an API by the project correspSearch of the Berlin Academy of Sciences and 

Humanities meant a great progress for processing letter metadata there is still only a small fraction of the material 

available. 

The project that I am going to present bases on preliminary work carried out by the COST action “Re-assembling the 

Republic of Letters” led by Howard Hotson and Thomas Walling. It aims to establish a letter network and a federated  

structure of hubs and nods in Germany that systematically extracts, prepares and collects metadata about letters so 

as to enable a joint index of letters and define a common framework for identifing , digitizing and editing letters of the 

age of the enlightment and beyond.   
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Joanna Stalnaker (Columbia University) Writing After Death: Diderot and Montaigne 

Panel / Session 263, ‘Diderot: Life Stages’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. Lecture Theatre 2, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Andrew H. Clark (Fordham University) 

In his last published work, the Essay on the Reigns of Claudius and Nero, Denis Diderot called upon his fellow 

philosophes to write from the grave. “One only thinks, one only speaks with strength from the bottom of one’s grave,” 

he wrote, “it is there that one must place oneself, it is from there that one must address men.” But what does it 

actually mean to write from the grave? This question is especially elusive for the Lucretian materialist Diderot, who in 

D’Alembert’s Dream characterized death as nothing more than a change in form. In this paper, I will argue that at the 

end of his life, Diderot took his cue from the essayist Michel de Montaigne in developing his own approach to writing 

after death. It was Montaigne who observed in one of his last essays, “On Physiognomy,” that the time remaining to 

him belonged more to death than to life. Whereas in his earlier essays he had painted his life, his sole remaining task 

was now to record, if possible, death’s babble: “And of my death alone, if I found her talkative, as others do, I would 

gladly let people know of it, while decamping.” Diderot expressed admiration for Montaigne’s depiction of death in his 

own final essay, but he did more than that: he also sought to emulate in the form of his writing the new shape he 

would take after his death. 

 

Robert Stearn (Birkbeck, University of London) Synoptic Views: Early Eighteenth-Century 

Adventure Fiction and the Practical Knowledge of Everyday Life  

Panel / Session 211, ‘Life at Sea’. Tuesday /Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Catherine Beck (Institute of Historical Research) 

Published within months of the first two volumes of Robinson Crusoe, Ambrose Evans’ Adventures, and Surprizing 

Deliverances, of James Dubourdieu, and his Wife (1719) addresses itself to the same world of maritime adventure as 

Defoe’s fiction, while offering an intriguing revision of his narrative poetics and ideological investments. Evans’ novel 

begins with Mrs Rattenberg, the titular wife’s, account of her movement from provincial daughter to London servant, 

before becoming, with her future husband, a hopeful émigré shipwrecked on an unknown South Sea shore. Taking up 

the narrative, Mr Dubourdieu recounts his sojourn in a tropical utopia inhabited by the ‘children of love’. Eventually 

the couple are rescued and return to Paris, where they run an inn. Their retailing of their life story to an English 

gentleman passer-by, in the hope of drumming up trade, forms the narrative frame. 

 Drawing on Margaret Cohen’s persuasive account of Defoe’s narrative poetics in The Novel and the Sea  

(2010), this paper takes seriously the account of skilled work offered in early eighteenth-century adventure fiction and 

the pleasure that these novels’ episodic dramas of problem-solving afforded contemporary readers. Looking beyond 

the craft of the mariner, it proposes to explore how three writers writing adventure fiction in the early eighteenth 

century – Ambrose Evans, William Chetwood, and Penelope Aubin – contrived forms through which to explore the 

practical knowledge of everyday life that was excluded from Defoe’s fiction: the technical abilities, comportment, and 

aptitude for interpersonal management demanded of those in service and retail positions. These writers attempted to 

exploit the popularity of Defoe’s fictions for commercial gain, but their novels also represented politically-motivated 

interventions in the world identified with that fiction, aiming to correct and augment its morality, its population, and 

its conventions of cause and effect. Through modular narratives, this paper argues, these writers aimed to cultivate in 

their readers an aptitude for careful management and a synoptic view of the episodic life of service.  

 

Volker Steinkamp (University of Duisburg-Essen) De la primauté de la politique intérieure – Turgot, 

la France et la guerre de l´Indépendance américaine 

Panel / Session 459, ‘Identités politiques’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. G.11, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : David Eick (Grand Valley State University) 

En 1776, deux ans après son accession au trône, Louis XVI doit prendre sa première décision importante concernant la 

politique étrangère: la France doit-elle soutenir les insurgés américains dans leur lutte d´indépendance contre les 

colonisateurs britanniques? Aux yeux du Comte de Vergennes, le ministre des Affaires étrangères, un tel soutien des 

colons américains serait une occasion à ne pas manquer pour affaiblir l´ennemi britannique et renforcer en même 
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temps la position internationale de la France qui vient d´être gravement affaiblie lors de sa défaite humiliante dans la 

guerre de Sept Ans (1756-1763). Néanmoins, le jeune monarque hésite encore et demande aux membres de son 

Conseil du roi de lui rendre leur opinion. 

Malgré ses sympathies pour les colons américains, Anne Robert Jacques Turgot en tant que contrôleur général des 

finances est le seul ministre à se prononcer clairement contre une participation de la France à la guerre de 

l´Indépendance américaine en renvoyant surtout à la désastreuse situation financière du royaume. Toutefois, 

l´argumentation de Turgot dans son “Mémoire sur la manière dont la France et l´Espagne doivent envisager les suites 

de la querelle entre la Grande-Bretagne et ses Colonies”, rédigé en avril 1776 à peine quelques semaines avant sa 

chute, est loin d´être de nature purement financière. Au contraire, le texte révèle aussi une nouvelle conception de la 

politique étrangère dont la primauté, jusqu’alors incontestée au XVIIIe siècle, est remise en question de manière 

surprenante. Ce n´est plus la puissance extérieure de la France à laquelle Turgot s´intéresse en premier lieu mais à 

l´état du royaume à l’intérieur et aux réformes considérées comme indispensables auxquels le philosophe donne la 

priorité dans son “Mémoire”. 

 

Gerhardt Stenger (University of Nantes) Qu’en pensez-vous ? L’appel au lecteur dans les contes de 

Diderot 

Panel / Session 326, ‘Diderot et la Morale 1’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. Lecture Theatre 2, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Odile Richard-Pauchet (University of Limoges) 

Le titre du conte allégorique de Mme d’Épinay longtemps attribué à Diderot, Qu’en pensez-vous ?, résume 

parfaitement la réaction que Diderot attend de son lecteur dans ses derniers romans et contes : non pas une réaction 

passionnelle telle qu’il la préconisait encore dans l’Éloge de Richardson (« Heureux ceux qui purent pleurer »), mais 

une attitude critique qui sait dominer sa sensibilité et juger « froidement mais sainement » (Le Rêve de d’Alembert). 

Autrement dit, Diderot ne laisse pas son lecteur tranquille : un roman ou conte, même un dialogue, finit toujours par 

solliciter son avis, à l’instar du titre de sa dernière pièce, Est-il bon ? Est-il méchant ? Cette implication du lecteur –il 

s’agit toujours, en fin de compte, de lui demander si tel héros ou telle héroïne sont bons ou méchants, et pourquoi – 

peut prendre différentes formes : la Préface-annexe de La Religieuse, l’interrogation « Et vous concluez de là ? » par 

laquelle débute (!) le deuxième préambule de Ceci n’est pas un conte, la lettre du curé Papin à la fin des Deux Amis de 

Bourbonne, les deux derniers paragraphes dans Ceci n’est pas un conte, le dernier paragraphe dans Madame de La 

Carlière, la fin du Supplément au Voyage de Bougainville, la fin de l’Entretien d’un philosophe avec la maréchale de 

***, etc. À chaque fois, Diderot pousse son lecteur à s’interroger sur ce qu’il vient de lire ou sur les opinions qu’il vient 

d’entendre. Contrairement à bien d’autres auteurs, Diderot n’impose jamais ses opinions, il laisse le dernier mot au 

lecteur. 

 

Katarina Stenke (University of Greenwich) Infidelity, Magic, Excess: The Impolite Bases of 

Addison’s Polite Spectators 

Panel / Session 204, ‘Impolite Periodicals: Down and Out with Mr Spectator’. Tuesday /Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. 

Lecture Theatre 3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Emrys Jones (King’s College London) 

This paper will examine two orientalist essays by Joseph Addison in order to argue that the polite surfaces of his 

periodical prose often concealed – and even relied on – distinctly impolite subject-matter. 

Scholars of eighteenth-century politeness often understand the immensely popular Spectator essays as paradigmatic 

of how a discourse of civility and manners was disseminated through British culture in the early years of the century. 

Nonetheless, as Lawrence Klein makes clear in his foundational work on the subject, ‘politeness’ in the period was less 

a social reality than a cultural discourse. The full implications of this insight become clearer when we re-examine the 

rhetoric and sources through which the Spectator sought to influence its readers. In a significant number of papers, I 

will suggest, the didactic insistence on polite morality is actually supported by noticeably ‘impolite’ materials relating 

to infidel superstition, licentious animal magic, or the indecorous excesses of Italian opera. 

Drawing on recent scholarship in eighteenth-century orientalism by scholars such as Srinivas Aravamudan and Eugenia 

Zugorski Jenkins, this paper will argue that politeness as a discourse is crucially bound up with ongoing 
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reconfigurations of “the Orient” and other categories of alterity in the British imagination, whereby the foreign was 

understood as at once morally and politically subversive and, as imaginative capital, productive of politeness. 

 

Aron Sterk (University of Lincoln) The Portuguese Jewish Fellows of the Society of Antiquarians 

and the Royal Society of London in the Eighteenth Century 

Panel / Session 122, ‘Relative Liberties’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. Seminar Room 5, Chrystal McMillan 

Building. Chair / Président.e : Joyce Irwin (Princeton Research Forum) 

Between 1723 and 1769, decades before the better-known Enlightenment Haskalah movement of German Jewry, nine 

English Jews had been elected to the prestigious Royal Society of London and two of these to the more exclusive 

Society of Antiquarians. Only two of these were rich German Jews, the rest were Portuguese, including the physicians 

Isaac Sequeira de Samuda and Jacob de Castro Sarmento, and the foreign member Jacob Rodrigues Pereira of France. 

The remaining Portuguese Jews were all closely related to the London Mendes da Costa family including Joseph 

Salvador and his cousin, the naturalist and noted conchologist Emanuel Mendes da Costa. Within the societies they 

mixed on terms of equality with members of the British (and European élite, including Portuguese diplomats resident 

in London like Carvalho e Melo, later Marquis of Pombal). For many of the Jewish members membership of the 

learned societies was a fashionable indication of their remarkable integration into English society, but de Castro 

Sarmento and Emanuel Mendes da Costa were active members and significant contributors to the Enlightenment 

‘Republic of Letters.’ In this paper I want to look at how the peculiar inter-cultural identity of the Portuguese Jews 

enabled them to enter the Enlightenment learned societies and how the assimilative risks involved in such close 

assimilation and integration threatened their Jewish identity. 

 

Laura Stevens (University of Tulsa) Visible Ministers: Joseph Fish, Joseph Johnson, and the Native 

Spiritual Leadership of Narragansett 

Panel / Session 190, ‘What Makes a ‘Minister’? Clerical Identity in the Eighteenth Century’. Tuesday /Mardi 

14.30 – 16.00. G.04, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Katarina Stenke (University of Greenwich) 

Recent scholarship by historians including David Silverman, Linford Fisher, Edward Andrews, and Julius Rubin has 

called attention to the active and complex roles the Native peoples of New England played in Christian missionary 

endeavors. Far from passive objects of English, Scottish, and Dutch outreach, indigenous peoples of this region 

actively made decisions about their relationships to Christian knowledge and devotional practice. Those who sought 

out Christian education or church affiliation did so for a range of well-considered reasons, and they often did so while 

insisting on their own terms, developing their own models for religious expression and church organization. 

Building on these historians’ work, this paper will undertake a close reading of two texts describing Christian 

encounter in the Native community of Narragansett, Rhode Island, during the 1760s: the journal of Joseph Johnson, a 

Mohegan and former student of Eleazar Wheelock’s Indian Charity School, and the diary of Joseph Fish, pastor of the 

North Stonington Congregational Church of Rhode Island, who had been hired by the Commissioners of the New 

England Company to preach and minister to the people of Narragansett once a month. My focus will be on the ways in 

which both texts describe ministerial labor, status, and identity. What did ministry mean to this Mohegan Christian, 

recently returned from missionary work among the Haudenosaunee or Iroquois peoples, and this white 

Congregationalist minister who had opposed the revivalist fervor of the Great Awakening? Who counted as a minister 

for both men, and why? Most of all, what is the story of emotions surrounding ministerial identity and what 

amounted to a contest for authority in this community? Their very different answers involved their racial and cultural 

identities, as well as the distinct theologies informing their approaches to conversion, salvation, religious authority, 

and prayer. This project will add to the flourishing work underway on indigenous-centered histories of Christian 

mission as well as the dense tangle of emotions that informed and resulted from interracial religious encounter in the 

colonial era. 

 

Ian Stewart (Queen Mary, University of London) French National Origins in Revolutionary Context, 

1789–1795 
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Panel / Session 252, ‘The Uses of History in Revolutionary Europe: Nation, Civilisation, and Society in British 

and French Historiography’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. G.07 Meadows Lecture Theatre, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Céline Spector (Université Paris-Sorbonne) 

National origins dominated French historical research during the eighteenth century, as the constitutional implications 

of national descent became a widely discussed political issue. Competing with the narrative of a Frankish invasion for 

most of the eighteenth century, an idealised Celtic past finally triumphed during the period 1789-1795. At the outset 

the political ‘nation’ was understood as the nobility as descended from the Franks, by 1795 it was firmly established 

that the ‘nation’ was the mass of the French people, who extended from the ancient Gauls. This paper examines the 

role played by history-writing in these rapidly shifting views of French political society, and shows how political 

necessity caused scholars to adapt not only their historical interpretations but the techniques they employed to reach 

them.   

 

Margaret Stewart (University of Edinburgh) Re-Enacting Eighteenth-Century Garden Designs: ‘In 

Alloa’s Garden’ 

Panel / Session 67, ‘British Visual Culture: Garden and Landscape Identities 2’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 

18.00. Lecture Theatre 3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Laurent Châtel (University of Lille / 

Magdalen College, Oxford) 

Between 1702 and 1715 the earl of Mar created one of the greatest formal landscape of the early eighteenth century 

at his own estate at Alloa in Scotland. His great plan and rich archive survive to explain his complex ideas and motives. 

The problem for the historian is how to communicate this complexity, not just to academic audiences, but also to non-

experts. The outstanding visual quality of Mar’s drawings lends them to film but much contemporary historical film 

producers assume (incorrectly?) that redacted content and dramatised scenarios intercut with a historian’s voice are 

appropriate for popular consumption. The historian, while being active on screen, has limited control over content, 

and no control over production values. The aim was to reverse this relationship by removing the historian from the 

screen and placing him/her in control of the production, content and interpretation. A short animation of some of the 

Alloa drawings was a pilot for a longer documentary which includes live action, aerial photography and specially 

commissioned music, costumes and historic settings. Filmmakers, in this instance students, provided skills vital to 

create an entertaining and satisfying experience. 

 

Marianne Stidsen (University of Copenhagen) The Talented Mr. Baggesen 

Panel / Session 84, ‘Literary Identities’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. Seminar Room 4, Chrystal McMillan 

Building. Chair / Président.e : Tine Reeh (University of Copenhagen) 

As the historian Jonathan Israel has pointed out, Scandinavian Enlightenment in several repsects is a precursor of 

equal and universal rights as practiced in the welfare state. The Danish writer Jens Baggesen (1764-1826) is a case in 

point. Like the hero of Patricia Highsmith’s well-known novel ‘The talented Mr. Ripley’ (1955), Mr. Baggesen is 

endowed with a multitude of talents and, atypical of the times, is given the opportunity to practice his talents. 

 Being an upstart however, meant encountering obstacles. Although, unlike the talented Mr. Ripley, not 

driven to murder, Jens Baggesen had a hard time constructing a stable identity during his journey from one class to 

the next, having to operate in various social and cultural environments. I intend to examine his autobiographical 

Skiemtsomme Riimbreve (1807) and his diaries for evidence of his struggle to establish an identity. 

 

Frederik Stjernfelt (Aalborg University) The Rise and Decline of a Pamphleteer – Martin Brun 

Panel / Session 249, ‘The Abolition of Censorship and the Pamphlet Period in Denmark 1770–73’. 

Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. M1, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Tine Damsholt 

(University of Copenhagen) 
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Among the pamphleteers of the Danish Press Freedom Period of 1770-73, the young philosophy student Martin Brun 

was the most prolific. Over a period of little more than two years he published at least 48, more probably 60-70 

pamphlets. This paper charts his trajectory, thereby also giving a picture of the overall development of the new public 

sphere in that brief period. Brun was an experimenting writer, using a mixture of genre formats such as assuming the 

identity of fictive pseudonyms, organizing dialogues between representatives of different social groups, critical essays 

with invented informants etc. Linguistically inventive, his writings became famous for their grotesque, picturesque 

titles such as “Ole the Smith’s Complaints over Rice Porridge” or “A Real Inventory of all Witches and Sorcerers Who 

have Lived since Dr. Faust”. With a provocative sense of criticism and a surprising degree of knowledge about current 

Enlightenment traditions, Brun was shocked by the incarceration and decapitation of Struensee in early spring 1772. 

He immediately ceased with his biting attacks on clerics and joined the popular rage against Struensee in a new surge 

of pamphlets. Later that year, he clashed with another prolific pamphleteer, J.L.Bynch, now defending clerics in what 

proved to be his swan song. After two intensive years, he now seemed to be scared by the prosecution of Bynch so as 

to shut up completely. The Free Press period in Copenhagen was about to close, and Brun’s brief career gives a picture 

of the swiftly changing phases of that period.  

 

Karen Stolley (Emory University) ‘Peje entre dos aguas’: Mestizo Subjects in the Eighteenth-

Century Hispanic Empire 

Panel / Session 177, ‘Peripheral Identities in the Hispanic World 2’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. G.11, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Yvonne Fuentes (University of West Georgia) 

Questions of what we now think of as race informed administrative structures and practices during the Bourbon eras 

in ways that were unique to the Spanish American eighteenth century. The Hapsburg empire had identified a 

“Republic of Spaniards” and a “Republic of Indians,” while Enlightenment thinking on race relied on the Linnaean 

classification system and geographic determinism.  These concepts fall short in terms of providing a context for 

understanding eighteenth-century mestizos. This paper will explore the role that miscegenation comes to play in 

eighteenth-century Spanish America in the construction of an “in between” late imperial subject during the transition 

from coloniality to modernity.  Specific cases to be examined include examples of the anxieties surrounding “passing” 

(often represented by the “gracias al sacar,” a document that legally confirmed whitening and enabled mestizos to 

improve their social status); claims made by mixed-race militias; medical reforms that recognized mestizo medical 

practitioners; and eighteenth-century casta paintings. 

 

Marco Storni (Università Ca’ Foscari, Venezia) Identité et organisme : Locke et la biologie des 

Lumières 

Panel / Session 371, ‘La quête de l’identité après Locke. Ou comment être empiriste au siècle des Lumières’. 

Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. 2.06, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Maud Brunet-Fontaine 

(Université d’Ottawa / Université Paris X, Nanterre) 

Dans l’Essai sur l’entendement humain, Locke réfléchit à la question de l’identité, non seulement personnelle, mais 

aussi organique. Chez Locke, l’identité d’un organisme consiste dans l’arrangement des parties matérielles qui le 

composent, de sorte que, tout en changeant ses composantes, le corps maintient toujours une « vie commune ». Les 

biologistes français du 18e siècle, qui s’inspirent profondément de l’empirisme lockéen, reprennent la question de 

l’identité organique, tout en la déclinant de manière différente. La question, chez eux, n’est plus de savoir ce qu’est 

l’identité d’un organisme, mais comment l’organisation des parties matérielles est possible, et quels facteurs il faut 

invoquer pour l’expliquer. Un cas exemplaire est celui de Maupertuis, qui avance une interprétation originale de 

l’identité du vivant. Dans le Système de la nature (1751), Maupertuis affirme que l’ordre qu’on observe dans les êtres 

vivants est dû au fait que chaque partie matérielle est elle-même vivante et consciente. L’ordre du corps est donc le 

résultat du choix intelligent et autonome que font ses composantes élémentaires de s’arranger dans une structure 

ordonnée. En ce sens, l’identité d’un organisme peut être déclinée à deux niveaux distincts : d’un côté, en reprenant la 

thèse de Locke, l’identité du corps en tant que structure ordonnée ; de l’autre, l’identité des parties d’un corps, qui 

sont elles-mêmes des entités vivantes et conscientes (bien qu’à un niveau de conscience inférieur à la totalité 

organisée). Le cas de Maupertuis est significatif car il témoigne du double changement de perspective qui caractérise 

la biologie des Lumières par rapport à l’empirisme classique. D’une part, la question de l’identité de l’organisme est 
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pensée d’un point de vue scientifique plutôt que philosophique ; d’autre part, l’attribution à la matière d’un principe 

vital ouvre la voie au matérialisme, qui aura une large diffusion dans la réflexion sur les sciences de la vie tout au long 

du 18e siècle. 

 

Adam Storring (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen) Personal Experience or Technical 

Knowledge? The Role of Terrain in Eighteenth-Century Military Thought 

Panel / Session 471, ‘The Intellectual History of War in the Long Eighteenth Century 2’. Friday /Vendredi 

14.00 – 15.45. Lecture Theatre 3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Christy Pichichero (George 

Mason University) 

This paper uses military thinkers to examine the changing thought-world of the long eighteenth century.  Scholars like 

Azar Gat and Anders Engberg-Pedersen have claimed that military thought in the long eighteenth century reflected 

the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment, seeking to reduce war to mathematical calculation.  This paper will 

show that military writers of the early eighteenth century sought to overcome the complexities of terrain in war not 

through mathematical calculation or technical knowledge, but through a stress on personal knowledge and 

experience.  Authors called for an army commander to have a perfect knowledge of the country where their army was 

campaigning, so that they could consider every possibility in their own head.  This was a reflection not of enlightened 

calculation but of the noble culture that continued to dominate eighteenth-century warfare, with rulers and high 

nobles earning their positions as generals not through technical knowledge but through birth.  Ideas that a general 

should be able to consider all the complexities of terrain in their own head also reflected the attempts of absolutist 

states to order the world around them.  Only in the later eighteenth century, however, would state cartographic 

surveys start to produce more detailed maps that made it no longer necessary for a general to know the terrain from 

personal experience.  The paper will thus emphasize the degree of intellectual change in the course of the eighteenth 

century, and it will caution against exaggerating the influence of the Enlightenment, whether in military thought or in 

other areas of intellectual life. 

 

Jeff Strabone (Connecticut College) William Mason’s Caractacus and the Bardic Re-Imagining of 

British Resistance to Empire 

Panel / Session 291, ‘Bardic Identities’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. G.04, 50 George Square. Chair / 

Président.e : Rosamund Paice (University of Portsmouth) 

The bardic turn in literary-historical scholarship of the past twenty years has directed renewed attention to the Welsh 

cultural revival of the late eighteenth century: new studies of neo-bardic figures like Edward Jones and Iolo 

Morganwg, Welsh textual antiquarian Evan Evans, and English poet Thomas Gray’s ‘The Bard’ have enriched our field. 

One figure still relatively neglected is William Mason, close friend of Gray and author of the 1759 dramatic poem and 

1776 musical play Caractacus, one of the period’s most popular re-imaginings of the Britons’ resistance to conquest. 

 Mason and Caractacus had a long Romantic afterlife despite their twenty-first-century neglect. Hartley 

Coleridge wrote that Mason was ‘for many years of his life, England’s greatest living poet’. Blake drew Caractacus in 

his ‘Visionary Heads’ series. Wordsworth invoked the ‘spirit of Caractacus’ in his Ecclesiastical Sonnets. With its 

identification of Druids and bards with indigenous British resistance and the title character’s call to ‘To save my 

country’, Mason’s play is, I argue, an essential text to revisit for understanding the rise and spread of bardic 

nationalism. 

 My paper examines Caractacus first by situating it in the context of rising Welsh cultural nationalism and 

second by framing it as a revision of the Roman–Briton relationship depicted in Shakespeare’s Cymbeline. The 

historical Caractacus was the son of Cunobelinus (i.e., Cymbeline). After his father’s death c. 40 CE, Caractacus led the 

resistance to the Roman invasion of Britain in 43 CE and waged guerilla warfare for another eight years. Where 

Shakespeare’s play concludes in Roman–Briton reconciliation—and benevolent Roman overlordship—Mason tells the 

story of heroic, doomed resistance to conquest and empire. By tracing the turn from a narrative of assimilation into 

empire to one of resistance thereto, my paper situates Mason’s work as part of a broader cultural transformation that 

reimagined the origins of the British nations as a legacy of bardic freedom. 
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Kristina Straub (Carnegie Mellon University) The Queerness of Straight Masculinity: University 

Men and the Commercial Print and Performance Market of the Mid Eighteenth-Century 

Panel / Session 284, ‘The Crises of Queer Identities’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. Seminar Room 6, 

Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Lisa Freeman (University of Illinois, Chicago) 

I’m doing research now on men like Christopher Smart, university-educated men who find themselves unable or 

unwilling to follow the traditional paths of the Oxbridge grad.  Their shared strategy for negotiating a living in the 

commercial sphere is, strangely, drag, in Smart’s case, both in print (The Midwife) and on the stage (Mary Midnight, in 

The Old Woman’s Oratory).  “Being a woman” seems to open up possibilities for literary and intellectual work in the 

commercial, public sphere for men like Smart, and I want to argue for the utopian potential of gender-crossing in 

public venues like magazine-writing and theatrical performances that fall outside the governance of the Licensing Act 

and “straight” English theatre.  While identity in the licensed theatres is being solidified in terms of binary gender and 

heteronormativity, identities in these unlicensed venues proliferate and blur into each other.  It’s not that Smart is 

queer in the modern sense (whatever that is), but rather that the structural conditions of literary and theatrical 

production at midcentury unsettle masculine identities, demanding performances beyond the traditional public roles 

of university-trained men.  In some ways, I guess you could say that I’m trying to historicize what Margorie Garber 

claimed for drag within a psychoanalytic framework.   

 

Alexandre Stroev (Sorbonne Nouvelle Paris 3) La diplomatie ludique à la cour de Catherine II 

Panel / Session 81, ‘La Russie et la culture diplomatique européenne / Russia and European Diplomatic 

Culture’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Dorit Kluge 

(Hochschule für Wirtschaft, Technik und Kultur, Berlin) 

Au XVIIIe siècle, les diplomates français arrivent à Saint-Pétersbourg sans leur épouse pour ne pas être gênés dans leur 

tâche. Pour défendre les intérêts du roi leur maître, ils convoitent la faveur impériale ou misent sur des opposants 

politiques. Depuis la bourde du baron de Breteuil qui a refusé de financer le coup d’État de Catherine II et est parti 

tranquillement en vacances, Versailles songe à la deuxième voie et la suggère à ses ministres plénipotentiaires. 

Jusqu’à l’arrivée du comte de Ségur, Catherine II déteste les ambassadeurs français. Cependant, ce brillant militaire et 

homme de lettres réussit à plaire à l’impératrice, conclut un accord commercial avec la Russie et contribue au 

changement des alliances politiques européennes. Il applique les méthodes, utilisées par Voltaire dans sa 

correspondance avec Catherine II, et celles de son mentor Friedrich Melchior Grimm, factotum impérial. Avec le 

comte von Cobenzl, ambassadeur du Saint-Empire, le prince de Ligne, Alexandre Mamonov, favori en titre, et la 

tsarine elle-même Ségur crée une Société des Ignorants, rédige des pièces pour le théâtre de l’Hermitage. Ce salon 

littéraire et diplomatique francophone qui produit des œuvres comiques et parodiques, scelle l’union entre la Russie 

et le Saint-Empire qui mènent la guerre contre la Turquie, et projette une quadruple alliance franco-russe-

autrichienne-espagnole. Cela n’empêche pas le cabinet noir russe d’intercepter et copier la correspondance de Ségur 

et, au diplomate, de créer un réseau d’espionnage en Russie. 

 

Veronika Studer-Kovacs (Universität Luzern) Zaïre’s Little Hungarian Dress: Poetics and Identity in 

a French-Speaking Correspondence of Two Hungarians in the 1780s 

Panel / Session 92, ‘Shaping Translations’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.14, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Sylvie Kleiman-Lafon (Université Paris 8) 

Is there a relationship between poetics and the concept of identity? The exchange in 1784 between Joseph Teleki of 

Szék, a Hungarian count, and Jozsef Péczeli, a Hungarian pastor, reveals a striking parallel. Péczeli, who translated 

Voltaire’s Zaïre and dedicated it to the count, details his views on language and translation in the preface. His 

deliberations animated Teleki to enter into an exchange – all in French – on the ‘differentia specifica’ of sublime 

literature. 
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While the two Hungarians disagreed on some matters, they both considered ideas and fiction as the distinguishing 

elements of sublime literature. A long century before the linguistic turn, the two thinkers’ exchange incarnates a 

mindset which is dramatically different from ours today. They clearly separate the realm of ideas from the language. 

Like Nicolas Boileau in his Art of Poetry, they are convinced that well-conceived ideas automatically inspire a clear 

language. They even go further: they consider that the quality of the ideas to have the power of beautifying language. 

The concept of ideas being pre-existent to language appears in the very often-used metaphor of clothing when talking 

about translations. „It wasn’t a wrong choice, Monsieur, to give Zaïre Hungarian clothing”, Teleki writes. The parallel 

of clothing and language reveals the thinkers’ concept of identity. Identity is supposed to be separate from language, 

just like the ideas of a literary piece: changing the language doesn’t change the core; if anything it is the core, the 

identity, which affects the language. In my paper, I would like to explore this concept and its connections to the 

behavioral and linguistic codes applied by these enlightened thinkers. If we understand their views on poetics, we 

might get closer to understanding their multilingual existence and their moving between different life worlds of the 

Era of Enlightenment. 

 

Michael F. Suarez, S.J. (University of Virginia) ‘Who hunger and who thirst for scribbling sake’: 

Alexander Pope’s Bespoke Dunciad Manuscripts 

Panel / Session 385, ‘Alexander Pope’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. Lecture Theatre 2, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : Melissa Schoenberger (College of the Holy Cross) 

In the Dunciad Variorum (1729) Alexander Pope created a delightfully complex, multi-layered document in which the 

reader is driven to interact with a playful mélange of poetry, paratexts, and scholia.  Some years later, Pope 

commissioned his friend Jonathan Richardson to annotate several printed copies of his Dunciads (in several different 

editions) with variant readings from Pope’s own originary manuscripts of the Dunciad and the Dunciad Variorum — 

what Pope called the first and second manuscripts. Two of these highly annotated volumes are preserved in the New 

York Public Library; another, less thoroughly marked up, is at the Huntington. This paper will present an illustrated 

summary of what we can learn from a reconstruction of Pope’s Dunciad MSS, as he sought to preserve them via 

annotated printed books, using not only these three copies long known to exist but never thoroughly analyzed and 

compared, as well as a particularly revelatory fourth copy, recently discovered at Harvard.  Why did Pope commission 

these legacy texts, and what do they teach us about the poet’s working methods and the ongoing evolution of his 

great satirical epic?  How might such findings impact the editorial work now underway on the Dunciad volumes of the 

new Oxford Edition of the Writings of Alexander Pope (24 volumes, OUP)?  

 

Rie Suga (Mie University) Cosmopolitan Identity and the ‘Natural State’: Wieland’s ‘Manuscript of 

Diogenes’ 

Panel / Session 460, ‘Imagined Identities: Fictional Production of Power, Value, Nature, and Nationality’. 

Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. Seminar Room 5, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Sho 

Saito (University of Tokyo) 

In the latter part of the eighteenth century, when the national identity was not yet established in the German-

speaking area, cosmopolitan identity was widely shared among intellectual citizens. Cosmopolitanism, which put an 

emphasis on happiness in making oneself free from any boundaries or identities, is a crucial key to understand the 

formative process of political identity in the German-speaking area. This presentation will take up the novel 

“Manuscript of Diogenes of Sinope” (1769) as a case study to analyze the process, which was written by Wieland who 

can be considered as a representative cosmopolitan in the age of German Enlightenment. By considering how the text 

adopts the specific usage of fiction that were characteristic in the contemporary political and social thought, it will 

demonstrate the features of the cosmopolitanism presented in that text. 

The usage of fiction in question is related to the concept of the “natural state”. The social contract theory, established 

by Hobbes and Rousseau, presupposes the hypothetical condition of human beings before or without any 

communities. Based on the fictional concept of “natural state”, this theory explains how and why people accept laws 

and form governments. 
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Wieland’s “Manuscript of Diogenes” shows an ancient Greek sage whose behavior and ideas are based on the idea of 

“natural state”. This presentation will clarify how the concept of “natural state” in this novel echoes, and differs from, 

that of the modern social contract theory. In contrast with the Rousseauan concept of “natural state”, positioned as a 

preliminary step of the social contract which ends up establishing individual identities within a specific political 

system, Wieland’s text rather emphasizes the distance between the individual and the society. In this text, the way of 

living as an isolated individual is set at the core of the moral identity of cosmopolitans. 

 

Karen Sullivan (Queens College, City University of New York) Uncivil Citizens: Olympe de Gouges 

and Jean-Jacques Rousseau 

Panel / Session 366, ‘Evolution and Revolution: Identity and Gendered Resistance in Eighteenth-Century 

France’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. 2.11, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Alexandra Cook 

(University of Hong Kong) 

Olympe de Gouges and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, both autodidacts from non-privileged backgrounds, confronted head-

on the political, cultural, and religious practices and institutions of their time. Through the style and subject matter of 

their literary and political works, both of these writers broke the boundaries of what was considered “civil” and both 

endured social and financial disadvantages because of their transgressions. The forceful dismissals and condemnations 

of several works by these authors suggest that they had broken an unwritten rule of their time by exposing something 

that should have remained hidden.  Works such as Gouges’s L’Esclavage des noirs and Rousseau’s Confessions and Le 

Lévite d’Ephraim alerted their age that, to borrow from Arthur Miller, “Attention must be paid” to the systematic and 

institutionalized violence undergirding Ancien Régime social and cultural practices. By exposing violence that was not 

yet recognized as such by their peers, their “uncivil” writings were perhaps the finest tribute to civility. 

I will discuss Gouges’s and Rousseau’s perspectives as they contrast to those of other eighteenth-century thinkers and 

draw parallels with twenty-first century works such as Haneke’s Caché and illustrations in Charlie Hebdo.  

 

Thea Sumalvico (University of Halle) Baptism in the Context of Eighteenth-Century Philosophy and 

Theology 

Panel / Session 34, ‘Being Human: Self, Soul, and Individualism’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.07, 

Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Stewart J. Brown (University of Edinburgh) 

Since the beginning of Christianity, baptism has always been a subject of various discussions and an indicator for 

extensive differences in how one sees the world, God and human beings. Also in the 18th century, baptism was 

discussed by scholars.  Subject of the discussion was infant baptism as well as the meaning of baptism in general. The 

question, if baptism works something or if it has mainly a symbolical function, erased in a new dimension. The changes 

in the understanding of baptism are rooted in other developments at that time, such as for example shifts, which are 

caused by the philosophy of Leibniz: Because of his strict division between body and soul, supernatural effects are 

more and more called into question; thereby the understanding of miracles and of the devil changed as well. Also, the 

changes in anthropology, which focussed much on responsibility and freedom of the subject, are reflected in a 

changing understanding of justification. Even the developments in pedagogics have an effect on the theology of 

baptism: Since faith is, for example by philanthorpic pedagogues, seen as something that needs to be learned (and not 

given by the faith through baptism), infant baptism is at least relativized. 

 Influenced by all these changes, baptism itself gets a new meaning: It becomes more and more a rite of initiation into 

the Christian church, rather than a device, whereby Gods grace is dedicated to the single human being. 

The transformations in the theology of baptism is also visible in practical changes in the ritual of baptism: For example, 

the exorcism during baptism was abolished in some Lutheran territories during the 18th century, which was broadly 

discussed for example in newspapers. Also, baptism changes its place: More and more it gets common to baptise in 

church instead of at home, which shows, that baptism as an introduction into the institution church gets more and 

more important. 

The discussion on baptism is a good example, how religious subjects were discussed in „enlightened“ circles and 

media and how discussions of the time influenced religion. 
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Vera Sundin (Stockholm University) The Potential of Pastoral: Female Authorship and the Elasticity 

of the Idyllic Code 

Panel / Session 379, ‘Pastoral and Georgic’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. G.05, 50 George Square. Chair / 

Président.e : Conrad Brunstrom (The National University of Ireland, Maynooth) 

In the history of pastoral literature, the second half of the 18th century was a critical period, wherein the aristocratic 

esthétique galante of Fontenelle and Madame Deshoulières fell out of fashion and was replaced by the sentimental, 

homely idylls of Salomon Gessner. During this time of transition, Swedish pastoral experienced a golden age. Among 

the most prominent poets was Hedvig Charlotta Nordenflycht (1718–1763), a female professional author, and as such, 

a unique character in Swedish society at the time. Within the framework of pastoral, she presented her philosophical 

programme: Lutheran protofeminism, inspired by French Enlightenment ideas as well as 17th century Gothicism, a 

cultural movement identifying the Swedish Geats with the Goths. The prose piece Fröjas Räfst [Freyja’s Enquiry] from 

1762, for instance, loosely based on Montesquieu’s Le Temple de Gnide (1725), dismantles traditional gender roles 

and calls the importance of marriage into question, while at the same time conveying a patriotic message of Nordic 

splendour. Nordenflycht’s Arcadia was a breeding ground for new identities, a place where women became authors 

and creators. Through her writings, the visionary potential of pastoral itself is made evident. Ever since the publication 

of Friedrich Schiller’s Über naive und sentimentalische Dichtung in 1795, the idyllic code has been known mainly for its 

limitations. In my paper, I look at this kind of literature from another point of view, instead focusing on thematic 

flexibility and cultural adaptability. 

 

Ryu Susato (Keio University) Enlightenment and Independence: The Case of Hume and Rousseau 

Panel / Session 441, ‘The Cosmopolitan Identity of an Enlightenment Philosopher: David Hume 2’. Friday 

/Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. Seminar Room 4, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Gianni 

Paganini (Università del Piemonte) 

Scholars tend to assume that the friendship between Hume and Rousseau was destined to fracture because of the 

philosophers’ opposing views of civilization. However, when we look at their first correspondence, it becomes clear 

that Hume highly esteemed Rousseau’s “independence”: a value that the former was also proud to possess. 

Independence is one of the key concepts that highlights, not only a shared characteristic of their self-confessed 

personal characters, but also a general feature of the Age of Enlightenment, a historical moment that enabled many 

eighteenth-century European intellectuals to gain social status free from religious and political authorities. At the 

same time, the multifaceted nuances of this word must be acknowledged. While, in My Own Life, Hume uses the term 

“independent” to denote economic independence, for Rousseau, its meaning is more complicated. However, it is 

naïve to suppose that Rousseau understands this term as exclusively “spiritual,” because he was just as concerned 

with economic independence as Hume was. Before and throughout the “Hume-Rousseau” affair, Hume was forced to 

contemplate Rousseau’s enigmatic standard of this concept. In Rousseau’s vague reply to Hume regarding his 

willingness (or unwillingness) to accept a royal pension from King George III, the former’s concept of independence 

reaches the culmination of its ambiguity. Regarding benefactors, Rousseau considers their transparency, cordiality, 

and voluntariness (all of which must be verified by Rousseau’s own heart), essential for securing his independence. 

Therefore, in the dispute between Hume and Rousseau, for each man, the very meaning of “independence” was at 

stake. 

 

Karenza Sutton-Bennett (University of Ottawa) Forming Identities through Education: Charlotte 

Lennox’s Didactic Women 

Panel / Session 73, ‘Enlightenment and Education’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.04, 50 George Square. 

Chair / Président.e : Matthew Grenby (Newcastle University) 

In 1760 Charlotte Lennox published her periodical The Lady’s Museum (1760-61), and like her earlier novel The 

Female Quixote (1751), its focus was on the controversial topic of women forming their identities through self-

educating. Published ten years earlier, Lennox’s novel was a warning for women to be cautious in their pursuits for 
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knowledge through self-guided reading. Arabella fashions her identity on what she perceives as examples of strong 

historical women from badly translated French romance novels. This mistake almost costs Arabella her life. In Lady’s 

Museum, however, Lennox provides her readers with two positive examples of women forming their identities 

through reading. The periodical’s eidolon The Trifler, and Sophia, the heroine of the serialized novel, The History of 

Harriot and Sophia, both shares similar backgrounds to Arabella. In lieu of their mothers, the girls are encouraged by a 

father figure to self-educate by reading. There is a paratextual conversation between these three characters, which 

encourages the readers of the novel and periodical to understand the difference between reading didactic and non-

didactic material. In my proposed paper, I will discuss how Lennox represents female learning in The Lady’s Museum 

and how it differs from her previous representation of female learning in The Female Quixote. I will explore what 

motivated Lennox to write a didactic periodical that encouraged women to self-educate reading histories and secret-

histories, the downfall of the heroine in Lennox’s earlier novel.  Lennox dedicated her career to improving the 

education of women, helping them for their own independent identities. Lennox’s periodical and novels taught 

women both the benefits and the dangers of self-educating. In my proposed paper, I will explore the dichotomy of her 

three characters, and how they depicted negative and positive examples of women self-educating. I will argue that 

Lennox’s characters represented the struggles of eighteenth-century women pursuing education, in order to create 

their own unique identities and to partake in public discourse, despite living in culture that did not support their 

pursuits of knowledge. 

 

Mika Suzuki (Shizuoka University) Improvements in Life and a Woman Exceptionally Privileged 

Panel / Session 427, ‘Elite Images’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. 2.04, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Sarah Easterby-Smith (University of St Andrews) 

In Amanda Foreman’s biography (1998, 2001) of Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire (1757-1806), the mother, 

Margaret Georgiana, Countess Spencer (1737-1814), is an affectionate and intelligent parent though her aspiration for 

rectitude drives the daughter to more troubles generated by the lack of self-confidence than to achievements and 

contentment.  This paper discusses Lady Spencer’s ideas about herself. 

 She was socially well-placed, marrying a man extremely rich who got titled after their marriage.  Though her 

husband’s ill health was a setback, she was considerably happy in her married life.  She was also fortunate in her 

psychological life in having long-term confidantes.  Maintaining the status quo seems to be good enough for her, but 

she was diligently trying to involve herself in looking for improvements in society and individual lives.  Her 

correspondence, diaries and other records tell the values she learned from books, letters, conversation with others 

and her own meditation.  She sometimes feels guilty with her privileges and happiness.  The guilt she has and her way 

of tackling with it may be fundamentally Christian, and her piety explains these.  However, her detailed written 

records provide the process of her thoughts, the changes and the struggles of an eighteenth-century lay woman active 

in society.  It is a window to see what an intellectual woman in society in the age of Enlightenment tried to assign 

herself in her own life and as a wife, mother, grandmother and citizen.  

 

Srividhya Swaminathan (Long Island University, Brooklyn) The Nabob and the Fugitive in Ignatius 

Sancho’s Letters 

Panel / Session 323, ‘Black British Writers’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. 2.06, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Sören Hammerschmidt (Arizona State University) 

The complexity of identity formation in a culture grappling with issues of colonialism, slavery, and reform is best seen 

in the Letters of Ignatius Sancho. In his correspondence with Jack Wingrave, the son of a friend, Ignatius Sancho 

provides insight into the difficulty of leading an ethical life while grappling with multiple systems of oppression. Given 

his own complex background as an enslaved person of African origin who managed to rise in the British social order 

after his manumission, his advice seems to stem from personal experience and an acknowledgement of 

Enlightenment philosophies of responsible social engagement. The series of four letters addresses Wingrave on the 

eve of his departure for India and provide a caution against excess. Though this interaction occurs well before the trial 

of Warren Hastings, Sancho cautions against turning into a “nabob,” an identity that clearly denotes excess and 

exploitation. Sancho also mentions Julius Soubise, a “fallen” African servant who fled to India to avoid prosecution for 
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rape. The juxtaposition of these two ideas—India as a source of temptation and as a salvation for the fallen—directly 

demonstrates Sancho’s sophistication in global awareness. 

Srinivas Arvamudan coined the term “tropicopolitan” for the global, agented identities created by the seemingly 

marginal of eighteenth-century society. He discussed Sancho extensively as the Letters provided rich evidence of 

Sancho’s claiming of space in British culture. I build on Arvamudan’s construction alongside the work of Enlightenment 

philosophers Adam Smith and David Hume to examine how these specific letters engage with ideas of ethical social 

order. Sancho models notions of sympathy and civility in his advice to Wingrave to reveal a more complex 

understanding of global order than his Scottish contemporaries. This paper will attempt to take a fresh perspective on 

the Letters of Ignatius Sancho comment on the intersection of race, colonialism, and sympathy in the construction of 

global, “Enlightenment” identity. 

 

James Swenson (Rutgers University) « Conscience, conscience », ou du dictamen au sentiment du 

moi 

Panel / Session 203, ‘Identité personnelle et identité morale (l’héritage lockien)’. Tuesday /Mardi 16.30 – 

18.00. 2.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Céline Spector (Paris-Sorbonne) 

Dans la plus ancienne version manuscrite de la Profession de foi du vicaire savoyard (le manuscrit Favre), Rousseau se 

sert du mot de conscience pour formuler la thèse lockienne de la continuité de l’identité personnelle dans la mémoire 

: « l’identité de l’être pensant consistant dans la mémoire pour être le même en effet il faut que je conserve la 

conscience de cette identité ». Cette utilisation du terme dans le sens de consciousness est plutôt rare dans l’Émile, et, 

dans un contexte dominé par l’élaboration d’une théorie de la primauté de la conscience morale, remarquable. Ce 

sens du mot disparaîtra de l´édition définitive de l’Émile, où Rousseau écrira plutôt « qu’il faut que je me souvienne 

d’avoir été ». Nous fondant sur un examen de la composition de la Profession de foi, nous analyserons les rapports 

que Rousseau établit entre la conscience morale (conscience) et la conscience de l’identité (self-consciousness). Nous 

porterons une attention particulière aux raisons qui mènent Rousseau à déterminer ces deux formes de conscience 

comme des sentiments, et nous demanderons si ces raisons sont congruentes ou opposées. 

 

Olga Szadkowska-Mańkowska (University of Warsaw) A Place Where National History Turned into 

an Individual’s History: On a Trail of Polish-Italian Literary Journeys 

Panel / Session 474, ‘Travels Abroad’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.11, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Matthew Grenby (Newcastle University) 

The eighteenth century is a time of increased journeys and travel literature. Not only the descriptions of the truly 

wandering journeys, but also those from the journeys made in the comfort of their own office, were very popular. In 

the area of peregrine interests, Italy took a special place for years. Italy, this specific kind of summarized history of 

Europe, in the 18th  century gained a different face than in previous centuries. It is safe to say that Italy, as one of the 

most popular destinations of European intellectual elites, had a twofold symbolism. The country was often described 

as a synthesis of all journeys, a book from which one could read the secrets of antiquity, often also was called a “tomb 

for the living”, a place where there is no future, a fallen ruin. In addition, the community of thoughts and feelings was 

very strong between Poland and Italy. Awareness that one of the most beautiful and important cities in European 

cities, Venice, was nothing more — as the Polish traveller, Ludwik Orański wrote — but the queen deposited on the 

catafalque, was oppressed by the same partitioner, tightened Polish-Italian ties and made this relationship more 

realistic, gave it a state dimension. 

In this unusual period, one of the most interesting performances of Polish-Italian relations was the memories of Julian 

Ursyn Niemcewicz. Author of m.in. Powrót Posła and Śpiewy historyczne was an unusually read enlightened artist in 

Poland. Moreover on the one hand, he perfectly fitted the traditional writing about Italy in the second half of the 

eighteenth century, but on the other hand, he concealed and reinterpreted this convention. Did the privacy of the 

poet, which has been permanently present through the pages of Italian reflections, gave readers a chance to find their 

own Italian paths?  
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In my paper, I would like to think about the place of Italian tales in the context of other Polish 18th century travel 

literature, and try to find an answer to the question about the impact of the unit’s actions on the future generation 

traveling to Italy. 

 

Radek Szymanski (University of Lausanne) The Spirit of Legislation and Late Eigtheenth-Century 

Polish Economic Reforms 

Panel / Session 4, ‘Between Town and Country: The Spirit of Legislation and the Eighteenth-Century Swiss 

Debates on Urbanisation and Manufacturing’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. G.10, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Graham Clure (University of Lausanne) 

This paper will discuss a little-known chapter in the history of late eighteenth-century economic and political reforms. 

In 1763, members of a major Polish landowning family turned to the Economic Society of Bern in order to develop a 

research agenda which could guide future reforms. The aim was, firstly, to establish a broader theoretical framework, 

which was embodied in the prize-essay competition on the Spirit of Legislation which the family had sponsored; and, 

secondly, to produce a set of empirically targeted economic and social analyses, elaborated during extensive travels 

around European cities, manufacturing centres, and agricultural regions. The paper will follow two main lines of 

inquiry. 

 Firstly, this Swiss-Polish reform discourse will be placed in the broader context of eighteenth century theories 

of economic development. The key theoretical texts written at the behest of the Polish landowners, the Essays on the 

Spirit of Legislation, were explicitly grounded in a Montesquieuvian analysis of the European system. The published 

essays demonstrated a preoccupation with the danger of rural depopulation and the erosion of the agricultural sector 

by the runaway success of manufacturing; likewise, they were interested in the manner in which laws could influence 

and manage the balance between these sectors. 

 Secondly, the type of knowledge which was produced as a result of this effort straddled two different worlds. 

It was conceived in western Switzerland, which was increasingly transitioning towards a mixed economy with steadily 

growing manufacturing sector ; and it also elicited interest in predominantly agrarian Poland, where the establishment 

of manufacturing was at that time still perceived as a challenge to be faced in the future. Consequently, the issue of 

dissemination and transfer of knowledge will be brought to the fore. 

 

Naomi Taback (Temple University) Habits and Secular Time in the British Enlightenment 

Panel / Session 29, ‘The Secular Enlightenment’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. M3, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Margaret Jacob (UCLA) 

This paper will discuss the importance of habits in British Enlightenment thought. Writers like John Tillotson and David 

Hume, among others, presented a new and secular way of understanding human beings and their societies. By 

emphasizing habits over God’s universal laws as the foundation of moral and social life, they were able to 

conceptualize how humans and societies change over time, allowing for a progressive view of history and civilization. 

As long as people saw the world as governed by universal natural laws, it was static; but when they began to see 

society as shaped by particular manners, habits and customs, the world became dynamic.  

 

Lilian Tabois (University of York) ‘Printed without any kind of alteration’: Paratext in Maria 

Graham’s ‘Journal of a Residence in Chile’ (1824) 

Panel / Session 119, ‘Paratextual Identities in the Eighteenth Century’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. G.11, 

Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Sharon Young (University of Worcester) 

Studying paratext in British Romantic-era travel journals enables us to re-think the ways in which travellers’ 

eyewitness accounts of foreign places were mediated by authors, editors, engravers, and publishers in the production 

of knowledge for British readerships. This paper examines paratext in Maria Graham’s ‘Journal of a Residence in Chile 

During the Year 1822, and a Voyage from Brazil to Chile in 1823’ (1824). The journal contains elements that were 

uncommon in British women’s travelogues from this period, such as scholarly footnotes and appendices. I will focus 
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on Appendix I of ‘Journal of a Residence in Chile’. This Appendix is a 98-page narrative, ‘A Brief Relation of Facts and 

Circumstances Connected with the Family of the Carreras in Chile; with some Account of the Last Expedition of 

Brigadier-General Don Jose Miguel Carrera, his Death, &c.,’ written at Graham’s request by Irish soldier William Yates. 

It contains an editorial note and several scholarly footnotes by Graham, as well as an illustration that was 

commissioned by Graham and drawn by travelling artist Augustus Earle (subsequently engraved by London engraver 

Edward Finden). Through an analysis of the interplay between these paratextual elements, within the appendix and in 

relation to the rest of the travel journal, I will show how Graham asserted her position as a female historian by using 

paratext to curate the voices of male authors and artists in the creation of her authoritative historical account of the 

Spanish American Wars of Independence. This paper will provide new insights into the development of early 

nineteenth-century British women’s travel writing and into Graham’s identity as a female traveller, author, and 

historian. 

 

Yuhki Takebayashi (Trinity College Dublin) Oliver Goldsmith: Authorly Identity in the Eighteenth 

Century 

Panel / Session 116, ‘Oliver Goldsmith’s Enlightenment Identities’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. Lecture 

Theatre 3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : David O’Shaughnessy (Trinity College Dublin) 

In this paper, Oliver Goldsmith’s first major critical work, An Enquiry into the Present State of Polite Learning (1759) 

will be discussed. This text offers a raw and crucial insight into the complexity underlying the authorly experience and 

outlook during this period. Not unlike many of his fellow writers, Goldsmith was uneasy with an increasing reliance 

upon booksellers, and perceived the overcrowding of the writerly sphere as indicative of a state of decay. Yet, it will 

be pointed out that Goldsmith was far from being representative of the idealised figure of the writer as a ‘gentleman’ 

who could write as he pleased without financial concerns, although he attempted to portray himself as such in the 

Enquiry. Perhaps, in a bid to reconcile this awkward juxtaposition, Goldsmith proposed a hybrid solution wherein the 

older system of patronage would be tempered by a strict meritocracy. But, as recognised by Adam Rounce in 2014, 

the Enquiry offers no comprehensive plan as to how ‘proper’ writers, deserving of support, can be distinguished from 

the many untalented opportunists. Critically, this lack was not only reflective of Goldsmith’s inability, but was also 

consequent upon his honest and perceptive recognition that providing rules for ‘good’ writing could only end in falsity 

and corruption. 

The Enquiry stands as an important text that reveals the extent to which the author’s place in eighteenth-century 

society was beset with much uncertainty. Goldsmith, perhaps, more so than any other writer of his period, directly 

and sincerely dealt in this text with the knotty question of how a system of reward and encouragement could be 

applied to a thing as indefinable as genius. 

 

Masaaki Takeda (University of Tokyo) ‘With Such Alterations As Might Mostly Satisfy the Curiosity 

of the Public’: George Psalmanazar and the Disguised Identity of the Novel 

Panel / Session 460, ‘Imagined Identities: Fictional Production of Power, Value, Nature, and Nationality’. 

Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. Seminar Room 5, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Sho 

Saito (University of Tokyo) 

George Psalmanazar, a man born in France and disguised as a Formosan (Taiwanese) at the beginning of the 

eighteenth century, published a book entitled “The Description of Formosa” in 1704. This book, written by a man 

whose identity was seriously discussed and examined by such intellectuals as John Locke and Edmond Halley, 

attracted the public interest and the second edition was published in the next year. 

In this new edition, Psalmanazar not only changed the order of chapters but also added several passages. According to 

his own posthumous explanation, these revisions were made to “promote the sale, and satisfy . . . the curiosity of the 

public” rather than to revise his outlandish descriptions into more authentic ones. 

This paper will focus on this fanciful strategy of the impostor and argue that at least around the beginning of the 

eighteenth century, the common reader did not necessarily long for “realistic” descriptions as is generally pointed out 

by the scholars who follow the familiar hypothesis of the rise of the novel. In so doing, this paper identifies 
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Psalmanazar’s best-seller as an example of “Enlightenment Orientalism” (Srinivas Aravamudan) and then tries to put 

this work in the cosmos (or rather chaosmos) of mythical narratives prevalent at that time, consulting a recent 

argument on the myth as opposed to the realistic representation, claimed by Eduardo Viveiros de Castro in “Cannibal 

Metaphysics”. 

These analyses of “The Description of Formosa” will be connected to the reflection on peculiar attentions to 

Psalmanazar taken by such conservative writers as Jonathan Swift and Samuel Johnson, as well as the comparison 

with a representative of contemporary realistic novels, namely, Daniel Defoe’s “Robinson Crusoe” (1719). This paper 

will eventually suggest that what has been considered as the rise of the novel might rather be a part of a larger literary 

event—the formation of the modern cycle of myths that fuels the interest and appetite of the common reader—and 

thus reveal the disguise of the realistic novel.  

 

Alistaire Tallent (Colorado College) Identity and Image: Fusing Fiction and Talent on the 

Eighteenth-Century French Stage 

Panel / Session 97, ‘Actors and Careers’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.07, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : James Harriman-Smith (Newcastle University) 

Claire Josèphe Leris was a young performer trying to make a name for herself on the provincial theatre circuit when a 

pamphlet called the Histoire de Mademoiselle Cronel, dite Frétillon first appeared in 1739. Like everyone involved in 

the theatre scene at the time, she must have immediately recognized the heroine of this anonymous pseudo-memoir 

as a perverted version of herself, especially since the name “Cronel” was an obvious anagram of her own nickname 

“Cleron.” One can easily imagine her humiliation when reading this unflattering portrayal of a less than attractive 

young actress with little talent and an enormous libido, struggling to compensate for her poor acting skills while 

pursuing numerous lovers and engaging in ever more shameful and lewd sexual acts. By the time of Clairon’s debut at 

the Comédie Française in 1743, the original novella had been reprinted three times and grown into a four-part 

memoir novel. 

Strangely, neither Clairon herself nor her defenders appear to have tried to distance the real Mademoiselle Clairon 

from the lubricious Frétillon of the novel, yet her career never suffered from the association. In this paper I provide 

excerpts from reviews, pamphlets, epistles, and odes written about and to Mademoiselle Clairon from 1739 to 1765 to 

trace the influence of the original slanderous tale throughout those writings. These texts reveal a beloved star of the 

Parisian stage who has somehow absorbed the best qualities of her fictional alter-ego in a way that fuses the two 

identities and cultivates a kind of mimetic desire among spectators for the actress—a desire that resembles the 

passion Frétillon inspires in her lovers. Through a fascinating process of linguistic alchemy, various writers ranging 

from anonymous supporters to the revered Voltaire transform the words intended to humiliate and ridicule a young 

woman into explanations for a talented artist’s success. Ultimately, the story of Mademoiselle Clairon and the novel 

meant to ruin her emerges as evidence of the fluid boundaries in the eighteenth century between human beings, 

authors, and their characters. 

 

Petri Talvitie (Univerisity of Helsinki) The Allure of Landownership: Peasants and the Sales of 

Crown Farms in Sweden and Finland during the Eighteenth Century 

Panel / Session 171, ‘Identities, Belonging, and the Prospects of Participation in Local Communities in the 

Swedish Realm’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. G.12, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Johanna 

Ilmakunnas (Åbo Akademi) 

Most of the European countryside was under seigneurial control during the early modern period. Free peasants were 

to be found only in Ditmarschen, Switzerland, Norway and Sweden (including present-day Finland). In Sweden the 

peasants were even represented in Parliament which was highly unusual in the European perspective. During the early 

eighteenth century, however, most of the Swedish and Finnish peasants did not own the soil they tilled. In Sweden 

only a third of the estates belonged to the owner-occupying peasantry. Rest of the farms were owned by nobility or 

the Crown. In Finland the Crown owned as much as 70 per cent of the farms during the early nineteenth century 

meaning that most of the peasants were tenant farmers. The Swedish government began to sell the Crown lands 

during the Great Norther War to finance war efforts, and the sales continued also after the war to repay the heavy 
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war debt. One of the most significant outcomes of the process was a large-scale increase of peasant landownership. 

Most of the Swedish and Finnish farms belonged to the peasants already by the end of the eighteenth century. In this 

paper I seek analyze the social and economic consequences of the process. I will focus especially on the motives. Why 

were the peasants willing to by the Crown farms in the first place? Why was it so tempting to be a landowner taking 

into consideration that Crown tenancies in Sweden were lifelong and hereditary during the eighteenth century?  

 

Atsuko Tamada (Université Chubu) L’héritage de la pensée gréco-romaine et le statut des femmes 

à l’âge des Lumières 

Panel / Session 274, ‘Le statut et l’identité des femmes dans la philosophie des Lumières’. Thursday /Jeudi 

08.00 – 09.30. 2.14, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Martin Rueff (Université de Genève) 

Dans la philosophie des Lumières, la pensée grecque et romaine a joué un double fonction. Certes, les philosophes des 

Lumières se réfèrent souvent aux auteurs grecs et romains antiques pour confirmer une hiérarchie entre les deux 

sexes où subordonnent les femmes aux hommes. Pourtant, ils ont également abandonné les modèles médicaux 

hérités de l’Antiquité comme la théorie des humeurs pour établir un rapport nouveau entre femmes et hommes 

fondée sur l’idée de leur complémentarité. Dans cette communication, je me propose de montre quel est le rôle de la 

pensée gréco-romaine antique dans le renouvellement du statut des femmes. 

 

Joonas Tammela (University of Jyvaskyla) Patriotic Identities in Swedish and Finnish Local 

Sermons, 1790–1820 

Panel / Session 403, ‘Lutheran Communities’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. M1, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Philipp Reisner (Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf) 

In the Age of Enlightenment the modernization of patriotic identities took place not only in the debates of the political 

forums (parliaments, newspapers, pamphlets). The Swedish Lutheran local clergy had a very significant role in this 

process, as they acted in an intermediary role between the centre and peripheries of the state. Through their sermons 

clergymen participated in the process of construction and legitimation of a more modern version of patriotism at a 

local level. This progress stood out especially after the split of the realm in 1809. 

Earlier studies have demonstrated that changes of political cultures can be recognized in parliamentary and diet –

sermons given by bishops (Ihalainen 2005; Bregnsbo & Ihalainen 2011; Ihalainen 2012). However, the role of the 

clergy was much wider than this as, members of the lower clergy acted as political educators among the common 

people. 

In my ongoing PhD project, I focus (besides continuities) on the rise of more modern patriotic discourses in the 

Swedish realm and especially on the role of the local clergymen in this process. I study sermon manuscripts, which 

have survived to a unique extent in Finnish and Swedish public archives, from seven different kind of parishes located 

in the different parts of the Swedish realm. The perspective and source material of my research is quite unique in 

international comparison. 

Changes in the language of the sermons may not have been as explicit as in certain secular genres but their 

contribution to shifts in political culture can nevertheless be recognized by comprehensive contextualization and 

comparison. In my conference paper I shall demonstrate how patriotic identities were conceptually constructed in 

sermons given by the local clergy in Lutheran contexts. 

 

Peeter Tammisto (Åbo Akademi University / University of Tartu) Pre-Enlightenment Identities: The 

Self-Identity of Peasants in the Provinces of Estland and Livland as Presented in Their 

Supplications to the Swedish Crown, 1680–1710 

Panel / Session 316, ‘The Labourer’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. G.12, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Gillian Williamson (Birkbeck College, University of London) 
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Historians often try to discover identities in order to understand how members of particular social categories saw 

themselves at certain periods in time. Identity is a factor in how people related to other members of their own social 

category, and to people from other social categories, in turn affecting actions and behavioural patterns. Provincial 

peasants identified themselves as country folk, without ethnographic designation or nationality. They presented 

themselves as inhabitants of a specific farm in a particular hamlet or village belonging to a specific manor. Often they 

also claimed to be the bearers of long-standing tradition. Their complaints frequently stemmed from changes in their 

duties or working conditions. Upholding tradition justified doing away with unwelcome changes for the peasants. The 

general tone in supplications is that the peasants need assistance because they are poor, wretched, humble subjects 

of the crown with nowhere else to turn to for protection. While illiterate peasants have not produced ego documents 

in which they reflect on their own identity, the supplication is where the peasant tried to express his opinion. Thus I 

have examined peasant supplications for what they might reveal about how the supplicant saw himself. The purpose 

of the supplication clearly affected how it presented identity, as did the accessive nature of peasant literacy, meaning 

that a literate go-between had to write the supplication. By convention, the supplicant had to be very deferential. The 

identity of the loyal subject upholding tradition but reduced to abject wretchedness by changes beyond his control 

was meant to induce a favourable decision. Thus such identities are quite likely at least exaggerated, if not even, to 

some extent, fabricated. Peasants throughout Europe submitted supplications. Awareness of how they presented and 

probably manipulated peasant identities can add further insights to the body of knowledge on identities in Early 

Modern Europe. 

 

Aya Tanaka (New York University) From Utopia to Gunpowder: Physiocracy in the Promised Land 

Panel / Session 121, ‘Practicing Phyisocracy: Utopian Visions, Economic Realities’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 

09.30. G.05, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Jennifer Tsien (University of Virginia) 

My paper will explore how Pierre Samuel Du Pont de Nemours’ physiocratic colonial projects were revised during the 

founding of his son Eleuthère Irenée’s gunpowder company (DuPont) on the banks of the Brandywine River in 

Delaware, USA. Du Pont père was one of the principal members of the Physiocratic movement in France in the second 

half of the eighteenth century. Physiocratic principles steered his actions as a public servant through the Ancien 

Régime, Revolution, Napoleon, and Restoration. In 1797, however, Du Pont decided to try his hand at private 

enterprise and raised funds in France to establish a Compagnie d’Amérique in Northern Virginia, operating in 

agricultural production and trading. The ulterior objective of this enterprise was to raise funds for a more grandiose 

project named Numa (sometimes also called Pontiana), a physiocratic colony farther west in the U.S. However, the 

Compagnie met with insufficient success in trading only, and Numa forever remained a dream. 

The first part of my paper will examine how P.S. Du Pont’s plan was part of a larger drive in France and England, 

especially in the 1790s, to find the “promised land” in the newly “open” Western Territories of the United States. 

However, I will also delineate the uniqueness of Du Pont’s plan, based on his identification with Physiocratic doctrine.  

Ultimately, my paper will further advance the idea proposed by anthropologist Kaori O’Connor (Lycra, Routledge: 

2011) that E.I. du Pont’s company and the Hagley (the grounds where the company was established) effectively 

concretize P.S. du Pont’s physiocratic project. I will develop and resituate the argument in entrepreneurship/business 

history by showing E.I.’s business development as (1) a modified, industry-centered Physiocratic vision; (2) a unique 

adaptation of culture and economics that disrupts M. Callon’s performativity theory; and (3) a remarkable early 

example of a socially-responsible enterprise that redefines the timeline for the history of corporate social citizenship 

in the United States.  

 

Derya Tarbuck (Independent Scholar) Melancholia and Eighteenth-Century Moral Philosophy 

Panel / Session 115, ‘Marginal Mental States’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. Lecture Theatre 1, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Susanne Schmid (Freie Universität Berlin) 

The relationship between a study of Moral Philosophy, eighteenth-century Medicine and the changing understanding 

of Melancholia is not such straightforward one. It is already established that the Scottish Enlightenment study of mind 

and emotions was a branch of moral philosophy. Especially when one considers that the main purpose of the Scottish 

thinkers in the eighteenth century was a study of Man. This study includes an assessment of the self as a person with 

feelings, sociable instincts etc. When one considers feelings as expressions of mind, this opens up a new territory for 
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an understanding of Melancholy. The questions I would like to ask in this respect are how did the eighteenth-century 

theorists of Reason and Emotion think about Religious Morality? How were the scientific categories and philosophical 

conclusions about the conception of Morality in the eighteenth century negotiated with the Religious approach to 

Ethics? How did the evolution of Moral Philosophy in the eighteenth century have an effect on the ways in which 

Religion moderated the Moral Behaviour? The aim of this paper is to elaborate these points of view within the general 

framework of the secularization of Melancholia. 

 

Laura Tarkka-Robinson (University of Turku) Identity as Self-Esteem/Self-Conceit: The Case of An 

Essay on National Pride, Translated from the German, of Mr. Zimmermann (1771) 

Panel / Session 55, ‘Nationhood and Cross-Cultural Encounter in Europe’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. 

G.14, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Penelope Corfield (Royal Holloway, University of London) 

In his popular essay Von dem Nationalstolze (1758), the Swiss-born physician Johann Georg Zimmermann (1728-1795) 

provided an alternative for the republican theories of Montesquieu and Rousseau by analysing national pride as a 

collective sentiment. This approach attracted interest across Europe, but the author himself found it necessary to 

revise his work twice. The third edition of 1768 appeared in English as An Essay on National Pride (1771), following a 

French translation entitled De l’orgueil national (1769). 

Although the circulation of different versions makes it difficult to pin down the meaning of Zimmermann’s work, the 

significance of this has not received due attention. Essentially, Zimmermann tried to separate two kinds of national 

pride, one arising from a noble desire to maintain the dignity of the self, and the other from a self-conceited impulse 

to appear superior to others. However, in a world defined by international competition, noble self-esteem could easily 

be lost in constant comparison with others. To avoid small-mindedness, Zimmermann thus recommended learning 

about other ways of life. 

Accordingly, translation might have provided a way of resisting national self-conceit, yet in practice this was not so 

straightforward. For while the first English translator praised the Swiss author for displaying a sense of liberty and 

virtue, he also flattered English readers by affirming that ‘the cause of liberty and virtue’ had ‘always found the most 

numerous and most zealous friends in the thinking part of this great and wealthy Nation.’ 

Focusing on the reception of An Essay on National Pride (1771) in the press, this paper asks whether the notion of 

noble national pride survived in translation. Did reviewers end up encouraging the kind of self-conceit Zimmermann 

criticised instead of reflection on the slippage between real and imaginary virtue? How did they navigate around 

curiosity for ethnotypes when promoting cosmopolitan perspectives? 

 

Elizabeth Tasker Davis (Stephen F. Austin State University) Enlightenment Maternal Ethos in Jane 

Johnson’s and Frances Burney’s Letters to their Sons 

Panel / Session 423, ‘British Women’s Enlightenment Identities: Improvements and Appropriations’. Friday 

/Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. G.15, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Troy Davis (Stephen F. Austin 

State University) 

The rhetorical significance of female domestic roles within British Enlightenment patriarchal culture has long been 

underrated.  Starting in the eighteenth century, the traditional gendered identity of mother assumed increasing 

rhetorical power, as new symbols, connotations, and responsibilities of motherhood emerged.  Not only did Queen 

Anne emblematize a royal figure of maternity, within influential pedagogical models by Locke, Rousseau, and the 

Edgeworths, mothers gained greater responsibilities for the moral and academic education of children.  Domestic 

education schemas put mothers in charge, which inadvertently inverted traditional hierarchies of gender.  To 

investigate the boosted ethos of Enlightenment motherhood, this paper will first identify the specific positioning of 

the mother within domestic education models, and then analyze letters from two educated, literary mothers—Jane 

Johnson and Frances Burney—to their sons. 
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Silvia Tatti (Sapienza Università di Roma) La diplomatie parallèle et l’identité cosmopolite de 

l’italien Giambattista Casti, citoyen de l’Europe 

Panel / Session 272, ‘Identités italiennes’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.06, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Laura Colombo (Università degli Studi di Verona) 

Giambattista Casti, né à Acquapendente près de Rome en 1724, incarne parfaitement l’intellectuel cosmopolite, qui 

traverse toute l’Europe en contact avec les milieux diplomatiques, en voyageant à la suite d’ambassadeurs et de 

ministres des affaires étrangères. Il arrive à Vienne en 1772 avec le comte Franz Xavier Orsini-Rosenberg, qu’il avait 

connu en Toscane; ensuite il fait beaucoup de missions diplomatiques à la suite de Orsini et du ministre Joseph 

Kaunitz; à Copenhagen il connait Johann Ludwig von Coblenz, qui sera nommé par la suite ambassadeur autrichien à 

Saint-Pétersbourg. En 1776, Casti se rend à Saint-Pétersbourg où il commence à écrire un poème sur la cour de 

Catherine II. À son retour à Vienne, en 1783, Casti se consacre à l’écriture de livrets d’opéra où il représente la réalité 

politique de son temps. Après une autre période de voyages qui le conduisent jusqu’à Constantinople, Casti, de retour 

à Vienne, y est nommé poète Césarien, mais en 1796 il est contraint de partir, soupçonné de comploter contre 

l’Empire. Refugié à Paris, il y meurt en 1803. Le réseau de contacts qu’il réussit à mettre en place dans son existence 

de citoyen de l’Europe lui permet d’établir une diplomatie parallèle et d’informer ses correspondants sur toutes les 

affaires européennes de son temps. Dans les très nombreuses lettres qu’il envoie à ses correspondants, il exprime ses 

considérations sur la vie des cours qu’il visite, sur les mœurs des différents pays, sur les personnages qu’il rencontre, 

sur les affaires politiques. Il se considère un véritable citoyen de l’Europe, inséré dans un réseau international; son 

identité italienne ressort dans ses choix linguistiques et littéraires, mais son dialogue avec la réalité européenne est 

tellement intense qu’on peut véritablement affirmer qu’il incarne une identité plurielle et cosmopolite. 

 

María Tausiet (Universitat de València) Solitude and Sensibility: Female Identities In The Spanish 

Enlightenment 

Panel / Session 40, ‘Circulating Gender Identities in the Global Enlightenment: Some Perspectives from the 

Hispanic World’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.04, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Catherine 

Jaffe (Texas State University) 

As a first approach to the subject of gendered solitude in the Spanish Enlightenment, in the context of the research 

project Circulating Gender in the Global Enlightenment: Ideas, Networks, Agencies, this paper takes the 18th-century 

culture of sociability in Europe and America as its starting point. Globally considered, the Age of Reason was not 

favourable to solitude. People were expected to communicate, cooperate, and exchange experiences and concerns. 

Enlightened critique of religion dismissed the ideas of retreat, flight from the world and hermitism as grotesque 

behaviour, a sort of madness or foolish extravagance. Contrary to the Baroque viewpoint, as if the world had turned 

upside down, individuals who preferred solittude were no longer seen as sages, but rather as misanthropes and social 

outcasts. 

According to Enlightenment values, individuals should be subordinated to society, and self-interest to common good. 

However, paradoxically, the resolute fight against arbitrariness and intolerance developed a sense of individualism or 

autonomy and, eventually, new forms of solitude. Humans may be social beings and total solitude something against 

nature, but some philosophers encouraged the cultivation of an inner independence or “solitude in spirit” while living 

in the midst of the world. This ideal condition, in fact, would pave the way to the later Romantic affirmation of 

withdrawal and subjectivity. 

Female solitude was a world apart. In general, solitary women were regarded as too free and, therefore dangerous. 

Most women’s identities were seen as alienated thanks to their passivity and submission to men, and could only be 

expressed within their household environment. On the other hand, strong male identities were usually built on weak 

and, above all, dependent female ones. For women, being alone could be a tragedy or an opportunity, depending on 

their economic and intellectual resources. Thus while unmarried women and poor widows were invariably 

marginalized, certain independent and cultivated women actually discovered in solitude their true identity and power. 
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Jonathan Taylor (University of Surrey) Identifying with Achilles in Eighteenth-Century Visual Art 

and Material Culture 

Panel / Session 288, ‘Aesthetics and Taste 2’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. Seminar Room 1, Chrystal 

McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : James Harriman-Smith (Newcastle University) 

This paper will examine the long eighteenth century’s visual and material preoccupation with a figure with whom its 

enlightened citizens were certainly not supposed to identify: Achilles. Achilles’ ‘savage fury’ and bloodthirsty antics 

had been reviled as the antithesis of modern manners during the Querelle des Anciens et des Modernes and had 

established him as the Enlightenment archetype of the primitive and anti-modern. Yet, despite the apparent aversion 

to Homer’s hero, the long eighteenth century operated a thriving trade in personalised Achilles products. Painters and 

furniture designers offered patrons opportunities to have their family crests incorporated into representations of 

Achilles’ shield. The presentation of a replica of Hephaestus’ handiwork at George IV’s coronation precipitated a flurry 

of commissions for copies from aristocrats. Thomas Vernon had Sir James Thornhill daub murals of Achilles’ life onto 

his staircase at Hanbury Hall, making whether he looked up to, or down on, the Greek hero a question of literal as well 

as ethical standpoints. This paper explores the reasons why inhabitants of eighteenth-century Britain continued to 

identify themselves and others with Achilles, and how they appropriated, updated and exploited his identity to define 

their own. Drawing on examples from visual and material culture spanning the long eighteenth century, from 

Thornhill’s murals to the reworking of Achilles’ buckler in the commemorative Waterloo shield presented to the Duke 

of Wellington in 1822, it will suggest that Achilles served the period as a useful vehicle for negotiating and contesting 

“modern” identities. 

 

David Francis Taylor (Oxford University) Performances from Douglas 

Panel / Session 396, ‘John Home’s Douglas and Theatrical Innovations’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. 

2.04, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Catherine Ingrassia (Virginia Commonwealth) 

The play has been performed in Edinburgh and Glasgow in the last decades. For this panel, David Francis Taylor 

(Oxford University,  Performance Reader) will perform key speeches, some illustrative of the play, and some pertinent 

to the two scholarly papers, such as Lady Randolph’s on the evils of factions and civil wars and  Lord Randolph’s on 

why men fight. 

 

Frith Taylor (Queen Mary University of London) Presents, Pineapples, and Pockets: The Sexual 

Politics of Gifts in Elizabeth Steele’s The Memoirs of Mrs Sophia Baddeley, Late of Drury Lane 

Theatre (1787) 

Panel / Session 475, ‘Virtue and Vice’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : James Harriman-Smith (Newcastle University) 

Notorious for her numerous affairs, parties, gambling and spending, the actress and courtesan Sophia Baddeley 

became as well known for her social life as her performances in Drury Lane Theatre. Simultaneously enthralled and 

scandalised by her lifestyle, the reactions of contemporary commentators offer a useful insight into the fantasies and 

anxieties of the late eighteenth century. Baddeley lived with Elizabeth Steele from 1769 until her death in 1787, and 

Steele’s memoir details their unorthodox domestic model, a household funded by sex work and acting, and 

preoccupied largely with the pursuit of pleasure. The parameters of Baddeley and Steele’s relationship are unclear, 

prompting speculation that there were queer or queer-romantic components to their partnership.  

Gifts play a pivotal role in the complex system of exchange between Baddeley and the men who admired her. Presents 

were spectacular; Baddeley was given a dazzling array of diamonds, silver and other jewellery, as well as rare 

fashionable goods such as pineapples. This paper will consider the place of notoriety and pleasure in the late 

eighteenth-century imagination, and the ways in which indulgence might challenge contemporary notions of 

femininity. Drawing on the work of Luce Irigary, Marcel Mauss and Pierre Bourdieu, this paper will examine the 

conventions of gift-giving behaviour, exploring the function of luxury and spectacle in these relationships. It will also 

consider the function of luxury gifts in a partnership that queered conventional domestic models, and the extent to 

which this intersection of luxury and sexuality might subvert contemporary notions of domesticity.  
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Suzanne Taylor (Hamilton College) The View From Inside: Feeling and Identity in Hume’s Treatise 

Panel / Session 270, ‘Humean Identities’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. G.04, 50 George Square. Chair / 

Président.e : Tatsuya Sakamoto (Waseda University) 

The question of what exactly Hume means by “character” in the Treatise of Human Nature (1739-40) has generated 

much critical debate. Thinkers like Annette Baier, John Bricke, Jane L. McIntyre and others have been especially 

troubled by his suggestion that persons might sometimes act out of character, a suggestion that would seem to undo 

the “necessary connection” between character and action he everywhere insists upon. This paper makes sense of this 

seeming inconsistency by drawing on Hume’s seldom-discussed analysis of remorse in Book II of the Treatise. There he 

describes remorse as a “malice against the self,” an “irregular appetite” that neither desire nor character can explain. I 

argue that for Hume, this self-malice is an example of acting out of character—the only such example in the Treatise—

and that it stems from an excessive and pathological sympathy with others. The remorseful person comes to identify 

more with someone else than with herself, even to the point of believing that she can reap a malicious pleasure from 

her own real pain. What this means is that under the influence of this too-perfect sympathy, we are not merely 

strangers to ourselves, but enemies to ourselves. Thus while we tend to regard remorse as the correct moral response 

to wrongdoing, Hume insists that this passion is a dangerous vice. Through a focused literary treatment of the 

Treatise, this paper shows that for Hume, acting out of character is a rejection of personal identity. It is a form of self-

harm.         

 

Carole Taylor (Independent Scholar) The Wealth of Britain: Italian opera at home and abroad in 

Early-Georgian London 

Panel / Session 53, ‘Music, Reputation, and Commerciality in Eighteenth-Century London – The Annual 

Conference on Music in Eighteenth-Century Britain’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.07 Meadows 

Lecture Theatre, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Michael Burden (New College, Oxford) 

The Italian opera in London was a significant seasonal activity intentionally allied to the parliamentary calendar. David 

Hunter’s recent prosopographical analysis of season subscribers to the Italian opera identifies a limited number of 

families supporting the genre – even across generations – which helps further define their support as ‘a Parliamentary 

social club’.  Given the discreet size of the Italian opera party – this last, a word with political as well as entertainment 

connotations – I will look at just how “clubbable” this form of patronage was in early- Georgian London. Operagoers 

didn’t call themselves a club, but prompted by Peter Clark’s description of Britain’s ‘associational world’ as one where 

joiners were not necessarily attenders, I will explore the curious ebb and flow of support extended to Handel and 

Italian opera in this period.   

Continental views of the genre will also be considered: Montesquieu, for example writes ‘I have seen operas in 

England and Italy; they are the same plays with the same actors; but the same music produces such different effects in 

people of the two nations….’) – Montesquieu wasn’t analysing the music as cause of these differences, but climate!    I 

will look at the political meaning of commercial society/commerce and money in early-Georgian London, by focussing 

on patronage of the Italian opera by members of the House of Lords, some of whom had never visited Italy. Surviving 

bank records at the Royal Bank of Scotland, Barclays, Coutts, Hoare’s Bank and the Bank of England, provide evidence 

of financial overlap of patronage from this “club” of aristocratic Italian opera subscribers, and support by the theatre 

producers (aka traders from the business and professional middles classes).  This overlap of commerce and landed 

wealth in London was a major source of difference between England and the Continent. 

 

David Taylor (University of Oxford) What Cato Did: Suicide and the Ends of Historical Tragedy 

Panel / Session 424, ‘Clio on the eighteenth-century stage’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. G.04, 50 George 

Square. Chair / Président.e : Gillian Russell (University of York) 

“What Cato did and Addison approved | Cannot be wrong.” So went the suicide note of the writer Eustace Budgell, a 

cousin of Addison’s, who in 1737 threw himself into the Thames, his pockets laden with stones. Yet the conviction of 

Budgell’s unfinished couplet belies the degree of controversy, and anxiety, that surrounded Cato’s death in the early 
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eighteenth century, especially as it was represented in Addison’s 1713 play. Addison was evidently fascinated by the 

scenario of classical suicide – he planned to follow up Cato with a tragedy on the death of Socrates – but how far can 

his play be said to approve of its protagonist’s final and fatal act?  

Certainly, several critics found Cato’s death to be not only dramatically unsatisfactory but ethically and politically 

problematic. John Dennis opined that Addison’s play offered the “pernicious instruction” of showing “a Man of 

accomplish’d Virtue driven to lay violent Hands upon himself, only for supporting Liberty”. Invoking contemporary 

fears of a suicide epidemic in Britain, Dennis insisted that such a lesson was especially dangerous “to an Island so 

notorious as ours for the frequency of self Murder.” Moreover, a number of commentators noted – rightly it should 

be said – that Cato needn’t kill himself; in Addison’s play his doing so offstage directly coincides with the arrival of 

news that Pompey’s son, Gnaeus Pompeius, has launched a rebellion against Caesar and that all is not lost. “He fell 

indeed with his Country, but not for it; and by dying, effectually deserted her Interests”, wrote one reviewer in the 

Examiner. 

In probing the terms and stakes of such heated responses to the play, this paper suggests some of the ways in which 

Cato’s representation of suicide fundamentally exposed, and further troubled, the vexed relations between the 

classical and the Christian and between history, tragedy, and morality in the early eighteenth century.  

 

Motoichi Terada (Nagoya City University) Diderot et le stoïcisme moderne dans l’article « 

Stoïcisme » de l’Encyclopédie 

Panel / Session 103, ‘Dictionnaires et Encyclopédies’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. G.13, Old Medical 

School. Chair / Président.e : David Eick (Grand Valley State University) 

On sait très bien que Diderot s’occupe de l’histoire de la philosophie dans l’Encyclopédie. En vue de la rédiger, il 

consulte l’Historia critica philosophiae de Jacab Brucker.  Le philosophe se sert de la même source pour écrire l’article 

STOICISME. C’est un fait aussi bien connu que la morale du dernier Diderot a reçu une influence non négligeable par le 

stoïcisme, ce qui s’avère dans ses œuvres telles que l’Essai sur Sénèque et les Éléments de physiologie. Récemment 

Gerhardt Stenger a découvert en fin de compte la source d’un passage stoïque, écrit en latin, qui se trouve dans la 

conclusion des Éléments de physiologie. Il s’agit d’un poème, De contemptu mortis de Daniel Heinsius, stoïcien 

moderne, qui a vécu en Hollande dans la première moitié du XVIIe siècle. Jusqu’aux dernières années, on n’a guère eu 

la peine de prendre en compte le stoïcisme moderne pour situer la morale de Diderot. Après la dite découverte de 

Stenger, il s’impose d’effectuer une recherche nouvelle sur les rapports entre le stoïcisme moderne et  le stoïcisme 

diderotien. 

    Dans cette communication, je vais analyser comment Diderot a lu la Period. III, Pars I, Lib. II, Cap. VII De 

restauratione philosophiae stoicae de l’Historia critica philosophiae de Jacab Brucker, en vue de rédiger le stoïcisme 

moderne dans l’article STOICISME de l’Encyclopédie et de situer des stoïciens modernes tels Daniel Heinsius, Gaspar 

Scoppius, Thomas Gataker, etc., en lisant à sa manière l’histoire de la philosophie de Brucker. 

 

Zalina Tetermazova (State Historical Museum, Moscow) On the Question of National Identity: 

Printmaking Practice of Gavriil Skorodumov and James Walker in the Context of British-Russian 

Cultural Relations 

Panel / Session 54, ‘National Identities’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Julia de Moraes Almeida (University of São Paulo / Getulio Vargas Foundation) 

Anglophilia, the interest in all things English, was a significant phenomenon in the late-eighteenth century Russia, 

which impacted all the spheres of Russian culture including the art of printmaking and significantly affected the 

careers of the two celebrated engravers – Gavriil Skorodumov (1754 – 1792) and James Walker (c. 1760 – c. 1823). 

Being closely associated both with Great Britain and Russia, these masters played a significant role in the process of 

the artistic interchange between the two countries. 

The creative activity of Skorodumov and Walker has been examined by scholars. However important issues still remain 

unresolved, and among the most intriguing is the one of national characteristics. How did moving to another country 

affect the personalities, life styles and artistic production of Skorodumov and Walker? Were the prints they created in 
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Great Britain different from those executed by them in Russia? And if it is yes, why so and what caused the changes? 

And finally would it be appropriate in the given context to speak of the Englishness and the Russianness as applied to 

the notion of style? 

In this paper I would argue that the question of national characteristics in relation to the artistic production 

(particularly concerning printmaking practice) was connected with the political, socio-economical and cultural 

conventions inherent to a specific country rather than with where the artists were born or educated. Predominantly 

middle-class society of the constitutional monarchy of Great Britain suggested considerably different strategies of 

artistic expression than the absolute monarchy of the Russian Empire. We can observe how having crossed the 

borders of states artists were deeply influenced by these conventions either losing or acquiring in their works certain 

traits of ‘Englishness’ or ‘Russianness ’. 

Having been considered in a broader historical context of British – Russian cultural relations the printmaking practice 

can be also viewed as one of the means of creating a sort of in-between space where artists, artworks and 

iconographic conventions moved across the boundaries of Empires and where new imaginary identities coul occur. 

 

Barbara Tetti (Sapienza-Universita di Roma) Identity Echoes: British Women Travel Writers on 

Roman and Romano-British Heritage, c. 1770–1820 

Panel / Session 192, ‘Women, Identities, and Travel in Eighteenth-Century Europe’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 

16.00. Seminar Room 2, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Sutapa Dutta (Indian Institute 

of Advanced Study, Shimla / Gargi College, University of Delhi) 

This paper considers analytically the perception of antiques and antiquities in Rome, during the last quarter of the 

eighteenth century and the first decades of the nineteenth century. It uses materials discovered in women’s diaries, 

reports and correspondence from the Papal capital to Great Britain; and it highlights these women’s awareness of 

heritage in both Britain and Rome, both before and after the French domination in Italy that briefly disrupted the 

British presence in Rome. Facing the most evocative remains of the classical era, British culture was perceived as a 

direct descendant of the Roman ancient world. The echoes of identity were such that it almost appeared that these 

women writers were representing their formative journeys and residence in Italy as a return to the primitive or 

ancestral homeland.  

 

Christine Théré (INED – Institut national d’études démographiques) Pierre-Odet Rouxelin (1710–

1777) : Itinéraire intellectuel d’un physiocrate provincial 

Panel / Session 333, ‘Identités académiques’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. G.11, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Jacques Wagner (Université Clermont Auvergne) 

Dans son étude pionnière sur le mouvement académique provincial, Daniel Roche invitait à s’interroger sur la façon 

dont « s’accommodent dans l’académisme l’inertie et l’innovation ». Questionner l’accueil réservé à la « science 

nouvelle » de François Quesnay (1694-1774) dans les sociétés savantes s’inscrit dans une telle problématique. Parmi 

ces « instruments de lumières et de progrès » actifs dans le royaume, l’Académie des Belles-Lettres de Caen se 

distingue par l’intérêt précoce qu’elle porte aux problèmes économiques, n’hésitant pas à encourager des discussions 

sur des réformes controversées. Les Éphémérides du citoyen, l’organe périodique des physiocrates, s’en font l’écho et 

l’érigent en exemple emblématique des sociétés savantes ouvertes aux innovations. L’intendant de la généralité, 

François-Jean Orceau de Fontette (1718-1794), en poste à Caen de 1752 à 1775, a largement contribué à orienter les 

préoccupations académiques sur des sujets parfois épineux. Le rôle actif de l’administrateur éclairé a quelque peu 

éclipsé celui du secrétaire perpétuel de l’Académie, Pierre-Odet Rouxelin (1710-1777), qui se revendiquait 

ouvertement comme un « économiste ». L’exploitation des archives de la société nous permet aujourd’hui de 

reconstituer l’itinéraire intellectuel de l’ancien procureur aux Eaux et Forêts. Cheville ouvrière des travaux 

académiques pendant plus d’une vingtaine d’années, Rouxelin a été un ardent propagandiste des théories nouvelles 

de Quesnay, non seulement à Caen, mais au-delà dans l’ensemble du monde académique en participant aux concours 

lancés par d’autres sociétés. Sa biographie intellectuelle sera l’occasion de s’interroger sur l’organisation du 

mouvement physiocratique et les modalités de la diffusion de la « nouvelle science », de mettre au jour d’éventuelles 

tensions entre les physiocrates parisiens, les « chefs de l’école », et leurs émules provinciaux. 
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Jennifer Thorp (New College, Oxford) Following the Footsteps: Researching Mr Isaac, Dancing-

Master at the Court of Queen Anne 

Panel / Session 331, ‘Facts and Fictions: Biographical Imperatives in Researching the Eighteenth-Century 

Dancer – The Oxford Dance Symposium’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. Sydney Smith Lecture Theatre, 

Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Laurel Zeiss (Baylor University) 

Mr Isaac is an exasperating subject for a biography; even the name, which he used only for his dance activities, was a 

pseudonym.  He was arguably a central character in English court culture in the early-eighteenth century, and a much 

sought-after teacher of dance and deportment. He was also an early influence in London on the publication of 

sophisticated dances for the ballroom, created to honour Queen Anne and some of her leading courtiers, or to 

celebrate significant events. His twenty-two extant dances reveal his skill in creating dances in the much admired 

French style yet with a clear English flavour. He left very few personal papers, and was rarely named in records of the 

royal court, yet it is possible to track much of his life through references occurring in a wide range of other official and 

private papers.  Bringing together all these resources reveals a man who was regarded as an exemplary dance-master 

in his own day, generous and charitable to all, despite some idiosyncratic dance pupils. In this paper I will discuss what 

is entailed in pursuing the evidence for his career. 

 

Ruth Thorpe (Queen’s University Belfast) Performing Arts: Lady Templetown’s Life in Relief 

Panel / Session 159, ‘Women and Children in the Arts’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. M1, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : Susanna Caviglia (Duke University) 

The concept of the formation of gendered identity through performance has long proved useful in analysing how 

individuals represented themselves in text. Here, material and visual sources are employed to explore how one elite 

woman utilised her artistic talent, performing to public and private audiences. In the early years of her marriage in the 

1770s Elizabeth Upton (1747-1823, Baroness Templetown from 1776) lived in Rome where she made sculpture and 

immersed herself in classical antiquity, her knowledge of the arts praised by Piranesi. On her return to England, Lady 

Templetown eschewed the male domain of sculpture, adopting a medium considered appropriate to her gender and 

social rank, the ‘feminine’ accomplishment of paper cutting. 

The works she called her ‘performances’ – groups of figures in cut paper – reached a large¬ public audience. Josiah 

Wedgwood had designs she supplied in the 1780s modelled for reliefs on jasperware, their commercial success 

reflected in museum collections internationally. Appealing to female consumers, these scenes idealizing motherhood 

played into Enlightenment debate on the role of women in society and educating children. Templetown also made 

‘performances’ in royal households, raising her profile by having some engraved, published and dedicated to Queen 

Charlotte. Renowned for her cutting of portrait silhouettes, she performed in elite drawing rooms: Fanny Burney 

treasured a likeness of Mary Delany. While this polite art served Templetown well in constructing an identity 

associated with refined, contented domesticity, the Queen vetoed her appointment as royal governess as ‘all 

confinement would be irksome to her’. Surviving busts Templetown made and neoclassical decorative schemes she 

orchestrated indicate she reserved her passion for sculpture for her inner circle. A rare iconographical scheme of bas-

reliefs at the family seat in Ireland display her erudition, another facet of a life lived in cosmopolitan, artistic social 

circles. 

 

Gemma Tidman (St John’s College, Oxford) The Identity of an Enlightenment Querelle, or, Was 

There a Querelle des collèges in Eighteenth-Century France? 

Panel / Session 256, ‘Academies and Academics’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.12, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : Tomas Macsotay (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) 

‘Depuis la chute des Jésuites et le livre inutile de J.-J. Rousseau on n’a cessé d’écrire sur l’éducation’. So wrote Grimm 

in 1763, identifying a debate that ran from 1762 to 1789, over how to reform literary education in the French collèges. 

The debate began with three main controversies: the publication of d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie article ‘Collège’ (1753); 
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the expulsion of the Jesuits, who ran a third of collèges, and Rousseau’s Émile, ou de l’éducation (both 1762). In this 

paper, I will show that in the wake of these polemics, over 150 texts called into question traditional practices of male 

literary education. Certain matters were especially contentious: should teachers be nationally trained, and if so, how? 

Should French authors be taught as ‘classics’, and if so, which? Some maintained the collèges should continue 

teaching Latin, yet many, such as Rousseau, disagreed; indeed, I argue that Émile was Rousseau’s intervention in this 

debate, in which he condemned outright ‘ces risibles établissements qu’on appelle collèges’. Others, meanwhile, 

sought to reform the collèges, replacing their Latin syllabus with a French canon. As the parlementaire La Chalotais 

wrote in his Essai sur l’éducation nationale (1763), ‘il est honteux que dans une éducation de France on néglige la 

Littérature Françoise.’  

While parts of this debate have been studied (Julia 1983, Grandière 1998, O’Connor 2017), no scholars have 

considered it a querelle; yet it has all the hallmarks of one: dialogical dispute, agonistic language, and the press 

amplifying the conflict and referring to it as a polemic. Drawing on my doctoral thesis (2018), and scholarship on early 

modern querelles (Lilti 2007, Hostiou & Viala 2013, Tadié 2017) this paper will contend that we have much to gain by 

reconceptualising this debate as a querelle, and resituating canonical texts, like Émile, at its heart. More broadly, it will 

explore the identity of an Enlightenment querelle, as distinct from an early modern one. 

 

Matthijs Tieleman (University of California, Los Angeles) Natural Rights, Local Privileges: Dutch 

Patriot Identity in the Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World 

Panel / Session 55, ‘Nationhood and Cross-Cultural Encounter in Europe’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. 

G.14, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Penelope Corfield (Royal Holloway, University of London) 

In his seminal pamphlet ‘To the People of the Netherlands’ from 1781, Joan Derk van der Capellen tot den Pol called 

for the overthrow of the political system of the Dutch Republic, starting the Dutch Patriot Revolution that signaled the 

beginning of the end of the two-hundred-year-old republic. Based on pamphlets such as ‘To the People of the 

Netherlands’, many historians have argued that Dutch Patriot identity was a national one, viewing the Dutch Patriot 

Revolution as but one in a long series of uprisings in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century Atlantic World 

that R.R. Palmer called “democratic revolutions”. Yet few historians have investigated local revolutionary Patriot 

organizations during the 1780s, overlooking the complexity of Dutch Patriot identity and its ideological origins in the 

Enlightenment. 

 By examining previously undiscovered correspondence, pamphlets, and espionage documents, this paper 

argues that Dutch Patriot identity constituted of local and Enlightenment identities, rooted in the larger intellectual 

currents of the eighteenth-century Atlantic. Rather than declaring loyalty to the Romantic notion of a “democratic 

nation”, the ideology of Dutch Patriots blended their attachment to the medieval rights and privileges of their 

localities with the universalist republicanism of the Enlightenment that had engendered the American colonists to 

revolt in the previous decade. This papers posits that this particular blend of Dutch Patriot identity gave them a 

fundamentally different conception of “revolution” than their successors would, viewing it as a restoration of older 

rights and privileges rather than the creation of a new society. Through this analysis, this paper seeks to open a larger 

discussion on the meaning of Enlightenment identity during the Age of Revolution and the transition from 

Enlightenment to Romantic identities in the late eighteenth century. 

 

Rebecca Tierney-Hynes (University of Edinburgh) Affectation and the Ethics of Comedy: Shadwell’s 

Humours 

Panel / Session 174, ‘Laughing Matters’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. Lecture Theatre 4, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : Ros Ballaster (Mansfield College, Oxford) 

Affectation is proposed in the Restoration as the answer to the problematic moral status of comedy. Comedy is said to 

correct affectation, paring away a performed self and leaving intact the fundamental character. Shadwell writes that 

the ‘proper Subject[s] of a Satyr’ are ‘affected Vanities’ and ‘artificial Fopperies’ (Preface to The Humourists, 1670). He 

then attempts to reconcile Jonsonian humours comedy with these satiric aims, insisting that a ‘good comical humour’ 

ought to be ‘an affectation as misguides men in knowledge, art, or science’ (Preface to The Virtuoso, 1676). 

Affectation and the humours, however, are incompatible satiric targets: the one relies on the idea that a person can 
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be parted from their artifice, the other on the idea that character and humour are indistinguishable – to remove the 

one is to remove the other also. This paper will investigate how these incompatible satiric aims define the ethical drive 

of comedy, and thus also the way in which that ethical drive relies on new ideas about how the self is constituted and 

perhaps more importantly, how it might be discomposed.  

 

Rebecca Tierney-Hynes (University of Edinburgh) Shadwell’s Epsom-Wells and the Character of 

Humour 

Panel / Session 69, ‘Character, Theatre, Novel’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.16, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : David Taylor (University of Oxford) 

Much recent criticism of Thomas Shadwell has focused on his best-known play, The  Virtuoso (1676), with its revealing 

critique of Restoration scientific enquiry.  As Brian Corman suggested in the eighties, however, Shadwell’s own major 

concern, the revival and establishment of humours comedy on the Jonsonian model, is also deserving of serious 

critical attention. 

 Shadwell announced his commitment to Jonsonian humours comedy in the preface to his first play, The 

Sullen Lovers (1668). He declared his admiration for Jonson’s ‘perfect Characters’ and observed that this comic giant 

‘never wrote Comedy without seven or eight excellent Humours’ (11). He thus concluded – without much justification 

– that a truly Jonsonian practice meant proliferating humours characters and little reverence for plot. In Epsom-Wells 

(1673), Shadwell overturns the standard comic ending, bringing his play to a close with a festive divorce and without a 

single actual marriage. In this paper, I argue that Shadwell’s resistance to comic closure is tied to his conviction that 

the proper work of comedy is characterisation. The deliberate overthrow of the comic plot in Epsom-Wells, I suggest, 

allows for a new conception of character oriented around Shadwell’s serious engagement with humours theory and 

Galenic medicine.  

 

Valentina Tikoff (DePaul University) Forlorn Orphans and Honorable Seamen: Negotiating Age and 

Status in the Maritime Worlds of Eighteenth-Century Spain 

Panel / Session 397, ‘Juvenile Writing, Identities, and Self-Presentation in Eighteenth-Century Europe’. 

Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. 2.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Matthew Grenby (Newcastle 

University) 

From 1681 to 1847, maritime orphanage of San Telmo in Seville took in orphaned boys and trained them to serve on 

Spanish ships. Many wards remained under institutional auspices for a broad swath of their childhood and youth, 

between the ages of eight or ten and their early twenties. While legally remaining under orphanage supervision, they 

often sailed far from institutional confines. Both the extended period they spent under institutional auspices and the 

distances traveled away from it allowed these wards an amount of flexibility, which they could and did use in 

negotiating among different authorities. Especially revealing are the flexible ways in which these charges deployed age 

labels and associated status distinctions–claiming (sometimes even within the same document) to be both forlorn, 

fatherless orphans worthy of the king’s charity, and also experienced honorable men serving the crown, for whom the 

corporal punishments meted out to misbehaving boys were inappropriate. In exploring these issues, chiefly through 

the case study of a set of correspondence concerning a particularly troublesome ward, this paper explores notions of 

eighteenth-century boyhood, youth, and masculinity; the malleability and markers of these identities; and the 

significance of these concepts in leveraging resources and treatment in eighteenth-century charitable, maritime, and 

military contexts. 

 

Leïla Tnaïnchi (Université de Bourgogne-Franche-Comté) Vergennes, Benjamin Franklin et les 

Français : les mutations identitaires d’un ministre au cœur de la guerre d’indépendance 

américaine 
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Panel / Session 105, ‘Hommes des Lumières, hommes politiques : positionnements et trajectoires à 

l’époque de la Révolution Française 1 (avant, pendant et après la Révolution)’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 

09.30. G.15, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Gérard Laudin (Lettres Sorbonne Université) 

Charles Gravier de Vergennes, considéré comme l’un des ministres français les plus conservateurs de la fin de l’Ancien 

Régime, démontre néanmoins une grande modernité dans son recours régulier à l’opinion publique, afin de justifier sa 

politique et d’atteindre ses objectifs. Cependant sa perception et son usage de ce qu’il appelle « le tribunal de 

l’opinion » connaissent de nombreuses mutations, allant de la méfiance au rejet, en passant par une exploitation 

parfois jugée excessive. L’historiographie s’est penchée sur ce paradoxe, trouvant des réponses dans sa défiance face 

à la popularité de Necker et à la révolution de Genève. Cependant, un nouvel éclairage peut être apporté sur 

l’évolution de la culture politique de Vergennes, fondatrice de son identité propre de ministre. Celle-ci subit un fort 

infléchissement lors de la guerre d’indépendance américaine, à laquelle Vergennes veut voir la France associée. 

Instigateur d’une campagne de propagande à grande échelle en faveur de la cause des Insurgents, le secrétaire d’État 

des Affaires étrangères voit rapidement se propager une « franklinmania » à travers le royaume. Sur fond de conflit 

international, Vergennes connaît alors un ébranlement identitaire, qui provoque un changement radical dans son 

attitude envers non seulement la personne de Benjamin Franklin, mais aussi des Français. Cette évolution parallèle 

transforme une distance, devenue complicité, en suspicion. Ce projet de communication entend s’appuyer sur un 

corpus de sources autorisant une approche pluridisciplinaire révélant les différentes dimensions de cette réflexion : 

politique à partir de la correspondance diplomatique, artistique grâce à la foisonnante iconographie de Franklin, 

littéraire à travers les documents liés aux salons parisiens, sans négliger la question, cruciale chez Vergennes, de 

l’information et de la propagande via l’étude de la presse européenne francophone de cette période. 

 

Beth Fowkes Tobin (University of Georgia) ‘A rank of beings so wonderful and extraordinary’: 

Insects and Their Admirers 

Panel / Session 199, ‘Critical Insect Studies in the Eighteenth Century’. Tuesday /Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. 

Lecture Theatre 1, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Srividhya Swaminathan (Long Island University 

Brooklyn) 

While novelists seem to have been loath to acknowledge the presence of insects in their narratives, insects appear 

regularly in eighteenth-century poetry, art, and natural history writing as wondrous creatures deserving of admiration 

and even affection. Poets incorporated insects into their poetry, using them as metaphors with spiders standing in for 

the poet’s imagination and butterflies signaling the transformative power of creativity. Artists found beauty in the 

dappled colors of a moth’s wings, in the sheen of the carapace of a black beetle, and in the translucence of a 

dragonfly’s wings. Insect collectors and amateur naturalists were perhaps the most vocal champions of insects, 

defending them from accusations of being noxious and destructive creatures. This paper explores the various 

rhetorical strategies that artists, poets, amateur entomologists, and insect collectors took up to defend their 

fascination with insects, examining in particular how insect bodies–their intricacy, tininess, and ephemerality–were 

depicted as the work “of the Sovereign Architect” (Dru Drury), bearing “the signature and stamp of power Divine” 

(Benjamin Stillingfleet). Although the Enlightenment’s rationality has been held responsible for turning the natural 

world into a cold mechanical system devoid of the marvelous, we can see in the musings of poets, in the drawings of 

artists, and in the enthusiasm of naturalists how alive these people were to the wondrous world of insects. Perhaps 

we could learn from them how to cultivate an appreciation of these tiny creatures that are disappearing from our 

world at an alarming rate. 

 

Sean Toland (Princeton University) Hearing Prayer: Religious Music and Social Cohesion in the Late 

Eighteenth Century 

Panel / Session 363, ‘Enlightenment for the Ears: Negotiating Identities Through Acts of Listening in the 

Long Eighteenth Century 2’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. Seminar Room 2, Chrystal McMillan Building. 

Chair / Président.e : Tanvi Solanki (Yonsei University) 

A central problem for Enlightenment music aesthetics was accounting for the diminished social effect of modern 

music, when compared to reports from antiquity of music stirring men to collective action. In the 18th century, the 
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only setting where music remained capable of a radical impact on human character was the church, and even the 

power of religious music had declined since the 16th century, according to the histories of Charles Burney and Johann 

Nikolaus Forkel. This paper will discuss the history of debates about the socially-binding effects of religious music, 

especially those that reflect on the changes in Enlightenment listening environments. If music had earlier occupied a 

subordinate role in other gatherings attentive listening was now the central aim of musical performance in a new, 

market-based listening environment around 1760. A devout Lutheran, Forkel, in his Allgemeine Geschichte der Musik 

(1801), cited Luther’s chorales as the most recent heirs of Greek music, and the shared religious sentiments of a 

congregation singing together as a chief motive force of the Reformation. But a proliferation of performance venues, 

and of types of music appropriate to each, had fostered competition between church, theater, court and concert hall. 

As religious music became merely one possible diversion among many, it became more expensive to compose and 

perform works which could move the increasingly refined sensibilities of the public. Nonetheless, Forkel was 

optimistic that financial support for the church could make liturgical music an engine of social unity again. Two 

students of Forkel’s, Wilhelm Heinrich Wackenroder and Ludwig Tieck, agreed that structural flaws in modern music 

culture hindered it from achieving its earlier heights. But in their view, this was due less to a proliferation of new 

avenues of performance than to the now more individualistic attitudes of listeners. I will discuss how Wackenroder 

and Tieck’s Herzensergießungen eines kunstliebenden Klosterbruders , while frequently cited as an early work of 

literary Romanticism, mask an intensive engagement with Enlightenment theories of music. 

 

Mikko Tolonen (University of Helsinki) Publishers, Printers, and Booksellers: Eighteenth Century 

Book Trade Through Bibliographic Metadata 

Panel / Session 293, ‘Digital Approaches to Eighteenth-Century Studies’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. 

Lecture Theatre 1, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Ileana Baird (Zayed University) 

This paper presents an overview of an ongoing digital history research project on eighteenth-century book and 

publication history. First, we present a methodological approach for creating a historical biographical database based 

on The English Short-Title Catalogue (ESTC, https://www.cerl.org/services/estc), a standard source for analytical 

bibliographic research holding close to half a million titles (Lahti et al. 2015). Second, we demonstrate solutions for 

forming a uniform dataset from this noisy and heterogeneous starting point. Finally, when this is done correctly new 

opportunities for book history are opened, as problems of data quality and coverage (see, for example, Raven 2007, 

193) hampering earlier research using bibliographical data can now be solved. While publisher networks had a greater 

impact on the distribution of ideas in early modern period than has been realised, publisher information as a source 

has not been extracted on a similar scale. The methodological challenges for a digital approach are considerable. The 

names of entities in the ESTC which this study focuses on (book trade actors and their geographic locations) are 

‘hidden’ among the text of the full publisher statements, and needed to be programmatically detected, identified, 

unified for spelling and linked. The end result of the unification process is a networked collection of roughly 30,000 

book trade actors. Multiple previous quantitative approaches, based on both geographically and chronologically 

limited sources, can now be tested at scale that covers all the publications in the ESTC. Questions of location (eg. 

Harris 1982; Raven 2014), spread of the trade outside London and importance of networks and connections in that 

process (Maxted 1982; Raven 2007, 141), and questions of authors’ and publishers’ relations (Treadwell 1983) can all 

benefit from a wide statistical overview of the development of the book trade. 

 

Alannah Tomkins (Keele University) The Life-Cycle of the Assistant Overseer: Some Preliminary 

Findings 

Panel / Session 240, ‘Providing for the Poor: Provisioning, ‘Professionalisation’, and the Parish Politics of 

Illegitimacy’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. Seminar Room 5, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / 

Président.e : Tim Hitchcock (University of Sussex) 

Parishes under the Old Poor Law recruited salaried overseers in an ad hoc fashion up to 1818 and more consistently 

thereafter, but we know relatively little about this group’s occupational background and social position.  The AHRC-

funded project Small Bills and Petty Finance offers a new evidential pathway to view the salaried Assistant Overseer, 

and is unpacking partial biographies for men (they were all men so far), their working lives and their relieving activity.  
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This paper will provide a series of insights into men employed across three counties and offers some tentative 

conclusions about the opportunities and challenges of taking a parish wage. 

 

Michael Tomko (Villanova University) ‘Too Late’ and Soon: Wordsworth’s Search for 

Contemplative Space 

Panel / Session 183, ‘Shaping Sacred Space in the Enlightenment 2’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. G.10, 

Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Sabine Volk-Birke (Universität Halle-Wittenberg) 

This paper will offer a post-secular reading of William Wordsworth’s recognition of sacred space in his 1802 sonnet, 

“The World is too Much with Us.”  This poem has often been seen  as epitomizing the consolidation of an 

enlightenment process of secularization. In the sonnet’s closing appeal to the Greek gods, it is difficult not to hear a 

strand of the “radical Enlightenment” as described by Martin Priestmann in Romantic Atheism, to react to the poet’s 

voice as anything but a cri de coeur from the disembedded, buffered self of Charles Taylor’s A Secular Age, or to 

anticipate the privatized, imminent modernism of Wallace Stevens that emerges in M.H. Abrams’s Natural 

Supernaturalism.  Yet recent criticism by Jessica Fay and Peter Cheyne has argued that both Wordsworth and Samuel 

Taylor Coleridge would later develop robust contemplative practices within their writing: Coleridge through a spiritual 

anthropology and Wordsworth in a “pastoral monasticism” that privileges attentive silence and locales of 

intergenerational significance, particularly Northumbria’s abbeys and monasteries ruined by time, weather, and 

nature.  Extending their insights, my paper will argue that Wordsworth’s sonnet is not primarily a moment of secular 

shock or disenchanted malaise but records an encounter with sacred space on the coast of the English channel. Far 

from witnessing the evacuation of the sacred, the unspoken awe at the volta testifies to creation’s beauty and 

ongoing power.  And yet, this early development of Wordsworth’s later spiritual aesthetic also suggests the troubled 

ambivalence that, I would argue, consistently haunts his poetry, particularly in his later years. The poem’s allusions to 

Milton and Spenser and the overall resulting imagined geography between Ireland and France disruptively recall 

Wordsworth’s own dismissal of Roman Catholicism as being “too late” for England.  Given these anxieties about 

national borders and his own nation’s religious history, this more precise historical, political, and literary context thus 

suggests a different form of complication than the secularization narrative affords. 

 

Helena Tomko (Villanova University) The Anxiety of Inwardness in Goethe’s Faust 

Panel / Session 183, ‘Shaping Sacred Space in the Enlightenment 2’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. G.10, 

Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Sabine Volk-Birke (Universität Halle-Wittenberg) 

A commonplace criticism of Enlightenment and post-Reformation German thought and poetry holds that it cultivated 

potentially dangerous “inwardness.” The word typically designates a negative movement away from outward 

obligations to the body politic, while remaining lexically proximate to other modes of interiority. Philosophers like 

Hannah Arendt, Erich Fromm, and Charles Taylor have placed “inwardness”—with its roots in the Lutheran “two 

kingdoms” doctrine and Pauline distinction between body and spirit—among the sources of the enlightened modern 

self, relating it variously to world alienation, the authoritarian personality, and the buffered self. 

 As part of a larger study of inwardness, this paper will use Goethe’s Faust: A Tragedy to consider how what I 

term the “anxiety of inwardness” inhabits the spaces of this monumental eighteenth-century drama. How do the 

tragedy’s spatial shifts between sites of civic, intellectual, and religious encounter relate to the emergent modern self 

that the character of Faust figures? Does Goethe’s text epitomize or undermine received accounts of the post-

Reformation “inward turn” (Taylor, Sources of the Self)?  Modulating through Goethe’s own paradigm shifts during 

the six decades of the drama’s conception, the paper will propose (1) that Faust models “German inwardness” 

through its eighteenth-century, anachronistic retelling of the popular sixteenth-century cautionary tale and (2) that it 

also questions conceptual bifurcations and the subsequent valorization (public/private; secular/sacred) of inner and 

outer spaces. The paper will propose that if Faust is damned because he was tempted by a particular inward turn, 

Goethe saves him because he uses his wager to overcome it. While the commonplace of “inwardness” continues to 

inhabit critical conversations, the paper suggests that it is a term ripe for renewed scrutiny and revision. 
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Paul Tonks (Yonsei University) Articulating a Global Identity for the Eighteenth-Century Scots Kirk: 

Robert Millar’s ‘History of the Propagation of Christianity’ 

Panel / Session 147, ‘Religion in Eighteenth-Century Scotland’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. G.14, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Arthur Burns (King’s College London) 

This paper explores the global historical vision of the historiographically neglected eighteenth-century Scottish 

Presbyterian author Robert Millar (1672-1752). Millar’s ‘History of the Propagation of Christianity’ was an immensely 

influential account of the spread of Christianity across the world, first published in Edinburgh in 1723. Millar’s writing 

was very widely read across the 18th Century, not least due to the support of his son Andrew (1705-1768), whose 

career as the leading publisher of Scottish Enlightenment authors is traced in a superb Edinburgh University website 

(‘Circulating Enlightenment’). The significant impact of Robert Millar’s ‘History of the Propagation of Christianity’ was 

not restricted only to the English-speaking world, as it was also translated into Dutch (1742). This was fitting, as 

Millar’s book employed a wide range of sources from various European countries, including several Dutch Reformed 

missions. The paper examines critically Millar’s historical and missiological views in relation to complex and 

competing, or indeed contradictory and conflicted, European understandings of global religious cultures in the 18th 

Century. Strikingly, Millar included extensive discussions of Asian religions. He explored the encounters between both 

Catholic and Protestant missions and indigenous religious beliefs and practices in different regions of Asia. We can 

thus situate his views in relation to other prominent eighteenth-century depictions of cultural traditions across the 

globe, such as those of the French Huguenot refugees Bernard Picart (1673-1733) and Jean Frederic Bernard (1683-

1744) in the Netherlands contained in their lavishly illustrated contemporaneous encyclopaedia of world religions. 

 

Borbala Zsuzsanna Török (University of Vienna) Achenwall and the Habsburg Statistical Gaze 

Panel / Session 408, ‘Resilience of Eighteenth-Century Science in the Habsburg Monarchy 1’. Friday 

/Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. Seminar Room 1, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Marianne 

Klemun (University of Vienna) 

Achenwall and the Habsburg Statistical Gaze 

The teaching of early modern statistics (Statistik), introduced around 1790 in the legal curriculum of the Habsburg 

Monarchy, was based on the theoretical model formulated by Gottfried Achenwall and August Ludwig Schlözer. The 

focus of this academic or descriptive statistics, a classificatory science, was the state and its ‚strength.’ Statistik 

rendered its object as a legal-administrative-social complex placed into the system of European polities. The qualities 

of the polity emerged from the mutual impact of its geographic features, its resources, the administration and the 

legal system: vires-unitae-agunt. 

The paper addresses the Achenwallian classificatory system and the themes emerging from it. According to traditional 

accounts, Achenwallian Statistik became epistemologically and politically discredited with the advent of probability 

calculus and the spread of political arithmetic, which started with the Napoleonic wars and ended by the mid-

nineteenth century. In contrast, my paper diagnoses the resilience of the Achenwallian classification and the statistical 

objects defined by it (geography, population, agriculture, industry, commerce, transportation, culture and education, 

legal system, administration). The themes crystalized amidst international standardization and large numerical surveys 

led by the state, and were the core of professional statistics by the turn of the twentieth century. All in all, Habsburg 

statistics continued to be seen by the practitioners as a science grounded in the empirical reality and “logical order” of 

the state, whose primary task was to study – also with mathematical means – the correlation and co-dependence of 

the constitutive parts of the polity.  

 

Maria Toscano (Università degli Studi di Napoli l’Orientale) The Burning Laboratory 

Panel / Session 143, ‘Medical Thought and Practice’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. G.13, Old Medical 

School. Chair / Président.e : Rose Hilton (Sheffield Hallam University) 

My proposal focuses on diffusion of a moderate interpretation of Enlightenment in the Kingdom of Naples and 

abroad, starting from the word extended network of intellectuals (prevalently scientists but also diplomats, poets, 

collectors) revealed by the ample and variegated correspondence left by Teodoro Monticelli (1759/1845) a Neapolitan 
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scientist, interested in politics since the Neapolitan jacobine uprising of the end of the XVIII Century, whose worldwide 

fame was related  to his studies about Vesuvius, but also to his activity in favor of diffusion and progress of science, as 

of collaboration among European and not European cultural institutions. A long period analysis (1790/1835) follows 

the intricate wefts of the circulation of this attenuated version of the principal political and cultural appeals generated 

in France.  People involved in this intellectual circle in fact had intention to pursue the same goals rather than through 

republican government through the more securing and controllable constitutional monarchy, a form of government 

which ensured a gradual, and so hopefully pacific, process toward wellbeing of population, development of science 

and, in one word, civilization; but also toward Italian political independence. In fact around Monticelli and his friends 

rises more and more stronger the sentiment of Italian national identity. This ideology seems to had been strongly 

influenced by the mentality and the experience of their British contacts, which in fact represent the most part of 

Monticelli’s foreign correspondence. Among his British friends were Sir William Hamilton, Richard William Hamilton, 

William Herschel and Humphrey Davy who with the expression “burning laboratory” alluded to Vesuvius but also the 

fervor of Neapolitan intellectuals. The ample chronology allows to concentrate and put in light continuity and 

discontinuity of each one mentality, related to historic events and to anyone’s life. 

maria toscano 

 

Dale Townshend (Manchester Metropolitan University) Catholicism and the Early Gothic Revival 

Panel / Session 133, ‘Gothic Horrors, Catholic Undertones, and Political Caricature: Archival Riches of the 

Lewis Walpole Library’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. G.07 Meadows Lecture Theatre, Old Medical 

School. Chair / Président.e : Stephen Clarke (University of Liverpool) 

Cultural responses to ‘survivalist’ forms of Gothic architecture in Britain of the long eighteenth century were divided 

along starkly polarized lines. For the antiquarian tradition that reached back to William Dugdale, the ruins of Catholic 

abbeys, monasteries, and priories were the ‘venerable’ remains of an equally ‘venerable’ antiquity. For more anti-

Catholic writers and aestheticians in both High Church and Dissenting traditions, by contrast, these were the remains 

of ‘monkish piles’ or ‘nurseries of superstition’ that felicitously attested to the Dissolution of the Monasteries and the 

triumph of the Protestant Reformation. Having traced this discursive vacillation between ‘venerable piles’ and 

‘nurseries of superstition’ in such writers as Dugdale, Conyers Middleton, John and Anna Letitia Aikin, Frances Burney, 

William Shenstone, Edward Jerningham, and William Gilpin, this paper considers the way in which three exponents of 

the Gothic Revival in architecture variously grappled with the Catholic question: Horace Walpole at Strawberry Hill, 

Twickenham; William Beckford at Fonthill Abbey, Wiltshire; and John Milner at St Peter’s Chapel, Winchester. 

Walpole, I argue, confronted the discursive impasse of his age through a rhetorical turn to oxymoron, pointedly 

celebrating the ‘venerable barbarism’ of the Gothic style while employing a careful distinction between the 

theological and the aesthetic legacies of the Catholic past. For Beckford, the Catholicism of the Gothic occasioned a 

self-conscious turn to spectacle and theatricality, while for Milner, Gothic architecture was the only appropriate mode 

for a courageous expression of Catholic devotion. By way of conclusion, the paper considers how eighteenth-century 

British culture in general sought to recuperate a ‘benighted’ Catholic style for its ideological agenda, often through 

imaginatively peopling its structures with ‘Enlightened’ Catholics, the likes of John Wyclif and Alexander Pope.      

 

Mark Towsey (University of Liverpool) ‘The best and most useful source of knowledge’: Learning 

History at Home in Eighteenth-Century Britain and America 

Panel / Session 225, ‘Eighteenth-Century Arts Education Research Network’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 

09.30. Lecture Theatre 4, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Leonie Hannan (Queen’s University, 

Belfast) 

Though the period is popularly known primarily for the rise of the novel, historical works by Enlightenment writers 

including David Hume, Edward Gibbon and William Robertson were some of the eighteenth century’s most 

commercially successful books. This paper looks at the prodigious readership of these works, asking why and how they 

were read. In an age where only the classical historians of ancient Greece and Rome were taught formally at schools 

and universities, it argues that these histories were read quite systematically as part of informal educational reading 

projects within domestic settings, helping women and men across the English-speaking world make sense of a rapidly 
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changing world marked by social upheaval at home and revolution abroad. It looks at the some of the notetaking tools 

readers used to accumulate historical knowledge, while also pointing out some of the ways in which readers intent on 

self-education could be waylaid, frustrated and distracted. At the same time, the paper will gesture more widely to 

the role that the history of reading can play in broader histories of education in this period. 

 

Tatjana Trautmann (Christian-Albrechts-Universität, Kiel) Language Use by Diplomats at the Court 

of the Russian Emperor Peter III (1762) 

Panel / Session 294, ‘Diplomacy, Diplomats, and Language Choice in Eighteenth-Century Europe 2’. 

Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. 2.11, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Vladislav Rjéoutski (German 

Historical Institute in Moscow) 

The analysis of the correspondence of the diplomats at the Russian court in 1762 offers various insights into their 

language use. French was by no means the first and only language they used. In correspondence with Russian court 

members, French and German were the main options because most of the diplomats did not have a knowledge of 

Russian. This sometimes created a barrier that complicated their work. They complained about Russian courtiers only 

understanding Russian. On the other hand, the French Minister Breteuil was criticized and even misled because he did 

not understand German or Russian. 

The language choice in their correspondence with their home courts differed depending on national linguistic policies. 

For example, the Prussian and the Austrian minister used both French and German, in variable proportions which 

were mainly dependent on the addressee. In the Prussian correspondence, French played a leading part although the 

Prussian minister was not completely fluent in the language as one can discern in his letters. The Austrian minister 

used French only in his correspondence with the emperor. Reasons for this will be closely analyzed in the paper. 

 

Maxime Triquenaux (Université de Lyon - Lyon 2) Genre, masculinités, « culture du viol » : des 

concepts utiles pour comprendre l’identité sexuée libertine ? 

Panel / Session 62, ‘Violence(s) et constructions identitaires de sexe et de genre 1 : L’identité de sexe/genre 

au prisme des transformations sociales’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.14, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Jean-Christophe Abramovici (Sorbonne Université) 

Si le genre est parvenu, tant bien que mal, à gagner une légitimité académique suffisante pour devenir un champ 

d’investigation désormais relativement accepté dans la discipline littéraire, il n’en est pas forcément de même avec 

d’autres concepts qui, comme lui, cherchent à mettre en évidence la construction des identités sexuées. Celui de 

masculinité (en particulier « hégémonique »), forgé par la sociologue australienne Raewyn Connell, reste encore 

relativement peu utilisé. Quant à celui de « culture du viol », que l’on peut définir comme un ensemble de discours et 

de représentations qui tendent à normaliser, minimiser, ignorer, tolérer, voire excuser ou encourager le viol – en 

particulier celui des femmes –, son origine non-académique et militante en fait aujourd’hui, sauf très rares exceptions, 

un outil à peu près absent des réflexions littéraires. 

Pourtant, ces concepts peuvent apparaître particulièrement utiles lorsqu’il s’agit de mettre en avant la manière dont 

les récits dit « libertins » du XVIIIe siècle fondent toute une construction identitaire clairement bicatégorisée entre 

hommes et femmes autour de la question de la sexualité et – surtout – de la séduction. 

À partir d’un corpus plutôt « canonique » de textes du libertinage du XVIIIe siècle, souvent choisis pour composer les 

programmes de cours sur la question dans l’enseignement supérieur ou secondaire (Laclos, Crébillon, Vivant Denon…), 

cette communication vise donc à proposer une réflexion épistémologique sur les lectures et les pratiques 

contemporaines d’enseignement de ces textes. Il s’agit en particulier de s’interroger sur la manière dont on peut 

s’appuyer sur des outils issus d’une interdisciplinarité large pour proposer des lectures affinées d’œuvres littéraires 

classiques, et sur les résistances qui peuvent y être opposées.   

 

Linda Troost (Washington & Jefferson College) Old and New in Jane Austen’s ‘Northanger Abbey’ 
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Panel / Session 342, ‘Old and New: Jane Austen’s Engagement with Contemporary Society’. Thursday /Jeudi 

14.30 – 16.15. G.06, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Janet Aikins Yount (University of New 

Hampshire) 

“Northanger Abbey” concerns itself with temporal change, both personal and cultural, and captures people and 

fashions on the move. It requires, more than Austen’s other novels do, a sense of how British culture evolves over 

time. Unfortunately, any modern audience will be so aware of the split between our present and Austen’s world as 

the past, that a period film (or even a modern prose retelling like Val McCermid’s 2014 contribution to The Austen 

Project) will have an impossible time capturing this aspect of Austen’s book. This paper considers (1) what Austen may 

have seen as “dated” in the 1803 novel whose copyright she bought back in 1816 and (2) how adapters have dealt 

with this conundrum. 

 

Jean Trouchaud (Société des amis de Jean-Pierre Claris de Florian) Voltaire as Presented by 

Himself in His ‘Commentaire Historique’ and by Florian in ‘Voltaire et le serf du Mont Jura’ 

Panel / Session 392, ‘Enlightenment Connections’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. 2.11, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : David Purdie (University of Edinburgh) 

A lot has been said about what can be considered as one of the philosopher’s hoax. We will try to make a synthesis in 

order to introduce Jean-Pierre Claris (1755-1794), Voltaire’s grand nephew, who is far less known, not to say hardly 

known, but, may be, thanks to his fables (the fablesfablesonly ones to be remembered after those of La Fontaine)  and 

the song “Plaisir d’Amour”. Of  course, though he hated persiflage, Florian admired the philosopher who invited him 

several times at Ferney calling him “Floriannet” and knew perfectly what he owed to this kinship regarding his election 

at the French Academy in 1788. But what we know about Florian’s social ideas as well as his deism let us think that his 

poem in blank verse (1782), rewarded by the French Academy, is certainly sincere. fables 

 

Caitlan Truelove (University of Cincinnati) Ambiguity and Intertextuality of the Music of Outlander 

(2014–Present) 

Panel / Session 298, ‘Highland Identities 2’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. Sydney Smith Lecture Theatre, 

Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Matthew McCormack (University of Northampton) 

_Outlander_ tells the story of Claire, a World War II nurse who accidentally travels back in time to 18th-century 

Scotland. In this paper, I explore how Bear McCreary employs music to locate the series in time and space in the first 

three seasons and how the he unites intertextuality with decreased ambiguity via blog posts. While McCreary uses 

many of the same conventions established in other shows that engage with the past, such as _Doctor Who_ (2005-

present), _The Tudors_ (2007-2010), and _Wolf Hall_ (2015), he does careful research and has an almost 

musicological approach to composing and assigning music for historical scenes, particularly the ones set in Scotland. 

More importantly, while other composers use period-appropriate music without thorough prior research, McCreary 

often incorporates music that might not be historically-informed but is contextually relevant to the scene. Ultimately, I 

argue that while McCreary makes informed choices with the Scottish, French, and Caribbean music, he seemingly 

takes more care in the utilization of the Scottish music. As I will demonstrate, the music McCreary selects and 

arranges for Paris and Versailles implies the lavishness of eighteenth-century France, and the instrument 

representation of the ethnicity of new characters and locales is carefully considered. However, he puts less emphasis 

on the historical accuracy of these pieces than he does for the music for Scotland. The political struggles in Scotland 

have always been at the narrative core of _Outlander_ and especially in the second half of season two it becomes the 

setting for the most important event of the second season, the Jacobite Rebellion. Historical accuracy in the music 

reflects the importance of this event, especially when McCreary employs music written during the rebellion. 

Additionally, he also seeks to eliminate ambiguity by explaining his musical choices on his blog, while encouraging 

intertextual readings of these choices.  

 

Olga Tsapina (The Huntington Library) Citizen Theology and Trans-Atlantic Enlightenment: The 

Case of Lewis Nicola (1717–1807) 
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Panel / Session 386, ‘American Enlightenment’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. G.11, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Ned Landsman (Stony Brook University) 

In 2017, the Huntington Library acquired the manuscript titled “Considerations of the Divine Nature of Christ, as held 

forth in Scripture,” by Lewis Nicola. Born in Dublin to a family of Huguenot refugees, Nicola had been a fairly 

prominent officer in the British Army and a corresponding member of Royal Society, before he disembarked at 

Philadelphia in August 1766. In thirty years, he became a fixture in the city’s polite society, co-founder of the Medical 

College, one of the three original curators of the American Philosophical Society, commandant of the city fortifications 

during the Revolutionary War, founder of the Corps of Invalids, and a member of the standing committee of the 

Society of the Cincinnati. The Considerations is the only manuscript of Nicola’s that has come to light ever since he 

died, destitute, in 1807, apart from his Revolutionary War correspondence, now part of the George Washington 

papers at the Library of Congress. 

While still in the army, Nicola grew beset by religious doubts and turned to Scripture. His close reading of the Old and 

New Testament supplemented by the works of William Paley, Daniel Whitby, George Bull, and William Cave led him to 

formulate a version of angelic or angelomorphic Christology, (which anticipated the theory proposed by Wilhelm von 

Lueken in 1898). 

In 1791, Nicola published his findings in a pamphlet intended to start a further discussion. The ensuing debate 

involved Samuel Wetherill, Jr., a Free Quaker and a noted chemist, Bishop William White, and Joseph Priestley who 

had just arrived in Philadelphia. The Considerations, finished in 1795, capped the debate. The manuscript highlights 

the workings of citizen theology, an important if long-overlooked aspect of trans-Atlantic religious Enlightenment. 

Conceived in doubt and driven by both soteriological anxiety and logic of academic inquiry, it was distinct from other 

forms of lay and ecclesiastical eighteenth-century religious discourse and devotion.    

 

Jennifer Tsien (University of Virginia) Why is Voltaire Uncool? 

Panel / Session 477, ‘Voltairiana’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. M1, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : 

Linda Gil (Université de Montpellier Paul-Valéry) 

While Rousseau and Diderot have received much attention in academic circles during the last few decades, notably in 

critical theory, Voltaire has become less “trendy” during the twentieth century. He is still considered the preeminent 

philosopher of the Enlightenment, especially by the general public, but cutting-edge theory of the last half-century 

largely avoided him. Robert Darnton has recently called for people to rediscover Voltaire in times of despair, but the 

point of Darnton’s essay was largely political and popular, rather than literary or avant-garde. What explains Voltaire’s 

lack of appeal to academics? Why is he perceived as old-fashioned or stodgy? When the majority of people do speak 

about him, why do they so often take a simple content-based or historical approach to his contes philosophiques? 

Why have his major works of theater and history, as well as his poetry and essays, fallen by the wayside? 

 I will offer some possible explanations for the decline in Voltaire’s image since his peak in the 1930’s – for 

example, critical theory’s difficulty in finding lacunae or contradictions in his writings. His meaning is often 

multilayered, yet too stable for some theorists. For other theorists who derive their methods from Freud, Voltaire 

does not provide the kind of autobiographical insights that they rejoice in when reading Rousseau. As a polite man of 

letters, Voltaire rarely refers to his inner life, except in his correspondence. 

 As a longtime Voltaire specialist, I believe that there is much in his work that can be useful and stimulating for 

current scholarship. I will propose some possible paths we can take to recover Voltaire for the twenty-first century. 

 

Alessandro Tuccillo (Università degli studi di Napoli Federico II) La biographie de l’imposteur 

Michel Calvo, faux prêtre majorquin condamné à mort à Pavie 

Panel / Session 136, ‘Impostors and Fake Identities in the Eighteenth Century’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 

11.45. Seminar Room 5, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Anna Maria Rao (Università 

degli studi di Napoli Federico II) 
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Cette communication portera sur la biographie d’un imposteur peu connu : Michel Calvo. Né dans un village de l’île de 

Majorque dans les années 1720, il est éduqué dans le Collège des Jésuites de Palme et, ensuite, il complète sa 

formation culturelle et religieuse au Pérou. C’est en Amérique méridionale qu’il fuit de la Compagnie et qu’il 

commence sa ‘carrière d’imposteur’. En effet, dans ses nombreux voyages en Espagne, en France et, surtout dans la 

péninsule italienne, Michel aurait fabriqué les épreuves de son ordination sacerdotale qui n’eut jamais lieu. Ce faux 

prêtre enchantait par sa conduite pieuse les fidèles afin de profiter de leur hospitalité, de commettre des vols dans les 

églises et au détriment de personnes qui lui faisaient confiance. La source principale de sa vie est une biographie 

contemporaine, publiée anonyme et sans date, qui insiste sur l’hypocrisie du personnage qui fondait son imposture 

(c’est bien comme imposteur qu’il est qualifié) en cachant l’impiété sous l’apparence de vertu. Cette biographie se 

base sur les documents du procès qui se célébra à Pavie et qui le conduit à la peine capitale exécutée en 1763. 

L’échelle micro-analytique de la vie aventureuse de Michel Calvo permettra, d’une part, de réfléchir sur le l’imposture 

comme élément de perturbation des communautés, et d’autre part, d’aborder les procédures et les pratiques de la 

justice laïque et ecclésiastique dans la Lombardie autrichienne. 

 

Kate Tunstall (University of Oxford) Commemorating in the Hypothetical: Diderot’s Le fils natureI 

Panel / Session 263, ‘Diderot: Life Stages’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. Lecture Theatre 2, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Andrew H. Clark (Fordham University) 

This paper will re-examine Diderot’s 1757 play Le fils naturel, which almost immediately earned its author accusations 

not only of plagiarism but also of poetic incompetence: in addition to its similarities with Goldoni’s Il vero amico, the 

play’s main characters, Dorval and Constance, were, respectively, too sensible to manage a coherent sentence and too 

articulate to be credible, let alone socially acceptable. Today, Le fils naturel is still sometimes judged to be ‘syrupy and 

tedious’, but scholars have also paid fruitful attention to its generic peculiarity. ‘Une espèce de roman’, as Diderot 

called it, Le fils naturel is a play within a frame-narrative that opens with an encounter between the editor of the sixth 

volume of the Encyclopédie and a man called Dorval, the remarkable events of a day in whose life he and his family re-

enact annually in their home. The fictional status of the play as an annual commemorative performance for posterity 

of a moment in family history is central to my re-examination of it here. In this paper, I contextualise what Diderot 

gave his overly articulate Constance to say, and I argue that, when read in context, it is clear that he had her refer to a 

highly troubling event in France’s recent history, and even perform its gestures. The event in question was l’attentat 

de Damiens, and my argument, that Diderot’s play was a public proposal of how France might deal with that national 

event for posterity. 

 

Geoffrey Turnovsky (University of Washington) Rendering Manuscript Idiosyncrasy into Print in 

Eighteenth-Century Epistolary Editing 

Panel / Session 248, ‘Sources and Editing’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. G.13, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Carly Watson (University of Oxford) 

Editors of 18th-century French correspondence, such as Jacques Proust, Jeroom Vercruysse and Jean Sgard, argue that 

an editorial tradition opting to regularize the idiosyncratic spelling and punctuation of manuscripts, has altered the 

meaning and affect of the texts, distancing printed versions from the author’s personal voice. They share a view of the 

specificity of scribal writing and of the modern editor’s responsibility to recover, via a return to original sources, the 

forms used by the author in his or her writing. 

At one level, their concerns reflect a well-known early modern reality – the basis of the New Bibliographic notion of 

the accidental –, in which “correct” spelling and punctuation were the concern of printers and compositors, not 

writers, whose texts were replete with inconsistencies they expected to be “fixed” at the print-shop. Yet the efforts of 

these editors to find meaning in scribal idiosyncrasies is also complicated by the fact that the standardized 

conventions of the print-shop were reshaping handwriting as never before by the 18th century. They valorize the 

specificities of manuscript at a moment when these specificities were vanishing. 

My talk explores this paradox, which generated an ideal of the “original manuscript” defined by idiosyncrasies that 

established the text’s expressiveness and authenticity, against the backdrop of an 18th-century “rationalization” of 

handwriting. Proust and the others critique previous approaches to editing correspondence. But they are inheritors of 
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an 18th century shift in editorial practice in France rooted in this new ideal; a shift from predicating manuscript 

authenticity on prefaces explaining how much the editor “polished” a disorganized, eccentric or overly personal text 

(Perrin, Montesquieu in the early 18th) to the editor’s meticulous rendering of all that idiosyncrasy and singularity into 

print. 

 

Toshiro Uemura (Dokkyo University) Identity as a King/Queen of Hungary: Political Fictionality in 

the Coronation of Maria Theresia in Hungary 

Panel / Session 460, ‘Imagined Identities: Fictional Production of Power, Value, Nature, and Nationality’. 

Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. Seminar Room 5, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Sho 

Saito (University of Tokyo) 

In the eighteenth century, the political culture in Europe changed dramatically. Court ceremonies played an important 

role in the political culture of the era, providing a means of demonstrating solidarity between monarchs and the 

nobility. Court culture and power in the early modern period were inseparable from each other. During this period, 

one of the most important ceremonies was the ritual of the accession to the throne. At the coronation of a new 

monarch, the nobles vowed loyalty to their sovereign, which reinforced the legitimacy of the ruler. Coronations were 

especially important during war because they demonstrated the loyalty of the nobles to their sovereign, both 

domestically and abroad. 

After the death of the Hapsburg ruler Charles VI in 1740, his daughter Maria Theresa was forced by the War of the 

Austrian Succession to hold a coronation as soon as possible in order to demonstrate her legitimacy and solidify her 

power. In this paper, I analyze the coronation as a ritual of consensus between the sovereign and nobles and confirm 

the political-fictional character in the ritual. I would like to explain, based on the ceremonial protocols and articles in 

the newspapers, how Maria Theresa’s coronation was unique because of her gender, which elements of her 

coronation were important for her to represent an identity as the “king of Hungary” and how the coronation exposed 

the nature of the Hapsburg monarchy. By discussing these elements of Maria Theresa’s coronation, I hope to clarify 

the distinctive image strategy that could not be found in the case of male succession. 

 

Hiroki Ueno (Hitotsubashi University) From the Republican Historiography of Politics to the 

Recognition of the Refinement of Manners in the Civilising Process 

Panel / Session 125, ‘The Enlightenment Politics of Time and History 1’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. 

Seminar Room 6, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Iain McDaniel (University of Sussex) 

The historicist aspect of the Enlightenment has become one of the focal points of academic attention, wherein 

“historiography” is the key term. The Enlightenment movement was once intrinsically linked with the French 

Revolution, itself perceived as the liberation of rational and universal human values from the Ancien Régime, and 

while this point of view is not entirely invalidated, more recent Enlightenment scholarship tends to pay greater 

attention to its intellectual succession from the Renaissance humanist tradition, with republicanism providing a good 

example. Modern republicanism, invented by the French Revolutionaries, is often considered to assume that human 

beings can and ought to construct rationally justified societies from scratch, independent of their history. In contrast 

with this somewhat caricaturised picture of French revolutionary republicanism, the classical republicanism ― or civic 

humanism ― to which the Cambridge School has paid so much heed is based instead in historiography, the 

Enlightenment form of historicism. Accordingly, they have tended to emphasise the particular significance of the 

early-modern period. This implies that Renaissance political thought was more influential in forming the political 

context during the age of Enlightenment than had been anticipated. Early-modern humanists often made use of 

ancient Greco-Roman historiography in order to either defend republican city-states in Italy and in the Habsburg 

Netherlands and Switzerland, or to criticise the absolute monarchies of the Western territorial states. It was not 

through the abstract ahistorical model of a utopian society, but direct reference to the perceived history of classical 

antiquity that republican humanists attempted to reform or even subvert the existing regimes. Behind this is a 

political version of the querelle des anciens et des modernes, wherein the modern monarchy was criticised based on 

historiography, not on the basis of a pure rationality existing outside time and space. Composing, comparing, and 
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drawing associations between ancient and modern history thus functions as a “speech act” here, which ultimately 

holds highly political implications. 

 

Cassie Ulph (Bishop Grosseteste University) Weekend at Burney’s: Artistic Sociability, Professional 

Identity, and Remembering ‘D(r)ead Dr Burney’ 

Panel / Session 36, ‘Burneys and Identity’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. Seminar Room 4, Chrystal 

McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Laura Engel (Duquesne University) 

Frances Burney’s writerly identity is informed by her early exposure to the professional milieu of artistic London, in 

which her father Charles was a significant figure and whose home was host to regular gatherings of musicians, 

performers, and artists. In a poem celebrating Charles’s honorary doctorate in 1769, Burney burlesqued his newly-

imposing public character by painting him as Falstaffian ‘Dread Dr Burney’, in ironic juxtaposition with his domestic 

and sociable character. In her early career, Burney imagined the ‘snugship’ of St Martin’s street as a private yet 

specialised space in which she could be her professional self without exposure to the specular relations of literary 

celebrity. After her father’s death, in Memoirs of Doctor Burney (1832), she sought to enshrine (and sanitise) her 

father’s reputation as a sociable man of letters, against which she could define herself as a professional writer of a 

different and more evolved kind, but still with her claim to authority rooted in her ‘Burneyness’. In both cases, the 

‘Burney’ identity – one that combined social propriety with adaptability, creativity, and downright hard work – is 

something which Frances Burney embraces and rejects by turns. This paper will ask precisely what it meant to Frances 

to be ‘a Burney’, how and why this concept may have shifted between those musical parties in St Martin’s street in 

the 1770s, and the death of her father in 1814. 

 

Elise Urbain Ruano (Université de Lille / Ecole du Louvre) (Dé)constructions de l’identité dans le 

portrait français du XVIIIe siècle 

Panel / Session 344, ‘Restituer, trafiquer, reconstruire’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. 2.04, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Caroline Warman (University of Oxford) 

Cette contribution se propose d’examiner comment le refus de la parure participe à la caractérisation d’une identité 

individuelle, opposée à l’identité de groupe social, dans le portrait français du XVIIIe siècle. 

Il paraît établi que le portrait du XVIIIe siècle se distingue par un goût nouveau pour l’introspection, par opposition au 

portrait d’apparat du XVIIe siècle. Dans tous ces portraits, la ressemblance des traits du visage est pourtant une 

recherche permanente, qui existe au moins depuis la Renaissance. Le visage n’est cependant pas le seul élément à 

prendre en compte pour la compréhension de ce genre de peinture. La codification du portrait inclue en effet les 

composants de la tenue vestimentaire, qui caractérisent une identité de groupe social, représentative de la fonction 

pour les portraits d’hommes, et du statut marital dans les portraits féminins. Ce dernier aspect est, par exemple, 

particulièrement évident dans le choix de l’iconographie des portraits historiés. 

La mode nouvelle du négligé, qui se développe dès la fin du XVIIe siècle, se définit quant à elle par une absence de 

codification, laissant un libre espace à l’expression personnelle. Cette expression se retrouve dans nombre de 

portraits, masculins comme féminins, ou portraits de groupe. C’est une nouvelle identité qui s’exprime par le choix de 

ces vêtements: une identité individuelle, dont les modalités sont diverses. On retrouve l’exposition d’une idée 

nouvelle de l’intimité, notamment dans les portraits de famille, qui interrogent la notion de public et de privé, la 

manifestation de centres d’intérêts personnels, comme dans les portraits de collectionneurs, ou encore une mise à 

l’écart -volontaire ou pas- des institutions. Ces portraits ne se lisent donc plus comme la manifestation d’une 

intégration à un groupe social, mais au contraire comme la démonstration d’une volonté d’individualisation 

indépendante des institutions. 

 

Elise Urbain Ruano (Université de Lille / École du Louvre) Comment construire un Monument ? le 

dilemme de la postérité dans l’image de mode du XVIIIe siècle 
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Panel / Session 462, ‘Inventer le XVIIIe siècle : valeurs et enjeux d’une identité séculaire’. Friday /Vendredi 

14.00 – 15.45. G.04, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Christophe Martin (Sorbonne Université) 

Les manuels d’Histoire du Costume hérités du XIXe siècle nous donnent à voir une image uniforme du XVIIIe siècle, 

sous forme de volumineuses robes à paniers et de petits maîtres perruqués. Leurs sources communes, qui ont modelé 

notre image mentale du Siècle des Lumières, proviennent essentiellement de deux célèbres publications : le 

Monument du Costume et la Galerie des Modes et Costumes français. 

Ces deux publications appartiennent à un courant général de développement de l’image de mode dans le dernier 

quart du XVIIIe siècle, moment où le dilemme entre la représentation du costume (un état fixe) et de la mode (vouée 

au changement) dépasse le simple cadre théorique. Les concepteurs de ces publications doivent en effet choisir une 

temporalité et adapter leur rythme de production des images, car ils sont contraints par une limite technique : le délai 

d’élaboration des gravures. Faut-il prendre le temps de produire des images soignées et détaillées, ou au contraire 

aller à l’essentiel pour ne pas se laisser déborder par la vitesse de changement des modes ? 

De la Galerie au Monument, en passant par le Cabinet et le Magasin, la métaphore architecturale qui est filée par les 

créateurs de ces publications illustre leurs efforts de construction d’un ensemble iconographique cohérent qui sera 

par la suite assimilé comme une caractéristique française née au XVIIIe siècle, le culte de la mode. 

Cette communication se propose d’analyser les contradictions internes qui agitent ces publications et les moyens dont 

leurs créateurs ont tenté de les résoudre. 

 

Javier Usoz (University of Zaragoza) Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations in the Parliamentary Debates 

of the Courts of Cádiz (1810–1813) 

Panel / Session 287, ‘Adam Smith´s Wealth of Nations in Spain, 1780–1830 2’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 

11.30. G.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Jesús Astigarraga (University of Zaragoza) 

Adam Smith´s Wealth of Nations widely spread in Spain during the last two decades of the eighteenth century, during 

which the work knew several translations and versions and played a significant role in the debates on Political 

Economy of the Late Spanish Enlightenment. This contribution to this IESC Congress analyses the presence of Wealth 

of Nations ideas at the parliamentary debates of the first Liberal Spanish “Courts” (1810-1813). These discussions led 

to enact the first Spanish Constitution, by Cádiz Parliament in 1812. The contribution pays particular attention to the 

debates on public finance, commerce, and economic development. 

 

Susan Valladares (Durham University) Between history and melodrama: George Colman the 

Younger’s The Battle of Hexham; Or, Days of Old (Haymarket, 1789) 

Panel / Session 424, ‘Clio on the eighteenth-century stage’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. G.04, 50 George 

Square. Chair / Président.e : Gillian Russell (University of York) 

‘A jumble of Tragedy, Comedy, and Opera’, ‘a sort of musicalized history’, or ‘a mixed drama’; the generic 

indeterminacy of The Battle of Hexham; Or, Days of Old (Haymarket, 1789) makes it difficult to pin down. The play’s 

author, George Colman the Younger, does not fare much better. Notwithstanding recent scholarship on the dramatic 

entertainments available in London beyond Drury Lane and Covent Garden, and early musical theatre broadly 

conceived, only his comic opera Inkle and Yarico (1787) and Gothic dramas, The Iron Chest (1796) and Bluebeard 

(1798) have attracted any real critical interest. Offering a more expansive discussion of Colman’s dramaturgy, this 

paper will argue that The Battle of Hexham – an early, otherwise ignored play – constitutes an important 

experimentation in both historical writing and early melodrama that would influence not only Colman’s later 

playwriting but the early nineteenth-century repertoire more generally.  

The Battle of Hexham is founded upon a significant episode in the Wars of the Roses (1455–1487) – the Yorkists’ 

decisive defeat, in 1464, of the Lancastrian forces in Northumberland. But in Colman’s hands, this ‘well-known 

narrative of the civil wars’, as The Town and Country Magazine for 1789 described it, was transformed into something 

quite different. Blending historical incident with music, legend and spectacle, Colman’s play offers an 

unembarrassedly sentimentalized version of history, whose commercial appeal was attested to by its initial run of 20 
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nights in the summer of 1789. At a time when the fall of the Bastille began to redefine the relationship between past, 

present and future, this paper asks how Colman’s romantic narrative of ‘Days of Old’ helped audiences interpret not 

only recent historical events but the political and aesthetic ambitions of a new, more defiant brand of modern drama.  

 

Enid Valle (Kalamazoo College) Diverging and Converging Identities in the Southern Cone 

Panel / Session 177, ‘Peripheral Identities in the Hispanic World 2’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. G.11, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Yvonne Fuentes (University of West Georgia) 

Cartas Pehuenches by Juan Egaña Risco (1769, Lima- 1838, Santiago) were published 1819-20 in the newspaper El 

Telegrafo in Chile during the turbulent years of 1819-1820. The work consists of eight letters that purport to be the 

correspondence between two indigenous inhabitants of Chile’s southern region: one is visiting the city of Santiago and 

the other one has remained 

in the Pehuenche mountain range. Melillanca writes to Guanalcoa since the moment of his “strange arrival” to the 

city. Each letter engages more than one interlocutor, displays political and social identity issues of the natives of 

Pehuén, and raises questions about “voice” and “translation” in public and private spaces. The indigenous inhabitants, 

limited to being “eyes and ears,” the mestizos, reduced to “translators,” and the criollos and Spaniards relegated to 

active “archivists” and “chroniclers,” make up the social and political universe of the fledgling nation of Chile as 

represented in Cartas Pehuenches. 

 

Ann van Allen-Russell (Trinty Laban, London) Cultural Economics and Music Business: The Bach-

Abel Subscription Concerts, 1773–1775 

Panel / Session 53, ‘Music, Reputation, and Commerciality in Eighteenth-Century London – The Annual 

Conference on Music in Eighteenth-Century Britain’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.07 Meadows 

Lecture Theatre, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Michael Burden (New College, Oxford) 

While the music industry—especially copyright of music – is a key topic today, little scholarly attention is devoted to 

the production and purchase of culture prior to the nineteenth century and subscription concerts, particularly in 

eighteenth-century England, are one notable area for further study of historical music business practices. Neglect of 

this material is not altogether surprising; there is a lack of extant accounts and other documentation associated with 

the running cost of subscription concerts. Account books held at the Royal Bank of Scotland Archives in Edinburgh that 

relate to a ‘Subscription for a concert under the direction of Messrs Bach and Abel’ covering the period from 1773-

1775,  however, provide a rare opportunity to look inside the books of one of the most important musical business 

ventures in late eighteenth-century London: the concert series run by two of its most formidable musicians, Johann 

Christian Bach and Carl Fredrick Abel.  This paper will argue that these accounts provide a new perspective and 

understanding of the economic realities of cultural production and consumption in eighteenth-century musical life, 

revealing that there were prominent musical entrepreneurs catering to the 1%. 

The topic of the production and consumption of culture has been a central theme for researchers of the long 

eighteenth century (including Simon McVeigh, John Brewer, Robert D. Hume, and Susan Staves). However, these 

underexplored financial documents will contribute a new and significant aspect to this body of knowledge: the 

realities of culture production, and how and by whom various forms of culture were acquired and enjoyed. This paper 

will draw on new thinking put forward by Hume on the buying power of money and the employment of spread-figure 

(‘a basket of goods’) multipliers to convey more realistic approximations of value. Hume’s work applies this 

methodology to books, collections of plays, and chapbooks; I will be extending  this in a new direction to concerts, and 

with the existence of the Bach-Abel account books there is an exciting opportunity to apply and test this methodology 

with one of the most popular of concert series. 

 

Lieke van Deinsen (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) Female Faces; Intellectual Identities. 

Imagineering the Female Author in the Eighteenth-Century Dutch Republic 
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Panel / Session 47, ‘Imagineering: Prints and the Imagination of Complex Concepts (‘Earth’, ‘Violence’, 

‘Author’, ‘Economy’)’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.04, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Marijn 

S. Kaplan (University of North Texas) 

This paper analyses how portraits of Dutch learned and literary writers in the age of Enlightenment helped to shape a 

public image of the female author in the male-dominated Republic of Letters. In order to investigate the historical 

struggle of women to represent and embody intellectual authority, a significant corpus of female author portraits is 

brought into dialogue with textual reflections and critical considerations of the depiction of female authority. How did 

these portraits face the challenge to balance the femininity of the portrayed with their aspired intellectual authority? 

 This paper presents an overview of Dutch portraits of female poets, playwrights, philosophers and scientists, 

to show how these portraits – both visually and (inter)textually – formed visual repertoires, constructing collective 

identities of learned women with a shared and recognisable physiognomy. 

 

Suzan van Dijk (Huygens Institute for Dutch History (Royal Academy of Arts and Sciences)) Russian 

Noblewomen Writers in International Context: The Advantages of Structured Data 

Panel / Session 64, ‘Writing Noblewomen in Eighteenth-Century Russia’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. M3, 

Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Séverine Genieys-Kirk (University of Edinburgh) 

This paper looks at the noblewomen authors discussed by the other members of our panel, placing them in an 

international context as represented by an online database used within the DARIAH-EU Working Group “Women 

Writers in History.” This resource, a work in progress, contains data on both women’s literary production and its 

reception: information concerning over 6000 women authors (up to the early twentieth century) illustrates how 

“dialogues” between these authors and their readers cross boundaries and periods. As it is possible to categorize both 

writers and those who “received” these texts and also to to classify elements within the texts, it should be possible 

also to draw some conclusions about the specificity of noble status for female authorship – in both Europe (depending 

on relevant data having been entered) and in Russia. 

 

Michel van Duijnen (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) Imagineering Capital Punishment: Execution 

Prints in the Dutch Republic, 1650–1700 

Panel / Session 47, ‘Imagineering: Prints and the Imagination of Complex Concepts (‘Earth’, ‘Violence’, 

‘Author’, ‘Economy’)’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.04, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Marijn 

S. Kaplan (University of North Texas) 

In the second half of the seventeenth century, printed images of capital punishment became an increasingly 

prominent theme in the Dutch publishing industry. Publishers and printmakers revisited old, often unillustrated 

martyrologies and turned them into lavishly illustrated books full of explicit executions. At the same time, publishers 

and writers explored new genres through the creation of extensive compendia of ‘tragic histories’: foreign language 

texts concerning crime and punishment that were translated and illustrated for a Dutch reading public. In contrast, the 

actual practice and severity of capital punishment was at an all-time low, with the city of Amsterdam – the third 

largest city of Europe at the time – only recording four instances of breaking on the wheel between 1650-1700. 

 Thus, even as the actual practice of capital punishment had been on a slow, steady decline, the print market 

overflowed with numerous inventive and explicit images of judicial violence. In this paper, I will argue that the 

increased distance between the practice of capital punishment and its manifestation in print made possible new ways 

to conceptualize and evaluate judicial violence. Through the work of some of the most productive Dutch printmakers 

of the late-seventeenth century, I will show how printed images could reconfigure older or translated textual material, 

and discuss how the sheer number of new prints made judicial violence a broad visual genre detached from strict 

partisan or religious readings. 

 

Klaas Van Gelder (Ghent University) ‘Un petit cadet comme je suis’: Count Johann Joseph Harrach 

(1678–1764), Jack-of-all-Trades in a European Family Network 
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Panel / Session 205, ‘In the Shadow of Big Brother: Identities and Roles of Noble Cadet Sons’. Tuesday 

/Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. M3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Adam Storring (Georg-August-

Universität Göttingen) 

This paper argues that the activities of noble cadet sons should be taken into account when explaining the success of 

specific noble houses. Shrewd patron-client connections, beneficial marriages, considerable wealth, and loyal servants 

were important factors in the prosperity of early modern noble families. Nevertheless, as the family as a whole was at 

the heart of all noble ambitions, it is time to shed light also on those scions that sacrificed themselves to sustain elder 

brothers, nephews and even future generations. I propose to exemplify this with the case of Count Johann Joseph 

Harrach. 

Although the Harrachs belonged to the Habsburg Monarchy’s aristocracy for centuries, only superficial inquiries into 

the lives and careers of most of them exist. In the eighteenth century, they were particularly numerous but the 

younger sons and daughters remain almost completely out of sight of historians. The many Harrachs were active in 

diplomacy, in the army, in the judiciary, at court, and in the Church all across the composite Habsburg territories and 

elsewhere in Europe. The exchange of thousands of letters was the glue that held them together and permitted 

collaboration for the glory of the family, even if long distances separated them. 

Such a dispersed family network could only be successful if at least one member remained in touch with what was 

going on at court in Vienna and administered the family estate, enabling other scions to develop magnificent careers, 

even far from home. Johann Joseph Harrach performed these duties for many years. He inspected the landholdings, 

paid bills for his relatives, settled inheritances, coordinated lobbying activities in which all Harrachs participated, 

provided first-hand information from the capital or transferred information from one relative to the others. At the 

same time, he developed his own career in the army and eventually became head of the Aulic War Council. His letters 

not only enable us to reconstruct his activities, they also contain reflections about the tension between service to the 

family and personal ambitions, and thus highlight the complicated identity of noble cadet sons in early modern 

Europe. 

 

Madeleine Van Strien-Chardonneau (Universiteit Leiden) Langue(s) et identité(s): le cas du 

patricien néerlandais Gijsbert Karel van Hogendorp (1762–1831) 

Panel / Session 15, ‘Identités complexes’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. G.15, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Jacques Wagner (Université Clermont Auvergne) 

Le multilinguisme a constitué l’un des traits caractéristiques de la République des Sept-Provinces Unies (Frijhoff, 

2016). A côté du néerlandais qui se standardise au cours du 17e siècle, le français, langue du commerce international, 

langue des immigrés, devient aussi seconde langue des élites néerlandaises et concurrence le latin dans la 

communication savante et plus généralement dans la communication des élites européennes. Cependant au cours du 

18e siècle se manifeste une offensive contre l’hégémonie linguistique et culturelle française qui trouve de larges échos 

en Hollande. Même si l’on continue à pratiquer le français considéré comme utile, la critique virulente des valeurs 

sociales et culturelles véhiculées par le français va de pair avec l’intérêt grandissant pour l’allemand et l’anglais, et la 

revalorisation de la langue et des valeurs néerlandaises.  Dans cette communication, nous étudions l’impact de ce 

multilinguisme sur la construction identitaire (sociale, culturelle, nationale) de Gijsbert Karel van Hogendorp : identité 

sociale et culturelle, d’abord marquée par l’influence de sa mère Carolina van Haren, élevée dans un milieu bilingue 

où l’on utilisait néerlandais et français, puis par celle d’un mentor qui consolide ses connaissances des langues 

classiques et l’initie à l’allemand et à l’anglais. Enfin, à une époque, où sous l’influence de penseurs  allemands tels 

que Herder, Fichte, Schlegel (Burke, 2004), se diffuse l’idée qu’une nation est une communauté liée à une langue, on 

constate chez Van Hogendorp, une prise de conscience de son identité nationale liée à une maîtrise de plus en plus 

affinée du néerlandais 

 

Beatrijs Vanacker (KU Leuven) Transcultural Authorship and Agency in Cottin’s and Charrière’s 

letters 

Panel / Session 63, ‘Women, Books, and Cultural Authority’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.11, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Rindert Jagersma (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) 
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In this presentation, I will explore the different modalities through which social networks, as attested in 

correspondences, provided female authors with a transcultural maneuvering space, enabling them to negotiate and 

establish their authori(ali)ty as a writer, the latter being inferred as it were from the authority provided by other 

authors, texts and cultures in the transcultural Republic of Letters. In this respect, I will focus on the correspondence 

of two French female writers actively participating in the literary scene, both as writers and correspondents, in the 

early days of the Romantic period, namely Isabelle de Charrière (1740-1805) and Sophie Cottin (1770-1807). Whereas 

especially de Charrière’s correspondence has been well-documented over the last decades, the role played by the 

diverse forms of “cultural authority” accredited to certain literatures, texts, or authors) in relation to Charrière’s own 

authorial representation has not yet been fully explored. Yet, whereas Isabelle de Charrière is known to have 

advocated for the recognition of female authorship and intellectual ownership, Sophie Cottin more than once took a 

rather different stance in her private letters. She nevertheless also frequently measured her own authorship against 

that of fellow (female) writers, both French and foreign. Their letters will thus be studied as argumentative texts, in 

which these two women authors convey (in some ways very conflicting) ideas on authorship and cultural authority 

within their (transcultural) network. 

 

Jennifer Vanderheyden (Marquette University) Suzanne Simonin’s Search for Identity in Diderot’s 

La Religieuse 

Panel / Session 366, ‘Evolution and Revolution: Identity and Gendered Resistance in Eighteenth-Century 

France’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. 2.11, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Alexandra Cook 

(University of Hong Kong) 

“Sœur Suzanne, la bonne religieuse est celle qui apporte dans le cloître quelque grande faute à expier.” (Diderot 1972, 

125) 

Although Suzanne Simonin possesses certain similarities to Hardouin in Diderot’s play Est-il Bon? Est-il méchant?, her 

situation in La Religieuse as an illegitimate daughter mainly serves as a reversed mirror of Diderot’s play. Rather than 

being a legitimate member of the patriarchal structures of the church and the ancien régime, she resists them by 

demanding to nullify her vows, and she manipulates her reader, the Marquis de Croismare, so that he will agree to 

assist her after her escape from the convent. To do so, she must also convince him that she is a good person who has 

been made a victim through her forced confinement.  However, her gender and illegitimacy place her in a “mauvaise” 

situation from the start. As the above quote by Mère de Moni implies, technically Suzanne qualifies as a “bonne 

religieuse” because she brings to the convent a sin to expiate, and thus ostensibly possesses a reason to be pious and 

devout. However, because it is not her sin, but that of her mother, one could question the legitimacy that her 

illegitimacy prompts. 

This paper will explore Suzanne’s efforts under forced confinement to not only navigate her rebellion amidst the 

adversities she encounters, but also her efforts to re-invent herself so that she may find the freedom she envisions, 

specifically in terms of her implied decision to be a bad nun in order to not expiate her mother’s sin. We will explore 

Suzanne’s quest to find her authentic self, or identity, in terms of such questions as whether she is inherently good or 

bad, demonic or divine, and what agency her gender (and Diderot’s understanding of women) occupies in this search. 

 

Valeria Vanesio (Malta Study Center, Hill Museum and Manuscript Library) Reconstructing 

Identity, Rebuilding Legitimacy. The Order of St John and its Archival Heritage after 1798 

Panel / Session 188, ‘The French Occupation of Malta, 1798–1800: New Evidence, New Approaches’. 

Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. G.09, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Cláudia Garradas (Hill 

Museum and Manuscript Library) 

When in 1798 the vice-chancellor Carvalho Pinto was obliged to deliver the keys of the chancery to the French, the 

Knights of St. John, the oldest military and religious order, didn’t lose only their last link with the government of the 

Island. It was the beginning of a deep institutional crisis. The loss of a permanent territorial basis, the fracture 

between the central convent and its European periphery, and the internal political divisions led the Order to the 

research of a new balance between the old and the new world, between traditions and innovations. The forced 

separation from its central archive and the following dispersion of documents in Malta and Europe completely 
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redesigned the Hospitaller archival scenario. This intervention aims to prove how the reconstruction of its identity and 

the redefinition of its political, social and legal profile started from the efforts to recover its archival heritage as a 

proof of legitimacy and as the only way to build a new system and administration.  From a little hospital for pilgrims to 

a powerful principality in the heart of the Mediterranean, only a handful of men remains with the aim to rebuilt an 

order, finding a new home in its archives.  

 

Mylène Vangeon (Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne) Graver l’identité newtonienne française. L’art et la 

science entre héritage et inventions 

Panel / Session 373, ‘Lumières et héritages’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. 2.07, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Gilles Montègre (Université Grenoble Alpes) 

Dans quelle mesure peut-on considérer que les sciences, qui visent l’universalité, peuvent être affectées dans leur 

étude par la question de la nationalité ? Plus précisément, comment un savant français peut-il, au XVIIIe siècle, vivre la 

double tension qui anime l’Académie des Sciences de Paris dans le contexte de la montée en puissance du 

newtonianisme et le reflux du cartésianisme, entre l’injonction faite de passer à un nouveau modèle de description de 

l’univers et l’acceptation du triomphe de l’Angleterre au travers de son illustre représentant ? La querelle sur la figure 

de la terre en est un parfait exemple. Alors que l’expédition en Laponie dirigée par Maupertuis durant l’année 1736-

1737 démontre scientifiquement que la terre est aplatie aux pôles, les académiciens, en majorité cartésiens, tentent 

de décribiliser les résultats obtenus et retardent tant que possible leur impression.Le mouvement des Lumières prône 

une universalité du savoir ; dans le frontispice du l’Encyclopédie de Diderot et d’Alembert, aucune référence à la 

France, à une supériorité nationale ou à un savoir français, seulement la représentation simple et épurée de la Vérité 

dévoilée. Cette Vérité, cette science universelle qui dépasse la question de l’identité nationale est l’objectif du 

newtonianisme. Voltaire, avant d’être un philosophe des Lumières, était un fervent newtonien. La guerre scientifique 

se joue aussi sur le plan de l’art. Comme toujours, l’art est un outil de propagande, l’image servant à défendre des 

idées. Il est d’autant plus intéressant d’en étudier le vocabulaire iconographique que le média de prédilection des 

newtoniens. L’on voudrait s’attacher à la manière dont les débats qui s’ensuivent concernant une éventuelle identité 

d’une « science française » au travers du corpus constitué par les estampes illustrant divers ouvrages appartenant au 

corpus newtonien, au premier chef les frontispices mais aussi des portraits gravés de savants ainsi que diverses 

vignettes de ces ouvrages. L’enjeu en est de tenter de mesurer la manière dont, dans ces représentations, la 

dimension nationale et les jeux d’identité afférents sont montrés ou bien au contraire éludés. 

 

Steve Van-Hagen (Coventry University) ‘For know, dear Woodhouse, that in these two views / We 

stand ally’d – rhyming and making shoes’: Poems Addressed to James Woodhouse by Fellow 

Labourers, 1764–67 

Panel / Session 316, ‘The Labourer’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. G.12, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Gillian Williamson (Birkbeck College, University of London) 

Before Burns, labouring-class poets who had been sufficiently successful to merit tributes in verse by those from 

similar class backgrounds were few; the major exception was Stephen Duck, who rose from threshing in the Wiltshire 

fields to rumoured candidacy for the Laureateship in 1730, inspiring numerous poems from fellow labourer bards. In 

1764 the ‘Poetical Shoemaker’, James Woodhouse, published *Poems on Sundry Occasions* and two years later the 

more successful *Poems on Several Occasions*. This paper will explore two previously unexamined poems published 

in newspapers addressed to Woodhouse, in 1764 and 1767 respectively, at the height of his fame – ‘Verses Addressed 

to James Woodhouse, By a Brother Craft’, by John Hemingway, published in *Lloyd’s Evening Post* in May 1764; and 

John Jones’ ‘To Mr. Woodhouse’, published in *The London Magazine; or Gentleman’s Monthly Intelligencer* of June 

1767. It will argue that while being the addressee of such verses was a signifier of Woodhouse’s status as a part of a 

very small group of labouring-class poets worthy at this time of such tributes, William J. Christmas’ reading (in *The 

Lab’ring Muses*) of the poems to Duck makes us aware of some differences between these poems and those to 

Woodhouse. Duck’s meteoric literary and social rise resulted in a sort of race amongst would-be labouring-class poets 

to claim to be more deserving of preferment than Duck had been (Christmas, p.98). These two poems to Woodhouse 

suggest that labouring-class bards were no longer simply using their most successful contemporaries as an unabashed 

means of trying to stake a moral claim for preferment for themselves. The poems to Woodhouse are, it will be 
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suggested, no less significant than the earlier poems, however, since they not only tell us about Woodhouse’s 

reception and public identities, but also about the changing ways in which would-be labouring-class bards throughout 

the century addressed their inspirations.  

 

Laurence Vanoflen (Université Paris Nanterre) De la violence à l’agency : vers une plus grande 

égalité dans la fiction (Isabelle de Charrière) 

Panel / Session 62, ‘Violence(s) et constructions identitaires de sexe et de genre 1 : L’identité de sexe/genre 

au prisme des transformations sociales’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. 2.14, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Jean-Christophe Abramovici (Sorbonne Université) 

Isabelle de Charrière s’est montrée particulièrement sensible aux constructions des normes de genre, de classe et de 

race. Il suffit de lire son commentaire désabusé sur la « société humaine », au nom de laquelle on voulait censurer le 

Caleb Williams de Godwin  en 1798. Dans cette notion, elle décelait le simple résumé des égoïsmes individuels et leur 

cache-misère, dans le droit fil de certaines pages du Contrat social de Rousseau. 

La violence subie par les femmes – voire par tous les individus, y compris le peuple – dans la société d’Ancien Régime 

est mise en évidence dans les fictions ouvertes et dérangeantes qu’elle écrit dès 1784 dans le sillage du roman 

sentimental : grossesse illégitime de la servante dans les Lettres Neuchâteloises, contraintes de l’éducation des jeunes 

filles et du mariage dans les Lettres écrites de Lausanne, préjugé du rang dans Le Noble, origine de l’inégalité entre les 

ordres, dans Les Deux familles… 

Contre cette violence acceptée et intériorisée d’abord, ses fictions mettent vite au premier plan l’agency des héroïnes. 

Au théâtre aussi, elle thématise la prise de parole de la jeune femme et les préjugés dont est victime la femme 

cultivée afin de les déjouer dans Comment la nommera-t-on ? (1788). 

Le roturier, le noble, la femme, autant de mots qu’elle refuse d’essentialiser, tout comme elle refuse les a priori sur le 

peuple, le bourgeois ou le tiers État dans son roman de la Révolution, Henriette et Richard, en 1792. Ses fictions 

révolutionnaires travaillent à faire de la place à tout le monde, les « braves petites gens », comme les nobles – et à 

faire reconnaître l’humanité commune de tous.  

 

Mark Vareschi (University of Wisconsin) Inhuman Persons 

Panel / Session 237, ‘Personhood and Its Limits’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. Sydney Smith Lecture 

Theatre, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Jason Farr (Marquette University) 

My paper surveys the terrain of contemporary surveillance studies to challenge its contemporary focus on the 

production of a new kind of subjectivity constituted by data; I begin by turning to Antiquity and the philosophy of 

Plato and Aristotle and the oratory manuals of Cicero to illustrate the manner in which these thinkers were conceiving 

of human memory in terms of inhuman media – as in Plato’s block of wax in the Phaedrus. 

In casting memory as a faculty essential to personhood but understood through inhuman media of inscription, these 

thinkers were setting the stage for the reduction of persons to pure information, a conceit N. Katherine Hayles has 

argued is at the center of posthumanism. In this paper I explore how 21st century forms of surveillance needed a 

model of personhood and found it, not in an account of interiority, but in an account the memory of actions. That 

model is to be found in Locke’s account of persons from chapter XXVII of the second book of An Essay Concerning 

Human Understanding (1694). In that chapter, Locke considers the problem of the continuity of the self. Locke finds 

the answer to this problem in memory. This account allows for a detachment of self (or “person”) from body (or 

“man”) – as in Locke’s example of the prince who comes to inhabit the body of a cobbler – and inversion whereby 

personal memories of action give way to systems remembering actions that enables the process of externalization so 

key to contemporary surveillance. 

What this paper argues is that accounts of the “new” subject of surveillance are hopelessly belated. More importantly, 

I show that the opposition between the liberal subject and the entangled surveillance subject is no opposition at all; 

rather, under the terms by which even the most celebrated philosophers of the liberal subject – that is, Locke – 

understood personhood, persons were always entangled, always possible subjects of surveillance, and always not 

quite human.  
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Devin Vartija (Utrecht University) Individualism and Equality: The Enlightenment Origins of a 

Modern Faith 

Panel / Session 292, ‘Dictionaries and Encyclopaedias’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. Seminar Room 6, 

Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Joyce Irwin (Princeton Research Forum) 

The idea that all human beings are equal in some fundamental sense depends upon a framework in which each 

individual is endowed with the right to live and act autonomously. The legitimacy of the hierarchical society of orders 

and estates thus had to be called into question before the modern ideal of equality could gain authority. In this paper, 

I explore how the advent of the individual in the long eighteenth century was part of Enlightenment thinkers’ broader 

engagement with religion and the issue of social cohesion in the absence of uniform religious faith. Using Ephraim 

Chambers’s Cyclopaedia, Denis Diderot and Jean le Rond d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie, and Fortunato Bartolomeo De 

Felice’s Encyclopédie d’Yverdon, I demonstrate that it was in the philosophes’ theories of religious toleration that we 

can find the logic of equal and autonomous individuals replacing the logic of the hierarchical society of corporate 

bodies. The framework within which the social body acquires legitimacy was shifting from a transcendental religious 

one to an individual human one and, in the process, the individual came to acquire a new-found sacredness. 

I thereby highlight that modern political equality cannot be understood without reflecting upon the transformation of 

religious belief and practices in the age of Enlightenment. My paper thus makes a contribution to the burgeoning 

literature on religion and Enlightenment and the continuities and ruptures between the Enlightenment and the 

Reformation. Rather than drawing dividing lines between various confessional Enlightenments or between a 

‘moderate’ and Radical Enlightenment, I argue that we can find thin but significant coherence in Enlightenment 

thought by tracing the intertwined history of defences of religious toleration, the rise of the autonomous individual, 

and the birth of modern political equality. 

 

Anouchka Vasak (University of Poitiers) La morale de la Lampedouse 

Panel / Session 326, ‘Diderot et la Morale 1’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. Lecture Theatre 2, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Odile Richard-Pauchet (University of Limoges) 

« Ah ! mes amis, si nous allons jamais à la Lampedouse fonder, loin de la terre, au milieu des flots de la mer, un petit 

peuple d’heureux ! », s’écrie Dorval dans le Second Entretien sur le Fils naturel. La Lampedouse est le lieu idéal du 

théâtre moral, seul culte digne d’être célébré. La longue note de Diderot signale aussi que la Lampedouse, île quasi-

déserte et fertile, à « distance presque égale » de la côte de Tunis, pays mahométan, et de l’île de Malte, terre 

chrétienne, n’a jamais été habitée que par un marabout puis un prêtre, de peu de vertu l’un et l’autre, du moins au 

regard de la morale religieuse. Quelle fonction « morale » donner à cette micro-utopie insulaire, en partie comparable 

à celle de Tahiti dans le Supplément au Voyage de Bougainville ? Comment intervient-elle dans le projet fondateur du 

nouveau genre théâtral, moral et fidèle à la « nature », promu par Dorval ? Pourquoi la Lampedouse, auquel Jaucourt 

consacre un petit article dans l’Encyclopédie (LAMPEDOUSE, ou LAMPADOUSE, (Géog.), vol. IX, 1765) intéresse-t-elle 

les philosophes ? S’il y a, esquissée par Diderot, une morale de la Lampedouse, est-elle encore audible aujourd’hui, à 

l’heure où, « au milieu des flots de la mer », des milliers d’êtres humains cherchent à gagner par Lampedusa 

l’Eldorado (Laurent Gaudé) européen ? 

 

Asta Vaškelienė (Institute of Lithuanian Literature and Folklore) Identity Formation in the Latin 

Occasional Literature of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania of the Eighteenth Century 

Panel / Session 234, ‘Origins and Identities’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. G.14, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : David Alvarez (DePauw University) 

Based on the educational principle of Jesuit humanism and written mostly in the academic environment, Latin 

occasional literature of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the 18th c. accumulated the tradition of the Classical Antiquity 

and was built upon the models and forms of expression of Renaissance and Baroque authors. It was also closely 

connected to the history and realities of the country: reflected the essential events of its social, cultural and religious 

life, and was dedicated to the heroes of these events. 
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The topics of external circumstances related to the glorified person played a significant role in construction of the 

dedicatee’s picture. Apart from other things, it also covered the national mythology, abundant and often romanticized 

historical digressions, which were applied to reveal the merits of a given family. 

The myth of Palemonas performed an important function in the Latin occasional literature. The narrative of this 

legendary tale was related to Rome and Romans, i.e. the Quirinus nation. This mythological tope naturally matched 

with the panegyric feature, essential in the occasional literature works. The epithet Palaemonicus as locus communis 

was widely used in recording the family genealogies, applied to descriptions of lands of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania 

and Vilnius, as well as to cultural connection of characters of the Antiquity myths. 

Although there are just a few cases of direct mentioning of the legend on the foundation of Vilnius City, one of the 

most popular descriptions of Vilnius at the time was related to Gediminas, the main character of the legend: the 

capital city of the GDL was referred to as the Urbs Gediminia, Gediminia moenia, Gediminia porta. National mythology 

and history were two most important tools in formation of the national identity, and – it is important to note – they 

were used in literary works written in other than Lithuanian languages and did not lose their relevance up to the very 

end of the 18th century.  

 

Constantine Vassiliou (University of Toronto) A Liberal Art for the Commercial World: Moderation 

in the Political Thought of Montesquieu and Adam Ferguson 

Panel / Session 328, ‘Economics and Commerce’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. G.15, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Felicia Gottmann (Northumbria University) 

It is commonly understood among scholars that commercial England was the superlative model that informed 

Montesquieu theory of moderation. England’s institutional complexity helped restrain political actors’ naturally 

despotic tendencies, and accommodated the exigencies of modern commerce, itself an important source of 

moderation in political and social life. Such accounts omit an important consideration that shaped Montesquieu’s idea 

of political moderation, later echoed in the works of Adam Ferguson. Both thinkers feared that unfettered commerce 

could lead to a new form of despotism; despite it being a source of moderation, commerce itself needed to be 

moderated. Yet, the bases of their concerns differed. Whereas Montesquieu bemoaned some of the self-interested 

aspects of modern commercial activity, Ferguson was primarily concerned with how specialization vitiates the active 

spirit that animates citizens to meaningfully pursue their private and public endeavours. Both thinkers accept the 

possibility of multiple intermediate positions between fully embracing a classical republican or a commercially 

grounded vision of politics. They show readers that one does not need to jump directly from Rome to the 

Mandevillean beehive; but the means by which their theories accommodate virtue differ. Whereas Ferguson’s vision 

evokes the institutionalized rivalry and dissension observable in the ancient republics, Montesquieu draws lessons 

from the feudal constituents of honour for maintaining a sociable spirit among citizens. In examining these hinge-

points in their theories, this paper enucleates a facet of Montesquieu and Ferguson’s moderation that is derivative 

neither of intellectual nor of instrumental virtue. It is grounded on social contingency, but without a teleological end 

which animates the commercial virtues. Moderation emerges as a liberal art, which relies on the existence of a 

dignified civic space that nourishes citizens’ sense of interpersonal magnanimity, and frees them from their most 

inward-looking passions.  

 

Daniele Vecchiato (King’s College London) Staging the Law: The Vehmic Court Motif in German 

Plays of the Late Eighteenth Century 

Panel / Session 181, ‘Representations of Legal Practices and the Law in the Age of Goethe’. Tuesday /Mardi 

14.30 – 16.00. G.14, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Tatiana Korneeva (Freie Universität Berlin) 

The motif of the Vehmic Court (Vehmgericht) – a medieval secret tribunal – enjoyed a remarkable popularity in 

German literature of the late 18th and early 19th centuries. From 1773, the year of publication of Johann Wolfgang 

Goethe’s “Götz von Berlichingen”, which can be considered as the initiator of this literary phenomenon, until 1810, 

when the last important work on the subject – Heinrich von Kleist’s “Käthchen von Heilbronn” – was first staged, a 

considerable number of dramas and novels incorporating the Vehmic Court were written in the German lands. 
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The aim of this paper is to present an overview on the development of the motif by looking in particular at his 

representation and function in dramatic texts. Besides Goethe’s and Kleist’s classics, the analysis will include 

representative examples of lowbrow plays containing secret tribunal scenes such as Ludwig Ferdinand Huber’s “Das 

heimliche Gericht” (1790), Johann Nepomuk Komareck’s “Ida oder Das Vehmgericht” (1792), and Veit Weber’s “Die 

heilige Vehme” (1795). 

Firstly, the paper will try to shed light on the peculiarities and possible interactions between works labelled as ‘minor’ 

and canonical ones, in particular by examining the role of Goethe’s “Götz” as a template for the development of the 

motif in mass literature. A second aim will be to define how the literary works handle, elaborate and possibly 

transform the historical subject, in order to unfold how the Vehme motif was used to divulge historical knowledge. 

Lastly, a specific analysis of the way in which the proceedings of the Vehmgericht are staged in the texts will help point 

out to what degree the authors functionalised the historical Vehme in order to comment on contemporary legal 

practices or even express criticism towards the institution of law. 

 

Eva Velasco-Moreno (Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, Madrid) William Robertson’s Works in Spain: 

The National Interpretation of Universal History 

Panel / Session 197, ‘Between Universal History and National Histories: Building the Past in the Age of the 

Enlightenment 2’. Tuesday /Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. 2.06, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Niccolò 

Guasti (University of Foggia) 

At the beginning of 1777, the Scottish historian William Robertson published in London the two volumes of The 

History of America. Few months later, the Spanish Royal Academy of History and some political authorities supported 

the translation of the book. However, it was never printed because the project was suddenly suspended and 

paralyzed. Years later The History of America and History of the Reign of the Emperor Charles V, another important 

analysis of European History by Robertson, were included in the Index of Prohibited books. They were forbidden even 

to people who had the prohibited book licence. 

The main goal of this paper is to examine the reasons why the Spanish authorities changed their position and why the 

Inquisition intervened in the process. It is usually believed that the Scottish historian contributed to the stigmatization 

of the image of Spain in eighteenth-century Europe. The arguments and theses he developed in his books about the 

colonization process contributed to fostering the Spanish Black Legend. I will try to demonstrate that there was a clear 

misperception of Robertson’s books because of the defensive position adopted by the Spanish political élites and 

authorities due to the constant and unjustified attacks to the Spanish legacy especially during the second half of the 

century. The reception and consideration of William Robertson’s books in Spain reflected the tensions between 

universal history and its national interpretation and misinterpretation.  

 

Gerrit Verhoeven (University of Antwerp) How to Question a Suspect in Five Easy Steps? Criminal 

Investigation, Cross-Examination, and Best Practices in the Antwerp Vierschaer (1715–1794) 

Panel / Session 41, ‘Confess and You’ll Feel Better! Cultures of Interrogation in the Long Eighteenth Century 

1’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.06, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Simon Devereaux 

(University of Victoria) 

Under the influence of Cesara Beccaria’s Dei delitti e delle pene (1764) and a range of other progressive jurists, legal 

practice evolved dramatically in the late eighteenth century, as capital punishments, torture, and other obsolete 

practices were hotly debated and less frequently utilized. Even before Emperor Jozef II launched his ambitious and 

highly controversial reform plans, legal practice had already radically evolved in the Austrian Netherlands. For the 

judges of the local benches, the decline in torture was quite a challenge, as they were forced to explore and develop 

other strategies to worm a confession out of the suspect. In Antwerp, the examining magistrates tried and tested a 

battery of new procedures, whereby suspects were confronted with inconsistencies in their earlier statements, 

incriminating material evidence, faulty alibi’s, testimonies of eyewitnesses, CSI reports, and other tools. Emotional 

strategies were also used to elicit a confession. In this lecture, I want to trace these evolutions in examination 

techniques in eighteenth-century Antwerp in detail. Moreover, I will look at the links with legal theory and advisory 

literature to measure their impact on legal practice and vice versa. Crime investigation has been a topical theme in 
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criminal history ever since experts such as King, Porret, or Schwerhoff put it on research agenda in the ’90s and ‘00s, 

yet less attention has been paid to slow-burn evolutions in interrogation and examination techniques. Delving into the 

rich proceedings of the Antwerp Hoogere Vierschaer – the so-called examinatiën en informatiën – I aim to provide 

fresh perspective.  

 

Natalia Vesselova (University of Ottawa) Happy 300! What’s on the Menu? Robinson Crusoe and 

Robinson Crusoe in Twenty-First-Century Russia 

Panel / Session 72, ‘Daniel Defoe 1’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.07 Meadows Lecture Theatre, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Holly Kruitbosch (University of Nevada at Reno) 

In the light of the 300th anniversary of Daniel Defoe’s Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, an 

assessment of novel’s effect on culture is a timely task. The influence the novel had on literature as well as the 

development of genre of the Robinsonade are well researched. It is also no news that the fabula and the character 

created by Defoe transgressed the limits of literature: pictorial and cinematic representations of Robinson Crusoe are 

numerous; they have a recent development in the form of cartoons, manga, anime, and video games. The forms of 

Robinson Crusoe’s and Friday’s presence in the twenty-first century world include commercials, advertisements, 

posters, trademarks, names of scout organizations, restaurants, adventure clubs, and many more. As the novel carried 

its impact far beyond the Anglophone civilization, the paper seeks to analyze the conceptualization and usage of 

Robinson Crusoe and Friday in a particular – namely, Russian – popular culture, with an emphasis on the country-

specific traditional and modern visions of the characters. 

 

Ella Viitaniemi (Tampere University and Åbo Akademi) The Peasantry, Participation, and Political 

Identity in Eighteenth-Century Western Finland 

Panel / Session 171, ‘Identities, Belonging, and the Prospects of Participation in Local Communities in the 

Swedish Realm’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. G.12, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Johanna 

Ilmakunnas (Åbo Akademi) 

In this paper, I discuss the participation in the local decision-making and reformation of the peasantry’s political 

identity in the late eighteenth-century western Finland. I focus on parish assemblies in which most local matters were 

discussed and decisions were made. The parish assemblies were led by local clergy and attended also by local crown 

officers. All landowners had the right to take part in these assemblies; also the free peasantry were able to attend, 

discuss and vote in these meetings. The amount of tasks and decisions, which central government delivered and 

handed over to the parish level, were increasing during last decades of the eighteenth century. In addition, the 

importance of parish assemblies grew. 

This paper is a part of my postdoctoral research project “Making the rural citizens” in which I examine the peasantry’s 

increased participation by using various source material (e.g. parish assemble minutes and letters from central 

authorities). The diverse discussions held in parish assemblies reveal long-term changes at the local political culture. I 

study how the peasantry’s increasing participation produced deeper experience of belonging to the local political 

community and how it slowly reformed their identities. I am also looking at whether a stronger political identity and 

acknowledged belonging to the local community (parish) amplified the participation and willingness to act together 

for common good. In the end, did this process change the peasantry’s political identity from subjects towards citizens?  

 

Anne Vila (University of Wisconsin) Solitary Identities: Perspectives from Eighteenth-Century 

Literature and Medicine (France, Switzerland) 

Panel / Session 297, ‘Eighteenth-Century Pathologies of Solitude’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. G.14, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Silvia Sebastiani (École des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, 

Paris) 

“Solitude is the infirmary of the mind”: so declared  the Benedictine monk François Lamy in his influential work De la 

connaissance de soi-même (1694).  The therapeutic mental benefits of solitude continued to be championed by many 
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authors (both religious and secular) in eighteenth-century Europe.  However, solitude was also increasingly tied to 

mental disorder, for reasons that included the widespread emphasis on sociability and social engagement, alarm over 

self-secluding activities like masturbation and overstudy, and suspicion towards claustral institutions like the convent. 

After considering the topos of studious and non-studious retreat in selected literary works of the French 

Enlightenment, I will examine how solitude was medicalized–a development tied to the growing importance of the 

passions, the imagination, and nerves as topics of hygiene and disease theory.  This part of my talk will focus on two 

Swiss physicians:  Dr. Johann-Georg Zimmermann, the Enlightenment’s most famous theoretician of the benefits and 

dangers of solitude for the psyche; and his Francophone compatriot Samuel-Auguste Tissot, an influential medical 

writer who (in addition to medicalizing masturbation and overstudy) acted as the main conduit for the dissemination 

in French of Zimmermann’s ideas on solitude and melancholy.  Reading Zimmerman and Tissot in tandem, I will 

analyze the curious analogies they proposed between two pathologically contemplative types: the overly zealous 

scholar and the religious zealot.  I will end by considering how retreat, or isolation vis-à-vis society, factored into 

medical and literary depictions of the Jansenist convulsionaries–the group that embodied fanatical devotion most 

notoriously from the 1730s to the end of the century (indeed, well into the nineteenth century).    

 

Charles Vincent (Université de Kyoto) Fiction politique et personnages collectifs dans La 

Destruction de la Ligue (1782) de Mercier 

Panel / Session 318, ‘Théâtre et théâtralité’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. G.09, Old Medical School. Chair 

/ Président.e : Ana Luiza Reis Bedê (Universidade de São Paulo) 

La Réduction de la Ligue (1782) est une pièce de théâtre de Louis Sébastien Mercier qui lui a valu de poursuivre l’exil 

dans lequel il se trouvait déjà. La Préface en particulier fait un éloge appuyé de la guerre civile pour régénérer la 

nation. Or l’un des personnages principaux de cette préface, qui oscille entre discours et narration, est le peuple, 

tandis que paradoxalement, ce dernier est quasiment absent de la pièce qui suit comme protagoniste, relégué la 

plupart du temps à un objet de discours. Nous voudrions nous interroger à travers le cas particulier de la pièce de 

Mercier sur l’existence paradoxale de cet être de papier qu’est le « personnage collectif » avant la Révolution 

française, en comparant le dispositif dramatique à celui de la préface. Pour se faire, nous mobiliserons des outils 

linguistiques (métaphore et métonymie) mais aussi narratologiques (discours et récit) et dramaturgiques (personnage, 

scène) pour repenser la mise en fiction de l’histoire politique des idées. Nous voudrions débattre, se faisant, de 

certaines propositions de Ricoeur sur l’identité narrative et la notion de personnage qui l’accompagne. L’enjeu sera de 

saisir la spécificité du collectif dans les représentations politiques et sociales et la narrativité inhérente à sa réduction 

à un personnage.  

 

Corrado Viola (Università di Verona) L’invention de l’identité culturelle italienne et étrangère dans 

la querelle sur le « goût présent » (1780–1786) 

Panel / Session 272, ‘Identités italiennes’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.06, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Laura Colombo (Università degli Studi di Verona) 

Reprenant une initiative similaire de l’Académie de Berlin de 1775 sur la «decadence du goût» (Verfall des 

Geschmacks), l’Académie royale de Mantoue lança en 1781 et 1783 un concours sur le thème du «goût présent des 

belles lettres en Italie». Il y eut de discussions articulées de critiques militantes, participées par hommes de lettres 

italiens et étrangers (I. Pindemonte, S. Bettinelli, F.M. Colle, M. Borsa, G.B. Garducci De Velo, C. Sibiliato, M. Cesarotti, 

G. Tiraboschi, les anciens jésuites espagnols E. Arteaga, J. Andrés et F.- X. Llampillas, etc.). Le débat portait sur des 

questions très importantes, telles que l’influence d’autres cultures européennes sur l’italien, les Lumières, la 

traduction des littératures étrangères modernes, l’influence des langues européennes sur le “génie de la langue” 

italien, l’héritage gréco-latin, les nouvelles tendances dans la domaine littéraire (“néoclassicisme”, 

“preromanticismo”), donnant ainsi lieu à des tentatives tres intéressantes de définir le «goût» national dans la 

dialectique avec d’autres traditions culturelles, en particulier la français et l’anglais: un véritable examen de 

conscience par la culture italienne, qui marque un point ferme dans la réflexion sur l’identité nationale par rapport 

aux cultures contemporaines européennes. L’homme de lettres mantouan Matteo Borsa, par exemple, qui remporta 

le concours avec la dissertation Del gusto presente in letteratura italiana (1784), identifia de façon emblématique trois 
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«vices» récents de la culture nationale importés par contagion de l’étranger: «neologismo straniero», «filosofismo 

enciclopedico» et «confusione dei generi». L’homme de lettres Garducci De Velo publia en 1786 le traité-pamphlet 

Del carattere nazionale del gusto italiano e di quello di certo gusto dominante in letteratura straniera. Au contraire, 

Ippolito Pindemonte et Melchiorre Cesarotti défendirent le cosmopolitisme comme un caractère nécessaire du siècle 

 

Pieter Vlaardingerbroek (Utrecht University) From Dutch Design to British Identity: The Temple of 

Concord and Victory in Stowe Garden 

Panel / Session 244, ‘Reconstructing Identity in the Eighteenth-Century Country Estate’. Wednesday 

/Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. G.16, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Clare Taylor (The Open 

University) 

Stowe Garden belongs to the most important gardens of England. In the eighteenth century, both English and foreign 

tourists visited the site and commented on its beauty. Many guides of the property appeared explaining the buildings 

scattered across this epitome of English garden design. The many editions of J. Seeley’s Stowe: a Description of the 

House and Gardens describe the Lorrain-inspired landscape covered with temples and pavilions of classical beauty. 

Despite the fact that the garden underwent many changes throughout the eighteenth century, all of the buildings 

were constructed in a classical design, either in the purest Antique or Palladian forms, or in other styles like Gothic and 

Chinese. Most were designed by architects of renown, such as Sir John Vanbrugh, William Kent, James Gibbs or 

Giambattista Borra, but others were designed by the owners of the estate. Richard Grenville, later 2nd Earl Temple, 

most probably designed the Grecian Temple at Stowe in 1749, which was renamed the Temple of Concord and Victory 

in 1763, celebrating English victory in the Seven Years War. This purely classical structure in the Ionic order was, 

according to Seeley, modelled after the Maison Carrée in Nîmes, exactly copying its measurements. However, the 

Maison Carrée is in the Corinthian order and lacks a sculpted tympanum and crowning statuary. At Stowe a tympanum 

was added representing the four continents bringing their treasures to Britannia as well as a statue on top of the 

pediment representing Peace, all executed by the Antwerp-born sculptor Peter Scheemaker. He most probably 

adapted the designs from the seventeenth-century Amsterdam Town Hall, which was designed by the Antwerp 

sculptor Artus Quellinus. Scheemaker made them suitable for the British context by replacing Amsterdam with 

Britannia. Curiously, this means Stowe Garden, which to a large extent glorifies the British monarchy, draws from the 

most important political structure of the Dutch Republic. 

 

Konstantinos Vlamis (National and Kapodistrian University of Athens) Shaping the Greek Nation in 

the Late Eighteenth Century 

Panel / Session 196, ‘Balkan Identities’. Tuesday /Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. G.11, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Maria Baramova (St. Kliment Ohridski University of Sofia) 

The Greek Enlightenment was inextricably linked to the ideology of Greek nationalism during the last two decades of 

the 18th century. In this paper, I explore the work of three intellectuals of the Greek Enlightenment: Daniel Philippides 

and Grigorios Konstantas who co-authored Modern Geography (1791), as well as Rigas Velestinlis who wrote the New 

Political Administration (1798). I focus my interest in the ways they handled the shaping of Greek national identity 

during that time. 

More specifically, I look at the problem of transitioning from a traditional, multilingual, multiethnic Ottoman millet to 

a modern nation state. This transition involved, or rather demanded, the revisiting of existing identities and the 

construction of new ones, and gave rise to fundamentally different apporaches regarding the issue of their 

delineation. 

Accoring to Philippides and Konstantas, the modern Greek nation had to be based on the Greek language and 

orthodox chrsitianity. It was, however, aslo seen as a work in progress, a cultural and political body that could 

incoroporate populations with divergent linguistic and racial backgrounds. 

Velestinlis on the other hand took a different approach. In his opinion, the different ethnic groups of the Ottoman 

empire should be eqaul parts of a unified Greek kingdom that would contain most of the Balkans and Asia Minor. The 
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nation would be Greek, with Greek as its official language, and the several constituent groups would be clearly 

separated from each other. They would retain their cultural identity within the larger national body. 

Although there are many ways to approach these two very divergent conceptualizations of national identity, I’m 

inclined to view them as different strategies of accommodating the diversity of the traditional millet system in the 

newfound unity of the nation. 

 

Sabine Volk-Birke (Universität Halle-Wittenberg) Closets, Chapels, Churches: Sung Hymns in 

Secular and Sacred Spaces 

Panel / Session 152, ‘Shaping Sacred Space in the Enlightenment 1’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. G.10, 

Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Laura M. Stevens (University of Tulsa) 

The hymn as a form of devotional poetry is a respected 18th century genre, written and read by men and women. The 

sung hymn as part of a liturgical event, however, is a bone of great contention.  While dissenting communities actively 

promoted its use by their congregations, the Church of England, allowing hymns in private worship, Foundling 

Hospitals or Sunday Schools,  objected to them in divine service on the grounds of their lack of biblical tradition, their 

individuality of expression, and their association with secular tunes. Within this contest over the appropriate space for 

hymn singing, there is a gender struggle embedded. In contrast to the great number of women hymn authors, most 

English hymn collections used in chapels and later in churches are dominated by male contributors (with Watts, 

Wesley, Doddridge, and Newton among the most frequent). The paper analyses the way in which Presbyterian 

minister Andrew Kippis’ very popular collection (Andrew Kippis and Abraham Rees, A Collection of Hymns and Psalms 

for Public and Private Worship, London 1795, 2nd ed. 1797, 3rd 3d. 1804), which included hymns by female poets like 

Anna Steele, Anna Letitia Barbauld, Elizabeth Singer Rowe, and Elizabeth Carter, shortened and censured some of 

them to tailor them to what the editor considered appropriate for the sacred space of the church during divine 

service.  

 

Yvonne Völkl (University of Graz) Imagined Gender Communities in the French and Spanish 

Spectator Press 

Panel / Session 279, ‘Real and Fictitious Identities in Relation to Political, Social, and Cultural Spaces in the 

European ‘Spectators’ 1’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. Seminar Room 5, Chrystal McMillan Building. 

Chair / Président.e : Angela Fabris (University of Klagenfurt) 

To the same degree as nations have been identified as ‘imagined communities’ (Anderson), the female and male 

bourgeois identities – established through a binary, hierarchical gender model in the 18th century – can be 

understood as ‘imagined gender communities’. In both cases of community building, communicative networks play a 

central role in the development and dissemination of common norms, values and practices within groups in order to 

create a (national or gendered) sense of community or of difference. One of such networks functioning as a vehicle of 

social standardisation is the Spectator Press which existed in all over Europe throughout the 18th century. The 

Spectators establish a system of degrees of ‘normality’ (cf. Foucault 1977) which facilitates the formation of a 

collective female and male identity, i.e. the image that builds a group of itself and with which its members identify (cf. 

Assmann 1992). Once read and internalized, the female and male readers, constituting the emerging bourgeois 

society, reform themselves through the self-discipline of the educated mind and through the adaptation to social 

norms. 

The following contribution will address the narrative techniques which enable the Spectator Press to play a prominent 

role in the dissemination of collective bourgeois female and male identities and the formation of ‘imagined gender 

communities’. 

 

Natalia Voloshkova (Dragomanov National Pedagogical University, Kiev, Ukraine) Britishness, 

Otherness, and Loneliness: Catherinian Petersburg through the Eyes of a British Lady 
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Panel / Session 192, ‘Women, Identities, and Travel in Eighteenth-Century Europe’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 

16.00. Seminar Room 2, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Sutapa Dutta (Indian Institute 

of Advanced Study, Shimla / Gargi College, University of Delhi) 

This paper introduces a previously unpublished journal written by a British lady during her residence in St. Petersburg. 

The manuscript journal presents a valuable eighteenth-century document which provides first-hand evidence of the 

imperial city and its inhabitants – from royals to serfs. Not intended for publication, it conveys the author’s 

observations and thoughts, her attempts ‘to catch the true Characters of those we are living among’. The paper 

provides an overview of the journal, locates it in the corpus of eighteenth-century British writing on Russia, and 

analyses its contents as throwing light upon general concepts of gender, national identities, and travel, as well as 

personal experiences, including loneliness. 

 

Nataliia Voloshkova (Dragomanov National Pedagogical University) Gaining Authority in the 

Bluestocking Circle: Mary Hamilton’s Connections, Intermediacy, and Sociability 

Panel / Session 111, ‘Learned Ladies’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. Seminar Room 1, Chrystal McMillan 

Building. Chair / Président.e : Helen Williams (Northumbria University) 

This paper aims at situating Mary Hamilton (1756-1816) within the bluestocking coterie in the 1780s and defining her 

status in the vibrant intellectual environment. The accomplished young woman who actively attended the 

bluestocking parties and befriended the renowned women and men of the day managed to gain a high profile in the 

creative and intellectual community, yet authored no work in print. This paper examines Hamilton’s diaries and 

correspondence which offer a range of insights into the strategies Hamilton employed to strengthen her standing in 

the circle. It focuses on Hamilton’s strong social skills and networking which were central to her bluestocking identity. 

 

Rotraud von Kulessa (Augsburg University) Giustiniana Wynne Orsini v. Rosenberg : Pièces 

morales et sentimentales (1785) 

Panel / Session 166, ‘Écriture de soi et formation des identités féminines 1’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. 

G.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Catriona Seth (All Souls College, Oxford University) 

L’auteure cosmopolite vénitienne Giustiniana Wynne, comtesse Orsini v. Rosenberg (1737-1791), est née le 21 janvier 

1737 à Venise, de père anglais et de mère vénitienne. Giustiniana a passé son enfance à Venise, une période dont 

nous n’avons que peu d’informations. À la suite du décès du père, en 1751, la mère de Giustiniana, soucieuse de la 

réputation de sa fille, part en octobre 1758 avec ses filles pour un voyage à travers l’Europe qui les mène d’abord à 

Paris et ensuite à Londres. Durant tout le voyage, la jeune fille entretient un échange épistolaire avec son amant 

vénitien dans lequel elle lui raconte minutieusement ses rencontres avec de nombreux prétendants qui la courtisent 

de manière plus au moins polie et lui proposent soit leur protection soit le mariage, comme c’est le cas d’Alexandre La 

Riche de la Pouplinière (1693-1762). Son œuvre littéraire, entièrement écrite en français, comporte entre autres un 

roman de mœurs intitulé «Les Morlaques» (1788), qui a fait sa renommée comme auteure. Elle publie, en 1785, à 

Londres, ses «Pièces morales et sentimentales». Dans cet ouvrage, qui fera l’objet de cette intervention, Giustiniana 

Wynne donne maintes réflexions d’empreinte personnelle, qui s’inspirent de sa propre vie et de ses intérêts. Dans la 

lettre préfacielle qu’elle adresse à sa nièce, Maria-Augusta Wynne, l’écrivaine développe ainsi ses idées par rapport au 

statut et à l’identité d’auteure. Ses réflexions témoignent de l’intérêt qu’elle porte à la condition féminine, aux 

rapports entre les sexes et aux questions de sociabilité. Dans le chapitre intitulé ‘Mes premiers voyages’, Wynne fait le 

récit de ses rapports avec Andrea Memmo et de ses séjours à Paris et à Londres qui suivent leur relation illégitime. 

Contrairement à ce que nous apprenons de son échange épistolaire avec l’amant, publié par Nancy K. Isenberg, cette 

période de sa vie est quelque peu embellie dans ses «Réflexions morales» et donne matière de réflexion sur les âges 

de la vie d’une femme ; un sujet qui est d’ailleurs récurrent dans cet ouvrage.  

 

Rebekka von Mallinckrodt (University of Bremen) Slavery in the Holy Roman Empire: Legal 

Concepts and Case Studies 
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Panel / Session 394, ‘German Slavery 1: Legal Problems, Legal Cases, and the Struggle for Identity’. Friday 

/Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. G.06, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Diana Paton (University of 

Edinburgh) 

The Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation is usually perceived neither as a slave-holding state nor as a state 

where slaves lived, all the more as the countries of the Old Empire had only very limited colonial holdings and a slave 

trading company just for a short period of time. Still, German envoys, merchants, missionaries, and soldiers brought 

back trafficked people with them whom they had bought as slaves in other European countries or colonies, and thus 

confronted German administrations and jurisdictions with the question of the legal status of these persons. In the 

proposed paper I will present several case studies from 18th century Germany in which the slave status was explicitly 

confirmed. I will also be discussing legal traditions and contemporary notions that document an acceptance of slavery 

and an application of the legal concept of slavery in the Holy Roman Empire beyond the individual case. Although 

geographically at the margins of the transatlantic slave trade, 18th century Germany in this way was deeply 

embedded in Atlantic history 

 

Georgia Vullinghs (University of Edinburgh / National Museums Scotland) Rebellious Women: The 

Material Culture of Jacobite Women 

Panel / Session 335, ‘Jacobite Material Culture’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. 2.12, Appleton Tower. Chair 

/ Président.e : Viccy Coltman (University of Edinburgh) 

This paper will explore the way in which women took part in and expressed their loyalty to the Stuart cause between 

1716 and 1766. The existing historiography largely suggests that women who were involved in Jacobitism were 

somehow stepping outside of the constrictions of their gender. An examination of Jacobite women’s use of what can 

be considered particularly feminine material culture, and their involvement in networks of exchange, reveals that 

most women took part in the politics of Jacobitism in a way which conformed to eighteenth-century gender norms. 

Jacobite women’s material culture should not, however, be considered any less ‘political’ because of this. 

 

Renée Vulto (Ghent University) Constructing Identities in Song and Collective Singing Practices: 

Political Songs in Eighteenth-Century Netherlands 

Panel / Session 154, ‘Songs and Singers’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. 2.07, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Annika Windahl Ponten (Uppsala University) 

Singing songs together was a common activity in the early modern Netherlands. At events and festivities, at work and 

in the pub – everywhere people were singing. Yet, songs were not solely a form of entertainment. Research on 

European political song cultures of that period has indicated that a key aspect of such songs was to evoke feelings of 

collectivity and unity – especially in times of instability. During the late eighteenth century, the Northern Netherlands 

were going through several political and societal conflicts and changes. In these turbulent decades a Dutch national 

identity was cultivated in art and literature, although a collective identity was not easy to define in this culturally 

fragmented region. I will argue that therefore the construction of collective identities – whether local, regional or 

national – may have depended largely on performances of such a unity in collective practices, such as singing 

together. 

In my paper I will relate collective singing practices to the discourse on sympathy and enthusiasm, and theories of the 

qualities and effects of music and verse of that time. These discourses often reflected the idea that feelings could be 

transferred through reading and performing song and lyrical texts. Such ideas inspired ‘cultivators of national culture’ 

to write songs that enabled their audiences to perform, and identify themselves with, the community voiced in that 

song. 

An interesting example of a context in which a collective identity was performed and explicitly connected to a national 

identity, is that of civic militia. In line with eighteenth-century ideals of enlightenment and sociability, they wanted to 

educate people in the use of weapons. Their marching exercises, accompanied by singing, are a convincing example of 

how a singing group could become the embodiment of the ideas of collectivity voiced in their songs. Zooming in on a 

civic militia in the city of Leiden and their songbook Vaderlandsche Liederen (1784), I will discuss how these songs 
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voice a collective Dutch identity, how they were incorporated in the society’s collective exercises, and how we can 

analyse this in the context of the conflicted historical situation. 

 

Jacques Wagner (Université Clermont Auvergne) Une identité catholique à l’épreuve de la 

Modernité : l’Abbé Grosier rédacteur du Journal de littérature, des sciences et des arts (1779) 

Panel / Session 373, ‘Lumières et héritages’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. 2.07, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Gilles Montègre (Université Grenoble Alpes) 

Confronté à la diffusion massive d’ écrits inspirés par les Lumièrs, l’abbé Grosier tente, en 1779, dans ses comptes 

rendus bibliographiques de réaffirmer avec vigueur , en polémiste virtuose, la supériorité de son discours , de son 

savoir et de sa morale sur tout autre énoncé moderne. Son identité religieuse le contraint à une fidélité dont la 

réitération est le mode d’exercice permanent et usant. En compensation, il se permet quelques incursions dans la 

sphère mondaine , qu’il s’intéresse à des ouvrages consacrés à la situation des femmes , à la poésie, ou à la comédie, 

ou qu’il s’autorise quelques anecdotes piquantes nées dans les cercles ou les salons. Mais sa capacité à emprunter des 

marqueurs idéologiques variés n’entame en rien l’assertion fondatrice de sa personne : je suis catholique et donc 

soumis au verbe divin, à l’ordre monarchique et à la tradition esthétique et rhétorique. Admirateur de Cicéron, 

disciple de Boileau, lecteur de La Bruyère, il reste figé dans une admiration inconditionnelle pour les hommes et les 

oeuvres du passé, de l’Antiquité biblique et romaine jusqu’aux derniers feux de Louis XIV, défendant Massillon, au 

détriment de la poésie profane de Racine, pour confimer la supériorité de l’éloquence sacrée , mais défendant même 

Lully contre des attaques inspirées par des auteurs ‘philosophiques’, pour son lien avec le Roi. Ses bêtes noires sont 

Buffon, Voltaire, Diderot et surtout d’Alembert, tous corrupteurs séduisants de la culture antique, catholique et 

monarchique et tous trahissant l’identité de la France par leur refus de la tradition et la menaçant par leurs 

innovations irrespectueuses. Usant sans faiblesse et très habilement des artifices de la rhétorique du pamphlet, 

recourant au ton sévère et indigné du professeur magistral confronté à des élèves indisciplinés trop jeunes, trop 

‘immatures’ à ses yeux pour être crédibles, il n’en est pas moins consterné par l’attrait grandissant pour la modernité 

et d’autant plus violent qu’il se sent de plus en plus minoritaire et impuissant. Il sera d’ailleurs, à la fin 79, non pas 

remplacé  mais entoutré d’une  équipe de rédacteurs plus consensuels, ouvrant le journal à un public plus large. 

 

Martin Wåhlberg (Norwegian University of Science and Technology) L’Espion dans le public: 

opéra-comique et identité politique pendant la Révolution 

Panel / Session 20, ‘Opéra-Comique and Identity During the French Revolution’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 

12.30. 2.11, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Valerie Mainz (Independent Scholar) 

Au lendemain de la liberté accordée aux théâtres, une sévère censure théâtrale s’installe progressivement dans les 

salles de spectacle d’opéra-comique à Paris. Cette communication prend pour point de départ une série de procès 

verbaux des archives de police conservés aux Archives Nationales. Ces documents consistent principalement en des 

rapports envoyés par les agents secrets qui opéraient dans les salles de théâtre afin d’assurer une surveillance secrète 

et politique des acteurs et des publics. Ces archives sont généralement présentées, dans divers inventaires et 

descriptifs plus tardifs, comme étant consacrées au théâtre de manière générale. Pourtant, elles portent 

presqu’exclusivement sur la censure des salles d’opéra-comique. La communication portera sur les questions liées aux 

identités politiques, la manière dont elles se manifestent dans les salles, et la manière dont elle est acceptée ou 

réprimée par la police. Cette analyse sera particulièrement attentive aux manières dont les comportements du public 

répondent aux éléments qui sont propre à l’opéra-comique pour donner lieux à des faits qui sont remarqués et 

rapportés par les agents secrets. La communication s’intéressera principalement aux archives portant sur la salle 

Feydeau. Cette salle, ouverte peu avant la Révolution et liée à Monsieur frère du roi, était, à divers moments de la 

Révolution, très fortement associée aux courants royalistes au point de devenir un véritable club royaliste. A en juger 

par les archives qui nous sont parvenues, et qui ne sont que fragmentaires, on peut conjecturer que la police montrait 

un intérêt particulièrement intense à l’égard du public de cette salle aux couleurs politiques antirévolutionnaires. 

Quelques exemples frappants de surveillance particulièrement sévère seront choisis pour confronter ces rapports de 

police aux œuvres d’opéra-comique qui donnaient lieu aux faits mentionnés et commentés par les agents de la police. 
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Rosanne Waine (National Museums Scotland) The Role of Highland Clubs and Societies in the 

Romantic Revival of Highland Dress, c. 1782–1822 

Panel / Session 319, ‘Wild and Majestic: Romantic Visions of Scotland – Exploring a Major Exhibition at the 

National Museum of Scotland’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. Lecture Theatre 5, Appleton Tower. Chair 

/ Président.e : Viccy Coltman (University of Edinburgh) 

‘The Natives of the Highlands have always been distinguished for their attachment to their ancient Garb, which they 

look upon as a National Dress, peculiarly calculated for mountainous districts, and well fitted for the purposes of war.’ 

– Sir John Sinclair of Ulbster, senior member of the Highland Society of London (1813) 

Formed in 1778, a principal aim of the Highland Society of London was to end the ban on Highland dress instituted 

across Scotland in the aftermath of the Jacobite rising of 1745. When the ban was repealed in 1782, members of the 

Highland Society of London resolved to celebrate Highland dress culture through a programme of club activities and 

public events. They were not alone in this endeavour. Other Highland clubs and societies formed during this period, 

such as the Ancient Caledonian Society and the Society of True Highlanders, also sought to provoke a revival in 

Highland dress culture. 

From the repeal of the ban in 1782 to the feted visit of King George IV to Edinburgh in 1822, Highland clubs and 

societies actively promoted the romantic character of Highland dress in Scotland. Such efforts included offering prizes 

to the ‘best dressed’ competitors at piping exhibitions and Highland games, the publication of patriotic essays and 

poems celebrating the ‘heroic’ history of Highland dress, and the collection and preservation of ancestral ‘clan’ 

tartans. 

Highland dress represented all that the literary and artistic world saw as romantic about Scotland. As demonstrated by 

the words of Sir John Sinclair of Ulbster, the romantic revival of Highland dress culture aligned with popular visions of 

noble warriors occupying a wild and majestic Highland landscape.  

Showcasing new research on the Highland dress and tartan fashion collection at the National Museum of Scotland, 

this presentation will illustrate how the ‘ancient Garb’ of the picturesque Highlander was transformed into the 

national costume of Scotland during the era of European romanticism.  

 

Vera Waksman (Universidad Nacional de la Plata) Identité du moi et identité du philosophe dans 

les écrits autobiographiques de Rousseau 

Panel / Session 409, ‘Rousseau: identités et intimités’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. G.04, 50 George 

Square. Chair / Président.e : Alberto Postigliola (Università degli Studi di Napoli ‘L’Orientale’) 

Les écrits autobiographiques sont pour Rousseau beaucoup plus qu’une occasion pour raconter l’histoire de ses 

malheurs. Le récit de la propre vie peut se concevoir comme la réalisation de sa mission en tant que philosophe. Dans 

cette communication, on présente, d’abord, l’identification de Rousseau avec la figure de Socrate à travers divers 

topoï typiques de la philosophie socratico-platonicienne dans le premier et le second Discours. Ainsi, l’éloge de 

l’ignorance en rapport avec la difficulté de concilier la connaissance et la vertu ; la critique aux sophistes et l’apologie 

de la véritable philosophie ; le sens de la comparaison avec la statue du dieu Glaucus dans la représentation de la 

nature humaine, emprunté à la République de Platon. 

Dans un deuxième temps, on montre comment cette identification change de signe dans les textes autobiographiques 

d’un Jean-Jacques plus âgé et désabusé. On y retrouve des éléments typiquement socratiques mais inversés. Rousseau 

n’est donc plus empoisonné comme l’Athénien, mais devient empoisonneur et, au lieu d’être accusé et jugé, il n’est 

que la victime d’un complot, de sorte que c’est lui-même qui met en scène un accusateur et un défenseur dans 

Rousseau juge de Jean-Jacques. 

Finalement, Rousseau semble comprendre que la cité n’a pas de place pour le philosophe et que celui-ci est 

condamné à marcher seul dans les bords de la ville. Les Rêveries sont, donc, l’expression du philosophe, de l’homme 

retrouvé qui avait commencé sa mission dans les Confessions, en présentant « le seul portrait d’homme peint 

exactement d’après la nature ». Le philosophe est donc l’homme de la nature qui a traversé les divers moments de la 

vie sociale et qui reprend les traits de l’homme naturel : la bonté, l’oisiveté et le sentiment d’existence. Socrate est le 

médiateur de cette mission et le miroir inversé dans lequel Rousseau se regarde.  
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Mark Wallace (Lyon College) The Influence of Associational Culture and Enlightenment Ideas of 

Reform 

Panel / Session 313, ‘Scottish Clubs and Societies at the Margins of Enlightenment’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 

11.30. 2.07, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Rosalind Carr (Queen Mary, University of London) 

During the Scottish Enlightenment, numerous organizations facilitated an intense interest in cultural and intellectual 

improvement and advancement. The academic and intellectual vigor produced new forums for discussion and debate, 

and Enlightenment sociability in the form of clubs, societies, and associations became extremely popular. Among 

these societies were groups which, according to historian Davis D. McElroy, existed as “organizations of learned men 

who combined for the purpose of exchanging ideas on any subject which was of interest to themselves, to the other 

members, or to mankind at large.” 

As the moral reform societies of the beginning of the eighteenth-century diminished in importance, however, new 

elements of continuity in associational activity appeared and developed. Much has been made about specific 

organizations, individual members, and topics debated by these societies. However, the term “association” 

increasingly is rather limited, as it all too often restricts those groups that fall under its scope to convivial, literary, and 

secret societies. And the articulation of associationalism as a broad movement and the ways in which associations 

developed in response to particular needs, wants, and deficiencies are often overlooked, ignored, misinterpreted, or 

expressed in generalities.  

This paper will speak to the role of servitude in creating a social hierarchy, and socio-economic patterns of servitude 

and their impact on the formation of a national identity. Implicit in my approach to these topics are the ways in which 

various societies advocated for reform and affected social change in Scotland, and the influence and impact of such 

reform movements.   

 

Taylor Walle (Washington and Lee University) James Boswell, Allan Ramsay, and the Scottish 

Enlightenment 

Panel / Session 421, ‘Boswell between Scotland and England’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. Lecture 

Theatre 1, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Deidre Dawson (Independent Scholar) 

The extent of Boswell’s allegiance to Scotland remains up for debate. On some occasions, such as his first meeting 

with Johnson, he minimizes his Scottish origins—“I do indeed come from Scotland, but I cannot help it.”—while on 

others, such as his letters to Rousseau, he expresses a fervent loyalty to his homeland: “Oh, vouchsafe to preserve a 

true Scot!” While much attention has been paid to Boswell’s relationship to Scottish Enlightenment thinkers and his 

role in the Ossian controversy, I would like to propose that we consider his attitude toward another well-known 

Scotsman, the poet and lyricist Allan Ramsay (1684–1758). Boswell’s journals contain frequent references to Ramsay, 

his library housed many of Ramsay’s books, and, what’s more, he socialized with Ramsay’s son, the painter Allan 

Ramsay the younger. This paper suggests that Ramsay illuminates an alternative to the traditional ways that Boswell’s 

relationship to Scotland has been conceptualized: instead of a desire to distance himself from “low” Scottish culture, 

or a nostalgic engagement with a remote Scottish past, Boswell’s affinity for Ramsay suggests an interest in the living, 

ongoing iterations of the Scottish vernacular in the eighteenth century. 

 

Jonathan Walsh (Wheaton College) Narrative Reflections and Reader Identification in Two Novels 

by Prévost and Marivaux 

Panel / Session 226, ‘Empathy and Emotion’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. G.04, 50 George Square. 

Chair / Président.e : Mary Peace (Sheffield Hallam University) 

 In the 1730s a dramatic change occurred in the way first-person novels moved readers with intimate, 

psychologically direct narrative reflections, as Arnold Hauser has shown in his Social History of Art.  Marivaux’s La vie 

de Marianne and Prévost’s Cleveland are good examples of novels whose narrators reveal their most intimate 

reflections, anticipating the autobiographical breakthrough of Rousseau’s Confession in fiction (Gilot).  Both offer 
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insight into how the narrators’ self-reflection allows the reader to identify with their thoughts and emotions, which 

sometimes defy description.  But they differ significantly in two ways:  the degree of realism in the adventures they 

relate and the way their narrators invite the readers’ identification.  The strength of the reader’s identification with 

the narrator of La vie de Marianne stems, on the one hand, from a vicarious intimacy allowed by the narrator’s 

confidence in the unnamed narratee, and on the other by candid reflections of her feelings.  At the same time, the 

plethora of seemingly banal details she provides, like the gloves Climal has her try on, or Mademoiselle Toinon’s 

reaction to her dress, create an intimate realism like those of raw autobiographical portraits like those of Rousseau’s 

Confessions.   In contrast,  Prévost’s Cleveland appeals directly to the reader, confronting her/him with a story of 

suffering that rivals that of Job in the Old Testament.  But Cleveland, with its baroque adventures of shipwrecks, 

transatlantic pursuit, unbelievable coincidences and unbearable obstacles, combined with the naked rendering of the 

narrator’s emotions and unparalleled suffering, creates an odd mixture of fantasy and reality.    In this paper I show 

that the kind of reflections we find in the novels of Marivaux and Prévost, which both helped transform the 

relationship between author and reader achieved this in very different ways. 

 

Stefanie Walther (University of Bremen) ‘Hidden’ identities: The Pictorial (Re-)Presentation of 

Black People in the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation 

Panel / Session 430, ‘German Slavery 2: Identities, Perception, and Representation’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 

– 12.30. G.06, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Wolfgang Schmale (University of Vienna) 

In the research literature on black persons and their living conditions in the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation, 

pictorial representations have been neglected so far, although there is an abundance of such early modern paintings 

showing people of colour. The proposed paper is based on a systematic collection of more than 180 paintings of black 

people, which is an ongoing part of the research project “German Slavery”. In particular, the portraits of princes and 

princesses accompanied by black pages play a central role. The blacks depicted on such paintings are commonly seen 

as a symbol of the cosmopolitan lifestyle, splendour and abundance of early modern court culture. Therefore, they 

were often considered as purely fictitious attribute, an artistic convention peculiar to this type of painting. However, 

the motif of the black servant in early modern portraits allows for a broad and even conflicting spectrum of 

interpretation, ranging from the “picture-worthiness” of blacks and the lack of ethnic resentment visible in the 

paintings to the stereotypes of blacks in baroque visual art and especially to the question whether real black persons 

were depicted or not. Using both iconographic analysis and archival sources from German courts the proposed paper 

will examine the biographical circumstances, perceptions, and representation of several black persons depicted on 

eighteenth century paintings. 

 

Sarah Walton (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) ‘Every Fresh Face’: The Metaphorical and 

Literal Tourist Experience in Austen 

Panel / Session 342, ‘Old and New: Jane Austen’s Engagement with Contemporary Society’. Thursday /Jeudi 

14.30 – 16.15. G.06, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Janet Aikins Yount (University of New 

Hampshire) 

The contrast between Emma Woodhouse, whose revelatory travel experience is limited to nearby Box Hill, and Anne 

Elliot, whose getaway to Lyme Regis only scratches the surface of the exotic travels that lie ahead for her as a navy 

wife, draws attention to the narrative possibilities in and lived realities of travel in Austen’s day. On the one hand, 

Austen’s attention to detail in describing tourist attractions (both fictional and real) situates her alongside other non-

fiction, travel female writers of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. As one of the few public arenas 

available to women, the tourist destination offered opportunities for writers to display observational powers and 

deploy setting as a narrative tool. On the other hand, Austen’s adoption of travel and tourism as a mechanism for 

character growth gestures more obviously to the ostensible purpose of the Grand Tour. By conforming to feminized, 

non-fiction genre conventions and extending those conventions to apply to fictional women’s emotional maturation, 

Austen’s novels mark the transition between exotic, masculine eighteenth-century travel and more democratic 

Victorian tourism. 
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Yuen Yuk (Liz) Wan (The Chinese University of Hong Kong) Rationality vs Sensibility: Sexual 

Identities of Enlightened Feminist Writers 

Panel / Session 131, ‘Enlightenment Feminisms’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. G.12, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Michaela Mudure (Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj, Romania) 

The science of man, which was founded on the understanding of the passions and sentiments, constituted an 

important part of the Enlightenment. From a macro perspective, on one side were Hobbes, Grotius, Locke, Helvétius, 

etc., who generally championed for the idea that humans existed solely for survival with a capacity of reasoning and 

abstraction; on the other side, there were Pufendorf’s idea of sociability (“socialitas”), Shaftesbury’s “natural 

affection”, Hume’s “sympathy”, Rousseau and Adam Smith’s “pity”, and so on. This debate on the (natural) sentiments 

influenced feminists around the time of the French Revolution, such as Mary Wollstonecraft and Mary Hays, who 

were grappling with the tension between rationality and sentimentality, both politically and personally. My paper 

aims at showing that while both writers were fighting for more rights for women by being logical and intellectual like 

men, they were also struggling with their sexual identities in romantic relationships. I will first briefly examine the 

aforementioned concepts, and then explore Wollstonecraft’s ambivalence towards Rousseau: she on the whole 

supports his ideas of sensibility in two short novels (_Mary, a Fiction_ (1788) and _Maria: or, The Wrongs of Woman_ 

(1798)) about the feminist heroines’ (attempted) escapes from arranged wedlock and eventual gain of real love; but 

she also subverts them in her non-fictional writings, such as _A Vindication of the Rights of Woman_ (1792). Next, I 

will analyse how the heroine in Hays’s _Memoirs of Emma Courtney_ (1796) transgresses social norms by actively 

pursuing a man, but fails, despite her perpetual efforts to balance between reason and passion; I will also investigate 

Hays’s interactions with both Helvétius and Rousseau in her novel. The social value shift from ‘selfishness’ to 

‘sentiments’ during the Enlightenment will hence be shown to be both favourable and disadvantageous to feminists. 

Ultimately, I will try to prove that women’s exertions to be Enlightened would not suffice to win them fulfilling 

romantic relationships or sexual liberation, unless there were more respect and gender equality (which are still 

inadequate in today’s world).  

 

Sijie Wang (Justus Liebig University Giessen) Exile from Romance and Reality: Self-Annihilating 

Mobility in The Female Quixote 

Panel / Session 39, ‘China and the English Enlightenment: Cultural Traffic and Beyond’. Monday /Lundi 

14.00 – 15.45. G.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Sayaka Oki (Nagoya University) 

Widely acknowledged as an important work in the history of the novel genre, Charlotte Lennox’s anti-romance The 

Female Quixote tells a domestic story in which women read about disorderly battles in their well-ordered houses. As 

the constrictive banality of mid-eighteenth-century England, where deviant behaviour is punished and reformed, 

prohibits any adventurous crossing of social or gender boundaries, female characters in The Female Quixote indulge 

themselves in an illusion of female authority by psychologically and narratively travelling into the world of romance. 

As they liberate themselves with the help of romance stories from the normalizing space of early modern England, 

these mobile women rewrite reality by transforming common incidents into extraordinary adventures. Their frequent 

shuttling between romance and reality fails to provide freedom, however, as they find themselves thoroughly 

inscribed by narratives into pre-given plots.  Lennox’s self-styled romance exiles turn out to be no more than dreamers 

exiled from romance, who have inherited its beautiful ideals but not its liberating power. As seemingly self-elevating 

mobility eventually shows an annihilating impact on the self, Lennox’s The Female Quixote captures women’s painful 

but not always successful endeavours to reconstruct female identities in the age of Enlightenment. 

 

Tsai-Yeh Wang (Fu Jen Catholic University) The Establishment of Modern Citizenship during the 

French Revolution and the Identity Problem of British Radical Expatriates in France 

Panel / Session 473, ‘Trajectories of the Enlightenment’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. Seminar Room 6, 

Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Gregory Brown (University of Nevada, Las Vegas / 

Voltaire Foundation, University of Oxford) 
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This article examines the identity problems of politically radical British expatriates in France, who viewed themselves 

as “citizens of the world” while the concept of modern “citizenship” was being established during the French 

Revolution. 

    The main body of this article comprises seven parts: Parts one and part two focus on the conflict between the 

concepts of “citizens of the world” and modern “citizenship.” Parts three and four respectively discuss the definition 

of modern citizenship during the early phase of the French Revolution and the definition of citizenship by British 

radicals. The new French regime translated abstract principles of citizenship into concrete prescriptions; that is, the 

French government created a documented citizenship with nationality and political rights—while British radical 

expatriates in France still defined citizenship in the way it had been viewed in classical philosophy; that is to say, 

“citizens” implied good and virtuous people. As the French Republic went to war against the first coalition, the 

revolutionary government made extensive legislative proscriptions against foreigners and defined citizenship on 

political grounds. Parts five and six therefore explore the definition of “citizens” used by the French government 

during the Terror and the experiences of British radical expatriates in France. This reveals the problems the British 

expatriates faced during this period. 

    In part seven, the article concludes that the main identity problem that British expatriates suffered during the 

French Revolution stemmed from the fundamental conflict between their classical view of the concept of citizenship 

and modern “citizenship” as defined concretely by the French government. They repeatedly mistakenly equated their 

“cosmopolitanism” with the French “fraternity.” Most importantly, this article also argues that current research on 

French modern citizenship tends to simplify the fluid and problematic issues of identity and belonging that emerged 

during the French Revolution as well as a complex cultural shift from the High Enlightenment to the rise of European 

states in the revolutionary age. 

 

Caroline Warman (University of Oxford) Ways of Speaking, Ways of Seeing: The École normale 

(1795) and ‘Enlightenment’ 

Panel / Session 215, ‘Oppressive Enlightenment? Discourses and Practices of Knowledge/Power 2’. Tuesday 

/Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. Seminar Room 4, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Yann Robert 

(University of Illinois, Chicago) 

This paper will address the way in which the École normale of 1795 was conceptualised specifically as an extension 

and perpetuation of the Revolutionary government, or, to use its own metaphors, as a way “de répandre sur tout un 

peuple des lumières toutes nouvelles” [to shed utterly new rays of light over an entire people]. It will further look at 

the pressures (internal and external) which forced the Ecole normale to collapse less than 5 months after opening its 

doors. Through the prism of this case study, I will be looking at the extent to which institutionalised education, on the 

one hand, and knowledge and power, on the other, can be seen as overlapping and/or connected terms. I will also be 

paying attention to the metaphors and models informing this government’s notion of the process of education, and 

thus, given the insistent focus on the semantic field of light, to the notion of “enlightenment” more generally. I will 

subsequently explore why “Enlightenment” is such a monolithic term in eighteenth-century studies, looking at some 

of the current debates around the notion. 

 

David Watkinson (Garden Court Chambers, London) John Thelwall and the Law of Treason 

Panel / Session 173, ‘John Thelwall 1: The Rule of Law’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. Lecture Theatre 2, 

Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Christoph Houswitschka (Otto-Friedrich-Universität Bamberg) 

On 1st December 1794, John Thelwall, the agitator for Parliamentary reform, political writer and lecturer, poet, 

playwright, teacher of elocution and public speaker, was put on trial for treason together with John Horne Tooke and 

Thomas Hardy. At the time, the sentence, if convicted for that offence, was still hanging, drawing and quartering. Nor, 

as the law then stood, was Thelwall able to give evidence in his own defence.  The Crown had earlier successfully 

prosecuted Thomas Paine for seditious libel. Paine had fled the country. Thelwall and the others were defended by 

Thomas Erskine, the greatest advocate at the UK Bar then and acknowledged as such since. On 5th December, they 

were all acquitted by the jury amidst general jubilation. My paper will consider that law of treason at the time, how 

the prosecution attempted to extend its scope in order to secure conviction and the counter arguments of Erskine and 
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Thelwall (not delivered at trial but set out in his work “The Natural and Constitutional Right of Britons”). Questions to 

be asked include how much the legal dispute influenced the jury and whether Thelwall showed himself the better 

lawyer but Erskine the better tactician. Arguably the event demonstrates, how legal submission and political activism 

can interact, a process which continues to this day, e.g. the Greenham Common cases and the Stansted 15. 

 

Carly Watson (University of Oxford) ‘The Songs I Sung’: Mary Jones, Periodicals, and Song Culture 

Panel / Session 154, ‘Songs and Singers’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. 2.07, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Annika Windahl Ponten (Uppsala University) 

Mary Jones has earned a place in the modern canon of eighteenth-century women’s poetry as the author of sociable 

poems such as ‘An Epistle to Lady Bowyer’. This paper explores another side to her literary identity: her role as 

songwriter. 

As Paula Backscheider observed in her 2005 study of eighteenth-century women’s poetry, we still know relatively little 

about women’s contribution to eighteenth-century song culture. Using Jones as a case study, I will argue that by 

looking more closely at women’s songs we can gain new insight into how female poets negotiated expectations of 

gender and genre; we can also develop a more rounded understanding of female poets’ participation in print culture. 

This paper focuses on three songs written by Jones: a juvenile translation of an Italian aria, a mock pastoral song, and 

the popular ballad ‘The Lass of the Hill’. It is generally thought that Jones’s writings did not begin appearing in print 

until the 1740s, but I will show that her translation of an Italian aria was printed in a newspaper in the 1720s, in a 

context that sheds new light on her early life as a poet. I will also trace the literary and musical influences on Jones’s 

pastoral song and ballad, revealing how she tapped into a repertoire of songs in print and performance that is largely 

unexplored by literary scholars today. 

 

Patrick Watt (National Museums Scotland) ‘These are the Heroes’: the Highland Society of London, 

Material Culture, and the Scottish Military Tradition 

Panel / Session 319, ‘Wild and Majestic: Romantic Visions of Scotland – Exploring a Major Exhibition at the 

National Museum of Scotland’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. Lecture Theatre 5, Appleton Tower. Chair 

/ Président.e : Viccy Coltman (University of Edinburgh) 

The Highland Society of London was the first of many Scottish-themed clubs and associations which were formed in 

Britain in the late-eighteenth century.  At their first meeting in 1778, members agreed eight objectives for the society 

which were largely concerned with documenting and preserving the Gaelic culture of northern and western Scotland, 

and seeking to improve the lives of those who lived there. 

One aim stood apart: The keeping up of the martial spirit and rewarding the gallant achievements of the Highland 

corps’ of the British Army.  Highland soldiers were first incorporated into the regimental structure of the British Army 

when the 42nd Highlanders – later known as the Black Watch – were formed in 1739.  By 1800 around sixty regiments 

of Highland soldiers had been formed for overseas service or home defence.  Through their distinctive dress and 

music, and their valour on battlefields across the world, Highland regiments captured the public imagination and were 

celebrated as romantic icons of Empire. 

Nowhere was this more obvious than following the British campaign in Egypt in 1801.  At the Battle of Alexandria the 

42nd Highlanders added to their laurels by capturing the standard of the French ‘Invincibles’ regiment.  The story 

dominated the British popular press.  In keeping with their aim to reward the gallant achievement of Highland 

regiments, the society commissioned an elaborate silver trophy to be presented to the regimental mess, and 

individual medals to be awarded to the officers and men who took part in the battle.   

This paper examines the significance of these objects as material evidence of the development of the romantic image 

of the Scottish soldier and shows how the relationship between the Highland Society of London and Highland 

regiments was manifested.  By setting these objects in both their regimental and wider context, this paper highlights 

the importance of using material culture to gain a greater understanding of the Scottish military tradition. 
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(This paper is a collaboration between Dr Nicole Hartwell and Dr Patrick Watt; Dr Hartwell with present on behalf of 

both authors). 

 

James Watt (University of York) Identity in The Citizen of the World 

Panel / Session 116, ‘Oliver Goldsmith’s Enlightenment Identities’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. Lecture 

Theatre 3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : David O’Shaughnessy (Trinity College Dublin) 

This paper will consider Oliver Goldsmith’s exploration of questions of identity in his sophisticated adaptation of the 

informant narrative, The Citizen of the World (1762). It will discuss among other things Goldsmith’s construction of 

the persona of a Chinese philosopher (and his use of this persona to think about his own status as an Irishman in 

London), the terms on which his work appeals to a transnational community of the enlightened, and – in the context 

of the Seven Years’ War – the way in which it also offers a largely sympathetic engagement with forms of popular 

patriotism. 

 

Andrew Wells (University of Greifswald) Freedom, Space, and Identity: Liberty and Locality in the 

Early British Enlightenment 

Panel / Session 122, ‘Relative Liberties’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. Seminar Room 5, Chrystal McMillan 

Building. Chair / Président.e : Joyce Irwin (Princeton Research Forum) 

This paper will examine the debate on ‘freedom’ and ‘liberty’ in the early British Enlightenment (to c.1760) to 

establish how far these ideas were bound to concepts and issues of space, community, and identity. The intellectual 

genealogy of liberty, as Quentin Skinner and others have shown, moved in a number of different directions in the era 

between Hobbes and Mill but most of these strands of thought posed a common question: whose freedom? Where 

once liberty had been a matter of privileges granted by a monarch, it moved to be the common ‘birthright’ of a 

particular ethnicity, nation, people, or religion. Yet over the course of the Enlightenment, liberty arguably became a 

‘right’ to which all people – with some notable exceptions, particularly women – are entitled. This paper examines 

English-language texts on freedom from the mid-seventeenth to the mid-eighteenth centuries in order to investigate 

these shifts and to ask whether freedom was something that all could share or whether it remained bound to 

particular communities, identities, and their cultural, mental, and physical spaces. 

The stakes of such an enquiry are high. For one thing, freedom in the British Atlantic world was a tangible asset that 

enabled its possessor to participate in politics, trade, and the life of the local, national, and imperial community. Most 

people possessed some (but rarely all) of a range of freedoms, and the extent of a person’s freedoms depended 

largely on their sex, ethnicity, religion, and social status. It will be argued that the widespread acceptance of freedom’s 

limits left a hostage to fortune that would later be exploited by the defenders of slavery. The everyday understanding 

of a liberty bounded by a number of restrictions meant that the difference in the conception of freedom between 

abolitionists and slavery’s apologists was one of degree, not kind, which meant that the only remaining course was to 

insist on freedom as a fundamental human right. 

 

Adrian Wesołowski (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) Philanthropic Celebrity and the 

Structuring of British Collective Identity at the End of the Eighteenth Century 

Panel / Session 54, ‘National Identities’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Julia de Moraes Almeida (University of São Paulo / Getulio Vargas Foundation) 

At the end of the eighteenth century, John Howard (1726-1790) thrived in his self-imposed task to reform British 

prisons. Avowedly the most famous actor in penitentiary history, he is now considered to be lying ‘buried beneath the 

deadweight of two centuries of hagiography’, as put graphically by Rod Morgan. However, the Whig historians who 

elevated him so would be in shock if they looked more closely instead of neglecting the way he was celebrated. During 

his life, Howard was not (only) a prude missionary, but a media-savvy celebrity in his own right, crafting his image 

carefully in order to appeal to the crowds of his readers. This was followed by a frenzy of his fans, who saw a 

philanthropist achieving such popularity as a sign of the shift in the history of fame, the history in which the Brits were 
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supposed to play a leading role. One such a fan hoped ‘that this, through God’s providence, may become an epoch in 

the moral history of mankind; and that, under such auspices, the public man may henceforth become what he always 

ought to have been’. 

Humanities have long considered structural studies as passé and attempts at writing history in this manner as at the 

very least stubborn enterprises. In this presentation, I intend to be stubborn and insist that we have yet to learn of the 

structures of significance which governed the relationship between fame and collective identity. I will use the example 

of Howard and the emergence of philanthropic celebrity at the end of the eighteenth century in order to present how 

the British elites made sense of the acceleration of cultural change, and particularly how they criticised the rise of 

celebrity, when offered an opportunity to propose a celebrated philanthropist as an alternative model. In the letters 

concerning the idea of erecting a statue to Howard while he was still alive (1786-7), fame showed itself to be as much 

a signal of virtue as of civilisational aspirations of the Empire entering modernity. 

 

Alex Wetmore (University of the Fraser Valley) Barometric Pleasure: Meteorological Devices, 

Mercurial Selfhood, and the Rhetoric of Sensibility 

Panel / Session 267, ‘Environment’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. G.15, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : To be confirmed / à confirmer  

This paper will build on my previous work on the intersections of sentimentalism and technology in the eighteenth 

century by examining the links between the barometer (and other newly available weather-measuring devices) and 

the “culture of sensibility” of the middle decades of the 1700s. As Jan Golinski observes in British Weather and the 

Climate of Enlightenment (2007), over the course of the eighteenth century, “thermometers and barometers became 

the most widely circulated accessories of ‘polite science’” (109). In 1700s material culture, acquiring and consulting a 

barometer thus became a way to perform one’s enlightened rationality, but the barometer offered opportunities for 

exploring identity in other directions as well. Put succinctly, to own a barometer might be a marker of one’s 

enlightened rationalism, but to be a barometer became a marker of one’s sensibility. 

In the early decades of the century, as Terry Castle explores, thermometers and barometers became commonplace 

figures among wits for satirizing the perceived “mercuriality” of women. She also notes these devices would later be 

recuperated and “universalized” by (male) Romantic writers who aligned them metaphorically with the stormy 

internal atmospheres of the poetic mind. My paper will draw on these insights, but focus on representations of 

barometers in an array of British writing in the period between 1740-1790. As I will explore, the barometer begins to 

emerge at this point as a common figure for masculine as well as feminine sensibility and emotional susceptibility in 

literary and popular discourse. For instance, Eliza Haywood’s Betsy Thoughtless likens male passions to a weatherglass 

attuned to female attention (83). Varied allusions to “my heart’s barometer” (from The Two Mentors by Clara Reeve, 

in this case), meanwhile, speak more broadly to the close affinity presumed between the fluctuations of the 

barometer and the fluctuating reactivity of feeling subjects. As these figurative alignments of barometers and human 

feelings become increasingly common after the sentimental turn, the ideological resonance of mechanistic analogies 

for sensibility shifts in ways reward critical reflection.  

 

Joanna Wharton (Göttingen Institute for Advanced Studies) ‘Telegraphic fame’: Maria Edgeworth, 

Mediation, and the ‘Man of Science’ 

Panel / Session 465, ‘Media and the Mediation of the Individual’. Friday /Vendredi 14.00 – 15.45. G.14, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Anna Senkiw (Mansfield College, Oxford) 

In her continuation of Memoirs of Richard Lovell Edgeworth (1820), Maria Edgeworth seeks to substantiate her 

father’s claim to have ‘practiced telegraphic communication in the year 1767, long before it was ever attempted in 

France’. She provides a detailed account of his later telegraphic experiments and exhibitions in Ireland and of his 

lengthy negotiations with the government at Dublin Castle. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Edgeworth makes no direct 

mention of her own participation in the scheme. She was, however, central to the public promotion of her father’s 

optical telegraph in the years leading up to its brief establishment in Ireland from 1804 to 1805. In creative 

partnership with her father, she wrote ‘An Essay on the Art of Conveying Secret and Swift Intelligence’ (1797) and ‘A 
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Letter to the Right Hon. the Earl of Charlemont on the Tellograph and on the Defence of Ireland’ (1797), both of which 

were published under Richard Lovell Edgeworth’s name.  

This paper explores the mediation of Richard Lovell Edgeworth’s character in the literature surrounding the optical 

telegraph. I begin by addressing the performative aspects of the Essay, focusing on the exhibition of literary-scientific 

knowledge, the use of code and the interplay between text and illustrations, each of which enact Richard Lovell 

Edgeworth’s ‘spirit of invention’. I then consider the publication of his correspondence with government officers in the 

Letter. Here, I draw on Sören Hammerschmitt’s discussion of the eighteenth-century ‘intermediality of character’ to 

argue that the printing of private letters was crucial to the formulation of Richard Lovell Edgeworth’s ‘sincerity and 

openness’. I show that the promotion in the Letter of the telegraph as a political cause hinges on the contrast that 

emerges between Richard Lovell Edgeworth’s character—typified by a disinterested dedication to ‘public utility’— 

with that of John Jeffreys Pratt, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. Finally, I turn to Maria Edgeworth’s efforts in Memoirs to 

secure her father’s posthumous fame as an exemplary ‘man of science’, highlighting her insistence on the integrity of 

his character in private letters and public affairs.  

 

Joanna Wharton (University of Göttingen) On New Models of Education and Science of the Mind 

in Late Eighteenth-Century Britain 

Panel / Session 341, ‘Newness in the Eighteenth Century: Launching the BSECS/Boydell and Brewer ‘Studies 

in the Eighteenth Century’ Book Series’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. Lecture Theatre 3, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Matthew Grenby (Newcastle University) 

Frances Burney famously credited Anna Letitia Barbauld for having initiated the ‘new Walk’ in children’s literature, 

and many writers self-consciously represented themselves as following in Barbauld’s footsteps. My discussion will 

centre on the educational works of Barbauld, Hannah More, Honora Edgeworth, Elizabeth Hamilton and Maria 

Edgeworth. While highlighting the innovative contributions these writers made to late-eighteenth century 

educationalism and their influence on pre-disciplinary developmental psychology in the longer term, I will 

problematize claims to ‘priority of invention’ by reference to processes of adaptation, collaboration and 

appropriation, particularly in the case of the Edgeworth family and their jointly authored Practical Education (1798). 

 

Willow White (McGill University) Laughing Comedy: Frances Burney’s The Witlings and Arthur 

Murphy’s All in the Wrong 

Panel / Session 260, ‘Comedy; Morality; Sentiment: Mid-Eighteenth-Century Literature’. Thursday /Jeudi 

08.00 – 09.30. Lecture Theatre 1, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Leigh-Michil George (Geffen 

Academy at UCLA) 

Frances Burney is best known as the novelist who inspired Jane Austen, George Eliot, and the Brontë sisters, but she 

was also the author of eight plays—four comedies and four tragedies. None of Burney’s plays, however, were 

published during her lifetime and only one, Edwy and Elgiva (1795), was ever staged. Scholars have focused on the 

incidents surrounding the suppression of Burney’s first play, The Witlings (1779), as indicative of her lifelong inability 

to succeed as a playwright. The play was condemned by Burney’s father, Dr. Charles Burney, and a family friend, 

Samuel Crisp—an act from which Burney never fully recovered. In a joint letter, Dr. Burney and Crisp based their 

opposition to The Witlings on the play’s apparent satire of Elizabeth Montague, its similarity to Molière’s Les Femmes 

Savantes, and its general weakness in plot, but the intensity of their opposition to the play remains somewhat 

mysterious. This presentation seeks to further illuminate the suppression of The Witlings, and the development of 

Burney’s comic voice, by considering Burney’s relationship with comic playwright Arthur Murphy. Murphy was one of 

the most popular playwrights of the eighteenth century as well as an outspoken proponent of laughing comedy, a 

rejection of the more fashionable sentimental comedy. At the behest of Hester Thrale, Murphy mentored Burney in 

1779 as she wrote The Witlings. He gave Burney advice about stagecraft, playwriting techniques, and comic voice. 

Consequently, The Witlings is best described as a laughing comedy, complete with satire, farce, and biting ridicule. 

Unfortunately, both Burney and Murphy failed to predict how Burney’s gender would complicate her foray into this 

primarily male-driven genre. Using Burney’s journals and letters from this period as well as an unpublished manuscript 
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of Burney’s housed in the Beinecke Library, this presentation will consider the significant influence Murphy had on 

The Witlings as well as the inadvertent role his mentorship played in the suppression of the play. 

 

James M. White (Ural Federal University / University of Tartu) Religious Ritual as a ‘Middling 

Matter’: The Emergence of Adiaphora in Russian Orthodox Thought, 1762–1800 

Panel / Session 273, ‘Intermediate Churches and Confessions in Early Modern Times’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 

– 09.30. G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Erica Camisa Morale (University of Sourthen 

California) 

As Peter Burke once stated, ‘if historians shift their ground from ritual acts to attitudes to ritual, then they will have a 

story to tell which is just as dramatic as the old one told by Spencer and Weber, Gluckman and Shils [about the 

disenchantment of the modern world].’ In this paper, I intend to tell just such a dramatic story about a shift in the 

attitude to liturgical and extra-liturgical rituals that occurred in Catherinian Russia. In the period prior to 1762, 

Orthodox thinkers considered rituals as being indistinguishable from dogmas. This was affirmed in secular law, 

conciliar provisions, and missionary propaganda. 

However, with the accession of Catherine the Great and the extension of religious toleration to the Old Believers, the 

leaders of the Church formulated a ‘ritual re-evaluation’ in order to provide a theological justification for the empress’ 

policies. This was especially the case in the works of Metopolitan Platon (Levshin), Russia’s premiere enlightened 

cleric. In his works, ritual was divorced from dogma and turned into a ‘middling matter’. Thus, the foundations were 

laid for edinoverie, a settlement established in 1800 that would allow the old rituals alongside the new ones in the 

Church. The stage was also set for a debate over the value of liturgical rituals that took place across the 19th and 

much of the 20th centuries. This change in the Church’s perspective on rituals proved destabilising for three reasons. 

Firstly, it destabilised the clear-cut distinction between Orthodoxy and Old Belief (and therefore between orthodoxy 

and non-orthodoxy). Secondly, in deemphasising the role of external ritual and instead placing focus on a person’s 

inner intent, the Church signalled a shift away from policing behaviour and towards disciplining thought. Thirdly, by 

placing the locus of religious value firmly on individual intent, the Church unwittingly contributed to the beginnings of 

the privatisation of religion and thus secularisation. 

 

James White (University of Warwick) Sir William Jones and the Canon of ‘Oriental’ Poetry: 

Invention or Continuity? 

Panel / Session 118, ‘Oriental Literature: Identification, Translation, and Canon-Formation’. Tuesday /Mardi 

08.00 – 09.30. G.10, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Dhrubajyoti Sarkar (University of Kalyani) 

The agenda set by Sir William Jones in his studies of Arabic, Persian and Turkish literature influenced the work of many 

subsequent orientalists, and the poets whom he valued most of all, including Hafiz, Imru l-Qays and Rumi, remain 

among the most studied in contemporary research on middle eastern literatures. Yet, despite the long shadow that 

Jones cast over later scholarship, there have been few attempts to analyse the canon of ‘Oriental’ poetry which he 

created in his works, or to investigate the assumptions on which it was founded. Did Jones create his canon through 

his own, intuitive sense of what constituted good poetry, a sense founded on classicising models, or did he use pre-

existing critical and historical frameworks in Arabic, Persian and Turkish? What do his choices say about his own brand 

of Orientalism and about how middle eastern literatures have been studied in the academy since his death? This 

paper seeks to address these questions by examining select passages from Jones’s 1774 Latin commentary on 

‘Oriental’ poetry in conjunction with his collection of Arabic, Persian and Turkish manuscripts. 

 

Thomas Whitfield (Newcastle University) ‘Decorated with lines in prose and verse’: The Peculiar 

Interior Decoration of Thomas Spence’s Shops as Articulations of His Radical ‘Plan’ and Identity 

(c. 1782–1814) 

Panel / Session 374, ‘Making Rooms: Interiors, Identity, and Makers’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. M1, 

Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Clare Taylor (The Open University) 
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“This man lives in the dirtiest poverty but his shop is decorated with lines in prose and verse, expressing a 

determination to carry on this traffic [political pamphleteering] in spite of the laws of magistracy.” This quote, taken 

from a 1793 report on sedition in London, provides a starting point for this paper. Clearly describing the interior 

decoration of Thomas Spence’s shop in Little Turnstile, the quote illustrates the connections made between Spence’s 

living conditions, their decoration, and his identity as a radical activist; connections which are repeatedly made in 

reports on his activities. Focusing on Spence’s premises in London, this paper explores how their appearance and 

decoration can be understood to have articulated Spence’s identity and politics; materialising his radical ‘Plan’ into the 

very fabric of his home and shop and codifying his shops as radical places. It thus explores the central role played by 

interior decoration and display in the mediation of power relations, political engagement, and identity. These are 

themes which are particularly relevant in the context of the 1790s when space and place were increasingly mobilized 

by ‘radicals’ and ‘loyalists’ in discourses of power and ideology; discourses within which decoration and design could 

constitute powerful statements. The paper employs a multi-source and deeply contextual methodology derived from 

the approaches of Katrina Navickas (2016) and Martin Hall (2000). Through this methodology, it explores how the 

interior decoration of Spence’s shops functioned as part of his multi-media propaganda repertoire which enabled him 

to mobilise and codify his shops as places of protest, problematising and challenging ideas of land ownership and 

power, core elements of his ‘Plan’. 

 

Nel Whiting (University of Dundee) ‘To educate his Son’: Fatherhood and Enlightened Scottish 

Manhood 

Panel / Session 411, ‘Scottish Enlightenment Identities 1’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. Seminar Room 2, 

Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Paul Tonks (Yonsei University) 

Historians of masculinity have lately begun to show that, while men were expected to perform within a masculine 

polity and socialise within homosocial spaces such as coffee houses and debating societies, home and family life was 

an intrinsic and important part of elite men’s identities.  In sermons, conduct manuals, philosophy, literature, 

journalism, art and even art theory manuals, the tender father was often conflated with the commendable public 

man; a man’s private life was a very public concern.  Indeed, recent work highlights that paternity was considered a 

central identity, a ‘key attribute of manhood’.  While motherhood was sentimentalised and sanctified, a parallel trend, 

particularly in periodicals and novels, for ‘sentimental masculinity’ or ‘tender paternity’ existed; the language of 

sensibility encouraged and allowed men to be affectionate and emotionally engaged with their children. 

John Dwyer has evidenced the emergence of a specifically Scottish discourse on human morality which was concerned 

with the redevelopment of a new, polite Scotland which could hold its own with its southern neighbour. A focus on 

the development of the Scotland’s youth and the notion of education as moral cultivation permeated the approach of 

the Enlightenment literati; it was propagandised in sermons, novels, periodicals and, as this paper will highlight, art.  

In this context, engaged fatherhood was understood as a patriotic imperative. 

This illustrated paper offers a close reading of three family portraits produced by the Scottish artists David Allan, 

Alexander Nasmyth and David Martin.  They show men who were consciously engaged with Enlightenment ideas, with 

their sons.  They are studied along with contemporaneous texts and the subjects’ family letters to explore enlightened 

Scottish fatherhood. 

 

Tyler Whitney (University of Michigan) Auricular Deception: Sonic Terror, National Identity, and 

the Emergence of the American Novel 

Panel / Session 330, ‘Enlightenment for the Ears: Negotiating Identities Through Acts of Listening in the 

Long Eighteenth Century 1’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. Seminar Room 2, Chrystal McMillan Building. 

Chair / Président.e : Mary Helen Dupree (Georgetown University) 

Often referred to as the ‘first American novel,’ Charles Brockden Brown’s Wieland (1798) depicts the strategic 

manipulation of the ear to produce terror and gain control over unwitting listening subjects. The novel ends with the 

titular protagonist murdering his family after believing to hear the voice of God. Crucially, Brown chooses not to 

resolve the question of whether the voice is an auditory trick played by the malevolent ventriloquist Carwin, the 

subject’s own hallucination, or a divine message. As critics such as Leigh Eric Schmidt and Steven Connor have shown, 
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Brown’s decision to foreground the voice and the art of ventriloquism reflected a number of contemporaneous 

discussions related to the politics of voice in the American Enlightenment and, ultimately, the Declaration of 

Independence. With these same questions of sound’s relationship to emerging national identity political antagonisms 

during the American Enlightenment and Revolution, this paper will focus on figures of the listening ear and discourses 

not only on the power and politics of the voice, the anatomy and physiology of the ear and corresponding pathologies, 

auditory hallucinations, and sonic illusions of space and time. More specifically, I will demonstrate the extent to which 

Brown’s literary work, which includes footnotes with references to scientific journals, borrowed from 

contemporaneous scientific discussions of the ear in order to reflect on sound’s role in an aesthetics and politics of 

terror during a crucial and unstable time in early American history. To outline Brown’s sonic aesthetics of terror, I will 

analyze how literary representations of what the novel terms “auricular deception” drew on early work in physiology 

and medical science such as Albrecht von Haller’s Vorlesungen über die gerichtliche Arzneiwissenschaft (1784), 

Erasmus Darwin’s Zoonomia (1794) and Jean-Baptiste de La Chapelle’s writings on ventriloquism as well as popular 

scientific articles which appeared in the New York Weekly Magazine, where Brown himself published. 

 

Érika Wicky (Collegium de Lyon) L’œillet Louis XV, Les Jardins d’Armide, Le Bouquet Greuze : La 

parfumerie du XIXe siècle et l’imaginaire de l’Ancien Régime 

Panel / Session 462, ‘Inventer le XVIIIe siècle : valeurs et enjeux d’une identité séculaire’. Friday /Vendredi 

14.00 – 15.45. G.04, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Christophe Martin (Sorbonne Université) 

En partie édifiée par les auteurs du XIXe siècle, la construction historiographique faisant du XVIIIe siècle un siècle 

frivole a considérablement affecté nos conceptions de l’Ancien Régime. Les représentations du XVIIIe siècle qui se 

sont répandues ainsi n’ont pas seulement inauguré des répertoires de lieux communs dans lesquels nous puisons 

encore aujourd’hui, elles ont aussi permis à ces auteurs de définir leur propre époque par opposition au siècle 

précédent. L’histoire du parfum et de la parfumerie telle qu’elle a été écrite et diffusée au XIXe siècle témoigne de 

façon privilégiée des modalités de cette construction ainsi que de ses paradoxes. En effet, bien qu’elle réprouve les 

parfums lourds de l’Ancien Régime et stigmatise la puanteur de la cour de Versailles, l’histoire des parfums du XVIIIe 

siècle qui se dessine au siècle suivant valorise la tradition aristocratique, nécessaire au succès commercial de cette 

industrie de luxe, en insistant sur l’héritage des eaux de senteur légères qu’affectionnait Marie-Antoinette. Il s’agira 

de voir comment la seconde moitié du XIXe siècle articule conceptions scientifiques et valeurs morales pour faire du 

parfum un emblème de la légèreté des mœurs du XVIIIe siècle, emblème qui a essentiellement valeur publicitaire, au 

moment même où se développe en France l’industrie du parfum (1880-1900). 

 

Hedvig Widmalm (Uppsala University) The Enlightenment and Popular Protest in Sweden: The 

Case of the Great Copper Mine 

Panel / Session 328, ‘Economics and Commerce’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. G.15, Old Medical School. 

Chair / Président.e : Felicia Gottmann (Northumbria University) 

In Swedish historiography, there has been a debate about whether Sweden took part in the Enlightenment. Some 

historians have stated that commonly held views on the nature of religion and of man never fundamentally changed 

in Sweden throughout the eighteenth century. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences was created in 1739, and 

during the 1700s, its members included prominent scientists and thinkers such as Carl Linnaeus, Anders Celsius and 

Emanuel Swedenborg. However, it could be argued that the academy’s scientific investigations served a mostly 

utilitarian purpose, documenting the nation’s resources in order to exploit them efficiently. The utilitarian and 

economic focus of the scientific academy has sometimes been used as an argument for why Sweden cannot be said to 

have had an enlightenment that could be compared to the French enlightenment. This debate has raised further 

questions: can any country besides France be said to have had anything like the French enlightenment, what exactly is 

“the Enlightenment” and what did it mean in practice? 

My purpose with this paper is not to join in the debate about whether or not Sweden had an enlightenment, but 

rather, to use the arguments brought forth in the debate as a springboard. I look at how new reforms, new structures 

and institutions were created through the interactions between ideologies and public discourse. Sweden lost its status 

as a great power in 1721, and through the 1740s there was a drive to regain this lost status. The economic situation 
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was unstable. There were many popular protests and riots. In my doctoral thesis I studied one such protest in the 

copper mining town of Falun in 1724. The protest was a response to some drastic economic reforms the 

administration had implemented. In this paper, I use that protest as a case to show how the Swedish economy was 

shaped by an amalgamation of traditional culture, new ideas and changing material realities in the epoch of the 

Enlightenment.    

 

Ellwood Wiggins (University of Washington) Agonistic Pain and Identity in Adam Smith, G. E. 

Lessing, and J. G. Herder 

Panel / Session 392, ‘Enlightenment Connections’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. 2.11, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : David Purdie (University of Edinburgh) 

In G. E. Lessing’s seminal study on aesthetics Laokoon (1766), Sophocles’ Philoctetes plays a central role. His cries of 

pain are inarticulate expressions that lead to a  “return to nature” and to the identity formation of Philoctetes’ 

sympathetic spectator, Neoptolemus. For Lessing, this is the key ethical moment for the drama. To make his point, he 

polemically crtiques Adam Smith’s reading of Philoctetes (Theory of Moral Sentiments, 1759).  J.G. Herder takes issue 

with Lessing’s interpretation of language and pain in Sophocles’ tragedy. He marshals Smith in order to offer a 

counter-reading of Philoctetes that constructs a very different aesthetic of the representation of suffering and identity 

(Erstes kritisches Wäldchen, 1769). He then goes on to produce his own creative versions of the Philoctetes myth 

(Ursprung der Sprache, 1772; Philoktetes: Szenen mit Gesang, 1774) that compete with both Sophocles and Lessing. In 

this paper, I argue that the agon of performing the scream and unconsciousness between Herder’s and Lessing’s 

Philoctetes restages a competition between the primacy of word and image in human self-knowledge. It turns out that 

that identity formation is predicated on staging agonistic scenes of pain and sympathy.  

 

David Wiggins (Independent Scholar) Illustration in the English Gothic Novel: The Curious Case of 

Matthew Lewis’s The Monk 

Panel / Session 387, ‘Approaches to Eighteenth-Century Book Illustration 4’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. 

G.07 Meadows Lecture Theatre, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Nathalie Collé (Université de 

Lorraine, CLSH de Nancy) 

The Gothic novel was very popular in England in the late 1700s and early 1800s, dominating the English publishing 

business and influencing other art forms such as opera, theatre, ballet, and music. In this paper I will analyse the 

frequency of illustration in Gothic novels, chapbooks, and serial publications, including the pattern of illustration over 

the course of individual authors’ publishing histories. Only about 20% of English Gothic novels and serial publications 

were illustrated – illustration was much more common in cheaply published Gothic chapbooks, which almost always 

(90%) included a frontis illustration. 

Matthew Lewis’s The Monk was one of the most popular and controversial novels of the Long Eighteenth Century and 

set the tone for a new branch (the “horror school”) of the Gothic novel, with much more explicit depictions of violence 

and sexually-charged scenery. The Monk was so popular that it was adapted to theatre, opera, and magic lantern 

shows, and was also the focus of a number of illustrations outside the realm of the book. Curiously, The Monk was not 

illustrated in any of the first seven London editions. Across the English channel, publishers showed no such reticence 

to illustrate The Monk, with illustrated first editions quickly appearing in Germany, France, and Spain. In England, 

redactions/abridgements of the The Monk were common, especially with respect to the Bleeding Nun episode in the 

story, and these shorter chapbook editions were nearly always illustrated. In novel format, illustrations were probably 

not viewed favourably by the publishers (nor by the author) of The Monk, especially given the already charged critical 

atmosphere surrounding several controversial text passages (some of which were toned down by Lewis in the 4th 

edition). The rapid expansion of the reading public in the late 1700s and early 1800s led to a surge in cheaper, more 

lurid chapbook publications and within this publishing milieu, illustrations flourished and the Bleeding Nun became an 

iconic figure within the extensive chapbook history of The Monk. 
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Chloe Wigston Smith (University of York) The Marrying Kind: Transatlantic Tales and Objects in 

Charlotte Lennox’s Euphemia (1790) 

Panel / Session 254, ‘Transnationalism and Eighteenth-Century Women’s Writing’. Wednesday /Mercredi 

08.00 – 09.30. Lecture Theatre 5, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Susan Carlile (California State 

University, Long Beach) 

This paper examines the relations between domesticity and colonialism in Charlotte Lennox’s transatlantic novel 

Euphemia. The novel is often assumed to be based on Lennox’s direct experience of the area in late childhood and 

adolescence and, in many ways, has been read as a memorial to that earlier period of her life. Set in the 1740s, this 

epistolary novel opens with the titular heroine’s marriage to a violent husband, whose gambling debts prompt him to 

purchase a commission in the colonies. Mr. Neville, in Susan Kubica Howard’s description, enacts ‘domestic tyranny’ 

over his wife and children. In Lennox’s novel, the institution of marriage produces miserable wives. 

In the New World setting, however, female friendship and material culture palliate the violence of men. Forced into 

an unhappy marriage and an undesired colonial landscape, Euphemia turns to the kindness of women. In colonial New 

York, maternal bonds between English and American Indian women soften the hardships faced by wives and 

indigenous peoples. In Albany and Schenectady, moreover, Euphemia’s contact with American Indian tribes centre on 

domestic spaces and frequently focus on the exchange of objects such as handkerchiefs, garters, china and textiles. 

Her colonial experience underlines the role of women, families, and domestic artefacts to colonial expansion, one that 

shadows and also tempers Dutch and British colonial ambitions. My paper draws attention to how such cross-cultural 

bonds between women sit alongside the military violence and commercial exploitation of colonialism, by tracing 

Euphemia’s formal and ideological complexities. These complexities, I suggest, account for Lennox’s recourse to 

competing narratives modes, as she traces how the hierarchies and literary traditions of the ‘Old World’ trail 

Euphemia across the Atlantic. 

 

Hazel Wilkinson (University of Birmingham) William Collins, Odes, and Ornaments 

Panel / Session 27, ‘The Poems of Thomas Gray, William Collins, Oliver Goldsmith’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 

12.30. Lecture Theatre 3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Marcus Walsh (Liverpool University) 

In his headnote to William Collins’s Odes on Several Descriptive and Allegoric Subjects (1747[6]), Roger Lonsdale 

observes that ‘The emblem, engraved by Van der Gucht, on the title-page had been used for several earlier editions of 

Thomson’s The Seasons’. The point of the observation, though not spelled out by Lonsdale, is clear enough: the image 

creates a recognisable association between Collins and Thomson, telling the reader something about the aspirations 

of Collins and his Odes, the aspirations his printer Andrew Millar had for the volume, or both. Emblems and 

ornaments have the power to situate texts in their literary and social milieu. Unavailable to the editor in 1969 was the 

means to easily investigate these images further. Does the Odes emblem have further layers of association that are 

not as readily apparent as the Thomson connection? What associations and visual allusions are being made by the 

other ornaments that adorn lifetime editions of Collins’s poems? New technology allows us to investigate these 

questions comprehensively for the first time. In this paper, I will present the findings of my analysis of Collins’s 

printers’ ornaments, using computer vision and machine learning to discover how the visual elements of his books 

may have influenced contemporary interpretations of his poems. 

 

Ben Wilkinson-Turnbull (University of Oxford) Identity in the Library: Elizabeth Thomas, Poetic 

Separates, and Intellectual Patronage 

Panel / Session 21, ‘Professional and Amateur Identities in Women’s Writing’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 12.30. 

G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Ros Ballaster (University of Oxford) 

My paper looks at how poetic identity is formed through the hitherto unexamined volume of 23 printed poetic 

separates collected, annotated, and bound by the poet Elizabeth Thomas (1675-1731). In this, I will consider how her 

literary tastes, reading practices, and the importance of the material text to Thomas can be understood through her 

use of the volume (binding, annotations) and her extensive surviving letters that discuss her famed library at length. 

By looking at how and from whom she received these poetic separates (quite often indicated by ownership marks as 
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having come from the authors themselves), I argue that the volume can be understood as repository of the literary 

patronage/mentoring received by the impoverished Thomas that helped to shape her poetic identity. Finally, I argue 

that the volume’s MS annotations demonstrate why critics need to reconsider the current condemnatory critical 

consensus surrounding Thomas’s editing practices. Critics currently argue that Thomas hastily published her Poems 

(1722) with the looming threat of debtor’s prison. However, Thomas’s use of manuscript annotations to post-print 

edit her own printed poems for later republication, and preserve presentation copies of newly written poems for 

eventual publication twenty years later, evidences her status as a careful textual editor revising and rewriting her 

work at various points in her career. 

 

Claude Willan (University of Houston) Ahistorical Poetics 

Panel / Session 239, ‘Poetics, Aesthetics, Criticism, 1640–1760’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. G.05, 

50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Christine Gerrard (University of Oxford) 

Historical poetics has a problem best revealed by considering the term’s antonym, a supposedly ahistorical poetics, 

against which its recovery projects must be undertaken.  That ahistorical poetics departicularizes its subjects and 

makes them into laws of taste. The jurisdiction of the ahistorical poetic object is asserted as a fait accompli, and our 

task as readers is to justify the ways of lawmakers to man, rather than examining the accounts given of man by the 

laws themselves.  

Historical poetics contains self-contradictory urges. On the one hand, it bears witness to those poems whose 

aesthetics lead readers on no Whiggish journey to present glory, in a series of etiologies of failure, discontinuation, 

contingency and the accidents of history. On the other hand, historical poetics is as hamstrung as any oppositional 

tendency, always predicated on the teleologies it opposes. How can historical poetics be rescued from this bind? How, 

then, can we read poetry without reifying it as either historical or ahistorical?  

Through a series of short readings of contemporary, politically adversarial, texts — Whig martial verse and Jacobite 

manuscript poetry, 1689—1715, — I suggest that we ask not whether a poem is good, or bad, and why or why not. 

Instead we might ask, why does this poem exist? If we have evidence that a poem found favour, however briefly, then 

can we conjecture what it was about the poem that was effective? By asking about poems’ effectiveness we can place 

all poems — those which we might want to recover from neglect, and those we know well, alike — in the same 

category, as a series of claims for what poetry ought to accomplish.  

On this account historical poetics allows readers to bear witness to texts on their own terms: where a poem can be 

revivified, it is by asking what it, alone, managed to achieve, and for whom, in a microhistorical reconstruction of a 

group of readers and their aesthetic categories. J. Paul Hunter called 1690-1720 ”the missing years” of literary history. 

This paper suggests that we have forgotten how, and why, to read the majority of the verse written during that 

period, and offers answers to both questions. 

 

Pierce Williams (Carnegie Mellon University) Accounting for Taste: Science by Subscription in 

Restoration England 

Panel / Session 293, ‘Digital Approaches to Eighteenth-Century Studies’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. 

Lecture Theatre 1, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Ileana Baird (Zayed University) 

The circulation of scientific print was key to the emergence of science in Augustan England as a form of lay expertise 

and a source of symbolic capital. Yet little can be said with precision about the audience for scientific print during this 

period or how it evolved over time. My research uses dynamic network analysis to explore an undervalued source of 

data concerning the non-specialist audience for scientific print: subscription lists. Subscription lists record the names, 

addresses, and a variety of demographic information about individuals who paid for copies of books before they were 

printed. Extant subscription lists record the commitments of every class of society, from bricklayers to officers of 

state. They indicate when certain kinds of people found certain kinds of learning worthwhile. Subscription lists have 

long been dismissed as a valid basis of inference for two reasons. First, the vast constellation of relationships they 

record is difficult for serial readers to analyze at scale. Second, they do not present reliable pictures of readership. 

With respect to the former, my work demonstrates the power of network analysis to reproduce economic and social 

developments, both familiar and unfamiliar to scholarship, from the data preserved in subscription lists. With respect 
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to the latter, I argue that while subscription lists may not present reliable pictures of readership, they do present 

reliable pictures of what Chris Warren has called “net work”: the labor of making and sustaining associations, between 

communities and commitments, people and ideas, and practices and public judgments about their place in society. 

 

Helen Williams (Northumbria University) Sterne and the Ramble Novel 

Panel / Session 25, ‘Sterne Digital Library: A New AHRC-funded Research Project’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 – 

12.30. Lecture Theatre 4, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Allan Ingram (Northumbria University) 

Ramble novels, in terms of their plots and literary style, seem to bear little resemblance to Laurence Sterne’s classic 

fictional autobiography. They are usually episodic, written in the third person, and follow the slapstick mishaps of an 

aimlessly wandering masculine hero through low-life encounters and scenarios. Yet many of the now-forgotten 

fictions known in the eighteenth-century as ramble novels were marketed on the back of the success of Tristram 

Shandy, and one of the most common terms used by reviewers and readers to describe Sterne’s novel was ‘rambling’. 

What were the similarities between the new genre of ramble fiction and Sterne’s ‘odd’ creation, according to the print 

market? In this paper, I read these novels, and their marketing and reception, alongside Sterne’s Tristram Shandy. I 

argue that the slipperiness of the term ‘ramble’, which in this period could mean sexual exploration, geographical 

wandering, as well as digression, meant that the term, and therefore the genre, could be seen as a sort of catch-all for 

anything that fell within the wide remit of dealing frankly with sex and adventures, whether or not that text employed 

a linear narrative. Whilst engaging with the theoretical implications of imposing twenty-first century notions of genre 

on a period with multiple contradictor genre labels, this paper article argues for a more careful definition of the genre 

and exposes Sterne’s problematic position relative to it. 

 

Brett Wilson (College of William and Mary) Arabella’s Extravagances: The Female Quixote, 

Enthusiasm, and the Sovereign State 

Panel / Session 367, ‘Female Fashioning and Self-Fashioning’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. G.13, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Gillian Williamson (Birkbeck College, University of London) 

Arabella, the protagonist of Charlotte Lennox’s The Female Quixote (1754), emulates French romantic heroines and 

arrogates their social power. She aims to adventure unhindered and keep marriage at bay in a “Blaze of Enthusiastick 

Bravery.” Among moral and political philosophers in the era, “enthusiasm” per se names a class of behaviors—

perhaps an identity—that tests the limits of official toleration for holders of “odd Opinions and extravagant Actions,” 

for diversity of belief. Arabella’s romance-inspired thoughts and deeds are described by her quizzical peers as nearly 

incomprehensibly outside prevailing norms:  as “Frenzy” and a “ridiculous System,” among other remarks. Unbowed, 

she imperiously avows the “independent Sovereignty of Love” subject only to the “Laws of Romance,” supranational 

subject of an “Empire” apart.  One of the first things the Learned Doctor asks in the interrogation that ultimately 

disenchants her is why she would undertake, echoing Locke, “so extravagant an Action.”  Extravagance, 

etymologically, connotes straying beyond limits. For most of the novel, Lennox figures Arabella’s frenzied eccentricity 

as a mode of liberty. Arabella’s quirky and quixotic conduct frequently plays out as more awkward than dangerous, as 

Lennox calls for liberty-loving Georgian Britain to accommodate nonconforming individuals. But Arabella’s extravagant 

folly ceases to be a tolerable sign of robust civil liberty when its effects threaten a deadly level of harm that would 

incur a correspondingly capital punishment. Loving as though in a French romance entails deeds the sovereign state 

criminalizes as murder and treason. By the novel’s end Lennox reconsiders, and sanctions, the ability of the British 

juridical state to regularize irregular subjects. In this paper I will demonstrate the extent to which Lennox reminds us 

that nonconforming quirks can precipitate grievous harm, and by chastising Arabella’s exceptional individuality folds 

her dissident protagonist back into the body politic of Great Britain—as a triumph, not a defeat, for a multifarious and 

heterogeneous form of British Enlightenment national identity. 

 

Kathleen Wilson (Stony Brook University) Blackface Empire: Racial Counterfeit in Montego Bay 

(1778) and Sydney (1796) 
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Panel / Session 165, ‘Colonial Spaces, Colonial Power 3: Performing Whiteness in Colonial Spaces: A 

Transoceanic Analysis’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. G.06, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Onni 

Gust (University of Nottingham) 

How did the theatrical practice of blackface travel across the 18th century British empire? This paper will discuss the 

use of blackface in theatrical performances in the urban centers of Jamaica and New South Wales in the last two 

decades of the period. These representations of ‘blackness’ in the theatre, parsed and interrogated in local contexts, 

come together in spite of their differences to congeal around the idea that ‘blackness’ constituted the lowest common 

denominator of the human, ensuring that ‘black’ colonials—a group that included, at various points, African, 

Aboriginal, Malay, Bengali, and Sumatran peoples—remained low on the scales of civilization, emblems of what 

Europeans were not:  peoples both the most in need of the humanizing impact of European culture and most resistant 

to its effects. Far from harmless theatrical practice, blackface did the crucial work in shaping increasingly global visions 

of ‘blackness’ as a subjected and subaltern state, consolidating and filtering the rich plenitude of black bodies 

represented in the print and theatrical cultures of the period to impact geopolitical distinctions and global visions 

alike. Inhabiting imperial space and culture in circulation, blackface performances in these British outposts also remind 

us of the unexpected consequences of those mimetic practices that allowed Britons to inhabit, resignify and refuse 

colonial otherness, as the compulsion to become the other unleashed its own forms of subversion, both embracing 

and altering what is seen as ‘the same.’ 

 

Diana Wise (University of California, Berkeley) Serpentine Selves: Lord Hervey and Lines of Grace 

in Eighteenth-Century Memoir 

Panel / Session 288, ‘Aesthetics and Taste 2’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. Seminar Room 1, Chrystal 

McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : James Harriman-Smith (Newcastle University) 

In Religio Medici (1643) Thomas Browne explicates providence as a “serpentine and crooked line” whose zigzagging 

looks like the chaos of “meer chance” until re-read, through enlightened hindsight, as the providential back-and-

forthing of the “meer hand of God.” A century later William Hogarth’s Analysis of Beauty (1753) enshrined the 

serpentine line as the fundamental contour of beauty, the “line of grace” that “leads the eye a wanton kind of chace, 

and from the pleasure that gives the mind, intitles it to the name of beautiful.” As a serpentine narrative un-folds in 

time, so the Hogarthian line uncoils in space, tracing in its sinuous grace both pure beauty and wanton desire. In the 

intervening years, I suggest, the serpentine line manifests as a significant figure in life writing, its commingling 

graces—the salvific and the aesthetic—modeling a new understanding of identity. With Lord Hervey’s Memoirs (1727-

37) as its primary focus, this paper will examine the narratological and syntactic potency of the sinuous, with its 

capacity to un- and rewind, to juxtapose prolepsis and retrospection, and to collate the seeming accidents of existence 

into an orderly and graceful providential chain. In particular, Hervey’s pervasive use of antithesis generates a 

serpentine sense of identity through a balancing of opposites: he presents his self within the machinery of his 

sentences as an antithetical or amphibious entity, a this-and-that, a bothness. He thus precipitates in his own rhetoric, 

no less than in his bisexuality, Alexander Pope’s famous slight that he, “familiar toad,” is “one vile antithesis,” 

“amphibious thing!” Hervey’s sinuosity is both writing style and lifestyle, a performance of queerness and 

nonchalance that finds grace in the self-deprecation and self-aggrandizement demanded of a courtier. 

 

Etienne Wismer (Université de Berne) Du savoir à l’illusion : Emplois des vues de paysage suisse 

Panel / Session 336, ‘La Suisse dans les Lumières européennes’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. G.13, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Sylvie Moret Petrini (Université de Lausanne) 

Depuis leur invention, les représentations du paysage suisse se sont manifestées dans des médias et des systèmes de 

communication les plus divers. En 1702 Johann Jakob Scheuchzer publie sous le titre “Ouresiphoítes Helveticus” une 

description richement illustrée d’un voyage dans les Alpes. Dédié à la Royal Society et étudiant les minéraux, la flore et 

la faune helvétiques, ce livre est édité à Leyde et diffusé largement durant la première moitié du 18e siècle. Au cours 

du 18e siècle, le paysage suisse attire l’attention des voyageurs. Dans le sillage des écrits d’Albrecht von Haller entre 

autres, l’on vante le caractère paisible et idyllique de la Suisse. Cette imagerie touristique est fabriquée dans des 

conditions proto-industrielles et destinée à la vente aux touristes avant tout britanniques. Moyennant de nouveaux 
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supports médiatiques comme le papier parchemin, l’artiste bernois Franz Niklaus König présenta ses vues de paysages 

rétroéclairées en France, en Suisse et en Allemagne. 

C’est vers la fin du siècle que le paysage suisse fit son apparition sur le papier peint panoramique, médium alors 

hautement à la mode à la fois dans les milieux bourgeois et nobles. D’un point de vue iconographique et stylistique 

ces représentations imitèrent la production des artistes comme König. Mais au lieu de véhiculer un savoir ou 

d’impressionner par un savoir-faire, elles furent destinées à des fins décoratives et illusionnistes, voire immersives. 

Cette contribution s’intéresse tout particulièrement à ces papiers peints panoramiques et à l’usage qu’on en fit dans 

l’espace où ils servirent par exemple comme toile de fond à des productions théâtrales domestiques. Il s’agira de 

rendre compte de l’alliance entre cette iconographie éprouvée que sont les vues de paysage et le papier peint 

panoramique, médium qui venait tout juste d’être inventé dans les dernières décennies du 18e siècle. 

 

Stanisław Witecki (Jagellonian University, Cracow) Pastoral Letters in the Everyday Life of the 

Parish Clergy in the Late Eighteenth-Century Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 

Panel / Session 52, ‘Letter Writing in (East-)Central Europe Between Textuality and Materiality 1’. Monday 

/Lundi 14.00 – 15.45. G.12, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Veronika Capska (Charles University 

in Prague / Trinity Hall, Cambridge) 

The aim of the presentation will be to explore the content of pastoral letters and the role they played in the everyday 

life of parish clergy in the late eighteenth century Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. I have investigated the examples 

of Roman Catholic dioceses of Kraków, Płock, Chełm and Vilnius. My research is based on the queries in the 

archbishopric archives in Płock, Lublin and Kraków, Central Lithuanian Historical Archives, Vilnius University Library 

and State Archives in Lublin. I have investigated pastoral letters as well as visitation protocols, homilies, and 

catechisms. 

Sermons are recognized as crucial clergy activity and one of the most important external sources of an early modern 

folk knowledge. However, my investigation proved their role to be overestimated. Clergy used almost exclusively 

Sunday and holiday sermons, which hardly ever contained ideas unrelated to religion. Against background of parish 

preaching, the pastoral letters stood out. Parsons were obliged to read them to the faithful. They were receiving a few 

letters a year, most of which were about funerals. Political issues were discussed directly less frequently, and the 

other topics only sporadically. Nevertheless, as letters were always written on a specific occasion, they provided 

information about current events. Through encouragement to prayers, at an emotional and imaginary level, they 

engaged both priests and faithful in the public affairs. 

Several pastoral letters in the late eighteenth century contained key ideas of the Enlightened Catholicism and the 

Catholic Enlightenment. Although the parsons read pastoral letters to the faithful only occasionally, even the most 

innovative of the bishops’ ideas reached and influenced lives of villages and little towns inhabitants. Some of them 

were a direct attempt to alter the everyday life of both parsons and their parishioners. 

 

Alun Withey (University of Exeter) Commodifying Masculinity: Shaving Products and Men’s 

Personal Grooming in Eighteenth-Century Britain 

Panel / Session 443, ‘The Material Body’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. Lecture Theatre 4, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Helen Berry (Newcastle University) 

In the second half of the eighteenth century, shaving the face was an important component of polite masculinity. A 

smooth, clean-shaven face bespoke neatness, elegance and control over appearance. Facial hair, however, suggested 

neglect of the self, bodily dereliction and rough, rustic manliness.  After centuries of visiting the barber to be shaved, 

men were also increasingly beginning to shave themselves, in line with broader ideas about refining the body to meet 

polite ideals of appearance. At the same time, a new market arose for men’s shaving products, including not only 

razors, but also a raft of shaving soaps, oils, pastes and powders. For perhaps the first time, men could purchase 

cosmetic goods that were both produced and advertised solely for them. But the advertising of shaving products 

reveals interesting fault lines in terms of the discourses of polite manliness. One the one hand, razor makers appealed 

to masculine characteristics such as hardness, control and temper in their advertisements. Perfumers and other 
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manufacturers of shaving soaps and related products, however, stressed softness, ease and luxury. In both cases, 

however, shaving products and paraphernalia embodied ideas about masculinity, acting as vectors for the conveyance 

of politeness. This paper explores the place of shaving products in the construction and commodification of polite 

manliness in the later eighteenth century, and the competing discourses that men were forced to navigate. 

 

Alexis Wolf (Birkbeck, University of London) ‘Erin’s Isle shall soon be free’: Lady Mount Cashell’s 

1798 Rebellion Broadside 

Panel / Session 201, ‘Eighteenth-Century Ireland 2’. Tuesday /Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. 2.07, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : Harry Dickinson (University of Edinburgh) 

Margaret Moore, Lady Mount Cashell is primarily cited today as the pupil of Mary Wollstonecraft during the latter’s 

brief period as a governess in Ireland and as the fictionalised subject of Wollstonecraft’s Original Stories from Real Life 

(1788). Yet she is increasingly appreciated by scholars as an important author and activist in her own right. As a young 

Anglo-Irish aristocrat in Ireland at the end of the eighteenth century, she opposed her family’s interests by writing 

anonymous anti-Unionist pamphlets and embracing genteel classical republicanism. This paper will expand knowledge 

of Mount Cashell’s writing during the period through the attribution of a newly discovered political poem, ‘The Bard of 

Erin’, which she penned prior to the Rebellion in 1797 and printed and circulated anonymously. Traced through 

annotation in common place books composed by women in her circle as well as a surviving broadside, this paper will 

reunite disparate archival and print materials to illuminate Lady Mount Cashell’s covert participation in the political 

dialogues of the 1798 Rebellion and subsequent Union Crisis of 1799-1800. It will also evaluate her poem in terms of 

Wollstonecraft’s early political and creative influence, to whom Mount Cashell later attributed “the development of 

whatever virtues I possess”, querying the impact of women’s mentoring on public forms of literature. At the same 

time, the paper will explore how the anonymity of popular writing such as broadside poetry allowed eighteenth-

century writers and political agents to test out new identities on the page. 

 

Boris Wolf (Independent Scholar) Christopher Smart, a ‘Völkisch’ Poet in Eighteenth-Century 

Britain? 

Panel / Session 163, ‘Biological Classification’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. 2.11, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Brycchan Carey (Northumbria University) 

The racialist and racist undercurrents of the word ‘race’ didn’t come fully to the fore of European thought until the so-

called Aryan ‘science’ of the late 19th century. However, some seeds were sown as far back as the Renaissance and 

the second half of the 18th century may be seen as one such key moment in the emergence of a racialised discourse 

on race. 

Christopher Smart (1722-1771) both carries on from various scholarly Renaissance and Augustan traditions and 

evinces beliefs that are very heterodox-sounding. 

There are hints in Jubilate Agno (1759-1763) that Smart believed England to be on the threshold of a new political, 

scientific, religious age with himself, prophet and psalmist elect, at its head. However, as much as he may sometimes 

be a hyperbolic patriot, he is no less a worried one, combining national anxieties with anxieties of his own – in 

particular around race and genealogical hierarchies. 

By comparing him, on the one hand, with the contemporary discourse on race of Enlightened philosophers (Voltaire, 

Goldsmith, Herder) and, on the other, with the new ethnohistorical history promoted by the historian-folklorists in the 

1770s and 1780s (John Pinkerton, Richard Hurd, John Horne), we hope to gain a new understanding of Smart on race. 

In particular, this paper will discuss if Smart’s idiosyncratic sensibility and interest in esoteric associations as well as 

racial and historical hierarchies, could not be best described as ‘völkish’ by anticipation.  

 

Nicholas Wolters (Wake Forest University) Col·loqui de quatre aprenents: Labor Cultures and 

Masculinities in Eighteenth-Century Barcelona 
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Panel / Session 144, ‘Peripheral Identities in the Hispanic World 1’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. G.11, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Enid Valle (Kalamazoo College) 

This paper will contextualize the consolidation of Catalan icons of working-class manhood during the eighteenth 

century by examining a plec solt (cordel sheet) titled Col·loqui de quatre aprenents: un teixidor, un forner, un sastre y 

un sabater. With an eye to situating the text within mass culture more broadly, the presentation will also examine the 

role of Barcelona’s guilds in the construction and development of labor cultures and masculinities during the 

Enlightenment. 

 

James Wood (University of East Anglia) Johnson’s Dictionary and the Performance of Labour 

Panel / Session 316, ‘The Labourer’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. G.12, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Gillian Williamson (Birkbeck College, University of London) 

In the Preface to the Dictionary of the English Language (1755), Samuel Johnson counted the writer of dictionaries 

among those who “toil at the lower employments of life,” who is regarded “not as the pupil, but the slave of science, 

the pioneer of literature, doomed only to remove rubbish and clear obstructions from the paths of Learning and 

Genius.” Famously, Johnson defined the “lexicographer” in the Dictionary as “a harmless drudge.” This paper revisits 

Johnson’s self-representation as a labourer in light of Hannah Arendt’s distinction between labour and work in The 

Human Condition, in which Arendt argues that labour is distinguished from work by having no definite end or artifact 

as its object, a nonvoluntary activity related to the life process of itself, with its endless cycles of creation and 

consumption. My argument is that Johnson’s performance of labour in the Dictionary reflects a wider shift in which 

labour is no longer regarded as the abject preserve of the lower orders but as the precondition for any successful 

contribution to human society, manual or mental. Johnson endeavours to preserve acts of mental labour that (like any 

act of labour) are apt to disappear without trace in the act of performing them. The paper closely reads some of the 

specific entries in the Dictionary, showing how the definitions and quotations paint a picture of mental labour as the 

mirror of manual labour. 

 

Amelia Worsley (Amherst College) Lonely Poets, their Publics, and the Poetry of Abolition 

Panel / Session 297, ‘Eighteenth-Century Pathologies of Solitude’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 11.30. G.14, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Silvia Sebastiani (École des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, 

Paris) 

In this paper, I draw British poetry about abolition and slavery into dialogue with the wider abolitionist movement, to 

show how influential the poetry of loneliness was for the abolitionist cause.  William Cowper, Mary Robinson, Robert 

Southey, Amelia Opie, and S. T. Coleridge frequently experimented with presenting not just themselves, but the slaves 

and repentent slave-holders they depicted as lonely speakers, worthy of sympathy. Abolitionist politicians John 

Newton, Thomas Clarkson and William Wilberforce, many of whom were close friends with Romantic poets I will 

discuss, at first considered themselves “public” men who shunned solitude. Over time, however, in dialogue with the 

poetry I will discuss, they started to position themselves as lonely voices amidst the crowd. The embrace of the role of 

the lonely, path-breaking politician entailed an ethical struggle for each of these figures, but was finally overcome, and 

still has resonance in political rhetoric today. 

 

Alexander Wragge-Morley (New York University) Involuntary Motion: Physiology, Regimen, and 

Aesthetic Experience, 1700–1750 

Panel / Session 126, ‘The Science of Aesthetic Experience’. Tuesday /Mardi 08.00 – 09.30. M3, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Joanna Stalnaker (Columbia University) 

It used to be widely accepted that the 18th-century emergence of the ‘aesthetic’ as a category of experience 

depended on an explicit denial of the pleasures, pains, and functions of the body. In recent years, however, scholars 

such as Aris Sarafianos have become increasingly interested in how medicine and theories of matter shaped the 
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development of philosophical aesthetics, for instance highlighting Edmund Burke’s close engagement with debates 

about the sensibility of the body in framing his account of the sublime. 

In this paper, I go one step further, arguing that changing ideas about the body’s involuntary functions – along with 

their pathologies and therapies – had a crucial role in the development of aesthetics and art theory in Britain during 

the first half of the 18th century. Drawing on a wide range of sources – including hitherto overlooked manuscripts – 

concerning the imperceptible motions of both plant and animal bodies, the paper shows how debates about the 

effects of air pressure, food, and exercise on the body’s involuntary responses to the world outside it shaped 

arguments about what we now call aesthetic experience, and vice-versa. 

I thus offer new interpretations of the interplay between aesthetics, art theory, physiology, and medicine. This paper 

will do more than simply show that art theorists such as Jonathan Richardson and William Hogarth responded to 

philosophical and medical attempts to describe and control the body’s involuntary motions, from John Arbuthnot’s An 

essay concerning the effects of air on human bodies to George Cheyne’s famous therapies for the so-called ‘English 

Malady’. Rather, it will seek to demonstrate that a concern about involuntary motion was a central theme in 18th 

century thought, animating a range of interconnected discourses and practices concerned with non-cognitive 

responses to sensory experience, ranging from the attractive force exerted on mind and body by beauty to the forms 

of experience arising from – or modified by – the mysterious, involuntary vibrations taking place inside the body. 

 

Kent Wright (Institut d’études avancées de Nantes) Utopisme et identité dans les Lumières 

françaises / Utopianism and Identity in the French Enlightenment 

Panel / Session 19, ‘Nature, identité, authenticité : perspectives croisées sur les Lumières européennes / 

Nature, Identity, Authenticity: Crossed Perspectives on the European Enlightenment’. Monday /Lundi 

11.00 – 12.30. Seminar Room 6, Chrystal McMillan Building. Chair / Président.e : Pierre Carboni 

(Université de Nantes) 

L’étude récente de Stéphanie Roza sur Morelly, Mably et Babeuf, Comment l’utopie est devenue un programme 

politique (2015), a donné un nouveau souffle à un sujet qui était autrefois essentiel à la compréhension du siècle des 

Lumières et de ses diverses “identités.”  En effet, la réalisation de Roza est telle qu’elle inspire une réflexion sur la 

longue histoire de l’érudition sur l’écriture utopique au XVIIIe siècle, à laquelle elle a apporté une contribution phare.  

Ce papier se penchera sur une série de textes classiques sur le sujet – notamment The Heavenly City of the 

Eighteenth-Century Philosophers de Carl Becker, Kritik et Krise de Reinhard Koselleck, L’utopie et la réforme au siècle 

des Lumières de Franco Venturi, et Lumières de l’utopie de Bronislaw Baczko.  Même un survol rapide de ce terrain 

devrait nous permettre, d’une part, d’isoler certains des termes clés du discours utopique – “nature” et “histoire”, 

“authenticité” et “artifice”, “pureté” et “corruption “, etc .; et d’autre part, réfléchir sur le rôle que les “identités” 

jouent dans l’écriture utopique – à la fois collective (le discours sur la nature humaine) et individuelle (les identités 

assumées par les écrivains en question (philosophe, réformateur républicain, révolutionnaire jacobin)).  Le papier se 

terminera par des remarques sur les deux personnages qui figurent à la fin du livre de Roza, chevauchant le fossé qui 

sépare l’utopisme des Lumières et l’utopisme moderne, Babeuf et Fourier. 

 

Thomas Wynn (Université de Durham) La veuve Lescombat : l’identité criminelle sur la scène des 

Lumières 

Panel / Session 95, ‘Théâtre et Identités 2 : Identités en scène. Reconfigurations du personnage des 

Lumières à la Révolution’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. 2.12, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : 

Pierre Frantz (Sorbonne Université) 

Cette communication porte sur les représentations artistiques (pièces de théâtre, roman, oraison, portraits) d’une 

meurtrière, la veuve Lescombat, reconnue coupable et pendue à Paris (1755) pour avoir été complice de l’assassinat 

de son mari. Elle analyse la création de son identité criminelle et les enjeux de sa célébrité. 
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Hu Xiangyu (Qing Institute of Renmin University of China) Judicial Unity in a Segregated City—The 

‘Web’ Structure of the Judicial System in Eighteenth-century Beijing 

Panel / Session 322, ‘Asian Identities in the Global Enlightenment 2 (co-chaired with Atsuko Tamada, Chubu 

University)’. Thursday /Jeudi 14.30 – 16.15. 2.14, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Shinichi Nagao 

(Nagoya University) 

China historians commonly understand that Qing judicial structure was vertical constructed and that the Manchu Qing 

court adopted Han legal principles while upheld a judicial pluralism by treating Manchus separately. This paper aims 

to reshape these common understandings through analyzing how both Manchu and Ming (or Han) judicial elements 

integrated and how a unique judicial system was established in Qing Beijing (Jingshi). In Qing Beijing, the judicial 

structure was not vertical or hierarchically as in the provinces. The “web” structure combined both Ming and Manchu 

judicial elements. It broke the bannerman-civilian (or Manchu-Han) division. The Five Wards and the Commander-

general of Metropolitan Infantry Brigade could settle minor cases only if the parties to the cases were not imperial 

clansmen or any person administered by the Imperial Household Department. Regular bannermen and civilians were 

adjudicated by the same court. All major cases were handled by the Board of Punishment or the Three High Courts. 

Thus, ethnic division was not emphasized. The “web” structure also demonstrated that no “local” government in Qing 

Beijing. These institutions in the judicial system were branches of the Qing central government. 

 

Masano Yamashita (University of Colorado, Boulder) Accidental Revolution and the Self-

Understanding of Emigrés 

Panel / Session 5, ‘Changing Identities in Revolutionary and Postrevolutionary France’. Monday /Lundi 11.00 

– 12.30. 2.12, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Annelle Curulla (Scripps College) 

This presentation will examine the ways in which the notion of an “accidental” French Revolution helped shape the 

self-understanding of émigré characters, whose social position and political status came to be radically altered in 

1790s France. The trope of the Revolution as accident by émigré fiction writers such as Sénac de Meilhan and Joseph 

Rosny prompted a reflection on the contingency of political circumstances and the political agency of exiled émigrés. 

In my paper, I would like to direct attention to another form of contingency and its linkage to the historiography of the 

French Revolution as an accident or a “naufrage” (shipwreck): the chance-ridden event of noble birth and the arbitrary 

nature of Old Regime forms of social distinction.  Does the Revolution fundamentally alter émigrés’ conception of 

social identity? The perception of émigrés as “êtres amphibies” (Charrière) invites the possibility of a supple 

conception of social identity that could be characterized by cosmopolitanism, hybridity, and social change. In this 

sense, the Revolution could be seen to usher in a new modernity that force émigrés to rescript and reinvent their 

social existence.  

In my paper, I would like to first nuance the common perception of émigrés as being uniformly noble by considering 

the crucial role played by domestic servants who followed their masters and mistresses in exile and aided them in 

adapting to foreign environments. I will center the first part of my analysis on Charrière’s Trois Femmes and Lettres 

trouvées dans des porte-feuilles d’émigrés as innovative literary works that set the stage for chance, social 

experimentations and new understandings of equality. I will then draw on Joseph Rosny’s Firmin, ou le jouet de la 

fortune and Sénac de Meilhan’s L’Emigré to assess the various roles that the leitmotifs of Fortuna and chance play in 

alternatively destabilizing and reinforcing émigrés’ sense of social selfhood in a postrevolutionary international 

society.  

 

Asuka Yamazaki (Nihon University) The Development of Actors’ Cosmopolitan and Enlightened 

Identity: Through the Promotion of Theatre Education and Market Cosmopolitanism 

Panel / Session 223, ‘Civic Education’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. G.11, Old Medical School. Chair 

/ Président.e : Jürgen Overhoff (University of Münster) 

The socially negative idea of the actor as an outlaw that was formed under the influence of Christianity has changed, 

especially since the latter half of the seventeenth century. The beginning of the development of actor’s enlightened 

identity was marked by the intellectual discourse for theatre education. Under the influence of the French cultural and 
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theatre policy, Montesquieu and Pascal appreciated the social and culturally educational effect of the theatre. In the 

German-speaking sphere, the school theatre and Jesuit Theatre played a role in the moral education of aristocrats’ 

children and extended their sphere of influence. Leibnitz, who developed his illuminating educational philosophy from 

the secular educational one of the Baroque period, proposed a programme of theatre education for the people. He 

emphasised the function of the actor in human cultivation and the acquisition of transnational cultural experiences. 

In the expanding civil society of the eighteenth century, the idealistic and market cosmopolitanism that advocates 

transnational human liberation was developed and theorised by Adam Smith and Immanuel Kant. In particular, Smith 

contributed to the improvement of actors’ social status, as he designates the value of the actor’s labour a service 

business. The actor transcends borders and classes, embodies the universal world spirit, shares in its spiritual life and 

enjoyment of citizens from different countries, and acts as a medium between the classes. During this period, the 

cosmopolitan and enlightened identity of actors as world citizens was strengthened; they contributed to sharing the 

intellectual property in the theatrical culture that was established as a public space and in developing the city and 

citizens’ lives. 

 

Yan Yang (Peking University) Enlightenment from Ancient India: Sir William Jones’s Journey to 

Transcultural Identity 

Panel / Session 395, ‘Indian Identities’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. G.14, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Tina Janssen (University of Warwick) 

In the 1780s, Sir William Jones initiated collaborative researches on various aspects of Indian culture. With his frame 

of mind and methodology profoundly shaped by Western Enlightenment Empiricism—classifying branches of 

knowledge into history, science, and arts, and studying them by collecting, analyzing, and synthesizing primary 

sources—Jones envisioned to expand his cultural identity via investigating India. Current scholars tend to 

underrepresent the enlightening impact of India on Jones, whose interpretation of Indian culture inspired many 

Western thinkers (such as Shelley and Byron) in the late 18th and early 19th centuries.  

This paper focuses on Jones’s appreciative understandings of Indian culture, especially ancient Indian literature, law, 

and philosophy that lead him to construct an opener, transcultural identity. It examines Jones’s comments on Indian 

works he translated—in particular,  an ancient Indian drama Sakuntala (1789) and the Laws of Manu(1794)—and 

traces his representations of Indian culture in his Anniversary Discourses (1784-1794) delivered as president of Asiatic 

Society of Bengal.   

In so doing, this paper argues that, while informed by European Enlightenment mentality and Mosaic chronology, 

Jones begins with a reverent and scholarly vision of ancient Indian culture, and  develops a more catholic and 

empathetic attitude towards it. In this evolving process, Jones cultivates his transcultural identity, embracing Western 

tradition (such as the scenes of punishment in Christianity) with more critical discernments and incorporating ancient 

Indian culture (such as tenets of Vedanta philosophy) as germs of a more comprehensive vision of mankind.  

 

Myron Yeager (Chapman University) Spatial Identity: Samuel Johnson and the Self-formed City 

Panel / Session 232, ‘London’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.14, Appleton Tower. Chair / 

Président.e : Joanne Myers (Gettysburg College) 

While Samuel Johnson’s infatuation with the city of London is a well-worn story, too frequently scholars and social 

historians see Johnson’s love affair as a consequence of his need for intellectual and social stimulation. For such 

studies, Johnson’s identity is a product of representations of the city. However, while Johnson clearly thrived on all 

that the city offered, the identity he crafted for himself from the time he arrived in London to his death was not simply 

a product of the city; rather, Johnson created for himself a city to serve the needs of his identity. Social theorist Henri 

Lefebvre proposes that between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries there emerged a code–architectural, urban, 

and political–that brought together physical spaces (nature), mental and logical forms (abstractions or representations 

such as the dome or steeple), and social spaces (public promenades) to achieve a unity to be decoded by the observer.  

From that decoding which necessitated spatial ordering, the observer defined order and meaning for the self. The 

decoder created for the self the significance of space; the decoder created the space. For Johnson, London offers a 

representational space with associated images that afford him the means to process and assimilate daily practice and 
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private reality; he creates his own city for himself. In this production of space, Johnson defines a means to combat the 

demons of his mind and manage the multiple facets of identity. This process, significant to the Johnson biography, 

offers a fresh means to explore the way Johnson situates the self in his works. Such works as “London,” “The Vanity of 

Human Wishes,” and The Life of Savage, for example, illustrate how the self creates space and the consequence of 

such a process. This spatial reconsideration suggests a production of space achieved not by markers and symbols, but 

by the perceiver, the participant who creates a space to form and accommodate personal identity.  

 

Tsai-ching Yeh (National Taipei University of Technology) Masquerade and Female Identity in Eliza 

Haywood’s The Masqueraders 

Panel / Session 367, ‘Female Fashioning and Self-Fashioning’. Thursday /Jeudi 16.45 – 18.30. G.13, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Gillian Williamson (Birkbeck College, University of London) 

Introduced by John James Heidegger (1666-1749), the Swiss Count, masquerades became a “fashionable Amusement” 

(Guardian 261) in London society in the early eighteenth century. The disguised attendees came from different social 

backgrounds, such as aristocrats, gentry, merchants, thieves, and prostitutes alike, while such masked assemblies 

turned out be the arenas where the social order was challenged and reversed. 

The issue of the “doubleness” of identity of the masqueraders deserves further discussion. As Terry Castle notes that 

the early eighteenth-century masquerades were a “collective meditation on ‘self’ and ‘other’ and an exploration of 

their mysterious dialectic” (4). In reality as well as in literary texts, the masked meetings provided the eighteenth-

century women the space to reverse their inferior positions in man-woman relationships, helping them achieve a state 

of sexual license and libertinism. Therefore, this paper aims to discuss the issue of female identity in Eliza Haywood’s 

The Masqueraders (1724-25), for the purpose to investigate the idea of the doubleness of “self” and “other” as well as 

define the concept of women’s emancipation in this time period. 

 

Soile Ylivuori (University of Helsinki) Precarious Performances of Whiteness: Creoles and the 

Construction of Britishness in Georgian Polite Society 

Panel / Session 165, ‘Colonial Spaces, Colonial Power 3: Performing Whiteness in Colonial Spaces: A 

Transoceanic Analysis’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. G.06, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Onni 

Gust (University of Nottingham) 

While the culture of politeness has long been recognised as an important part of British national identity in the 

eighteenth century, what has thus far not been explored are its links to the construction of whiteness, or Britishness 

as a racialised identity. Through an examination of West Indians and their cultural, social, and economic practices in 

London, Bath and other fashionable spaces of polite interaction, this paper argues that the gendered culture of 

politeness played a crucial role in British formulations of whiteness during this period. Even though Creoles and other 

wealthy West Indians could (and did) their best to buy their way into fashionable society through conspicuous 

consumption, the paper argues that their failures in polite genteel behaviour not only excluded them from full social 

acceptance but rendered their race questionable. These cases show that the feeling of cultural alienness (and political 

suspicion) that Britons felt towards West Indians was translated into ambiguous but persistent beliefs of actual 

physical racial difference—thus suggesting that whiteness was a fluid and precarious identity. The culture and 

practices of politeness played a dual role in this process, first as serving a measuring stick against which Creoles could 

be found lacking in their genteel manners and behaviour, and second as providing the practical means for their social 

exclusion. 

 

Sharon Young (University of Worcester) ‘To defend her from the Censure of Criticks’: Mary 

Chudleigh’s Poems on Several Occasions and the Creation of an Eighteenth-Century Poetic 

Canon 

Panel / Session 262, ‘Criticism: Canon Formation and Patterns of Influence’. Thursday /Jeudi 08.00 – 09.30. 

G.12, Old Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Corrina Readioff (University of Liverpool) 
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The lack of female eighteenth century poets included in the English literary canon(s) has been widely discussed and 

attributed to numerous difficulties: the allusive nature of the poetry itself, the fact that some poems do not fit with 

modern taste in terms of topic; and that the poetry does not align with feminist, or indeed other, theoretical frames.  

However, perhaps most pertinent is Roger Lonsdale’s assertion that contemporary critical debates had an enormous 

impact on the contemporary reputation and thus canonical status of the writer.  Many of the key critics of the period 

had dual roles as poet and arbiter of poetic taste.  This twofold position was a powerful one: it raised the poet’s 

profile and it mutually reinforced literary reputations, establishing a form of self-canonization.  It was also a 

predominantly male position with clear consequences for the female poet who could not, or would not, participate on 

equal terms. 

This paper will look at the ways in which one female poet Mary Chudleigh engages with these mutually reinforcing 

contemporary critical and poetic practices. I shall argue that, like many of her female peers, such as Anne Finch, 

Chudleigh does not do so directly.  Instead her engagement is oblique and frequently located in the range of prefatory 

materials which frame her texts.  In this paper I will explore at the (self) authorising gestures in the preface and 

dedicatory epistle in Mary Chudleigh’s Poems on Several Occasions (1713) to understand how she positioned her work 

vis-à-vis her own literary culture and its critical debates. 

 

Ronnie Young (University of Glasgow) Burns’s Enlightenment Identity: Correspondence, Character, 

and Life-Writing 

Panel / Session 149, ‘Robert Burns and the Scottish Enlightenment’. Tuesday /Mardi 10.00 – 11.45. 2.04, 

Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Andrew Prescott (University of Glasgow) 

This paper aims to explore the extent to which the construction of Burns’s identity during the late Enlightenment is 

shaped by the character sketch as a mode of life-writing and how such activity can be traced through correspondence 

and print culture during the period. It will explore the processes by which the popular understanding of Burns as poet 

and person were shaped by contemporary views regarding ‘character’ as a moral, social and philosophical category for 

understanding individual psychology within the wider Enlightenment study of human nature. In doing so, it aims firstly 

to cover the discourse on character as it appears in Burns’s own letters – currently undergoing re-examination as part 

of a new edition of the correspondence of Burns for OUP – with particular regards to autobiography and the writing of 

the poet’s own life. This paper will then examine how correspondence about Burns shapes popular perceptions of the 

poet: specifically, the role the character sketch plays in such correspondence; how such written accounts then go on 

to shape early biographies of the poet, including those of editor James Currie and later John Gibson Lockhart; and in 

turn how those create influential yet problematic views of Burns.  

 

Hannah Young (Institute of Historical Research / University of Hull) Colonialism, Violence, and the 

Twenty-First-Century Museum: Slave-Ownership and the Victoria and Albert Museum 

Panel / Session 128, ‘Colonial Spaces, Colonial Power 2: Imperial Identities and Afterlives’. Tuesday /Mardi 

10.00 – 11.45. G.06, 50 George Square. Chair / Président.e : Rosalind Carr (Queen Mary, University of 

London) 

Found across the length and breadth of the country, absentee slave-owners used their wealth, rooted in the 

exploitation of enslaved people, to help build eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain. The legacies of this history 

continue to shape the word we live in, and the museums we visit, today. 

This paper will uncover the links between British slave-ownership and the Victoria and Albert Museum. Through 

collecting decorative arts and other curiosities absentee slave-owners, inspired by Enlightenment ideals, were able to 

indulge their interests in history and art and establish reputations as gentlemen of culture and taste. Objects that 

were once in the collections of these men are now dotted throughout the V&A, found in almost every gallery.  But the 

violent histories embodied in these objects are rarely acknowledged. The paper will thus also raise the question of 

how, in a twenty-first century museum, we can confront and engage with this difficult, contentious and 

uncomfortable history. 
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The paper will explore one example of attempting to make a critical intervention within a major national museum. It 

will discuss my experience of undertaking this research at the V&A and working with artist-in-residence Victoria 

Adukwei Bulley, who has created a series of five short films and poems (‘A Series of Unfortunate Inheritances’) that 

unearth the names, lives and experiences of individuals whose enslavement is ineffably tied to objects held in the 

museum’s collections. It will highlight how important critical interventions can be in helping museums to engage with 

more complex and inclusive histories, while also discussing the difficulties involved in embedding such work within 

institutions that in many respects continue to be colonial spaces.  

 

Virginie Yvernault (Sorbonne Université) « Comment regarderaient-ils Chérubin ? » Le page 

scandaleux de Beaumarchais 

Panel / Session 95, ‘Théâtre et Identités 2 : Identités en scène. Reconfigurations du personnage des 

Lumières à la Révolution’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. 2.12, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : 

Pierre Frantz (Sorbonne Université) 

Cette communication s’intéresse à l’indétermination sexuelle du personnage de Chérubin dans Le Mariage de Figaro, 

mais aussi dans les reprises et les parodies (du Mariage inattendu de Chérubin d’Olympe de Gouges au Chérubin de 

Massenet), en passant par des œuvres romanesques ou poétiques. 

 

Juan Zabalza (University of Alicante) Adam Smith in the Political and Intellectual Debates during 

the ‘Trienio Liberal’ (1820–1823) and the Exile 

Panel / Session 287, ‘Adam Smith´s Wealth of Nations in Spain, 1780–1830 2’. Thursday /Jeudi 10.00 – 

11.30. G.05, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Jesús Astigarraga (University of Zaragoza) 

After six years of absolutism that suppressed the Cádiz parliament and Constitution in 1814, a new period was 

inaugurated in 1820 when the King finally signed up, as a result of a military coup, the Constitution. During this period 

known as the “Trienio Liberal” —the three years liberal period (1820-1823)— the parliament was restored and 

developed the liberal principles established in the Constitution. In 1823, French troops invaded Spain to restore 

absolutism and many liberals exiled in London where they developed a productive intellectual activity. This 

contribution to the ISECS Conference analyses the influence of Adam Smith on two realms: the parliamentarian 

debates on issues related to commercial policy, monetary issues and public finances; and, on the other hand, these 

issues in the writings of the liberals (journals and monographs primarily) during their British exile.  

 

Tara Zanardi (Hunter College) Botanical Identity: Natural History, Porcelain, and the King’s Room 

at Aranjuez 

Panel / Session 229, ‘Identity and the Interior’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.11, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : Christina Lindeman (University of South Alabama) 

At the Royal Palace of Aranjuez, Charles III (r. King of Spain, 1759-88) promoted agrarian experimentation and 

modernization with the cultivation of global botanical specimens and the collecting and breeding of animals. These 

specimens derived from myriad countries and colonies, making Aranjuez a microcosm of empire. Inside the palace, 

the king encouraged innovation in interior design, including the tour de force employment of porcelain in his 

‘antedespacho’ (outer office; reception area), produced by the Buen Retiro Porcelain Factory in 1760-65. In this space, 

botanical, aviary, and simian motifs dominate. By relating the botanical and zoological operations conducted at 

Aranjuez specifically to the diversity and abundance of natural and animal motifs in the Porcelain Room, both the 

room and the estate show analogous ways to display imperial wealth that the king wanted to showcase, not only for 

his own pleasure, but also for the cabinet ministers, diplomats, and other visitors to the palace. Thus, the interior 

served an official role in formulating Charles III’s identity as king and a site for official court business.  

Through the room’s ornamentation, the king’s artful “collection” of specimens is materialized in porcelain. The 

ornamentation does not mimic the exact specimens found on the grounds or replicate the parterres located within 

view of the room’s window. Rather, it allows the viewer to experience an aestheticized nature, idealized and 
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controlled, and be transformed by the porcelain’s emulative techniques of the natural abundance and material 

splendor on the estate. The porcelain motifs and the specimens planted and bred on the grounds sought to render 

nature as artful, collectable, and profitable. The real and porcelain examples demonstrate Charles III’s magnificence as 

innovator, collector, and sovereign of a grand and global empire, of which he could survey and explore at Aranjuez.  

 

Rémy Zanardi (Université de Lausanne) La Mythologie d'Alexandre-César Chavannes (1767-1800): 

l'origine et les causes du polythéisme 

Panel / Session 243, ‘Quêtes d’identité : pensée, histoire et projections du religieux au tournant des 

Lumières (1780–1815)’. Wednesday /Mercredi 08.00 – 09.30. 2.07, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : 

François Rosset (Université de Lausanne) 

En 1788, Alexandre-César Chavannes, pasteur et professeur de théologie à l'Académie de Lausanne, publie son 

Anthropologie ou Science générale de l'homme. Cette version ne représente qu'une table des matières étendue d'un 

projet plus vaste en treize volumes et neuf parties qui demeurent cependant manuscrits. De ces neuf parties, seule la 

dernière, appelée Mythologie, n'est pas abordée dans l'imprimé de 1788. Dans cette partie, Chavannes cherche à 

identifier la première religion des peuples anciens et de comprendre comment certains peuples sont passés d'un 

monothéisme primitif au polythéisme. 

 

Laurel Zeiss (Baylor University) Haydn’s Correspondence, Epistolary Identities, and the Century of 

Letters 

Panel / Session 213, ‘Musical Identities’. Tuesday /Mardi 16.30 – 18.00. G.07 Meadows Lecture Theatre, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Anne Desler (University of Edinburgh) 

Secret missives to rival parties, epistles from a confidant going astray, methodically copied love letters, couriers 

rushing dispatches between distant royal palaces—these may sound like scenes from an eighteenth-century novel, yet 

composer Franz Josef Haydn experienced all of the above. In fact, the composer’s letters and notebooks reflect just 

how inseparable life-writing and literature were during the 1700s, a time when epistles dominated both fiction and 

non-fiction publications. 

A few scholars (i.e., Beghin 2015, Fuchs 2013, Sisman 2005) have examined Haydn’s correspondence and personal 

notebooks through the lens of Briefkultur. This presentation expands on their work by analyzing Haydn’s 

correspondence in light of common epistolary practices and the larger literary context. For example, while modern 

readers often assume letters to be intimate, private documents, Haydn’s epistles to Maria Anna von Genzinger 

probably were shared and read aloud within the family circle—a practice that adds aural and communal elements to 

the words on the page. The custom of destroying letters after a person’s death may explain why no complete letters 

to or from his brother Michael survive. Analysis shows that phrases similar to those found in sentimental epistolary 

novels infuse Haydn’s correspondence with von Genzinger and the letters he received from the widow Rebecca 

Schroeter.  In short, Haydn’s letters reveal that he adopted multiple personae or identities depending on the 

addressee. Additionally, Haydn’s correspondence demonstrates how fact and fiction, public and private, actual letters 

and literature intertwined during what is sometimes called “The Century of Letters.” 

 

Wen Zhang (University of Oxford / Wuhan University of Technology) Unconscious Enlightenment: 

Motivated Cognition and Fabricated Identities in Fielding’s Works 

Panel / Session 393, ‘Fabrication of Enlightenment Identities: Sensation, Perception, and Cognition of 

Eighteenth-Century Prose’. Friday /Vendredi 09.00 – 10.30. G.13, Old Medical School. Chair / 

Président.e : Rebekah Andrew (University of Birmingham) 

At the very beginning of his career as a novelist, Henry Fielding avails himself of the fact that an epistemic purpose 

underlies his works, which makes it necessary for him to serve “truth”, the highest knowledge. In the dedications of 

Tom Jones and Amelia he has emphatically stated that it was his intention to recommend judgment of “truth” and to 
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promote the cause of virtue as well. Judgment is the cognitive ability that will teach one to know mankind better than 

they know themselves. 

Fielding is aware of the problem of motivated cognition or the reader’s unconscious shift of self concept for 

enlightenment. He has played with his new species of writing to simultaneously fabricate reader’s identity and 

promote critical reading. He created a “voice” of “I” so constructive and illuminating that readers are elicited to adapt 

their self identity to the justification of knowledge. He also maneuvered to construct a national identity as a social 

representative of various cognitive agents by an interaction between the fabrication of national characters and the 

building of the text. 

For social and practical wisdom, the process of enlightenment needs to be consolidated by practice in the social 

context. It is this contextual purpose that has motivated Fielding’s all-inclusive writing as an attempt to achieve 

verisimilitude of social diversity. The basis of this diversity is a resonance between text and context, text and history, 

novel and ideology. The resonance, in turn, creates a social and cultural identity for the cognitive agent, i.e., the 

reader, so that the agent is immersed in the cognitive ecology for enlightenment till intellectual virtues are finally 

habitualized and internalized. 

This paper aims to expound Fielding’s conviction that human cognition is beyond the acquisition of knowledge of 

nature and self. It involves responsibility to Others and our social being. Fielding’s epistemology distinguishes the 

predictive competence and potential to face the unknown world. With the fabrication of enlightened identities, he 

dedicated his writing to the developmental cognition with a consummation of the harmony of human, nature and 

society. 

 

Yue Zhuang (University of Exeter) Sir William Temple, Constantijn Huygens, and Sharawadgi: 

Identities and Poetics of Variety 

Panel / Session 35, ‘British Visual Culture: Garden and Landscape Identities 1’. Monday /Lundi 14.00 – 

15.45. Lecture Theatre 3, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Dana Arnold (University of East Anglia) 

In an essay entitled ‘Upon the Gardens of Epicurus,’ the English statesman and essayist Sir William Temple uses the 

term sharawadgi to describe the irregular beauty of Chinese gardens. Wybe Kuitert (2013) suggests that just as 

Temple’s own garden, Moor Park, in Surrey, was inspired by Constantijn Huygens’ Hofwijck garden estate and 

exemplified the beginning of a taste for the Dutch garden in England, Temple’s notion of sharawadgi resonated with 

Huygens’s interest in the irregular pattern of a Japanese robe, then fashionable in the Low Countries.  Rather than 

treating sharawadgi as a foreign form of beauty that was to trigger a radically different aesthetic in the Enlightenment, 

this paper argues, instead, that sharawadgi and its associated Confucian philosophy were received comfortably within 

a European intellectual framework, that is, the poetics of variety as framed by Epicureanism-Stoicism in the 16th -17th 

century. Examining both Temple’ and Huygens’ descriptions of gardens (Moor Park and Hofwijck) respectively, I show 

that they do not judge the art of gardening by proportional or disproportional forms only; rather they hold dear to the 

heart the experience of variety and contrast evoked by a stroll through the garden, an experience helping to maintain 

an emotional balance of the soul in their search for ataraxia or tranquillity. Not unlike the gardens of Moor Park and 

Hofwijck, sharawadgi may also be perceived by Temple and Huygens as a source of humanist pleasure, a means to 

attain tranquillity which, as they understand, was equally treasured by the Confucian literati. 

 

Lee Zimmerman (Hofstra Universitiy) Frankenstein and Frankenstorm: Freud’s Burning Child, 

Shelley’s Creature, and the Climate Crisis 

Panel / Session 18, ‘‘Men Appear to Me as Monsters’: Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein at 201’. Monday /Lundi 

11.00 – 12.30. Lecture Theatre 5, Appleton Tower. Chair / Président.e : Sylvia Marks (New York 

University Tandon School of Engineering) 

When the 2012 “superstorm” that so devasted New York City and its environs was on its way, it was initially 

designated as “Frankenstorm,” the name by which I first heard it referred to in the media.  But, curiously, that rather 

suggestive name soon disappeared, substituted out for the anodyne name “Sandy.”   That substitution of the wild 

name for the domesticated one is itself suggestive—a kind of parable of the way the increasingly extreme and 
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devastating weather “events” over the past years are, in the mediasphere and elsewhere, consistently detached from 

the climate crisis of which they are a sign.   Taking up the hint offered by that brief identification of the devastating 

violence with the story of Frankenstein—a novel appearing at precisely the historical moment when atmospheric 

carbon, stable for 10,000 years at 270 ppm, began its precipitous and catastrophic increase (410 ppm and rising)—this 

talk suggests that the figure of Victor’s nameless creature can stand as a telling figuration of the climate crisis itself.  

Just as the Creature is seen only superficially—as his real nature and meaning remain invisible—so, too, do we “see” 

extreme weather events without seeing, or really registering, the real nature and meaning of the climate crisis they 

signify.  Mary Shelley’s novel, that is, can help us think about our astonishing failure to respond to the existential crisis 

posed by global warming. This talk pursues that question by way of considering the Creature’s story together with 

what might be read as its later refiguration in a dream Freud describes in The Interpretation of Dreams. 

 

Abigail Zitin (Rutgers University) ‘What was I a Whore for now?’: Addiction and the Logic of 

Character in Roxana 

Panel / Session 72, ‘Daniel Defoe 1’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. G.07 Meadows Lecture Theatre, Old 

Medical School. Chair / Président.e : Holly Kruitbosch (University of Nevada at Reno) 

Is addict an Enlightenment identity? In this paper, I discuss addiction’s narrative forms to argue that the answer is yes. 

The discourse of addiction shares with the eighteenth-century novel its roots in spiritual autobiography. Taking as my 

central example Defoe’s _Roxana_, I explore how the concept of addiction might shed light on the constitution of 

character in the realist novel. In what ways is Defoe’s penitent protagonist legible as an addict? She is not a substance 

abuser in any literal or even figurative sense. She craves autonomy, making her story look like a parody of addiction: 

the elusive goal of independence renders her psychologically dependent, which is to say, makes her behave like an 

addict. She narrates her sinfulness as a pattern of compulsions, unmet intentions, and failed abstinence. In his 

protagonist, Defoe gives us a prescient illustration of a conceptual problem at the heart of modern thinking about 

addiction. Her spiritual crisis manifests as a disorder of the will; her confession dramatizes the problem of not being 

able to help it, where “it” turns out to be the most elusive part of her story. Unlike a drug, sin itself appears to give her 

no pleasure; sex and money are means to the end of controlling her own (financial) affairs. Her sinning can therefore 

be glossed as addiction without pleasure, her narrative as a study in addictive psychology, lacking only a substance for 

its protagonist to abuse. 

 The critical context for my reading of _Roxana_ is an ongoing conversation about the historicity of addiction 

and its coincidence with modern consumer capitalism. Eve Sedgwick set the terms for this conversation 30 years ago 

in her essay “Epidemics of the Will,” a companion piece to her better-known and more obviously Enlightenment-

oriented “Jane Austen and the Masturbating Girl.” Returning to Sedgwick in light of the ongoing opioid epidemic in 

the US, I argue that addictive psychology both echoes and underwrites a theory of novelistic character. 

 

Lena Zlock (Stanford University / Voltaire Foundation, University of Oxford) How Did Voltaire 

Read? The Voltaire Library Project: Using Digital Humanities to Bridge Book and Intellectual 

History 

Panel / Session 426, ‘Digital Humanities’. Friday /Vendredi 11.00 – 12.30. Lecture Theatre 2, Appleton 

Tower. Chair / Président.e : Melanie Conroy (University of Memphis) 

To understand Voltaire’s thinking and impact, where better to look than his massive library of nearly 6700 volumes? 

Understanding the Voltaire’s library through a big-data approach will give us new insights into the forces that shaped 

Voltaire’s thinking. With the advent of digital humanities, we can now visualize the full breadth and depth of Voltaire’s 

“laboratory.” How many works of history did Voltaire own? Science? Theology? Jurisprudence? Did he purchase these 

books or were they gifted to him? How many were clandestinely printed? Where is the historical weight of the library? 

The goal of my project is to create a three-dimensional portrait of Voltaire’s “life of the mind.” What shaped Voltaire’s 

library? And what in the library shaped Voltaire’s work? These two questions are the same coin because the books 

that he used cannot be separated from the people, places, and contexts that produced them.  In a working library, the 

owner is actively engaged with the texts. Voltaire left marginalia in over half of the texts he owned, and made 

deliberate choices as to which books became a part of his collection. By looking at thousands of books at once, we can 
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start to uncover these patterns of choice. My talk will explore the secrets of the library that data has unveiled, 

including how old are, in fact, Voltaire's sources, the genre distribution of the library, and more. I will also talk about 

how digital humanities can aid scholars in thinking about reading practices, knowledge collection, and the production 

of ideas. This project has been presented at the Digital Humanities at Oxford Summer School poster session, the 

Digitizing Enlightenment III conference at the University of Oxford, and the Center for Spatial and Textual Analysis at 

Stanford University. 

 

Natalia Zorrilla (Université de Buenos Aires) « Humanité originaire » et « superstition » dans la 

Lettre de Thrasybule à Leucippe 

Panel / Session 76, ‘Herméneutique de l’individuel’. Monday /Lundi 16.15 – 18.00. 2.05, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : James Harriman-Smith (Newcastle University) 

Cette communication vise à analyser le traitement que le personnage fictif Thrasybule donne aux phénomènes de la 

genèse et de la propagation des représentations du divin dans la Lettre de Thrasybule à Leucippe. 

Attribuée à Nicolas Fréret, cette œuvre est souvent considérée comme l’un des piliers de la littérature philosophique 

clandestine athée; ayant circulée comme manuscrit pendant la première moitié du dix-huitième siècle, elle est publiée 

par d’Holbach en 1765. 

L’explication historico-généalogique que Thrasybule déploie à propos de l’origine des figures du divin se fonde sur la 

prémisse que les déités sont des productions « chimériques » de l’imagination des « premiers hommes ». En effet, 

selon l’auteur de la Lettre, on a d’abord conçu les divinités comme les causes des phénomènes naturels dont les lois 

étaient inconnues. L’ultérieure contagion généralisée de la superstition aurait provoqué, d’après Thrasybule, la 

consolidation de la cosmovision religieuse, ainsi que l’institutionnalisation des pratiques sacrificielles dénoncées par 

lui. 

Or, est-ce l’humanité intrinsèquement superstitieuse ? Est-ce le comportement religieux essentiel au développement 

des sociétés? Les « funestes » effets des cultes des entités surnaturelles, sont-ils irréversibles? La résolution de ces 

problématiques s’avère décisive pour la pensée radicale antireligieuse des Lumières. Nous montrerons donc que 

Thrasybule cherche à établir une notion d’humanité originaire qui lui permette de répondre négativement à ces 

questions. Cependant, il faudra examiner aussi les différences qu’il y aurait entre cette représentation des origines de 

l’espèce humaine qu’il propose et les fictions ou « fables » des religions qu’il appelle « erreurs utiles » (e.g.: l’enfer ou 

le ciel), lesquelles inciteraient la « populace » à agir vertueusement. 

 

Eugenia Zuroski (McMaster University) Beckford’s Gothic Humour 

Panel / Session 174, ‘Laughing Matters’. Tuesday /Mardi 14.30 – 16.00. Lecture Theatre 4, Appleton Tower. 

Chair / Président.e : Ros Ballaster (Mansfield College, Oxford) 

William Beckford’s Vathek (1786, 1816) is a perplexing text. Combining the genres of gothic and oriental tale, it 

presents a gleefully violent fantasy that draws on the tropes and styles of both genres to amplify the implausibility and 

outlandishness of each. As Kenneth Graham points out, Vathek evokes eighteenth-century conventions in order to 

bend, break, and escape from them. As a result, twentieth- and twenty-first-century readers have reached beyond the 

bounds of eighteenth-century literary models to describe its effects: Donna Landry uses the model of “reenactment” 

and “re-staging” to account for its “perverse quotation and transfiguration of Orientalist tropes,” for example, and 

Eliza Bourque Dandridge calls upon comic book theory to explain its techniques of visualization.  

Vathek is thus very much “of its age” in its immersion in popular orientalist and gothic tropes, and an odd fit in the 

category of eighteenth-century fiction that has been carved out by theories of the novel. This paper asks how the 

energy of this generic strangeness interacts with the dark comedy within the story, which includes elements resonant 

with the twentieth-century categories of “screwball” and “slapstick.” If Vathek generates laughter, it is undoubtedly 

related to the cruel sense of eighteenth-century humour detailed by Simon Dickie, premised on the ritual humiliation 

of women, ethnically and racially marked persons, and the disabled. But does the generic instability or 

overwroughtness of the tale extend to its sense of humour, estranging the book’s funniness from these familiar 

modes of comedy, and allowing it to generate other kinds of effects? 


